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Direct drive is good enough for some decks.
But not for ours.
Just imagine, if you can, arecord deck that has the best of
everything - arm, pickup, speed accuracy, suspension etc. but no motor. Imagine that the turntable is moved by some
mystical means that involves neither heavy bearings,
moving parts, nor any physical contact with the platter. How
would this affect performance? You would get no motor
noise fora start. No motor vibration. No age-related
deterioration. No problems with the hum fields every
electric motor produces. Overall, an excellent net loss!
Now dismiss your dream and face reality. Aclose second
to this ideal deck actually exists, with acontact-free drive
system that is fact, not fantasy.
The system - called tangential drive - uses the
elementary law of physics that says any current-carrying

object placed in amagnetic field will experience aforce that
will cause it to move. Like the wheel of an ordinary
electricity meter (which works by the same law) the platter
rotates, silently and accurately, for as long as the magnetic
field is maintained by current passing through two adjacent
coils.
Tangential drive is only one of several unique features
built into the Beogram 8000. Ultimate tracking precision is
ensured by the tangential arm and MMC 20 CL pickup, with
its contact line diamond and single crystal sapphire
cantilever. Microcomputer technglogy adds machine
intelligence that makes operation quick, easy and foolproof.
Apatented three-point suspension system eliminates
interference from external knocks and vibration.

Computerised control system
allows one- touch automatic
operation with pause and repeat
functions. Actual speed
registers on digital readout.
Fast and slow arm scan for
inner track play. Manual overrides for non-standard disc
speed/size and record cleaning.

Rumbl e > 70dB DIN weighted.
Wow/flutter <±0.02%WRMS.
Speed deviation <0.02%. Pitch
control gives ± 3% speed variability Vertical tracking error
<0.04°Channel separation
>30dB/1kHz. Frequency response 20-20,000Hz ± ldB.
ETM 0.3mg.

See and hear the Beogram 8000 in action by visiting your local Bang & Olufsen dealer (he's listed in Yellow Pages) or write
for free Design Story to Bang & Olufsen UK Limited, Dept B, Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4 7DE. Telephone (0452) 21591.

Bang anlufsen
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The drawing below appeared with an article on copyright by
Barry Fox in the Sunday Express colour magazine on
October 11th. Barry was not especially enthusastic in that
piece about the idea of atape levy, but hardly expected the
BPI to demonstrate its high-minded respect for copyright by

HOME TAPING
IS KILLING MUSIC

Cubic magic is very popular these
days, but to challenge the colourful
Rubic variety there is the up-andcoming Carver version, offering
incredible quantities of ( uncoloured)
power from tiny boxes of audio tricks.
Suitably gloved to avoid
contamination and handling bias, we
decided to weigh one against the other
for the benefit of our photographer
Roger Phillips, while more lengthy
investigations and judgements will be
found in Martin Colloms' review on
page 25.

•

using the logo on the left when it launched its tape levy
campaign two weeks later. That campaign, and some of the
associated arguments and problems, are discussed on page
21.
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So you've fancied some
WHARFEDALE E90 speakers—

£182 per pair including VAT, carriage and insurance 8
£220 per pair including VAT, carriage and insurance E 8

E90 kit £330 per pair including VAT, carriage and insurance£10
Credit terms available: Deposit 20%, balance over 12 months (charges currently 26.9 APR)
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0625 529599

The firm for Speakers

35/39 Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire
Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders'
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Mail Order Protection Scheme
(Limited Liability)

The kits contain all cabinet components - accurately machined for easy
assembly - all drive units, crossover networks, acoustic wadding, reflex
port trim, nuts, bolts, terminals, grille fabric, etc. The cabinets can be
painted or stained or finished with iron-on veneer. Easy, foolproof
assembly instructions are supplied — no electronic or woodworking
knowledge necessary.
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British Code of Advertising Practice
Advertisements in this publication are required to conform to the British
Code of Advertising Practice. In respect of mail order advertisements
where money is paid in advance, the code fequires advertisers to fulfil
orders within 28 days, unless a longer delivery period is stated. Where
goods are returned undamaged within seven days, the purchaser's money
must be refunded Please retain proof of postagerdespatch, as this may be
needed.
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But the bank manager won't co-operate! Don't despair now there are
Wilmslow Audio
flat-pack kits for
the Wharfedale
•
E50, E70 and E90.
A few hours of
easy and
interesting work
will complete
your speakers at
avery
considerable
saving on buying
'assembled'
Esystems. •

Prices:
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Symphony 9( Böhm)
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If you order goods from Mail Order advertisements in this magazine and
pay by post in advance of delivery. Hi Fr News will consider
you tor compensation it the Advertiser should become insolvent ch .
bankrupt. provided:
(1) You have not received the goods or had your money returned;
and
(2) You
write
to
the
Publishmr
of
Hi Fi
News
summarising the situation not earlier than 28 days from the
day you sent your order and not later than two months from
that day.
Please do not wait until the last moment to inform us. When you write, we
will tell you how to make your claim and what evidence of payment is
required.
We guarantee to meet claims from readers made in accordance with the
above procedure as soon as possible after the Advertiser has been
declared bankrupt or insolvent up to alimit of £ 5,200 per annum for any
one Advertiser so affected and up to £ 10,000 per annum in respect of all
insolvent Advertisers. Claims may be paid for higher amounts, or when the
above procedure has not been complied with, at the discretion of HiFi
News; but we do not guarantee to do so in view of the need to set
some limit to this commitment and to learn quickly of readers' difficulties.
This guarantee covers only advance payment sert io direct response to an
advertisement in this magazine ( not, for example, payment made in
response to catalogues etc, received as a result of answering such
advertisements). Classified advertisements are excluded.
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Have you heard about
the new

NC 100

The NC/100 from Monitor Audio opens up new horizons for
improved sound quality at aprice that won't make you fall out
with your bank manager.
Monitor Audio has the reputation of being one of the first to
recognise the importance of connecting cables in sound
reproduction and have remained one of the leaders in cable
technology development ever since. The NC/100 is the latest
Monitor Audio innovation and is the result of many year's
successful research.
Using the NC/100 sound cable you will immediately notice
* A more solid and tighter bass quality.
* Better definition and clarity of the upper base.
* Improved stereo imaging.
* Apparent dynamic range improvement.
The NC/100 comprises of 200 strands of pure copper wire,
each strand 0.15 mm thick.
Conductors are laid parallel and then twisted before being
sheathed in VX grade clear PVC. This insulation forms a
Double- D cross section so that the two conductors (twisted in
opposite lays) are held to each other. Most important for
accurate sound reproduction.
The NC/100 is supplied in any length up to 100 metres.
With Monitor Audio NC/100 you won't nave to spend a
fortune to improve sound quality.
Available from Monitor Audio at 77p per metre plus VAT and
P & P.

Flat Sound Cable
'Flat Sound Cable' is ahighly successful
and much sought after product in the world of
HiFi.
'Subjectively the Monitor Audio Sound
Cable was markedly superior to the five amp
cable. Ordinary cable was muffled, gave a
less open sound and sounded very dead. The
overall effect is of enhanced naturalness and
greater life in the music.'
Practical HiFi December 1978.
Flat Sound Cable is now available direct
from Monitor Audio at a special price: 10 m
(pair) £ 24.50 inc VAT.
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The NEW unique POD
The POD is aunique disc clamping device
that applies pressure at three points around
the label of arecord.
The improvement in the sound quality
results from the suppression of sympathetic
vibrations. These sympathetic vibrations are
the result of ordinary sound waves striking
the record surface and causing the vinyl to
oscillate at certain frequencies. These sonic
vibrations are sometimes made worse with
the use of adust cover. The stylus of your
cartridge also introduces vibrations of its
own in the vinyl. The sympathetic vibrations

are the major cause of intermodulation
distortion.
The POD unites the record with the platter
to form asingle mass which is less
susceptible to sympathetic vibrations. The
small mass of the POD ( in fact less than
20 grammes) will not interfere with the
delicate balance of turntables and the motor
mechanism does not have to cater for heavy
weights which are currently being distribured
by some manufacturers. These heavy
weights are in the order of 1lb weight
(450 grammes) definitely deteriorating the
bearing life on turntable mechanisms.
Another benefit is that some warped
records are made playable thus providing
enjoyment of old favourites that might
otherwise be scrapped.
'Get the best out of your records by using
POD the dynamic disc coupler.'
Obtainable from Monitor Audio at £ 6.75
each plus VAT.

MonitorAudio Ltd
347 Cherry Hinton Road Cambridge C814DJ
England. Telephone 0223 242398 & 246344

5

reviews have their place,
but please don't be foolish
enough to part with hard
earned money on the written word alone!
It is essential that you make your own subjective comparisons.
At Superfi we offer you an unrivalled opportunity to do so,
and at prices that may come as avery pleasant surprise indeed!

11

CI NOTTINGHAM 15 MARKET STREET 412137/8
LEEDS 34-36 QUEEN VICTORIA ST 449075
DERBY 6THE STRAND, SADLERGATE 361384

As you can see,
our three rack systems are
astonishingly different.
haliame4
IMO
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System 50

System 70

Some hi-fi manufacturers will go to any
lengths to make their hi-fi systems look different:
Flashy digital displays, masses of knobs and
trimmings, all help to justify the price differences
between them.
This is all very well for people who never listen
to music seriously.
Denon, on the other hand, believes that the
enthusiast prefers to judge hi-fi by the quality and
output of sound, rather than superficial cosmetic
finery.
Which is why they build all their equipment in
Japan to incorporate the latest technology and
concentrate on offering achoice of specifications to
suit even the most discerning listener.

System 80

With Denon rack systems, the main choice
comes from the rated power of the amplifiers, 50,
60 or 80 watts per channel and from the additional
control features of each component.
But because Denon accept no compromise on
record playing performance, the same Direct Drive
turntable is supplied with each system.
This auto-lift unit with non-contact optical
end sensor and magnetically impulsed speed
detection secures wow and flutter at less than
0.012% wrms and rumble at - 78dB.
Whichever system you choose you'll benefit
from Denon's 70 years experience in the
professional sound recording industry.
So you're bound to notice the difference.
HFN 1

Please send me further details on Denon Rack Systems and other hi-fi products.
Naine
Address

Post to: ! knoll Customer Service Division, 14 Priestley Way, London NW2 7TN. Tel: 01-450 8070.

DENON®

THE PROFESSIONAL STANI ) IN HI- H.

I
N HI-FI ITS ALONG WAY DOWN
TO SECOND BEST.

Since 1937, when they produced the first high-fidelity sound system,
Fisher has earned aworldwide reputation as one of the leading manufacturers in
their field. Constantly developing, constantly innovating, Fisher's philosophy is to
bring you the highest fidelity equipment, with the emphasis on functional design.
The Fisher System 9000, anew concept in HiFi design. Totally remote
controlled with soft-touch buttons throughout the whole system.
Each component unit has the latest advanced features; for example:
Digital-Synthensizer-Tuner FM 9000: Absolutely essential for the most stable
reception characteristic. 20 programmeable station-presets (10 MW, 10 FM),
which can be called up by manual selection, remote control or timer programme.
Auto Scan allows convenient searching for other stations not memorized in the
presets.
Furthermore, the system includes Linear Drive Programmeable
Turntable MT 6360, Control Centre CB 9000, Pre-amplifier CC 9000, Power
Amplifier BA 9000, Cassette Deck CR 9000.
If you'd like the full details of Fisher System 9000 or indeed the rest of the
Fisher range, here's alist of Fisher stockists. Alternatively , you can fill in the coupon
below and we'll send you all the details.
Acton Camera & HiFi Centre.
86 High Street, Acton. LondonW3
Analog Audio.
849 High Road. Finchley. London N12
Budget Sound Systems.
242 Tottenham Court Road. W1
Dand DHi-A.
17 Tottenham Court Road,W1
Dand DHi-R.
188 Tottenham Court Road, WI
Discount Audio.
231 Tottenham Court Road. WI
Ellis Marketing,
79 High Street. South Norwood.
London 5E25
HiFi and Video Market.
48Tottenham Court Road. W1
Lion House.
227-229 Tottenham Court Road.W1
Derek Smith,
25 Tottenham Court Road. WI
Won dert ul World of Audio and Video.
2Tottenham Court Road, WI
Holborn
Ltd..
445 Holborn Street. Aberdeen
Bryants HiFi.
81 High Street, Aldershot. Hants
Barnsley Hi-ACentre.
40-42 Sheffield Road. Barnsley
Simply HiFi Ltd..
9Flemingate. Beverley.
North Humberside
Norman H. Field.
35 Hurst Street. Birmingham 5
Whiteleys of Deansgate.
4Deansgate. Blackpool
Management Electronics.
254 Old Christchurch Road.
Bournemouth
Halcyon Electronics Ltd..
38 Wdmore Road. Bromley, Kent
Campkins Audio.
19-20 Market Street. Cambridge
Canterbury HiFi Centre.
21 The Burgate. Canterbury
Eric Wiley,
64 & 85 Deancroft Road. Castleford.
Yorks.

Malcolm Audio & TV Ltd .
12 South Street. Chichester, Sussex
Sound on Sound.
64 Lawton Street. Congleton, Cheshire
Ernsford Electronics Ltd..
8Marlborough Road. Ball Hill, Coventry
Spaldings HiFi.
3524 Lower Add scombe Road.
Croydon
John Rees HiFi,
2High Street. East Grinstead, Sussex
Loughton Photog-aphic Ltd..
152 High Road. Loughton. Essex
B Electronics.
32 South Street. Exeter. Devon
Victor Morris Ltd
340 Argyle Stree:. Glasgow
William Robb Ltd.
1115 Worcester Street. Gloucester
Yorkshire HiFi & Video Ltd .
8Cheltenham Parade, Harrogate
Raysonic Hi-ALtd..
IOVVeald Lane HarrowVVeald.
Middlesex
Target Electrical.
13The Marlowes
Hemel Hempstead
The Record Shop.
Hermitage Road. Hitchin. Herts
Sounds Supreme
136/138 Portland Road, Hove.
Sussex
Nairn Music,
1Greig Street. Inverness
Eastern Audio.
87 Norwich Road. Ipswich
Kettering HiFi Centre.
68 Stamford Road, Kettering
S. May lLeic.l Ltd..
27 Churchgate. Leicester
Soundtrack (AVI Ltd.
149 Leigh Road. Leigh-on Sea,
Southend
Shannons Radio Ltd.
25-29 Station Road. Urmston,
Manchester
Milford Audio Centre.
90 Robert Street. Milford Haven

HiFi Opportunities Ltd
Handyside Arcade.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne
Listen Inn,
32A Gold Street. Northamptcri
Scarfe Audio Visual,
161 Unthank Road. Norwich
Oxford Electrical Rentals Ltd..
256 Banbury Road, Summertown,
Oxon
Witney Audio.
29 Corn Street, Witney. Oxon
Frampton ( Cameras) Ltd .
93 Cornwall Street. Plymouth.
Devon
Micron Audio Ltd .
172 Baslow Road Totley. Sheffield
Micron Audio Ltd. 11-11Fi Habitat).
135 Sheffield Road. Chesterfield
B&K
3Marine Court, St Leonards-on-Sea.
Sussex
Sheffield Sound Centre.
39 Carlton Road. VVorksop. Notts
Sextons I.C.E Ltd..
37 Bedford Place. Southampton
Rodger & Green HiFi Ltd .
9Red Lion Square. Stamford, Lincs
Saxons (Photomarket &
Ltd.,
20-22 Waterloo Place. Sunderland
TV & HA Centre.
91-92 Commercial Road. Swindon
ro.c. Beech Ltd..
67 Grosvenor Road Tunbridge Wells
Audiopower Ltd.
68 High Street,VVatford
Woods Radio & TV Services Ltd.
1Upper Street. Wednesbury.
W Midlands
Aerco Records Ltd ,
27 Chobham Road. Woking. Surrey
Millwards Ltd
11 Salop Street. Wolverhampton
Multisound
Ltd..
7Davygate Arcade, York
Manx Audio.
Glen Vine. Isle of Man

A licence may be required when recording from pre-recorded material or radio.

To: Fisher Sales UK, Department PH1, Units 114,
Otterspool Way, Watford WD2 8HX.
Please send full details on the Fisher range.
Name
Address
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FISHER
The first name in high fidelity.

When you're ready
to " face" the music
we have atip
for reduced
distortion
The hyperelliptical stylus tip, acclaimed for its low
distortion and high trackability. is now available in awhole
series of Shure pickups. Whether you're seeking to
reproduce the full dynamic range at today's new
superdiscs. or simply to obtain maximum listening
pleasure from treasured records in your collection, you'll
find an HE pickup with the combination of features and
performance that best meets your reeds from the list
below:
V15 Type IV
Perfectionist's Choice! With unprecedented trackability.
ultra- flat response. Dynamic Stabilizer, low effective stylus
mass.

V15111- HE
One of the best-selling pickups ever! Performance second
only to the V15 Type IV - but at amore modest price.
M97HE
Top- of- the- line features and excellent performance at an
intermediate price. Features Dynamic Stabilizer and SIDEGUARD stylus protector.
M97HE-AH The HeadlinerTM
All the design and performance of the M97HE plus the
simplicity of plug-in connection. Allows instant attachment
to the tone arm of most turntables.
M95HE
Features high trackability. flat frequency response. lowloss/high output magnetic pole piece, at a modest price.

The HE Family:
Hyperelliptical-Equipped

V15 Type IV
4-1; grams
3

V15 LT
11 grams

M75HE Type 2
NEW!
T.he first time HE stylus offered in such alow price range!
High trackability. and excellent perfonrance.

MV3OHE
,3-1'4 grams

V15 Type Ill-HE
;
1-11 grams

M97HE-AH
(with attached headshell)
4
3-1; grams
'

M97HE
grams

M97 LT
i grams

M75HE-J Type 2
NEW!
Designed to deliver the best performance from heavier
tracking tone arms Exceptionally modest price.
V15LT & M97LT ( Linear Tracking Models)
NEW!
Get the most from advanced technology Inear tracking
turntables! Performance comparable ! oV15 Type IV and
M97HE ( respectively).
M V3OH E
Sleek, integral pickup/carrier arm combination for use with
SME Series Ill and SME Series IIIS tone arms Perfofmance
similar to V15 Type IV

For more information about Shure pickup
cartridges please write to us at the address below

Setting the '1‘orld Standard in Sound

PA
M95HE
,1-1; grams

M75HE Type 2
;
3
,-1; grams

M75HE-J Type 2
1,1 -2; grams

S F-1

Shure Electronics Limited
Eccleston Road
Maidstone ME15 6AU
Telephone Maidstone ( 0622 59881
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When The Archers go out on the air, alot can happen
to the sound before it reaches the listener in the living room.
In addition, atuner can actually fade and distort or
add unwanted noises to the original transmission. So the
chances of hearing The Archers exactly the way it was performed are slim, to say the least.
Now Sony have designed amachine that neither
adds to nor subtracts from the original transmission-the
STJ75 tuner
Its apowerful claim to make but let the facts speak
for themselves.
The STJ75 has asignal to noise ratio of 92dB mono,
86dB stereo. That's as much as 15dB mono, 14dB stereo,
higher than most tuners. Which means you hear more
music and less noise.
The STJ75 also has exceptional stereo separation55dB @ 1KHz. This provides amore lifelike stereo effect
and minimal distortion. Compare this to a30-50dB stereo
separation level of other tuners.
Convenience is another part of the STJ75. There is
atimer activated programme device that works rather like

avideo recorder Just set the optional timer and you can
record up to eight programmes on different stations; or the
same programme on eight consecutive days. So you no
longer have to miss your favourite shows while you're away
Eight station pre-sets with amemory means you don't
have to spend time tuning in your favourite programmes,
either Touch abutton and you're locked in.
Locking in, is also the role of the quartz synthesised
tuning control. That means you won't hear strange voices
from unwanted stations interrupting your listening pleasure.
So if you want to get closer to Ambridge and other
radio broadcasts, consider the Sony
STJ75. Atuner outstanding in its field.
STJ75. Price around £200. Demonstrations from Sony Showroom,134 Regent Street, London VVL
Further information: Sony UK Limited, Pyrene House, Sunbury on Thames, Middlesex 1W16 7AT.
Recording playback of material may require consent. See copyright act 1956 also the performance protection act 1958 and 1972
SONY

Elingli

CD MI

CI EMU

You'll even !near the grass grow in Ambridge.

SIX ADVANCED COMMUNICATION COMP
As separates they are remarkable.Together they are unrivalled. PL-L800 Tangential tracking turntable. F-9 Digital quartz synthesizer

tuner. CT-9R Microprocessor controlled cassette deck. A-9 Non- switching amplifier. HPM-1100 Polymer Graphite loudspeakers.

CV) PIONEER®
Communication Components.

Pioneer High Fidelity (GB) Lict.,The Ridgeway, ken Buckinghamshire SLO 9JL.
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TDK OD. TDK's new Opt imaFerric coating means that
magnetic particles can be
packed much more densely,
increasing sensitivity and
MOL to optimum leyels
across the entire '
frequency range.
Normal Bias
120 1.ts EQ.

TDK SA-X. The much acclaimed cobalt
enriched SA formulation in adual coated
4*•
version with laboratory standard
...*e.4e,
mechanism. Recommended for
-›.
*44,'e•
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,_
those who have not yet
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• •
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4switched to metal.
.....".,*.,„„,
High Bias 70 gs EQ.
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TDK SA. Increased
MOL in both the low to medium
frequency range and the critical high
end now gives SA an even more
spectacular performance with wider
dynamic range. High Bias 70 bts EQ.

TDK MA-R. To exploit the
full potential of Metal Alloy tape
TDK have designed this die-cast zinc
cassette mechanism, machined to micron
tolerances to give complete stability and accurate
channel orientation. Metal Bias 70 ps EQ.

TDK Tape Distributor ( UK) Ltd.,
tnh Floor, Pembroke House,
Wellesley Road, CROYDON CRO 9XW.
Elm: Pears Wholesale Ltd.,1, Chapel Lane,
Parnell,Street, DUBLIN 1.

&MC« The great name in tape cassettes.
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Aprice tag is no reason
choosing aturntable

The name
A price tag won't tell you what
kind of sound to expect.
The Thorens name will.
It means you're looking at agem of precision engineering.
All Thorens turntables have remarkably low rumble, wow and flutter figures, for performance that's
impressive at any price.
The same design philosophy applies to Thorens' tonearms. They're low moss, compatible with most
high quality cortridgest and offer performance comparable with more expensive arms.
Thorens quality can be yours from as little as £ 100* for the NEW TD104 MkIlcomplete with TP22
tonearm or, if you're looking for the ultimate, our range extends to the incredible Reference deck at £ 4600.
We hove more than 300 knowledgeable dealers throughout the U.K. They'll be glad to show our
range and offer expert advice on choosing the Thorens deck that's right for you.
Just send the coupon for details.
tThorens tonearm fitted with Pickering XSV/4000 cartridge. * Prices correct at time of going to press.

mall.101

1111111aniaa

Thorens TD104 Mk11
with TP22 tonearm.
£100

Thorens TD160 BC
with Mayware tonearm.
£199

Thorens TD115 Mk11
with TP30 tonearm.
£200

THOR251
The finest name in turntables

Please send me details of your turntables and tonearms and my nearest U.K. stockist.
Nome

HFN 1

Address
Tel No.

Sole U.K/EIRE Distributor: Combrosound Limited, Freedex House, 4-10 North Rood, London, N7 9HN. Tel: 01-607 8141. Telex 264773 Metros G.
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43/11
Californian Record Odyssey ( Garfinkle)
43/6
Can Amplifiers Sound Different? ( Colloms)
99/5
Cassette Tape (Hansen)
49/11, 59/12
Choosing aZobel ( Harms)
71/9
Consulting the Oracle (Atkinson)
59/3
Festival Du Son: Paris (Atkinson)
22/5
Group Delay and Square-Waves (Jacob)
57/1
Harrogate International Festival ( Humphreys, Atkinson)
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High Fidelity'81 ( Humphreys)
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55/6
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67/10
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71/10
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79/11
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68/11
75/1
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69/4

Siidergren, Inger ( Keener)
Telemann, Georg Philipp ( Daw)
Thomas, Michael Tilson (Seckerson)
Tuckwell, Barry ( Humphreys)
Wagner's Parsifal ( Branscombe)

CONSTRUCTIONAL FEATURES
50/10
DIY Sound- Level Meter (Atkinson)
Domesticating HiFi Loudspeakers (Withey)
65/2
Moving-Coil Head amp (Curtis)
64/12
Music Goes Round & Round (Howarth, Martin, Janosevic,
Fairclough)
50/3
Simple Headamp for Moving-Coil Cartridges ( Fogg)
59/9
Sonic Satellites ( Nixon)
59/11
Versatile Active Crossover ( Duncan)
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MISCELLANEOUS FEATURES
48/10
27/7
50/12
47/2
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35/6
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Platonic Urge (Carter)
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EQUIPMENT REVIEWS
Akai ACM 100 microphone
Aiwa AD3500 Cassette Deck
AKG D190E microphone
AKG 01200E microphone
AKG P10 ED pu cartridge
AKG P25 MD pu cartridge
Alpage AL50 cassette deck
Amcron DL2/SA2 amplifier combination
AR 18s loudspeaker
Audio Technica AT811 microphone
Audio Technic° AT813 microphone
Aurex SB-66 amplifier
Aurex PC-X88AD cassette deck
Beyer M81 LM microphone
Beyer M69N microphone
BIC T2 cassette deck
B & O Beocord 8002 cassette deck
B & W DM10 loudspeaker
Calrec CM 652C/652D microphone
Cart-align Protractor
Castle Clyde loudspeaker
Chartwel) PM 210 loudspeaker
dbx model 21 disc decoder
DER VHS VCR
Dual CS505 turntable
Dual CS 505 turntable
Dual C814 cassette deck
Eagle PRO M90 microphone
Eagle PRO M40 microphone
Eagle SME 900 microphone
Electrocompaniet pre/power amp
Esoteric Audio Research valve amp
Eumig FL- 10000? cassette deck
Gale GS 401A loudspeaker
Garrard DD 455 turntable
Grundig CF5100 cassette deck
Grundig 2x4VCR
Harbeth Monitor HL MK Ill loudspeaker
Harksound HS210 turntable
Harman Kardon hk 725/770 pre/power amp
Hitachi PCM V100 Digital cassette recorder
Hitachi VT8000 VCR
JR 14911 loudspeaker
JR Magna loudspeaker
JVC M201U microphone
JVCA-X9 amplifier
JVC A-X1 amplifier
JVC MD725 microphone
JVC QL-YF5 turntable
KEF Coda loudspeaker
KEF Model 103 II loudspeaker
Lentek SS loudspeaker
Lentek amplifier
Linn 'Kan' loudspeaker
LNB Lab 30 loudspeaker
Lux PD300 turntable
Lux C5000A/M4000A pre/power amp
Lux K-15 cassette deck
Marantz PM-5amplifier
Marantz PM310 amplifier
Marantz (Superscope) EC9P microphone
Marantz SL- 1100L receiver
Meridian 101/105 pre/power amp
Mitsubishi DT-530 cassette deck
Mitsubishi LT-20 turntable
NAD 6140 cassette deck
NAD 3140 integrated amplifier
Nakamichi 1000ZX Lcassette deck
Nakamichi NR100 Dolby-C adaptor
Neal-Ferrograph 312 cassette deck
Nightingale Point 5loudspeaker
Onkyo TX20 receiver
Oracle turntable
Pioneer PL1000 turntable
Pioneer CT400 cassette deck

100/4
111/11
100/4
101/4
109/8
110/8
111/11
103/8
119/12
101/4
102/4
101/5
112/11
102/4
51/5
98/4
102/9
120/12
102/4
111/9
121/12
108/2
109/6
13/8 (A&VM 3)
11/8 (A&VM 3)
121/1
113/11
103/4
51/5
52/5
95/6
101/10
106/6
101/8
119/1
93/4
5/8 (A&VM 3)
107/2
118/1
96/6
115/12
2/8 (A&VM 3)
123/12
97/8
52/5
103/5
88/4
103/4
89/7
124/12
105/2
124/11
104/5
100/7
106/2
95/7
97/6
112/2
105/5
89/4
103/4
110/10
99/6
114/2
116/11
114/11
112/9
99/9
99/9
105/6
109/2
118/3
110/3
95/7
95/4

Philips N8501 microphone
Quad ESL-63 loudspeaker
RAM CO20 loudspeaker
RCL 'Small Loudspeaker'
Rega Planar 3turntable
Rogers Studio 1loudspeaker
Sansui AU- D9 amplifier
Sansui P50 disc player
Sansui R-5L receiver
Sansui FR- D25 turntable
Sansui SC-3300 cassette deck
Sennheiser MD402LM microphone
Sennheiser MD412LM microphone
Sennheiser MKE2002 microphone
Seoum SA4160 amplifier
Seoum SR-3220 receiver
Shure 515S8 microphone
Shure 588S8 microphone
Sonus Black pu cartridge
Sonus Dimension 5pu cartridge
Sony ECM220FA microphone
Sony ECM260 microphone
Sony ECM 990F microphone
Sony PS- X75 turntable
Sony TC-F6C cassette deck
Sony TC-K88B cassette deck
Spendor SA2 loudspeaker
STD 305S turntable
Tandberg 3002 control amp
Tandberg 3003 power amp
Tandberg 3001 tuner
Tangent XLR-2 loudspeaker
Tannoy Stratford loudspeaker
Teac A660 cassette deck
Teac MC210 microphone
Technics RP3210E microphone
Technics RP330 microphone
Technics RP3540E microphone
Technics SU V2 amplifier
Thorens TD 160s turntable
Thorens TD 105 MkIlturntable
Threshold SL10/Stasis 3pre/power amp
Toshiba 5470B VCR
Westcliff TSL 1loudspeaker
Win Labs turntable

104/4
96/9, 107/10
11/8(A&VM 3)
100/7
6/5 (A&VM 2)
100/8
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117/1
111/10
117/11
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104/4
57/5
89/4
117/3
105/4
105/4
110/8
110/8
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53/5
89/7
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115/2
98/8
113/3
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116/10
126/10
125/11
125/12
97/4
53/5
57/5
106/4
106/4
87/4
113/3
119/11
100/6
5/8 (A&VM 3)
99/8
105/3
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47/1, 49/2, 57/3, 41/4, 41/5, 57/6, 47/7, 59/8, 73/9,
65/10, 57/11, 80/12
Looking Back
89/1, 73/2, 84/3, 65/4, 29/5, 67/6, 43/7, 71/8,
75/9, 77/10, 71/11, 67/12
Music on Record
71/1, 70/2, 71/3, 55/4, 59/6, 55/7, 63/8,
65/9, 67/10, 68/11, 69/12
News
39/1, 37/2, 37/3, 23/4, 19/5, 19/6, 15/7,36/8,
37/9, 36/10, 39/11, 42/12
Positive Feedback
45/3, 27/4, 34/5, 41/7, 61/8, 41/9, 87/12
Quality Monitor
66/1,67/5, 78/8,84/11
Readers' Problems
104/2, 53/4, 109/5, 111/6, 85/7, 59/9,
71/10, 45/12
Soundings
46/1, 69/2, 44/3, 29/4, 34/5, 45/6, 33/7. 53/8,
41/9, 47/10, 57/12
Subjective Sounds
65/1, 57/2, 39/3, 37/4, 35/5, 37/6, 27/7,
45/8, 45/9, 43/10, 45/11, 47/12
85/1, 111/2, 83/3, 47/4,29/5, 103/7,67/8,
Tape Matters
76/9, 109/10, 114/11, 63/12
ThingslHear
89/1, 59/2, 83/3, 65/4, 61/5,49/6,41/7,73/8,
63/9, 84/10, 65/11, 83/12
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Allsop 3cleans parts
other cassette cleaners
cannot reach
Pictured above is the
demonstration unit which you
can operate at any Allsop 3
stockist. It shows clearly why
the Allsop 3is superior to all
other cassette deck cleaners.
Firstly, no other cassette
cleans the capstan or pinch
roller, where abuild-up of dirt
and oxides causes tape to slip,
fray and be ' eaten up' into the
machinery. The on!y part which

other makes actually clean is
the audio head, and then they
mostly use an abrasive tape
which can be very damaging.
Allsop 3 is aunique wet
system which cleans all the
critical components thoroughly
and safely. It uses virgin wool
pads to remove all dirt and
oxides from the capstan, pinch
roller and audio head. Your
machine is maintained in

NEW ALLSOP 3REFILL KIT
A Refill Kit comprising 3sets of pads and alarge
bottle of solution is now available.
For further details write to:
Network Marketing Ltd., Dept HFN 12. Middlesex
House, 29-45 High Street, Edgware, Middlesex.
Tel: 01-952 6225

optimum condition and the best
possible reproduction from your
tapes is ensured
Ideal for hi-fi cassette decks
and portable cassette
recorders, the Allsop 3is also a
must for inaccessible car
cassette systems.
The Allsop 3is available
from all good audio shops and
stores. Call in for a
demonstration today.

ALLSOPM

WHAT WILL THEY THINK OF NEXT?
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
IN LATE October the British music indus Itry held a press conference to present it
scase for alevy on recording tape, while at
the same time a large advertisement
appeared in several newspapers, signed
by many leading musicians and sporting
the slogan: ' Home taping is killing music'.
This was prompted partly by contrary
arguments from the Tape Manufacturers'
Group, but was staged mainly in response
to the Government's Green Paper, a
consultative docement designed to stimulate debate which had greatly irritated the
British Phonographic Industry by sitting
on the fence rather than advocating alevy.
Indeed, so great was the irritation that the
gathering had something of a partypolitica l- conference
atmosphere,
with
Michael Kuhn of Polygram ( Chairman of
the BPI's Rights Committee) actually
accusing the Government of writing
'twaddle'. Also, in an off- guard moment
Mr Kuhn hinted that to avoid constitutional delays it might be necessary to get the
tape- levy scheme through Parliament in
the form of a minor amendment to a
Finance Bill rather than after afull debate.
Nasty stuff, this, which has something of
the flavour of policy changes over tobacco
advertising brought about by back- room
pressure from powerful vested interests.
We offered some thoughts on copyright
matters in this column last April, when we
opined that some sort of charge on
domestic tape recording might be the only
short-term solution to adifficult problem.
However, the more we see and hear of the
debate, especially the cock- sure selfrighteousness of the BPI, the less favourably disposed do we feel to a tape levy.
One's sympathies are naturally engaged
by hard-working musicians, who should
not lose out. But what about the big
names, earning millions in the pop world
through sheer numbers of discs sold, or
rgh enough in the classical world to run
private aeroplanes because of the silly
hoo-haa ( and inflated fees) surrounding
'the maestro'?
Would it not be better if performing
artists were simply paid a fair salary, or if
they have to adopt afreelance role, afixed
single fee for each recording/performance, without any royalties to follow?
Authors sometimes opt for a once- only
fee rather than royalties, and while it may
be very irritating if abook then becomes a
best-seller, at least a fair payment has
been agreed at the outset - relating to
effort and talent. We suggested something on these lines in April, and while a
departure from quantity as the measure of
value is perhaps commercial heresy, it
may be unavoidable in the long run in the
READERS' LETTERS
Letters for publication should be addressed to the
Editor, and must contain no other material or enquiries
Letters seeking advice on technical or equipment
matters (with SAE) should be marked for the attention of
'Crossover'. who will reply in due course. We reserve the
right to print such letters later in our Readers' Problems
feature.

BINDERS
Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFN/RR are
available from: Modern Bookbinders, Chadwick Street
Blackburn, Lancs. The years 1971 to 1981 are each
covered by two binders (January-June and July-

realms of ' intellectual property'.
Not many decades ago there were quite
a lot of laundries around. Now they are
rare, and while most shopping districts
have a semi- DIY launderette, huge numbers of homes have thier own washing
machines so that what was once a large
laundry business with massive investments in plant and transport has been
severely pruned down. Here, domestic •
technology dictated a significant social
and commercial change, just as massproduced cameras eventually lowered the
demand for family protrait studios by
enabling people to take their own snapshots. There must be many similar parallels, and when one considers that digital
recording methods will before long make
it possible to contain a whole symphone
on asquare- inch of photo-film, it becomes
apparent that a levy on cassette tape will
be a mere stop- gap. The entrenched
community of landowners who upheld
the Corn Laws in the last century had to
give way in the end to the realities of
free- trade, just as the recording industry
will surely have to give up much of its
privileged position to the home recordist.
That home recordist, incidentally, is
most emphatically not '
killing music' —
any more than radio broadcasts or the
gramophone did, though each was thus
accused in its time. When all is said and
done, music is what is actually heard: an
experience in minds, not time in a studio
nor numbers of discs sold. There is to our
knowledge no evidence that less people
are listening to less music as a result of
home copying. In fact the likelihood is that
music- listening- hours have risen.
Finally, while on statistics, it is notable
that in the breakdown of a £ 4.69 LP's
costing given by the BPI, the combined
dealer margin, discounts, distribution
costs and VAT comes to £2.55, with
sleeve, manufacturing, advertising, promotion and marketing totalling 98p. That
leaves £ 1.16, of which artist and copyright
royalties comprise 69p, with 14p recording costs and 33p for overheads and profit.
Even if the royalties remained untouched,
avastly reduced value on the manufacturing side ( capacity for a copying system
only?) could lower industrial costs to, say,
4p. Then, royalties + recording + overheads- profit 04 87p, + 15% VAT = £ 1.00,
which is rather less than £4,69 and shows
what could happen with an industry
trimmed down to reality. The monies
involved might even be retrieved via a
licence fund akin to the BBC's, in exchange
for the citizen's right to copy anything.
Revolutionary nonsense? Perhaps — but
we did finally abolish the Corn Laws.
December). Price £3.00 for one (post paid) or £5.50 for a
pair. For earlier years, please ask for aquotation.

MICROFILMS & INDEXING
Microfilm and microfiche copies of HFNURR or articles
therefrom are available commercially from University
Microfilms International. North American applications
to: 300 N. Zeeb Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106,
USA; UK and rest of world: 30/32 Mortimer Street,
London W1N 7RA.
Technical articles of full page length or over appearing
in HiFi News & Record Reviews are detailed in the
British Technology index.
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Tilt.
Nothing to do with pinball wizardry,
has agreat deal to do with programme
balance.
The recording or broadcast engineer
attempts to capture the ambience of the
studio or concert hall but what the
listener perceives is the aggregate of
this and the reverberation
characteristics of his listening room.
If all listening rooms were equal the
engineer could make due allowance,
but since some listening rooms are
more equal than others, the engineer
has to assume some arbitrary norm, and
the chances are that further correction
and compensation will give improved
results. Thus areverberant recording
reproduced in a ' live' listening room
will sound overbright and adry

recording reproduced in an
overdamped or ' dead' room will sound
dull and bass heavy.
The tilt control on the Quad 44
cannot alter the reverberation
characteristics of your room but by
gently sloping the frequency response
of your system about acentre point,
chosen to maintain aconstant overall
subjective level, it can produce amore
natural programme balance, without
introducing unwanted colouration.
If you are in any doubt that the
listening room characteristics have a
fundamental effect upon the final
results try listening to the same record
played on the same equipment in two
different rooms.
To learn all about the Quad 44 write
or telephone for aleaflet.
The Acoustical Manufacturing
Co. Ltd., Huntingdon PE18 7DB.
Telephone: (0480) 52561.

QUAD*
for the closest approach
to the original sound

QUAD Is a registered trade mark
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With the cancellation of the Laskysponsored Hardman's Manchester show, Stockport dealer Bespoke Audio will be holding their
1982 show (their second) a little
earlier than originally planned, in
January. Around 50 exhibitors
will have their latest and greatest
on show; venue is the Belgrade
Hotel, Dialstone Lane, Stockport,
and opening times are 4pm-8pm
Friday 8th, 10am-8pm Saturday
9th, and 10am-5pm Sunday 10th
January.
HFN/RR will be there, presenting aseries of recorded sound demonstrations staged by Deputy
Editor John Atkinson and Music
Editor Ivor Humphreys, using
high quality equipment ( including
the exciting new Celestion SL6
loudspeaker). These dems, looking at all the ways in which the
intrinsic sound quality on a re-

cording can be compromised, degraded or destroyed, will take
place in the Battersby room, every
hour on the hour, and free tickets
will be available from the HFN/RR
stand at the entrance to the show.
See you there!

Ferrograph/
NEAL
Good news following the demise
of North East Audio Ltd ( NEAL) is
that both the Ferrograph openreel and NEAL cassette deck
ranges have been taken over by a
new company: Audio Video
Marketing Ltd. The old factory has
closed and the manufacturing side
has been split between anumber
of subsidiary companies. Prices
remain largely unchanged. Audio
Video Marketing Ltd, Unit 21,
Royal Industrial Estate, Blacken
Street, Jarrow upon Tyne, Tyne
and Wear. 0632 893092.

Decca Move
After some confusion as to their
future after the sale of Decca's
assets, Decca Special Products,
responsible for the classic cartridge, have left their home of 25
years at Ingate Place to set up
shop in Surrey and Shropshire.
For the past decade, Decca policy
has been to concentrate on export
—with agreat deal of success— but
in 1982 they plan to promote their
cartridge and accessory ranges
quite extensively in the UK. The

sales and marketing premises will
be at 200 Godstone Road,
Whyteleafe, Surrey ( tel: 01-668
7372) but existing Decca customers and enthusiasts who wish to
deal directly with the company for
stylus replacement etc should
contact the new service department at Stanmore Industrial
Estate, Bridgnorth, Shropshire
(tel: 07462 4121). A range of new
products is promised.

Acoustic Brick

apparently some Japanese audiophiles are convinced. After all,
the impressive Sony ' Esprit' TANQuad's Ross Walker has sent us 900 power amps come with marsome promotional material he ble slabs to damp the casework
discovered in the US for the latest and sprung feet ( at £60 the set) to
form of hi-fi aid to hit the States, a isolate the amp from speaker
'Back EMF Damper', made by VPI vibrations.
Perhaps
readers
in California. The more erudite would care to let us know the
enthusiast probably assumes that results of any experiments: the
this must be some form of soph- way the mains transformers
isticated feedback circuitry but it themselves vibrate and rattle in
is, in fact, no more than a metal some designs would indicate that
weight, weighing several kg, in a possibly some improvement may
smart oak box which is placed on be noted — or would it?
the amplifier! The idea is that as
vibrational feedback from the
loudspeaker will doubtless shake
all the components in the amplifier, certain back-EMFS will be This month's AES lecture should
induced due to these components prove especially interesting as it
sitting in the various stray magne- involves the perceived frequency
tic fields associated with the response of loudspeakers in
transformer and output transistor rooms, a thorny subject indeed.
wiring. Undoubtedly these effects The speaker is James Moir, who
exist and presumably can de- carries out laboratory measuregrade the signal, but at what kind ments on loudspeakers for HFN/
of level? Would a reduction in RR reviews: time and date are
such spuriae from — 120dB to Tuesday 12th January; venue is
—125dB be audibly significant? the IEE, Savoy Place, London
We
remain
sceptical
but WC2; and guests are welcome.

AES Lecture

Audio Technica

a highly sophisticated integrated
headshell unit using atapered beryllium cantilever and a new high
Audio Technica have recently
energy samarium cobalt magnet.
come up with a number of new The microphones are all ' unidirecgoodies, including four new car- tional cardioid types ranging from
tridges, three microphones, an
the AT 832 at £ 18.95 to the AT 834
'audio maintaining kit' and an
at £24.95. The AT 6021 Audio
intriguing suction mat. The catMaintenance Kit is acollection of
ridges are all moving-coil debits and bobs for cleaning. Price is
signs, three of them featuring
£7.95. The AT666 Vacuum Disc
Audio Technica's unusual user- Stabiliser is an ingenious addreplaceable stylus system. The on mat for use with conventional
budget- priced AT3100XE (£29.95) turntables and is based on the
is well suited to modest set-ups
principles exploited in the Lux PD
and its light weight and high
300 turntable we reviewed back in
compliance makes it compatible July ' 81. A full-sized disc, it has
with low mass arms. The AT3200E two concentric rubber gaskets at
(£39.95) is ahigh output version of the perimeter and end-of-side
this while the AT31E (£56) is a positions. In use the record is
refined version of the AT30E. The placed on it and suction applied
top model is the AT 34E (£ 195.95), from small plug-in hand-operated
pump, which is then disconnected (for obvious reasons)
A- T's vacuum
while the record is
mat
played. Another valve is
used to release the
vacuum after play.
Somewhat pricey at
£166.95, but it looks
very sophisticated
and big claims are
made for its sonic
benefits.

Digital 'U' Disc
Photographically captured
by
Swisstone's fleet-fingered MD,
Brian Pook, at the 1981 Tokyo
Audio Fair, Ivor Tiefenbrun of

Essex Lectures
This spring, as last, the Department of Electrical Engineering
Science at Essex University is
running a series of five evening
lectures on various topics connected with audio engineering
such as loudspeaker developments and the use of power MOSFETs. Peter Mapp will be presenting àtalk on ' Psycho-acoustic conjuring tricks', and the organiser of
the series, Dr. M. J. Hawksford,
will discuss both digital audio and
'Dynamic range and subliminal
noise pumps'— noise reduction, in
fact. Guests will be welcome and
the first talk will be at the University of Essex, near Colchester, on
18th January: details from Dr.
Malcolm Hawksford, do EES Department, University of Essex,
Colchester.

Digital Card
With the expected launch of Compact Disc apparently still on
course for this year, it would seem
a pity that a recently developed
digital storage system would
appear to be superior in some
ways. The Salt Lake City based
Digital Recording Corporation,
which has PCM pioneers Soundstream
as
a
subsidiary,
announced in November thatthey
had succeeded in getting high
quality playback of digitally encoded sound from a prototype
player using astationary record.
Rather than spin a disc, with all
the mechanical complications
that entails, the new system uses
a laser beam to scan a fixed
rectangular sheet containing the
information pits. Digital coding is

Linn, well known for his views on
digital recording and its connection with the perception of music,
can be seen to be obviously impressed by Mitsubishi's logo for
their Compact Disc player.
16-bit linear with a 50kHz sampling frequency. It must be admitted that although the time and
market place lead of Compact
Disc will probably be a decisive
factor in its favour, we find the
idea of adigital playback system
with aminimum of moving parts
very attractive.

Adcom Pickup
A range of moving-coil cartridges,
designed by one of the original
Ortofon designers, Newton Cha ni, has been marketed under the
Adcom brand name in the USA for
2or 3years now, but so far has not
been available in the UK. The
Adcom cartridges utilise an Xshaped coil-carrying armature,
said to allow agreater number of
coil turns, thus producing a high
enough output not to need astepup device, and also to optimise
the interface between armature
and damper. Mail order specialists Christchurch Cartridges inform us that they have stocks of
the Adcom range, ranging from a
Van den Hul tipped X-C at £275
and the line contact tipped X-C at
£145, down to more conventional
models around £ 100. Details from
Christchurch
Cartridges,
5
Bodowen Close, Burton, Christchurch, Dorset. Tel: 0202 471654

Nairn Cable
We boobed last month when we
said that Naim Audio's new
speaker cable costs £1 per foot
when it is actually £ 1per metre.
Sorry Julian, but those of us who
were brought up on one chain
equals one cricket pitch sometimes find metrication hard going.
23
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Amplifier Carver M-400
The M-400 Magnetic Field Power Amplifier provides 201
watts per channel into 8ohms, from a 7inch cube,
weighing amere 9lbs. It will handle reactive loads, down
to 2ohms, without strain, and with no more than 0.05%
THD and unmeasurable TIM (the nasty one). The M-400
Cube, "arguably, the only truly dramatic re-think on
amplifier design in recent years" (
HiFi News, June 1981)
is one of the only power amplifiers available, capable of
reproducing the ever increasing dynamic range of
modern recordings and broadcasts. Although comprehensively protected by the Cube, your speakers are
never going to sound the same — and it's realistically
priced!

The C1 Sonic Holography Pre-Amplifier is now
available, and although we cannot hope to do justice to
the unparalleled realism with which all your standard
stereo recordings will be reproduced, we do suggest that
you visit one of our limited number of authorised dealers
to hear it in conjunction with the M-400 (or any other
power amplifier).
The Gale GS401 is the ultimate speaker forthe digital era
— designed anumber of years ago, it remains one of the
only speakers available that can effortlessly and
accurately reproduce the increasing dynamic range of
the "super disc".

CARVER
D.W.Labs Ltd, 88-90 Gray's Inn Road, London WC1X 8M. Tel: 01-404 5140
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Carver M400 Aand Cl

HE LONG AWAITED and much publicised
Carver Cube power amplifier is at last
available in the UK, and it seemed logical to
review it in conjunction with the latest version
of the Cl preamplifier. Hawever, as I
suspect
the power amp will outsell the Cl, its intrinsic
properties are therefore probably of more
interest than those of the complete or
combination system; accordingly the
approach and format adopted for the
evaluation in fact views the two units as
separate items.
Bob Carver, the designer of both pre and
power amps, is not aparticularly well known
figure in the UK. However, most people have
heard of Phase Linear which was founded by
him and he also designed their range of
products. That company is now owned by the
US Pioneer Corporation and Carver himself
went on to become president and designer of
his Carver Corporation. His special interest
has been in high power amplifiers, with the
400B and 700B Phase Linear models now
audio legends, and his preamps have often
been associated with complicated features
such as auto correlators, peak unlimiters and
downward expanders. His latest invention is
atechnique for the apparent enhancement of
reproduced stereo images called a 'sonic
hologram generator', and which is fitted to
the review preamp ( see ' Patents' Dec. 81).
Carver does tend to use pseudo-technical
jargon when it comes to the naming of the
operating functions in his products, which, to
jaundiced British ears at least, smacks of
commercial showmanship. However, it is
clear from his frequent indulgence in pure
research, for example into the audibility of
crossover distortion, or his various patents
concerned with new principles or designs,
that the company's technical base is strong,
and not just flamboyant window dressing.

M400A Cube

In its latest form the Carver ' Cube' as it has
come to be known, has been further refined,
particularly with regard to its compatibility
with UK mains supply. Taking its most
remarkable aspects first, it aims to provide a
total of 500W from a17cm cube ( 6.8in), which
may be held in one hand as it weighs just
4.4kg ( 9.8Ibs), all this at an imported selling
price of around £400. There we have it in a
nutshell — one of the industry's most powerful
amps costing less than £ 1per watt, and in
terms of both dimensions and mass, about
one quarter of its conventional alternatives!
"The magnetic
amplifier contains a
magnetic cavity
transformer that is
driven with amplitude
modulated current. The
output signal is derived
from an AM detector."

SUP LY
AUDIO INPUT OPTO
IS LATOR

For example, the Quad 405 is rated here as
good value offering atotal of some 220W at
around £220, and yet despite an import
'disadvantage', the Cube beats it comfortably
on apound per watt basis. Of course this does
not take into account sound quality and may
not even relate to maximum attainable
subjective loudness, so we shall have to see
how well it did during the listening tests.
One important feature is worth noting at
this point. By designing the 400A so that one
channel is inverted ( negative pulse output for
apositive pulse input) and the other non
inverting, the simple expedient of mono feed
to both channel inputs allows the output to be
taken in bridged mode from the two ' positive'
speaker terminals. On peaks into reasonable
8ohm speakers I
found the 400A to be
capable of 1,200W (!) comparing with the
continuous bridge specification rating of
some 500W— in program terms we arrive at a

combinations in aform which could be
patented. In general, the elements of
amplifier and power supply circuitry are so
widely disseminated and under parallel
development at so many separate
establishments that patents forthem are
notoriously hard to obtain; it says something
for Carver's determination that he has been
successful in this respect.
On the basis of adifferent and more
conventional interpretation of amplifier
principles the circuit can be largely stripped
of its mystique and yet still make for
interesting reading. Some of the more
convoluted explanations to have seen print
include arepresentation as amagnetic
amplifier arranged as a ' push pull amplitude
modulation detector' with negative feedback
to increase detector bandwidth and reduce
distortion (fig. 1). This is amost cunning
reversal of the more conventional
representation as, say, afeedback amplifier
with auxiliary higher voltage power rails used
according to power levels. The supplies are
fed from aswitched mode power supply
whose regulation is controlled by the
predicted load demand.
The '400A is claimed to be highly efficient,
and the very low heat output even under
healthy music drive does confirm this. This
efficiency has been achieved by employing a
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figure of amere 33p per watt in bridge mode!
Circuitry and Trickery
When first announced much emphasis was
laid on its mysterious operating principles,
and even those skilled in the art were foxed by
expressions such as ' Magnetic Field Power
Amplifier' — alabel which still persists on the
faceplate of the M400A. Most of the design
principles are, in fact, subject to US patents
and Yamaha for example fell foul of them as
regards certain aspects of their Pyramid B6
model, and are now acknowledging Carver's
precedence by royalty payments. However,
what aparticular circuit is called is often up to
the designer and Carver has undoubtedly
used some licence in his descriptions in an
effort to tie down specific and unique circuit

MAGNETIC CAVITY
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FIG.1 AN EARLY REPRESENTATION OF THE CUBE PRINCIPLE
(after Len Feldman, Radio Electronics USA April ' 79)
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very low idling sliding bias current for the
output stage, this representing the main
static heat source. If we were to assume that a
±80V power supply is required to produce
the 250W typical output and that the usual
idling current is 50mA ( the so called A/B bias),
then the static dissipation for two channels is
16 watts, which would be sufficient to warm
noticeably asmall box such as the Cube. The
latter, however, barely increases in
temperature above the ambient, and Carver's
solution to this apparent paradox relates to
the multiple power supplies. When idling,
only the lowest supply rail pair are active (the
±25V), and in addition, alow bias current is
used, bringing the dissipation down to 2
watts or so per channel ( this figure does
exclude power dissipation in other sections
of the circuit). The amplifier's efficiency is
maintained at higher power levels since it
only draws the available supply voltage in
proportion to the signal demand. On amusic
signal driving the amplifier to full power on
.peaks but with an average level of 15W ( not
atypical of uncompressed program) the total
stereo output stage dissipation is
approximately 30W. If the full 250W
equivalent power rails were to be
permanently engaged, as occurs in asingle
supply rail pair conventional amplifier, then
the dissipation as waste heat in the amplifier
would be nearer 100W (fig. 2).
This diagram is arepresentation of the
power used to reproduce music both by a
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normal amplifier and by the Carver multi- rail
Cube. The latter's lower idling power is
shown, together with its power supply
envelope, this tracking the music signal with
ajust sufficient margin; the conventional
amp runs at ahigher standing dissipation, its
idle power shown by the total area enclosed,
this including the Carver contribution.
Furthermore, when the music signal enters
that region corresponding to the sign of a
given signal supply rail, the dissipation is
proportional to the entire available rail, giving
the increased area of power loss Pn.
However, this simplified picture does not
include power supply regulation or, for
example, represent reactive current to the
load, but it does give an idea of the relative
consumption and heat output and helps to
explain why the Cube remains cool.
I
feel the expression ' magnetic amplifier' is
something of amisnomer, since the
'magnetic' part of the design does not in fact
amplify in the normal sense. Given larger
heat sinks, and abeefy 2x80V power supply,
the essential amplifier part of the Carver can
be made to run conventionally and may be
discussed in straightforward terms.
To understand the Cube it is essential to
break down the system (fig. 3) into its
fundamental components. If we temporarily
ignore the entire area of the power supply
including the multiple rails, we find afully
symmetrical push/pull audio amplifier ( fig.4).
The input is DC-coupled to the differential
input of an IC op-amp and asecond
differential pair of discrete transistors takes
the signal fairly conventionally to apair of
balanced common emitter stages. These are
linked via the main bias network. In simplified
form the output stage is essentially a
complementary emitter follower. The
innermost pair operate from ± 25V rails and
constitute a20W class-NB linear output
stage, and stacked on either side of this pair is
another pair of output transistors,
commutated or switched by catching diodes
and some driver circuitry. These are linked to
±50V supply rails and accommodate the
swing of signal peaks between ± 25 and
±50V. Athird pair, the outermost, are fed
from ± 80V lines, these using additional
driver and bias circuitry for clean operation.
For power levels below 20W, the additional
transistors and rails are never invoked, and
no difference in operation from a
conventional amplifier should be apparent.
Only over the upper 10dB or so of the peak full
power dynamics will the amp almost
instantaneously crossover or, more
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accurately, switch in the extra transistors and
associated supplies required to pass the peak
voltage demand without signal clipping.
The technique of an additional higher rail
power supply has been seen before; for
example achieved with different circuitry in
the Hitachi Dynaharmony range of
electronics (
HFN/RR Oct. '77). For these
models and the Carver, the catching or
switching diodes need to be very fast to
minimise the spikes which inevitably occur at
the signal transitions between the multiple
supply rails ( note spikes on fig. 9).
In asense this technique resembles the
dumping action of the Quad 405. Here asmall
5W linear high voltage amplifier has its power
output augmented to the full rated capacity of
100W by power transistors that are normally
switched off below 5W, saving quiescent
power and increasing efficiency, though this
particular parallel should not be taken too far.
When running at full power the 80V
supplies feed current to the load via the total
stack of series-connected power transistors
per half cycle. These— MJ 15015 and its
companion MJ 15016 ( now NEC equivalents)
—have amassive current capacity and form
the impressive array of 12 devices which are
visible through the rear grilles, but due to the
series connection an increase in the peak
power output impedance of the amplifier is

inevitable. In the Cube the switching speed
and input current control to the booster
sections of the output stage is fast, and the
resultant spikes are fairly narrow and small.
Their harmonics are well above the audio
range and do not harmonically relate to the
audio signal; to reduce radiation of the radio
frequency content of the pulses, afairly large
output inductor is installed which dominates
the output impedance down to frequencies as
low as 15kHz. Below 20W levels, output
switching spikes do not occur but there is
another minor source of noise, namely the
switching part of the main power supply, and
this appears on low level distortion
measurements at around —75dB ( ref. OdBW),
visible by spectrum analysis in the 23-70kHz
range. This signal was also found to radiate
from the mains supply wiring attached to the
amp, particularly in the medium wave band,
producing effects on transistor radios akin to
athyristor lamp dimmer at half setting,
though with less severity.
Power supplies and protection
Returning to the amplifier system and in
particular the power supply, the three power
rail pairs (four if the low voltage op-amp
supply is considered) are normal in that
conventional reservoir electrolytics are used,
fed from bridge rectifiers. These are ±4,000µF
for the 80V, ± 4,400µ.F for 25V and an effective
±1,500pf for the 50V rails. It has been
previously implied by some commentators
that the main supply responds to the audio
signal itself, but this is incorrect, since the
time constants of reservoirs such as these
are infinitely long by comparison with the
program. The supply rectifiers are fed from
the secondary windings of atransformer
whose available magnetic energy is
controlled on aduty cycle basis to meet the
longer term power demands of the amplifier.
At idle the transformer 'ticks over' with very
narrow current pulses switched through it.
Under load, the duty cycle control to the triac
feeds wider and wider current pulses, this
energy is stored in the transformer
inductance, and upon the magnetic field
collapse, it is fed to the secondaries running
the amplifier rails.
This transformer is Carver's ' magnetic field
coil' and with the supply line regulation via
input current duty cycle control, it constitutes
the basis of his description of the Cube as a
'magnetic amplifier'. Carver's solution
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permits the use of avery high proportion of
the magnetic energy stored in the
transformer inductance, allowing aminuscule
50VA sized transformer core to transfer over
2kW from the mains supply to the power
amp, in order to generate peak powers of
over 1.5kW of audio. In conventional power
supplies atransformer is run at near to full
magnetisation, and power is only taken from
it in small doses atthe peak of the cycle to top
up the reservoir capacitors. In terms of
magnetic utilisation, aconventional supply is
very inefficient and this explains why big
amps are so heavy— the major bulk is taken
up by the supply transformers.
Carver's off-line switching regulator (fig. 5)
is by no means an uncommon technique ( in
this instance off-line means connected direct
to the mains supply without an isolating
intermediate transformer). It draws large
current peaks from the mains supply and on
test it proved quite easy to blow 8amp mains
fuses. Because this model's link with the
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mains is rather intimate, I
would not
recommend plugging it into anything but a13
amp ring/main — preamp switching or remote
6A connector strips are not good enough.
Comprehensive protection, however, is
inbuilt— as indeed it should be in amodern
amplifier of this power. The output stage has
afast current clamp limit against short circuit
or impossible loadings, this set at little under
28 amps peak. Prolonged overload of around
0.3 seconds activates temporary shutdown of
the main regulator. Other conditions also
activating overall protection include
excessive differential low frequencies and/or
DC on the output terminals. The amp has a
limited thermal capacity and heats rapidly at
high frequencies at high power. This also
occurs if the amp is heavily clipped and is
sensed, thus tripping the protection. Carver
used to call this atweeter protection circuit;
loosely speaking this istrue, but by definition
it cannot be specific to the power capacity of a
tweeter in an individual system. Since I
could
draw 250W at 20kHz from the amplifier for
several seconds before shutdown I
feel the
'tweeter' protection nomenclature is
misleading, as probably 50% of modern
tweeters will expire after 0.2 seconds at
100W, never mind 250W at the 3-5 seconds
available from the Carver. Athermal switch,
monitoring the chassis temperature, also
disconnects the supply if the case warms
excessively.
Other features include the use of an LED
array to show power ' on' and give an

indication of power delivery. Scaled ' 0','— 5',
'— 10', '- 20' and '— 40dB' the calibration
seemed somewhat arbitrary ( see test results).
Considering the power available, the use of
spring clips for speaker lead connection
seemed strange— one might have expected
heavy duty binding posts— but these clips are
quite firm. Input connection is by phono
sockets and connection instructions for
bridge mode are printed on the rear of the
Cube itself.
Subjective results
After initial trials as to general merit which
had asuccessful outcome, the Cube was
pressed into service to act as amajor source
for the listening sequences in speaker
auditioning for HiFi Choice. In this context it
supplied all that was asked of it, including full
power into very large speakers, and using
direct injection bass guitar, the delivery in the
bridged mode as monitored bytrue peak
indicating meters was over 1100W into 8ohm
systems, sounding both clean and powerful.
Even under prolonged and arduous use the
case did not warm to any significant degree
nor did it trip on any speaker we tried.
Following this the Cube was auditioned
under more critical conditions and
comparisons were made with established
references, these including the
Electrocompaniet 25W and the Quad 405. By
aprocess of scaling, its attainment can in fact
be compared with amps tested previously in
HFN/RR, such as the Threshold Stasis 2,
Lentek and Hafler DH200.
Imust warn the reader that the following
subjective results were not the outcome of a
blind or double blind listening session. The
differences between the various power amps
were readily perceived by myself and my
assistant, our views proving generally
consistent with the results from prior and
more rigorously controlled panel
comparisons. We used three speakers— the
KEF R105/4, Celestion SL-6and Quad ELS-63
—and preferences for the amps could be
expressed on all three, though to avarying
degree; clearly the choice of amplifier will be
partially influenced by the sound quality and
loading of the accompanying speaker.
The following is an attempt to characterise
the Carver Cube sound. Working against a
£400 price bracket and ignoring any technical
aspect such as power etc, the stereo
presentation was judged good. Its pleasant
tonal balance allowed afair presentation of

Carver M400 'cubes'
(left); typical price £437.
C1 preamp; typical
price £563 (both prices
inc. VAT). Distributors:
D.W. Labs Ltd., 88-90
Grays Inn Road,
London, WC1 8AA. Tel.
01-404 5140.
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ambience, weight and space, and
instruments seemed to be well located with
good depth perspective and localisation
focus through the mid and treble ranges. In
the bass, however, the image appeared
vaguer. The Cube showed aslightly softened
or sweetened upper treble but with a
generally neutral and clean sounding mid
and treble. The bass was slightly soft, lacking
some of the precise definition observed with
the Hafler, for example, and it also appeared a
trifle ' lazy'. Compared with the best as
regards clarity and musical ' relaxation', the
Cube was judged to be marginally 'clouded'
as if aslight haze was present over the
acoustic window and the overall effect was
not quite as subtle as the Electrocompaniet
whose tension-free and 'easy' character
never ceases to surprise.
Put in perspective, then, the Carver is an
above average performer with asound free of
fatigue or harshness, and possessing
generally good mid band accuracy. When its
250W plus dynamic range is taken into
consideration, it left the little 25W Electro far
behind, and in the admittedly limited context
of high power amplifiers, it is undoubtedly
one of the best.
On average quality compressed rock
program the power difference was not that
obvious, but on master quality material the
ability to swing big transient signals without
clipping was immediately apparent. The
Cube is heaven sent for those with high
power, low sensitivity speakers, speaking of
which, Celestion's new SL6 is only around
83dB/W and positively lapped up the full
300W program peaks per channel that the
Carver provided. Dynamically the SL6 and
Cube were afine combination, but other
models such as the KEF 105/4 and similar are
also well suited.
We managed to drive the Cube, briefly,
beyond clipping — not an easy thing todo —
and verified that the result was no worse than
average regarding momentary signal
degradation and that unless it was severely
prolonged the amp did not trip out
prematurely. The barely perceptible clip
performance of the Threshold was not
matched, however.
Lab measurements
From previous experiences with listening
sessions, the most obvious technical test is to
use asensitive 10dB scale graph (fig. 6) and
examine the frequency response on load ( in
this instance the Quad 63 and Celestion SL6).
The previously tested Electro was afairly
representative reference, producing the
results shown via 10 metres of low loss cable:
on the 63, relative to 1kHz, the output dipped
to — 0.8dB, 15kHz, which is slight but
nonetheless perceptible. The Carver gave a
much more severe loss amounting to 3.5dB at
15kHz and 4.1dB, 20kHz. Even the 0.8dB

droop at 10kHz would be subjectively audible.
The Quad loading, using slightly modified
63s, was deliberately chosen for its effect,
imposing aminimum impedance of 2.5 ohms
at around 12kHz, rising to 5ohms, 20kHz —
severe but surely not disastrous (fig. 7a).
Moving onto the kinder Celestion load ( fig.
7b) aminimum impedance of 5ohms was
demonstrated 5-15kHz, rising sharply to 28
ohms at aresonant peak caused by the series
HF filter in the treble section. Upon clearing
this notch, the impedance fell rapidly to 2
ohms, 40kHz, this characteristic reflected by
the amplifier driven load responses. The
Electro reference dipped by amaximum of
0.6dB 15kHz, and was almost flat at 20kHz,
with the remaining aberrations around
0.2dB. The Carver showed amarginally
higher source impedance at mid frequencies,
but dipped to — 2dB, 17kHz and — 0.6dB, 10kHz.
It viewed the impedance characteristic of the
SL6 as almost pure capacitance at high
frequencies resulting in alift of close on 4dB
at 28kHz before rapidly decaying, and
approximately 1pF + 8ohms would achieve a
similar result above 20kHz.
Consequently the Carver should also be
expected to sound slightly dulled at high
frequencies on the Celestion loading and
would not show anominally flat treble
response unless the load had amore usual
impedance above 10 ohms beyond 8kHz. A
mild loss of treble is known to give aslight
subjective feeling of bass lift and this could
account for some— but not all — of the low
frequency quality heard.
The Cube is clearly rather dependent on
loading and will thus change its sound quality
more than average with different speaker
loads.
Its frequency response on an 8ohms
resistive load was ± 0.2dB 7Hz-10kHz, with a
loss of 0.3dB at 20kHz relative to 1kHz. 8ohms
+ 2pF parallel capacitance gave afairly
severe lift of 5.8dB, the frequency maximum
being 20kHz, and this is quite pronounced.
Power delivery was extraordinary, with a
continuous both channels drive output of a
little above 23dBW ( 200W/ch) from 20Hz to
20kHz, and it could raise 4.5dB more into 8
ohms in bridge mode, while under the same
conditions into 4ohms, 24.6dBW was
possible. On short term peaks 28.2dBW, 4Q,
was available, close on 1500W, and proved a
peak current capability of some 27 amperes.
Bridged into 8ohms, it could produce 30dBW
on peaks, ora little under 1000W, which
raises aquestion concerning safety. Voltages
above 35V are considered increasingly
hazardous, and plugs and sockets should be
properly protected and shrouded. As the
Carver could produce 100V RMS unclipped in
bridge mode on peaks into the higher
impedances, appropriate care must betaken
with terminals and speaker wires. When

connecting the Cube it should be
disconnected from the mains and wires
should be firmly tied down so that they
cannot easily be pulled from the terminals of
the speaker or amplifier.
Surprisingly the Cube could sustain 2ohm
loads on stereo program bursts providing
just under 23dBW, or aper channel power of
770W, so the design is highly tolerant in
power terms at least of adverse loading.
It proved to be fast, with aslew rate of well
above 6, IHF A202, and overload recovery was
overload; severe overload resulting in
protection can slow recovery, producing a
shutdown until the condition is withdrawn.
The output impedance was low at 0.1 ohms
or less in the bass and mid frequencies, with a
damping factor of around 100, but by 20kHz,
the impedance feeding aresistive load
equated to 0.6 ohms, and as the speaker load
interactions show, in practice this could look
worse due to its highly inductive nature.
The figures for harmonic distortion include
some switching noise, the total showing
around 0.03% mid band at full power, this
reducing to 0.01% at lower levels. At 20kHz,
full power, the result was poorer, but still
satisfactory at less than 0.1% of harmonic
distortion. Also tested at full power, the high
frequency intermodulation was good at 75dB
down, while at 3dEAN an excellent — 88dB was
recorded and the low frequency
intermodulation distortion was comparably
small. Good cf....1nel separation of typically
65dB was measured up to afew kiloHertz, this
deteriorating alittle with higher frequencies
to 53dB, 20kHz; satisfactory but poorer than
average. DC offsets were excellently low and
the input impedance notably easy to drive.
Referred to OdBW, weighted or unweighted,
the S/N ratio was around 84dB, or relative to
250W, full output, it was 107dBA. About 1.4V
was required to drive the 400A fully, and
OdBW was obtained with just under a100mV
input. Agood squarewave was produced
right up to full power throughout the range,
even at low frequencies, with no power supply
regulation effects observable, and it was not
considered worthwhile reproducing.
The power indicators certainly behaved
oddly, on program. The OdB was correctly lit at
full clip into 8ohms but at asignal level 1OdB
down, the 20dB lamp was operative while the
40dB lamp came on at 20dB down. Fed
continuous power, the full power light which
should be illuminated at 24dBW actually
came on at 21, while the — 5dB lit up at a2.5dB
lower signal and the — 10dB on a6dB signal
reduction, with the — 20 and — 40 operating at
respective 9and 10.5dB reductions. Surely
Bob Carver could do better than this?
Conclusion
At the same time both marvellous and
idiosyncratic, the Cube achieves its
designer's aims of delivering economical,
inexpensive and abundant power.
Drawbacks include: mild RF interference
radiation ( asupply line filter helps matters
here); agentle buzzing from the magnetic
core at idle, replaced by odd spurious
grumbling noises and rattles under power
(the cube is in fact cool enough to hide in a
cupboard); and asignificant response
sensitivity to complex and low impedance
loading at high audio frequencies. ( In fact,
the measurement loads are unusual and in
practice the effect on normal speaker
impedances is rather less — see later,
however.)
Distortion was satisfactorily low under all
conditions, noise levels fine, and generally
on essential technical grounds we found
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little to criticise. The power delivery under
program conditions was very high and
should be sufficient for the most demanding
load and peak power requirements, and
despite the load interaction the sound
quality was to afine standard, well above
average for its price and high for its power
class. If it suits your system, and in particular
if your speakers need and can handle this
kind of power, then the M400A could well be
the answer.
Carver Cube postscript
Upon reporting the load sensitivity to the
importers, they passed the comments on to
Bob Carver who was horror struck — 'we
have already cured that!'. Apparently the
review Cube was one of asingle week's
production where M400A panels had
inadvertently been fitted to earlier M400
amps. Carver admitted that he had originally
fitted an excessive output inductor in an
attempt to filter the residual commutation
noise of the output stage to alevel where
technical reviewers would either be unaware
of it, or at worst, find it negligible, and not be
prejudiced against it. While this noise is well
beyond audibility, and at arespectably low
level, it does show on wide-band distortion
measurement and Carver had been worried
that the amp would be rejected on these
grounds.
As the tests have have shown, the output
inductor is asignificant factor as regards the
Cube's load sensitivity in the final audible
octave. Correctly in my view, Carver has now
decided to fit amore normal value of output
inductance, and in so doing, has reduced it
by afactor of seven times to 3.5µH. Thus the
output impedance should fall from 0.6 to 0.1
ohm at 20kHz, and the load anomalies
should be negligible. (A small change in this
feedback network is associated with this new
inductor and this reduced the overshoot on
capacitance loading to anormal value.)
There was just time to unwinde the inductor
to the new value, provisionally adapt the
feedback network (snip one wire per board),
and carry out some measurements as well as
additional comparative auditioning.
On measurement little change was noted
at bass to mid frequencies, but at 20kHz the
output impedance fell to almost 0.1 ohm,
providing adamping factor of close on 70—
much higher than before. With more
harmonic distortion power present, due to
the wider bandwidth unfiltered output, the
20kHz nominal value at full power
deteriorated to 0.5%, failing spec, but
reducing to 0.05% at 10W. Unfortunately the
amp was now no longer unconditionally stable
and apreviously safe 8ohms + 2µF load
initiated oscillation and immediate
shutdown, although *lie proved fine.
(Fortunately very few speakers have a
loading as severe as 8ohms + 2i.d.) The fine
IM distortion results were unchanged.
However, as Isuspected, further minor
modifications to the feedback network are
necessary to increase the gain/phase margin
at high frequencies to render the design
unconditionally stable and are incorporated
in production M400As. This should have
little effect on the other test results, objective
or subjective.
Frequency response on speaker load was
rather better than before (fig. 8), with an
0.9dB maximum droop at 15kHz, using the
Celestion SL6, and a1.3dB droop with the Quad
— agreat improvement of some 3.1dB over
the first type. Above 6kHz the average
speaker has rather ahigher impedance of
typically 10 ohms, rising still further at
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higher frequencies, and the original Carver
would have shown little loss with such a
load. It was fortunate that Ichose such
difficult loads for test which brought forward
the problem, even if it could be argued that
they were unrepresentative.
Fig. 9shows the distortion waveform at
—66dB THD ( RMS weighted 20-200kHz),
illustrating the narrow low energy
'commutation' spikes whose level peaked
harmlessly at 100kHz. The remaining
'triangular' non linearity was mainly due to
residual 'crossover' distortion since the
output transistors are run at alow bias level.
Providing that the transient performance and
HF frequency intermod results are good
there is no basis on which to condemn the
Carver on grounds of crossover effects
alone; indeed, other low quiescent current

models, for example the Meridian 105, have
escaped censure in this respect, despite
displaying similar distortions although
admittedly not with the Cube's high
frequency spikes.
Using the SL6 on audition, the sound not
unexpectedly lost most of the extreme treble
softening we noted, and in consequence the
tonal balance was atouch thinner and more
clinical. With the restored sparkle, it
appeared slightly less relaxed but still
sounded will above average, and continued
to offer fine levels of stereo depth and detail.
No change was apparent in the bass, this still
atrifle soft and ' lazy'. On R105s the
differences were very slight by comparison
with the original tests, but with the Quad 63s
they were amore obvious — although still
less than one might have expected. When
compared with the Electrocompaniet, the
Cube still lacked adegree of subtlety and
clarity on transients, but still set agood
standard. As the present mod essentially
cures the load interaction and in my view
only alters slightly remaining conclusions,
my original approval of this model still
stands.

Carver Cl preamp

Fig. 91 kHz wave form, 150 watts, 8ohms. Distortion 0.05%
RMS but not switching spikes.

This model is arecent design, offering
rather simpler facilities than is usual on
Carver models such as the C4000. Aslimline
form with 19in. rack mount fixing centres, on
our sample the rounded edges of the fascia

Table 1Carver M400A Power Amp

dBW ( Bridged)

Continuous Avg. Power (
ref 8 i), 0.5% max dist) (OdBW=1W)20Hz
loading 8 11 both channels
23
8 ft single
4 0single
21.9
8 + 2µF

lkHz
20kHz
23.5
23.1
24.3 ( 28.7)22.6 (24.6) 22.3
19.1

Burst or Program Dynamic Power 8 0
Burst or Program Dyna m i
c Power

4 II
2 i/
Bri
dges

24.6
-

23.3
22.9
30

8 II

40
28.2
(Note that the last figures correspond to 950W 8 0, and 1500W into a 4 ohm ref level load)
Transient Overload Recovery: virtually instantaneous; < 250µs
Slew factor

>>6

Output Impedance: 0.08 0 at 20Hz, 0.1 f1 at 1kHz, 0.6 fl at 20kHz**
Harmonic Distortion
at rated power, 8 0, 23dBW
at 1W
*ultrasonic switching spikes complicate measurement
Intermodulation Distortion:
19 + 20kHz at peak rated power 8 fl
at — 20dB
SMPTE at 23dBW
Frequency Response

Capacitance loading

Input Impedance
DC Offsets L/R
Channel Separation (
10W)
S/N ratio ( ref OdBW)
CCIR
Lin
Sensitivity OdBW
rated power 23dBW
Indicators Peak Level
(fed continuous tone)

** see text. Also note new data after sample update.

20Hz
—70dB
—80dB

1kHz
20kHz
—70dB — 63dB*
—82dB **

—75dB ( 1kHz difference tone)
—88dB ( 1kHz difference tone)
—90dB
±0.2dB, 7Hz to 10kHz,
—0.3dB at 20kHz
80 +2µF produces, 5.8dB lift at
20kHz, worst case**
>50k il
20/15mV
'OdB'
'-5dB'
'— 10dB'
'-20dB'
'-40dB'

I: 21dBW
: 19.5dBW
: 15dBW
: 12dBW
: 10.5dBW

98mV
1.3V
'OcIB" -5 dB"-10"-20"-40'
21dBW19.5dBW
12dBW
10.5dBW

40.

left exposed razor sharp corners,
apparently to be blunted in current
production.
Scanning the fascia itself from left to right,
the main rotary controls comprise
uncalibrated adjustments for bass and treble,
these confusingly arranged as bass and
treble left, then bass and treble right; ganged
controls are much more straightforward.
Beneath these are aline of pushbuttons
responsible for: tone cancel; loudness/40Hz
bass turnover; 8/2kHz treble turnover;
extended external processor; and four
concerned with monitor/dubbing or tvvo tape
decks. Right of centre is agroup of six buttons
whose label legibility is poor especially with
the dark grey finish on our sample
(champagne is the alternative colour
available). Of these, one is for stereo/mono;
one for output mute ( leaving the remaining
output to the headphone jack); and one for
power on/off. The three remaining controls
are associated with the Sonic Hologram
on/off, separation; normal/blend; and
injection ratio, normal and theoretical. The
remaining controls cover the channel
balance; input selector ( aux, 1, 2, tuner,
phono m-c, phono m- m); and finally the
largest control, namely volume. The rear
panel comprises an array of nickel plated
phono sockets, alarge earth binding post and
two switches, one for engaging subsonic
filter and the other for variable capacitance
loading for moving-magnet cartridges.
Sonic Holography
The most interesting part of the circuit is
responsible for the Sonic Holography— or SH
—and remains largely amystery but some
clues have been provided ( see also ' Patents'
Dec. 81). Delay networks are present which
on the non speaking channel provide alower
level frequency shaped signal in response to
atransient on the speaking channel ( fig. 10).
A corrently positioned listener hears these
two sounds and reads the delay signal or
cancellation of the acoustic crosstalk across
his head, namely the natural leakage of the
speaking channel signal to the opposite ear.
With aural free space crosstalk cancelled, the
listener is provided with the kind of channel
separation afforded by headphones, together
with enhanced information plus perception
of detail and recording acoustic that
headphones also provide. Geometrically
speaking, the usual ' between the ears' stereo
is avoided, and the aural effect of SH is akin to
an enhanced speaker-presented stereo stage.
An interesting point is relevant here. The
cancellation output of the second and ' non
speaking' channel must itself be later
cancelled if it is not to suffer the usual aural
crosstalk and the first speaking channel does
in fact carry afurther attenuated and delayed
signal to do just that. This process is
continued to seven or eight stages by which
time the final cancellation/compensation has
decayed to virtual inaudibility. Thus we have
the paradox that by steady state
measurement the separation in SH mode is
appalling — at about 6dB— and yetthe
apparent stereo separation at the listener is
improved far beyond conventional stereo
due to crosstalk cancellation atthe subject's
head. The time delay between the ears,
relative to the frontal stereo signal, is
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approximately 0.2 to 0.4ms corresponding to
the speed of sound at about 30cm ( 12in.) per
thousandth of asecond. Frequency shaping
is provided to account for the difference in the
ear's intrinsic frequency response for sounds
arriving from angles corresponding to the
speaker positions. The cancellation signal
generation thus takes place very quickly and
for asingle transient is all over in under a
millisecond following the first transient start.
Carver's patents include awealth of
subsidiary processing, some of which is
incorporated to help resolve anomalies in the
SH performance resulting from different mike
techniques used for recording and to make it
more tolerant of different room acoustics.
Clearly any process which by delay, and
hence by implication phase cancellation,
enhances apparent separation as well as
expands the sound stage, will exaggerate any
differences already present in the program. In
its normal mode settings, the SH generator is
optimised for classic Blumlein crossed
directional microphone type recordings, with
an essentially consistent phase relationship
between the channels.
Multimiked recordings present adifferent
problem since random phase and delay is
endemic and special facilities are present to
convert amplitude differences into amore
organised interchannel phase and delay
relationship. In effect the strength or depth of
the SH injection ratio is increased to simulate
the kind of perspective that acrossed pair
recording can provide. Thus the latter
program is reproduced with a ' normal' ratio
and the multimiked with a 'theoretical' or
maximum ratio. Where the original stereo
program is so poor that central image focus is
vague or where the solo performers resolve
into two spaced images, ablend control
provides asetting for reduced channel
separation whereby some of the required
central focus is restored.
While the specifications provided for the Cl
are rather sparse the instruction manual
certainly is not and constituted one of the
best handbooks on setting up rooms and
speakers for optimum stereo that Ihave ever
seen. Because the hologram effect relies
upon the unmodified and unadulterated
receipt of the delay cancellation signals at the
head position, any of the usual room
imperfections will degrade it to adegree
more noticeable than with conventional
stereo. Reflecting boundaries adjacent to the
speakers or, for that matter, the cabinet edges
of alarger enclosure with their attendant
diffraction effects, will all set up spurious
transient echoes leading to aural confusion of
the generated cancellation signal.
The BBC- originated recommendations for
stereo monitoring are fully explained in the
Cl manual, and involve symmetrical free
space speaker mounting as far as is
practicable, clear of the floor and away from
corners, side and rear walls. Exhaustive
suggestions are made to help the user
achieve good results from the SH facility,
these including use of the ' live end/dead end'
approach to room acoustics. The listener end
of aroom may be fairly live in acoustic terms
and while the listener himself may be
relatively near the back wall the speaker

should be located in an acoustically dead
region with damped absorptive rear and side
walls. Good stereo and SH results are
possible, since this technique minimises the
early boundary reflections which confuse the
localisation effects and SH cancellation
signals and their timing.
Since SH relies on timing, the allowable
timing error between the speakers and the
listener is very small. Working on the basis
that the first crosstalk signal is delayed by
around 0.3ms and requires an error of 10.0%
or less, the timing error must therefore be
30ps or less, and with the sound arriving at
the listener at 30cm/s it moves 1cm in
approximately 30us. Now we can see why the
Carver manual insists on the use of asteel
tape measure to equalise the distance
between the two speakers and the listener to
an accuracy of 6mm — aquarter of an inch! By
implication the listener must suffer arather
restricted range of lateral head position, my
estimation being 8cm before the enhanced
effect collapses and the image reverts to
relatively normal stereo. Effectively the
system becomes apersonal reproducer
which cannot be shared except by listeners in
aprecise line front to back. My usual home
expedient of sliding the speakers somewhat
arbitrarily into position when in use simply
will not do for SH listening, and both the
listener's seat and the speaker positions need
to be more or less permanently fixed — try that
for size on your loved one!
Performance: subjective
Assessed as aconventional preamp the Cl
provided an essentially well balanced sound
free of spurious noise. The facilities worked
well, with the volume control showing awell
spaced range but the balance control
behaved oddly, particularly in mono mode,
giving a10dB reduction at the extremes of
travel.
Critical auditioning revealed that although
free of unpleasant effects in the fatiguing
sense, the Cl did show mild aberrations
which I
cannot wholly explain in terms of its
measured performance. It was first
auditioned in conventional stereo mode to
gain an idea of general merit and in view of its
price, the result was felt to be just average, or
even somewhat below the attainment of
other respected audiophile preamps. The
bass sounded boosted on pickup, more so
than the measured 0.4to 0.75dB lift below
50Hz would indicate, while stereo depth
seemed curtailed with aloss of detail and a
trace of the hazy or misty effect noted in the
mid- range of the Cube. The treble was
unexceptional, with adegree of muzzy and
tizzy effects which made strings and cymbals
seem less natural.
With the SH holography button engaged,
the sound was so different that no point of
reference or comparison could be
established. Correctly optimised with
speakers of proven stereo performance
including R105, BC1, LS3/5a, SL6 and Quad
63, the effect on appropriate program was
startlingly good. The subjective
enhancement of space, depth and audibility
of recording acoustics or studios'
manipulative techniques plus even greater
instrumental separation and general detail
improvements was most impressive—
generally greater than say the difference
between monaural and stereo reproduction.
The impact transcends any considerations of
relatively minor subjective limitations in the
Cl as awhole and provides an effect closer to
'being there' than is possible with
conventional stereo, and generally without
any spurious or silly localisation effects.
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MovingCoil Pre-Amplifier

A new M.C. " Head- Amp" at atruly realistic price,
with switchable bandwidth, two gain settings and
provision for matching almost any m.c. cartridge
on the market. John Borwick of the
GRAMOPHONE concluded arecent view of the
MCA- 1as follows:
"I have used both these QED products ( he also
evaluated the QED m.c. Cartridge Equalizer) with
avariety of moving- coil cartridge and found them
subjectively to yield excellent results with inherent
noise and distortion so low as to be completely
disregarded. They represent excellent value for
money."

Price: 0,WY£ 34-50

Switching Units
&Volume Controls

e

PRACTICAL Hi Fi said in their September'81
issue " The best cable I've come across". Hi Fi
FOR PLEASURE concluded that QED 79 strand
speaker cable represented "aworth while
investment" giving ( i) amore solid and tighter
bass quality, ( ii) better definition and clarity of the
upper bass, ( iii) improved stereo imaging, ( iv)
apparent dynamic range improvement.
Finally, unlike many special cables, QED 79 strand
is safe with all amplifiers.

An easily directable compressed gas jet, which
can be used to " blow-out" dust etc. from
inaccessible or delicate areas. Suitable for video
recorders, tape decks and stylus cleaning etc.
Price: 99p
STATIC ZERO:
An anti- static foam cleanser so powerful that it
reduces any static charge to zero for at least eight
months.
Price: £ 1-55
CONCENTRATED POLISH:

Price Still Only 70p/metre

A high quality non- water based anti- static polish
which is highly concentrated. Suitable for wood,
plastic and most polished surfaces.
Price: £ 1•35

WARNING
Beware of cheap imitations, genuine QED 79
strand cable is embossed " QED AUDIO
PRODUCTS"

Cable Termination Accessories
to fit QED 79 Strand Cable
Pack of four 4mm plugs £2.20 per pack
D.I.N. Adaptors ( pack of two) £2.20 per pack
Cable Terminators ( pack of two) £ 1 . 40 per pack
Pack of four spade terminals f2.20 per pack

Mains
Distribution Units

TAPE CLEAN':
A totally safe non-abrasive cleansing agent for
tape heads that ensures peak frequency response.
Price: £ 135
RECORD CLEAN:
The complete record care product - cleans,
neutralises static and prolongs record life.
Independent tests confirm that RECORD CLEAN
does not impair the reproductive qualities of the
record.
'As used by leadong T.V. and Radio companies

Price: £ 1.25( Trial Size ) £ 2.35 ( Std Size)

Dust Cover Renovator
Complete with cleaning cloths
WY» ireell.'"eet

Dust Cover
Renovator
Overcomes the problems associated with connecting
Fi
equipment to the mains incorporates miniature 6amp
sockets 16. socket unit illustrated size only
250 x35 . 35mml. Fitted with mains lead and 13 amp plug.

Prices From £ 7-95 to £ 31.50

Please send me more information and the name of
my nearest Class "A - dealer Ienclose 14p stamp. I
am particularly interested in

Name

I

c¡tatN

(previously £ 8.99)
In- Line 6skt. Special Promotion Price £ 12.99
(previously £ 16.79)
Special 6amp plugs to fit units: Special
Promotion Price 99 pence each
(previously £ 1.10)

oW ONLY £3-98
Contains aspecially
formulated abrasive paste
together with ahighly
concentrated anti- static
polish - Hi Fi ANSWERS
awarded this product the
prize of the show at the
1979 Spring Hi Fi
Exhibition lit was then
priced at £4.99 1)

QED Products are recommended by all the leading
manufacturers and importers of Hi Fi equipment.
They are available from around 100 " Class A"
dealers and about 1200 other Hi Fi retailers
throughout the U.K.
Alternatively, order direct and we will despatch your

Address

I

HI-FI Maintenance
Products
JET CLEAN:

.01/edo

A full range of Amplifier, Speaker, Tape and
Phono switching units, together with volume
controls and headphone adaptors.

I

QED

Now available in Black or White

In- line 4skt. Special Promotion Price £8.49

Meg code

mee

41e

titEID
1
:11E0

lrier>1

,

order within 24 hours post and packing free.•
All prices include VAT @ 15%.
'Add 50o to orders under C5 00

For technical and nearest dealer information, ring
ASHFORD ( MIDDX) 46236 area code inside London
69 on STD 07842.

AUDIO PRODUCTS LTD

Urut 12. AsMord Industnal Estate Shield Road. Ashford. Middlesex TW15 1AU
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Carver has judged his delays and tonal
shaping so well that despite some dramatic
measured response differences occuring in
SH mode, the ear hears little alteration in
tonal quality or overall frequency balance of
the program reproduced.
The apparent SH sound image is so wide
that the speakers may be brought nearer to
each other, this helping to reinforce the
central focus and also moving them further
from the image degrading side walls. The
enhanced stereo stage is arc shaped
extended to and beyond the rear walls and
also outside the lateral boundaries as defined
by the speakers. With the latter
encompassing a45 to 50° inclusive angle, the
image width can extend to 90°. Depending on
the susceptibility of the individual listener
some ' phasiness' was apparent which was
for me alittle disturbing at first, the effect
varying with different program. Some
dilution of the SH depth is often preferable
with acompromise setting nearer normal
stereo, offering more relaxed listening, and
reduced phasing effects.
When the SH procedure in the manual is
first tried, one step is particularly revealing. If
the speakers are properly set up, the Cl
placed in SH mode and the channel balance
swung over to one side, generally aclear side
image appears outside of the speaker arc. If
the prime channel speaker is then
disconnected' amildly attenuated and
filtered version of the program may be heard
from the other speaker. If the main speaker

signal is now restored, and the subsidiary null
signal disconnected, the side image collapses
and amono effect appears localised atthe
single speaking speaker position. No other
test shows the precision of the null signal and
resulting side image spread more effectively.
Laboratory Results
When auditioning at very low levels, the
background noise generated by the Cl was
audible on the Cube using moderalely
inefficient speakers, this particularly true of
the SH mode. The latter gave an output noise
level of 56pV even with volume at minimum.
The Cube gain is 30dB so the noise level at
the power output is 1.7mV or-63dB
(unweighted, 400Hz —30kHz) relative to OdB.
66dB or greater is required for inaudibility
and with higher sensitivity speakers such as
90dB/WJBLs a72dB figure would be needed.
As the volume control is advanced under
normal signal drive the S/N improves to afi ne
90dB plus and even the moving- magnet input
achieves 87dB CCIR weighted, with the
moving-coil well above average at 72dB both
CCIR weighted and unweighted, band
limited.
Limited mainly by residual noise the
distortion levels were very low except at the
highest frequencies. At 20dB above IHF 0.5V
(le, 5V output), the 20kHz distortion had risen
to 0.05% which was nonetheless satisfactory.
At lower levels and via all inputs 0.01%,
-80dB or less was the rule. Via the m-cinput
the poorest HF intermodulation result was
0.01% though some deterioration was noted
in the SH mode, with this and the tone
'engaged' worsening the figure to 0.15%,
which is still very low. Generally good, the
crosstalk deteriorated alittle at 20kHz to ajust
satisfactory -45dB.
Overload was sufficient on all inputs at
typically 27dB lkHz on m- m pickup, with this
margin essentially maintained over the

frequency range. The input impedances were
astandard 47k-ohm on m- m with auseful
range of capacitance from 25 to 300pF, and
the moving-coil input was essentially
resistive and set at 39 ohms. Sensitivities
were alittle on the low side for some
moving-coil cartridges but the manual
outlines show how adealer may suitably
adapt the preamp input and out put gain.
Strangely, more ultrasonic rolloff was
observed via the auxiliary socket than via
pickup, with - 8db at 100kHz for the former as
against - 4dB for the latter. Within the audible
range both were respectably flat and the
subsonic, or more correctly infrasonic, filter
effectively to spec. The frequency response in
SH mode was rather different, however, and
could not be assessed with any authority.
Conclusions
Provided that one can accept the grave
limitations involved in speaker and listener
position, the importance of speaker type and
its interaction with the room, then sonic
holography can be made to work very well.
For some listeners once heard it will not be
easily forgotten. However, holography aside,
the Cl is not aparticularly impressive preamp
considering the £500 price tag, nor am I
very
enthusiastic regarding its general
performance and sound, or indeed its
ergonomics. However, the holography
section may be bought separately for around
£300 as the C9 unit, and added to an existing
preamp: this may prove the better
proposition and I
suspect if it really catches
on it will either come down in price, or be
licensed for inclusion in other models àla
Dolby circuitry.
I
confess to finding the restrictions on
domestic life involved in SH too severe, and
was prepared during the review to accept a
less criticial compromise for much of the
time. •

Table 2Carver Cl Preamplifier

Fig. 10a Transient response, Sonic Holography out. Upper
trace: pulse on right channel. Lower trace: crosstalk sig nal
on left channel. ( lOOps per div).

Distortion ( OdB = 0.5V)
Tuner, + 20dB
OdB
PU (- 20dB input) m- m
PU (-40dB input) m-c

20Hz

lkHz

20kHz

—88dB
—86dB
—80dB
—80dB

—74dB
—88dB
—82dB
—81dB

PU m-c

—80dB1kHz ( diff.)

+S.H. 19/20kHz

PU m-c

—78dB

+S.H. + Tone 19/20kHz

PU m-c

—76dB ( mainly noise)

Intermodulation 19/20kHz

— 66dB
— 87dB.
— 85dB
— 80dB

°same with S.H. or tone engaged
S/N ratio ref IHF
m-c ( ref 0.5mV) 65dB, UNW; 72dB, 400Hz-30kHz; 72dB, CCIR ARM
m-m ( ref 5mV) 79dB UNW; 82dB, 400Hz-30kHz; 87dB, CCIR ARM
Noise output ( 20Hz to 30kHz), vol. down: S.H. out; 26e; S.H. in,56µV
Mono Button: Unusual behaviour, —3dB reduction at centre, —10dB reduction at balance extremes.
20Hz
—56dB

Crosstalk
(m- m, m-c)
Fig. 10b Sonic Holography in. Upper trace: pulse on right
channel. Lower trace: crosstalk on left channel, shaped and
delayed. ( 100µs per div. lmstotal).

2kHz
— 54dB

20kHz
—45dB

Input Impedance m- m47k plus 25, 200, 300pF selection
m-c39 ohms essentially resistive
Sensitivity for OdB (0.5V out) m-c = 52µV, m- m 0.95m V, Aux etc 54mV
Frequency Response Aux:
PU:
Subsonic filter

flat; 20Hz — 0.5dB, 20kHz — 0.5dB,
—3dB at 50kHz, — 8dB at 100kHz
+ 0.75, — 0.4dB 20Hz to 20kHz,
±0.5dB 50Hz to 15kHz, only — 4dB at 100kHz
— 0.75dB at 20Hz. — 3dB at 12Hz, 18dB/octave rolloff

Input Overload:
PU typically 27dB margin ref IHF
Sonic Holography Response: See pulse/transient photo (fig. 10)
(steady state)
On speaking channel 1-1.5dB boost 10-20kHz, bass rolloff below
100Hz to — 6dB at 50Hz, — 12dB at 20Hz ( varies with blendand
injection ratio adjustment).
On crosstalk signal, flat to 40Hz then dropping to — 10dB 15Hz to 2kHz,
Above 2kHz the response notches to — 30dB at 15kHz via astepat
10kHz 16dB down.
Fig. 10c Sonic Holography in: crosstalk signal expanded to
show detail.
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Tone

Controls:

See text, maximum boost 10dB with turnover of 40Hz/loudness
boost, 2kHz, 8kHz.
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HITACHI, SONY,
BANG & OLUFSEN,
PANASONIC,SPENDOR,
PIONEER, WHARFEDALE,
CELESTION, MORDAUNT-SHORT.

WE SUPPORT
ALL THE BIG NAMES
There is an A.V.F. stand or Wall Bracket to suit all well
known names in Hi Fi, T.V. and Video, all manufactured from
high grade steel elegantly finished in black nylon and
designed to compliment the equipment of your choice.
Do you need height adjustment, swivel facility, fixed or
variable tilt, smooth running castors, non slip neoprene
bearing surfaces or perhaps acombination of these features.

To find out more about
the A.V.F. range and details of
your local stockist, cut out the
coupon and return it today.

Would you prefer your
equipment, whether it be speakers,
decks or your Television to be
AUDIO & VISION
FURNITURE LIMITED,
Dixon Street,
Wolverhampton,

conveniently mounted on awall.
Whatever your particular
requirement may be, to achieve
the optimum reproduction from your
equipment, only A.V.F. stands and
Wall Brackets offer you such awide
choice of options.

West Midlands,
VVV2 2BX.
Telephone: 0902 53464
Telex: 335230

To; Audio & Vision Furniture Limited,
Dixon Street, Wolverhampton,
West Midlands, WV2 2BX.
Please send me literature on your full
range and details of my nearest stockists.

NAME_
ADDRESS
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N A RECENT visit to Japan I had a
Odemonstration
of afascinating new VHF
tuner from Hitachi incorporating one of the
most interesting new ideas to have appeared
for some time. Ihave often written about the
problems of radio frequency IM distortion,
and the difficulty of optimising a tuner's
performance between high sensitivity and
good adjacent-channel selectivities, consistent with good front-end IM.
In the new Hitachi model, not yet available
in the UK, a microprocessor controls a
subsidiary circuit which scans frequencies for
about 21
/ MHz either side of the wanted
2
station, noting signal strength and frequency
offset. Based upon an analysis of this information, it decides which of two RF stage
bandwidths to select, whether or not an RF
attenuator should be inserted, and finally
which of two IF selectivities gives the best
compromise between audio distortion and
selectivity. The tuner's specification was
mentioned rather briefly, and seemed excellent, and Ihope to report on the performance
at a later date. In the meantime it is worth
reporting that in demonstration the wanted
station at around 300p.V was being interfered
with by an unwanted station at around 2MHz
off carrier at an alarming 100m V, but became
virtually clear of trouble after the microprocessor had finished operating.

some form of video screen.
Although Ineed not be told when Iam
listening to The Archers, it would be most
wecome to know the identity of some piece of
music without waiting to the end of what may
be avery long work. Futhermore, how often
does the BBC receive phone calls about some
piece of music which is not identified on a
programme, such as signature tunes etc? It
would seem that tests are very successful,
and of four competing systems it appears that
the BBC one is so far, most successful.
Standardisation has still to be agreed by the
European Broadcasting Union. Two of the
other systems seem to give avery unreliable
digital consistency, with avery bad error rate,
but the BBC system seems surprisingly good.

Whilst Ithink this is the first time that a
tuner has been designed for complete microprocessor control of the front-end and IF
circuits, a few models in the past have had
both RF attenuators and IF bandwidth switching, Yamaha tuners in particular featuring
auto IF bandwidth switching. Now that the
VHF band is getting so very crowded rather
more attention will have to be paid to
selectable IF bandwidth, and Ihope that other
manufacturers will follow Hitachi's example
by making it much simple for the user, who
only has to push the microprocessor operating buttons.
Last month Ireported briefly that Chiltern
Radio on Dunstable Downs has commenced
transmitting on VHF, but I have had a
surprising number of complaints that their
frequency (97.5MH 3)is so close to that of LBC
(97.3MH 3)that many listeners are having
trouble in receiving either station without
interference from the other. This problem is
particularly marked to the North and NorthWest of my own location in North London,
and it seem crazy that the new station has
been allocated afrequency only 200kHz from
LBC. Isuggest that the minimum spacing in
any area should be greater that this, since, for
example, Barnet and Mill Hill are well within
the intended coverage area of LBC, yet
Chiltern comes in virtually as strongly.
For some time the BBC have been experimenting with digital transmissions superimposed on what is basically a 57kHz
carrier, which is itself frequancy modulating
the Radios 2, 4and London HF carriers in the
London area. The digital transmission does
not appear to be causing any problems to the
reception of normal mono or stereo programmes, and the idea of digital information is to
give a bit rate at just over 1000 bits per
second, so that information on the identity of
the carrier, the programme being transmitted, and even details of any music being
played can be extracted and displayed on

It has been stated that one interesting reason
for the unreliability of some of the systems is
that there are problems in the digital decoding of signals having multipath reception. It
could be said that the new BBC system is the
radio equivalent, scaled down, of television's
Teletext. Knowing how quickly some new
developments, including Ceefax and Oracle,
are taken up commercially, Iam most excited
at the prospect of this new FM radio digital
superimposition, for it could also allow a
receiver fitted with appropriate microprocessors to hunt along the scale for the
required station, or even programme.
One fascinating prospect for ' radio data'
would be the idea of including in the information, details of immediately forthcoming
programmes. It would also be possible, one
day, to include an audio read-out, in synthetic
speech, of the information being displayed,
which could of course greatly assist blind
listeners. One idea that Ihave had will almost
certainly be a ' red rag to abull' as far as the
BPI and probably the broadcasting organisations are concerned, but would it not be
marvellous to have akey signal in the digital
code which designates the start a few
seconds before apiece of music commences,
and the end just after it stops? Such asignal
could be designed to operate arelay to switch
a recorder on and off. It might be arranged
that such asystem would operate only where
the BBC themselves hold the copyright of the
broadcast, and since hundreds of thousands
of listeners regularly record classical broadcasts it could be quite a boon, because one
would not have to pace up and down in front
of the recorder waiting to start and stop it in
order to get an entire programme on one
tape.
It has also been suggested that afew words
in the digital code could be reserved for
important news flashes, so that one could
immediately see if there was some important
piece of news, as can be done with Ceefax
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and Oracle.
New technology is flooding in at such arate
that it is becoming difficult to absorb everything that is happening, but Imust admit to
being endlessly fascinated by it all, looking
forward to each new development as eagerly
as ever before. Iwonder just what Iwill be
writing about in this column in the years to
come, for so many new concepts are arriving,
including satellite radio as well as TV. My
ideal would be to be able to tune in to all the
stereo radio stations of the World at will, but I
wonder how long this will take.
Itook the opportunity of listening to the
repeat of Dylan Thomas's Under Milk Wood,
recorded in quadraphonic matrix, together
with a fried who is deeply concerned with
theatre in the States. We both felt that the
production and acting standards were high,
but we noticed poor tape and mike hiss as
well as extraordinary positioning anomalies,
particularly when an actor c. actress was
half- left or half- right. For example, one of the
actresses consistently reproduced with the
vowell sounds almost hard right, but the
sibilants and some other part of her voice
about half- right, in what was audibly asplit
image. Although this did not worry my friend
so much, Ifound it very distracting indeed, as
did my colleagues, and also found the
phasiness of the quadraphonic matrix most
unfortunate. Many of the sound-effects,
whilst well done, reproduced with dreadful
hum, Ijust cannot understand how this can
creep in without being noticed at the recording stage.
Iunderstand that the BBC are still using a
stereo AKG C24 mike as their main one for
stereo drama, despite this model's much
higher hiss than more modern types. Some of
these have been in service for 15 to 20 years
and Icannot help but feel that it is time they
were replaced by more modern and much
quieter, mikes, particularly when used for
speech as opposed to much louder classical
music.
Now that CB has been legalised in the UK
there may very well be some interference to
some hi-fi installations. However, I have
found so far, both from my own experience
and from listening to many people who have
tried it, that interference to FM is dramatically
less than that caused by AM or SSB. In my
area of North London Iam happy to see that
hundreds of CBers have shifted from illegal to
legal equipment, and not only are they
claiming that they are getting far less complaints from neighbours, but as expected
they are all reporting to one another that FM
is much better than AM anyway. Interference
from legal CB on FM should be at an
acceptable level in almost all cases, because
the maximum power allocation is only 4W
and there are very strict stipulations about
aerial height and power, which incidentally I
do not entirely agree with. The maximum
height above ground for the very modest
aerial allowed, to be used at full power, is only
7metres, and above this the maximum power
output allowed is only 400mW. Almost all the
interference caused to domestic electronic
equipment is normally over a fairly small
radius, and it is my experience that aerials at,
say, 15 metres above ground cause much less
interference to adjacent houses than the
same aerial at 7metres. It is to be hoped that
the Home Office might therefore relax the
height rule to encourage CB users to instal
their aerials as high as possible for the
allocated power, and the fact that it is FM
means they are not likely to cause trouble to
other than the next-door neighbout, and then
only rarely.
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CAN'T EVEN GET TO HEAR A REGA,
LET ALONE BUY ONE ???

MERIDIAN

LINN

To be frank, without the REGA agency Subjective
Audio had a distinct " gap" in its range of low
cost high quality turntables.
We had of course strongly recommended the
Michell Focus 1deck, but coupled with its own
excellent arm it was still not an economic rival
to the PLANAR 3. But with the arrival of the
LINN BASIK arm and cartridge, the PLANAR
3, superb as it is now, has for the first time, a
viable rival.
Suffice to say that combined expertise of Michell
Engineering and Linn Products Ltd is on
continuous demonstration, along side the PLANAR
3. At just £ 181.00 inc. vat, fully assembled and
tested, the MICHELL/BASIK is the finest value
for money combination we have ever heard.
a)

Demonstrations are strictly by appointment.

b)

Access and/or Barclaycard payment accepted at no
additional cost — order via our answering machine
24 hrs a day !!

c)

Should you purchase the Michell/Basik from us and
are not entirely satisfied, we will give you a 100%
refund if returned to us within 7 days in perfect
condition.

SUBJECTIVE AUDIO LTD
59 Grovelands Road
Palmers Green
London N13, England.
Tel. (01) 886-7289

f

LP12/BASIK/
ITTOK/ASAK/
NIRVANA
101/M2 or M3

ACTIVE SYSTEMS
MAJOR BREAKTHROUGH!
Please ring or call in for information and/or to
arrange a personal demonstration. Preferably in
your home).
QUALITY HIFI
From: LINNOMERIDIANDNYTECHDARCDA & RLI
MISSION El QUANTUM o SUGDEM D MORDANT
SHORT III SYSTEMDEK o THORENS n STIJL)
HEYBROOKODUALCIAIVVADNAKAMICHIDELITE E
QUAD
Available from:

RUNNYMEADE HIFI. 172A High Street,
Egham, Surrey.
Tel: Egham ( 0784) 35036

HAPPY
NEW YEAR
TO ALL OUR
EARS
At £80 and £ 105 respectively, the Cadet
and Kitdeck represent the finest value
for money around. Available from quality
retailers throughout the U.K. or direct
from Input Design. Write or phone
immediately for our full colour brochure
and dealer list. The soundest investment
you will ever make.

lisoteric„,.$uifio esearc)
20 Crown Walk,
St. Ives
Cambs
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The dbx Z problem
by Peter Mitchell*
T HE AMERICAN dbx type Il noise reducti on
system has alot going for it. It offers more
noise suppression than Dolby- B, it doesn't
require precise level calibration, and it
doesn't produce level- dependent variations
in frequency response as Dolby- Bdoes when
the recorder in the loop isn't exactly matched
to the tape. No doubt these are some of the
reasons why dbx II is the most popular
noise- reduction system in use today with
open- reel tape decks. ( Of course another
reason is the abandonment of the market by
the makers of Dolby- Bunits; if you want to
add Dolby-Bto an open- reel deck you either
have to find aused Advent, Teac, or Sony
Dolby processor or you have to build the
only-marginally-satisfactory Integrex kit.
Fortunately the advent of Dolby-Cis changing
that situation; Nakamichi recently introduced
their NR200 unit, which offers both Dolby-C
and Dolby-Bprocessing in adual pair of
circuits for simultaneous encode/decode.
This provides areal alternative to dbx for
people who wantto add high performance
noise reduction to an open- reel deck.)
Despite its clear advantages I've never
adopted dbx II noise- reduction for my
frequent on- location concert recording work,
because of two problems. One is that, with
the recorders Iuse regularly, the ' breathing'
(the modulation of the tape hiss level up and
down by the music as abyproduct of the
dbx's rapid 2:1 companding) is excessive.
When used with aRevox A77, which is an
unusually quiet machine to start with, the
noise pumping is just un obtrusive enough to
be acceptable; indeed the Revox and dbx area
synergistic combination which work
extremely well as asystem. But with the more
popularly- priced recorders from Pioneer and
Teac that I've tried dbx Il noise- reduction
with, the bias noise is afew dB higher in level
than with aRevox and the noise- pumping is
quite annoying.
The other problem which has made me
uneasy about dbx II processing is its
unpredictability. I've heard dbx processing
work splendidly, but on afew occasions I've
connected dbx II processors to tape recorders
and obtained peculiar shifts in frequency
response which were completely
inexplicable, as if there were some odd
interaction between the dbx unit and the tape
deck. I've even heard the very same
dbx-encoded tape sound different when
played on two different ( but equally good)
tape decks through the appropriate dbx
decoding
And that's what this report is about. There is,
in fact, acompatibility problem with dbx II
noise reduction units which can lead to
unexpected interactions with the other
components with which they are used — the
tape deck they are mated to and the preamp
*This article was originally published in the Mystic
Valley Audio News, Vol. 1, No. 6. and The SAS
Speaker Vol. 9. No. 8. It is reprinted here with the
permission of the author. MVAN is available for $20
per year from Mystic Valley Audio, 36 Circuit Street,
West Medford MA 021-55; USA.
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or mike mixer which serves as the signal
source. The same problem may also be the
cause of the 'veiling' which some reviewers
have noted when assessing the sonic
qualities of dbx-encoded discs. The
compatibility problem turns out to have a
simple cause; once it is understood, we can
easily predict which associated components
will cause the problem to show itself ( usually
as adulling of the sound). We can alsospecify
methods of curing the problem.
Which dbx units are we talking about/ We
discovered the problem while using dbx 128
and dbx 124 noise- reduction units. A
discussion with dbx confirmed the problem
and indicated that it should also appear with
the dbx 122, 222, and 224, since they all use
the same input circuit. Among the type II
processors only the little Model 21 decoder
(reviewed in HRN/RR July 1981) has been
found not to exhibit the problem; presumably
it has an input buffercircuit.
The problem is just this: the input
impedance of the dbx II processors, in either
the encode ( record) or decode ( play) mode, is
specified to be 50k-ohms but in fact the input
impedance falls continuously asthe
frequency rises. The first thing that the
incoming signal encounters, in either encode
or decode, is afilter and frequency-weighting
network, whose first components are a
2200 ohm resistor and a0.001 IAF capacitorto
ground. The input impedance of this RC
combination is indeed 50k-ohms at 3000 Hz
and is higher than 50k-ohms at lower
frequencies, but it falls in half with each
doubling of frequency, dropping to 8k-ohms
at 20 Hz. When the parallel impedances of
other components in the weighting network
are included the effective input impedance of
the dbx II processor drops to only afew
thousand ohms at high frequencies.
This frequency-dependent input
impedance is of no consequence as long as
the product which is supplying signalstothe
dbx unit has avery low output impedance, as
all modern audio components ideallyshould
have. (With today's technology the ' normal'
output impedance of atuner, preamp, tape
deck, eta/ought to be no greater than afew
hundfed ohms.) However, if the associated
component has an output impedance of afew
thousand ohms instead of afew hundred,
then that output impedance and the dbx's
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input impedance form avoltage divider; the
signa delivered to the dbx is attenuated by
the ratio of the impedances. Since the input
impedance of the dbx falls to alow value at
high frequencies, there is more attenuation of
the signal at high frequencies le, there is a
high-frequency rolloff. This isn't just a
theoretical situation, unfortunately: in the
real world, many audio components have
output impedances measured in the
thousands of ohms rather than hundreds. So
alot of people may be getting asomewhat
duller sound when they use dbx
noise-reduction, without knowing why.
Obviously dbx is guilty of aserious breach
of ethics in publishing afalse specification in
all of its brochures and owner's manuals, and
in failing tà notify customers of this potential
incompatibility with other audio
components. After all, specifications of audio
equipment aren't published just to entertain
readers orto fill pages; 'input impedance'
has always been astandard audio
specification precisely because users need to
be informed when apiece of equipment hasa
non-standard impedance characteristic
which may cause acompatibility problem
with associated gear. Were it not for this
need, specifying input impedance would be as
pointless as specifying the ingredients in the
chassis paint. Of course, if dbx had published
an honest impedance spec there's no
guarantee that every user of adbx II
noise-reduction system would have
understood its implications; butsome would
have. More to the point, if anyone but dbx's
own engineers had been aware of this
problem dbx might then have been
persuaded to correct the design flaw. You
see, this design flaw was not an accident. It
was arrived at consciously, with knowledge
of its implications, as aresult of an incorrect
set of engineering priorities. René Jeager,
who was Chief Engineer at dbx until acouple
of years ago and who supervised the design
of the Type II noise- reduction circuits, was
aware, right from the beginning, of the
potential compatibility problem caused by
the drooping input impedance. When he was
asked about it recently he replied that back
when the dbx II units were introduced he
checked the output impedances of anumber
of cassette decks and satisfied himself that
compatibility wouldn't be aproblem. So the
potentialcompatibility problem was allowed
to exist, in order to satisfy ahigher
engineering priority: the desire for a
'hard-wire' bypass.
The first dbx products were made for
professional use and it is traditional, in pro
gear, to include a ' hard-wire' bypass, which is
literally awire connecting the input
terminals directly to the output terminals via
aswitch. If there is some failure in the device,
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There's More to Noise
Reduction Than Silence.
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FIGURE 1: NOISE AND NOISE REDUCTION IN THE ABSENCE OF MUSIC.
Noise from biased cassette tape without noise reduction, the effects of Dolby C-type
noise reduction, and the effects of awide-band compander are shown in the absence of
any signal': Dolby C's noise reduction effect results in an overall perceived noise level
below the ambient noise of many listening rooms, even at high playback levels. In the
absence of signals, the conventional wide- band compander provides still more electrical
noise reduction ( but usually no more audible noise reduction).
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FIGURE 3: THE SLIDING BAND PRINCIPLE.
Dolby noise reduction operates over aband of
frequencies which slides up out of the way of the
music, resulting in noise reduction just where there is no
musical signal to hide the noise. Thus the perceived
noise level is consistently low at all times.
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FIGURE 2: NOISE AND NOISE REDUCTION IN THE PRESENCE OF MUSIC.
In the presence of asignal (148 Hz, D below middle C on the piano, recorded at Dolby
level), in all cases noise in the region of the signal will be masked by it. However, at
higher frequencies, especially between 2kHz and 10 kHz where tape hiss is clearly audibl
Dolby noise reduction provides almost as much noise reduction as if the signal weren't
there, while the compander allows the noise to increase to aconsiderably higher level
than with Dolby C.

p

roviding noise reduction on silence
is not all that difficult. For years, conventional wide-band companders
have been available which dramatically
reduce noise — between selections on a
tape or record.

Yet it is just as important to have noise
reduction when there is music playing.
While music will mask noise part of the
time, there are times when it won't. A bass
drum note, for example, cannot hide tape
hiss, no matter how loud the drum is: the
ear can detect both simultaneously.
Conventional noise reduction systems
effect noise reduction at the time of playback by turning down the volume when
there is little or no music present. This turns
down the noise as well. But they also turn
the volume back up again on louder music,
and so turn the noise back up at the same
time. Thus the bass drum note is accompanied by aburst of tape hiss — hiss which
is audible if there is no music at higher
frequencies to hide it.
This problem is called noise modulation.
It means that with aconventional NR
system, the noise level is constantly
shifting up and down with changes in
the level of the music. But Dolby noise
reduction, on the other hand, is free of noise
modulation on virtually any type of music
(Figures 1and 2).

Unlike conventional companders, Dolby
noise reduction operates over aconstantl)
changing, or sliding band of frequencies
(Figure 3). The band extends low enough
to provide very effective noise reduction
on silence. But in the presence of music, th(
band slides up just out of the way of the
music, so that noise at frequencies above
the music is almost as effectively reduced
as if the music weren't there.
Both Dolby B-type and Dolby C-type nois(
reduction are sliding-band systems. With
the standard B-type system, noise reduction begins at 500 Hz and increases to
10 dB at 4kHz and above, while with the
new C-type system, noise reduction begins
at 100 Hz and increases to 20 dB at 1kHz
and above. With either system, the presence
of music does not prevent noise reduction
from occurring where it is still needed.
*7011s equalization, measured with aconstant- bandwidth
wave analyzer, and weighted ( CCIR/ARM) to reflect the
ear's sensitivity to noise and noise reduction effects.

DU Dolby
Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp.,
731 Sansome St., San Francisco, CA 94111,
Telephone ( 415) 392-0300. Telex 34409.
"Dolby" and the double- Dsymbol are the registered trademarks
of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation for its A- type,
B-type, and C-type noise reduction systems. S81/3307/3403.

the signal can instantly be switched to bypass
the entire circuit — even if the unit's AC
power is off or its line cord has been pulled
out of its socket — and the show can goon.
This ' show can go on' dependability is
important in pro sound installations
(although, as today's equipment becomes
more inherently reliable, the provision of
hard-wire bypass switches is becoming less
of arequirement, and several major
manufacturers of pro sound gear no longer
include them). At any rate, dbx became
accustomed to including ahard-wire bypass
in its equipment, and when the Type II
noise- reduction units were designed for
consumer and semi- pro use the hard-wire
bypass feature was included in them too.
Now, the inclusion ofthis facility created an
engineering problem forthe designers.
Remember how the dbx Il system works: it is
a2:1 decibel- linear compander. In the encode
mode it is acompressor which has high gain
when there is no incoming signal, and as the
incoming signal increases in level the
compressor's gain progressively decreases
so that the output level increases by ldB for
every 2dB increase in input level. Thus with an
input level of — 100 dBV, the compressor has + 50
dB of gain and the output level is — 50 dBV; when
the input level rises to — 60 dBV thecompressor's
gain declines to + 30 dB, making the output level
—30 dBV; and when the input level is —10cIBV
the compressor's gain is only + 5dB so thatthe
output level is — 5dB.
The engineering difficulty occurs when
there is little or no signal and the compressor
is operating at maximum gain. The bypass
button is asimple switch which selects either
the compressor's output or the lead from the
input and conducts the signal to the output
jacks. But in any ordinary switch there is
always some capacitive coupling between
the switch terminals simply because of their
proximity; thus the compressor's output,
boosted by about 50 dB, is capacitively
coupled to awire going directly back to the
compressor's input. Now as acapacitorhas
high impedance at low frequencies and a
lower impedance as the frequency rises,that
capacitive output-to- input coupling through
the bypass switch will be poor at audio
frequencies but becomes progressively
better at ultrasonicfrequencies until, atsome
ultrasonic frequency, the compressor and
bypass wiring form aclosed loop with
positive net gain — and that is the definition
of an oscillator. To prevent the Type Il
noise- reduction units from becoming
ultrasonic oscillators dbx had to include the
above- mentioned RC filter at the input to roll
off the ultrasonic response of the
system — and that RC filter is the prime cause
of the dbx II units' drooping input impedance.
The normal way of dealing with an
abnormal imput impedance is to add abuffer
circuit at the input— asimple circuit having
auniformly high input impedance and alow
output impedance which can drive the
problem circuit with no difficulty. But dbx
chose not to add such an input buffer,
because the bypass would no longer be a
'hard-wire' bypass. For normal audio purposes
the bypass function would still
operate fine: in the bypass mode the
noise- reduction encoding would be
out-of- circuit and the signal would pass
through the unit without alteration. But when
the power was off the input bufferwouldn't
function and signals would not passthrough
the unit. Only a ' hard-wire' bypass, with no
active circuitry in the bypass path, can
function with the power off and in order to
retain this function dbx had to allow the
III 1.1 N1,WS& RI,CORD REVIEW
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problem of the drooping input impedanceto
exist. But they chose not to let the outside
world know thatthis design compromise had
been made.
It was an unneccessary compromise. This
is where they got their design priorities
wrong. In consumer and semi-pro audio,
hard-wire bypass functions are hardly ever
found, because they are not
needed — especially in the signal path to a
tape recorder, whose electronics will alter a
signal far more than aunity-gain buffered
bypass circuit would. On those occasions
when we want to bypass completely asignal
processor we can do so, simply by setting the
Tape Monitor or External Processor switch to
'Source'. The dbx Il units should have been
designed with an input buffer having a
uniform input impedance, and with a
buffered rather than hard-wire bypass circuit.
But since they didn't, let's look atthe effect
which the drooping input impedance has on
the frequency response.
To measure it we used adbx 124. First we
measured the frequency response of the 124
itself, connecting the signal generator
directly to the encoding inputs (the
generator has alow output impedance), and
we used apatch cord to connect the encoder
output directly to the playback decoder
input, thus testing the encode-decode
tracking of the 124 as well as its bypass. In the
bypass mode, with alow-impedance source,
there was of course no alteration in theinput
signal. In the encode/decode mode the
tracking was excellent, the input-output
frequency response being almost exactly flat
over the whole audio range, dropping by 1dB
at 30 Hz and up by 1dB in the 10-20 kHz top
octave. We then inserted various resistances
at the output of the signal generator to raise
its output impedance, and repeated the
encode/decode frequency response test,
producing the response graphs shown in fig.
1. We also inserted various resistances in the
signal path to the decoder input, simulating
the output impedance of the tape recorder; as
expected, similar high-frequency roll-offs
were measured since the dbx II units have the
same drooping input impedance in both the
encode and decode modes. Incidentally,
these measurements were made using a
pink- noise generator and alvie IE-30A
one-third-octave spectrum analyser in order
to display the way the dbx behaves when
processing musical signals having tones at
many frequencies simultaneously. If this test
were done using aswept sine-wave
oscillator — so that the compressor and
expander circuits would be seeing onlya
single-frequency tone at atime — the 2:1
companding action would have produced
twice as steep aroll-off in the decode mode ie,
if the ' playback' signal had been attenuated
8dB at 10 kHz by the drooping impedance,
the 2:1 expander action would have doubled
that roll-off to 16 dB at 10 kHz.
So now anyone who is using dbx Il noise
reduction has to ask two questions. ( 1) What
is the output impedance of thetape
recorder, which will determine whether there
is aroll-off in tape playback? (2) What isthe
impedance of the signal source which is
feeding your dbx for recording? In the case of
on- location live recording, what counts here
is the output impedance of your mike preamp
or mixer. In the case of atape deck connected
to ahome stereo system the situation is more
complex, and we'll analyse it later. Ifthe
impedance of your recording signal source is
not low, then ahigh-frequency roll-off is
occuring atthe inputto the dbxduring
recording, and the rolled-off signal is what is

being recorded.
Tape recorder interaction
Let's look at tape recorder playback first. If
the output impedance of the tape deck is
specified, that makes it easy; but often it is not
so you'll either have to inquire of the
manufacturer or examine the schematic of
the deck, assuming that one is supplied. I
have looked at the schematics of an
assortment of decks; this is hardly a
comprehensive survey, the models listed
below just happen to be those for which I
have schematics in my files.
Let's start with an oldie, because it is typical
of many in its general approach: the Advent 201
cassette deck (fig. 2a). This is the wiring to its
output jacks: the signal comes from a
low- impedance source such as atransistor
wired as an emitter-follower, and is fed to an
Output Level control in the form of a10k-ohm
potentiometer, and then the tapped output
from the pot is fed to the Line-Out jackthrough a
1.5k-ohm series resistor. The output impedance
of this circuit, not surprisingly, varies with the
setting of the control. The minimum valueof
output impedance occurs when the control is set
very low ( but then there's little or no output
signal) and also when the level control is set at its
maximum — turned all the way up. Withthe
level control at either min or max, the output
impedance is equal to the series resistor,
1.5k-ohms. At all intermediate settings of the
level control the output impedance is higher, and
the highest value occurs when the control is set6
dB down from the maximum output. Atthat
setting the output impedance due to the
potentiometer can be shown to be one-fourth
the value of the pot, in thiscase
10k/4=2.5k-ohms. To this we add theoutput
series resistance, 1.5k, to give atotal output
impedance of 4k-ohms. Conclusion: the output
impedance of the Advent 201 varies from 1500
ohms at either end of the Output Level control's
range, up to 4000 ohms at an intermediate
setting.
This form of output network is common in
tape decks around the world. The Sony
TC-377 open- reel recorder, for instance, has
the same configuration but with
higher- resistance elements: a20k-ohm series
resistor. Thus its output impedance varies
from 3300 ohms ( with the output level control
turned all the way up) to as high as .
20k/4+3.3k=8.3k, ie, 8300 ohms with the
control set 6dB down from maximum output.
Used with the dbx Il noise reduction systems
the TC-377 will exhibit amild HF roll-off when
its output control happens to be set to
maximum output, and will exhibit asevere loss
of highs when its output level control is
to page 43
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• CREDIT FACILITIES
(SAME DAY POSSIBLE)

• AFTER SALES SERVICE
• MAIL ORDER

019461528/0331

• EXPORT

CASSETTE ( CD)/TAPE RECORDERS ( TR)
(P & P £ 3.50)
Aurex PCD10 . . . P.O.R.
Aiwa AD3100 . . . £99-00
Aiwa AD3200. . £129-00
Akai CSM02. . . . £89-00
Akai CSM01. . . . £69-00
Akai GXM50. . . £179-00
Akai CX620D . . £390-00
BIC
POR.
B& 0
PO.R.
Denon
POR.
Dual C814
POR.
Dual C822
PO.R.
Dual C804
POR.
Dual C828
PO.R.
Dual C844
POR.
JVC DDS
POR.
JVC
POR.
Mitsubishi . . . .
P.O.R.
Nakamichi N480 . P.O.R.
Nakamichi N482 . P.O.R
Nakamichi N480Z P.O.R .
NAD
PO.R.

Pioneer CT200 . £82-00
Pioneer CT300 . £101-00
Rotel RD400 . . £74-90
Rotel RD1000M nee»
Revox.. . O OO .
P.O.R.
Sansui SC1 OOO
neo
Sansui D150M . £89.00
Sansui D95M . . . £79-00
Sansui D300M . £127-00
Sansui 0100. . . £92-00
Sony TCK81. . .
P.O.R.
Sony TCK61 • . . . P.O.R.
Tandberg TCD420 P.O.R.
Tandberg TCD440 P.O.R.
Tandberg TD20A
P.O.R.
Teac
P O.R.
Technics RSM260 P.O.R.
Technics RSM250 P.O.R.
Technics RSM215 P.O.R.
Technics RSM230 P.O.R.
Trio
P O.R.
Yamaha
POR.

HEADPHONES
(P & P £ 1.95)
AKG. . ... P.O.R.
Koss K6A£ 5.96
Koss K6ALC. . £16-50
Koss PRO4AAA. . £44-00
Pioneer
PO.R.
Sansui
PO.R
Stax
PO.R

Sennheiser
HD414
HD400
HD420
HD430
HD424
HD222

£20-00
£14-00
£25-00
£35-00
£27-00
£30-00

TURNTABLES
(P & P £ 3.50)
Akai . ..
P.O.R.
Aiwa APD.35 . £ 59.00
Audioref MAT . . . £ 18.95
Aurex . . . P.O.R.
ADC 15007034.
. "
£67.00
ADC 1600/036. . me°
Connoisseur . .
P.O.R.
Denon
PO.R.
Dua CS505 . . . . P.O.R.
Dua CS506 . . . . P.O.R.
Dua CS606 . . . . P.O.R.
Dua CS626 . . . P.O.R.
Dua CS714 . . . P.O.R.
Dua CS731 . . . . P.O.R.
Garrard
GT250/255. . £62-00
OD130/65ED. . aneo
DD131/75ED . £89-00
DD132/75ED. . £99-00
00450/455. . . P.O.R.
DID0550 £92-00
D00650
£
e9eo
JVC. . .
P.O.R.
Le Mats . £18-95
Lux
P.O.R.
Marantz
P.O.R.
Michell Focus
P.O.R.
Michell Hyd .
P.O.R.
Micro Seiki.
P0.R.

NAD
PO.R.
Pioneer PL200
. P.O.R.
Pioneer PL400
. P.O.R.
Rotel RP1000.
Rotel RP9400
riitseo
Rotel RP6400
. £83-00
Sansui
PO.R.
Sony
PO.R.
STD305S. . . . .
P.O.R.
STD305S/SMEIIIS
£227-00
Technics SL7 .
P.O.R.
Technics SL10 . P.O.R.
Technics SLDL1 .
Technics SLQL1 . P.O.R.
Thorens TD115/2. £160
Thorens TD104/2. £80
Thorens TD105/2. £06
Thorens TD126BC P.O.R.
Thorens 160S/SM El II
£278-00
Thorens 160/BC/3009
$2 . . . . £183-00
Thorens 160BC. . £114
Thorens 160S. . £154
Thorens MAT BR . P.O.R.
Trio KD1033S . E55-00
Yamaha
P O.R.

AMPLIFIERS
(P & P £ 2.50)
Aurex
. P.O.R.
Aiwa
P O.R.
ADC 591
£63-00
ADC SS2 £140-00
Akai AMUO1 .
new
Akai AMUO2 .
£79-00
Cambridge P80 . P.O.R.
Crimson
PO.R.
Denon
PO.R.
Dual CV1150 .
P.O.R.
Dual CV1250
P.O.R.
Dual CV1450
POR.
JVC AX1
PO.R.
JVC AX2
P.O.R
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Lux
PO.R.
Maranta
PO.R.
Mitsubishi
PO.R.
NAD
on dem
Quad 33/303 .
P.O.R.
Quad 44/405 .
P.O.R.
Pioneer SA706 £154-00
Pioneer SA410 . P.O.R.
Pioneer SA510
P.O.R.
Revox
PO.R.
Rogers A75/A100 P.O R
Rogers MCP100 . P.O.R.
Rotel RC1000 £109.90
Rotel RB1000 £109-90

Rotel RA1000 .
£109-90
Sanyo. . . ..... P.O.R.
Sugden A48/2 . P.O.R.
Sansui AS
fn.®
Sansui A7 . . . . £
104.00
Sansui AUD22. . P.O.R.
Sansui AUD33

Technics SUV3
P.O.R.
Technics SUV5 .
P.O.R.
Technics SUV7 .
TEAC
P O.R.
Trio KA405 . . •
P.O.R.
Yamaha A450 . . . P.O.R:

CARTRIDGES ( C)/STYLI ( S)

95 High Street
Wimbledon Village
London S.W.19
93 Bus route.

Open 9.00 am 5.30 dot
Tuesday, Saturday
Cl osed all day Moneas
Prices correct at I•rne 01 gong
10 press sod bUbiect to sar•aton

(P & P £ 1.75)
ADC LMF1 .
ADC ALT1
Hadcock 228 . .
Hadcock 220 .
Last
Le Mat
Mayware
Ortofon

£33-00
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P O.R.
PO.R.
PO.R.

term

SME 3009/S2. . . £65.00
SME 3009/ND • . £59.00
SME Series Ill. . £109.00
SME FD2000 . . £24-00
SME Series IIIS. . £79.00
Thorens MAT . . . P.O.R
Thorens 160KIT. . £21 .00

(P & P £ 1.20)
AKG P8ES
£57-00
£36-00
AKG P7E
£28-00
flew
A/Technica AT
PO.R.
PO.R.
ADC XLM Mk 3 . . . . £39-00
P O.R.
ADC VLM Mk 3 . . . . f28-00
POR.
ADC (136 Mk 3 . . . . £18-00
P O.R.
Decca Gold
£61-00
POR.
Dynavector 20A/2 . . £88-00
PO.R.
Dynavector 20B/2 . . £79-00
POR.
Dynavector 10X/2 . . £49-00
POR.
Empire
POR .
POR.
Grado FTE + 1
£10-00
PO.R.
Grado FCE+1 £14-25
POR.
Grado F3E
£20-50
. P.O.R.
Goldring G800 £88-88
£3.95
Goldring G850
£5-00
£2.95
Goldring G800E £11-00
£7.87
Goldring G900SE/2 . . £41-00
£11.71
JVC
PO.R.
PO.R.
Mayware
PO.R.
P O.R.
Onofon -Concord 10 . . £27-00
PO.R.
Ortofon Concord 20. £37-00
PO.R
Ortofon Concord 30 . . £49-00
PO.R.
Ortofon M20E Super • £49 -60
£23.00
Ortofon FF15E/2. . . . £13-00
P O.R.
Ortofon VMS10E/2 . . aen
PO.R.
Ortofon VMS20E/2 . . me)
P O.R.
Ortofon VMS30/2 . . . £32-00
PO.R.
Ortofon F15EX/2. . . . £19-90
PO.R.
Ortofon MC10
£43-50
POR.
Pickering XV15 625 . .P.O.R.
PO.R.
Pickering XV15/1200 ..P.O.R.
PO.R.
Pickering XV15/3000 .. P.O.R.
POR.
Shure M55E
£970
reso
Shure M75/b2
£15-24
£7.85
Shure M75G
aeut
£9.75
Shure M75ED
£15-60
£13.95
Shure M95ED
£20-30
£16-95
Shure M75EJ/2 . . £14-20
£10-10
Shure V15 Mk 3. . £47-00
£20•95
Shure V15/IV £65-00
£34-00
Shure M95HE
£24-00
PO.R
Stanton 681/EE . . £48-00
£27.00
Stanton 500EE £22-50
PO.R
Stanton 680EE
£31-00
£20-94

MUSIC

CENTRES ( MC)/RACK
SYSTEMS
(P & P £4 50)

Aiwa M302
Aiwa M502
Aurex
B & 0
Hitachi
JVC
Toshiba Systems
Sanyo
Sony LH MK3000
Panasonic SG200
Pansonic 2800. .
Mitsubushi MC8000
Technics ZII
Technics 222.

£239-00
£299-00
P O.R.
PO.R.
£263-00
POR.
PO.R.
P O.R.
PO.R.
POR.
£330.00
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

Please include post and packing
(Send large SAE for brochure and enquirie..
All prices include VAT at 15% and are subject
to alteration due to Manufacturers increases
Access
Barclaycard
accepted
Quad equipment

W‘

Callers Only

11111111=21111M212:3211111
(P & P £ 3,50)

Akai AAR30 . . £117-00
Akai AAR20 . . . £99-00
Akai ATKO2 . .
amoo
Aiwa Micro 30 . . P.O.R.
Aurex
P O.R.
Denon
POR.
Harman Kardon . . P.O.R.
JVC
POR.
Lux
P O.R.
Marantz
P O.R.
Mitsubishi
POR.
Pioneer SX600
P.O.R.
Pioneer SX700
Pioneer TX410
P.O.R.
Quad FM3
PO.R.
Revox. . ....
P.O.R.
Rogers 775 . . . P.O.R.
Rogers T100. . . . P.O.R.
Rotel RX1000 . £139-90
Rotel RT1000 . . . £89-90

Rotel
PO.R.
Sansui T5
£71.00
Sansui T7
£95.00
Sansui TUS33L .£99
Sansui TUS9 .
P0.R.
Sansui R5126 . . . £96.00
Sansui R7126 . £129.00
Sony STRV55L .
P.O.R.
Sugden . . . .
P.O.R.
Tandberg TR2030 P.O.R.
Tandberg TR2045 P.O.R.
Tandberg TR2050L
P.O.R.
Tandberg TR2080 P.O.R.
Technics SA202. . P.O.R.
Technics STS3 . . P.O.R.
Technics SA313. . P.O.R.
TEAC
P O.R.
Trio KT313L £85-00
Yamaha
PO.R.

SPEAKERS ( SP)/KITS ( K)/UNITS ( U)
(P & P £ 3 95 each)
Altec
POR.
AR 18S
£83-00
AR
P O.R.
B & W DM 2/2 . P.O.R.
B & W DM14 . . PO .
R.
Chartwell PM110/2
P.O.R.
Chanwell PM55. . . P.OR.
Chartwell PM210. P.O.R.
Chartwell PM310 1P.O.R.
Celestion 121 . . . ROAR.
Ditton 322 . . £240-00
Ditton 130. . . f119eo
Ditton 150. . £149-00
Ditton 200. . . £199-00
Ditton 442 . £299-00
County £95-00
IMF .....
P.O.R.
Jordan Watts .
P.O.R.
JBL
PO.R.
KEF 103/2
P.O.R.

KEF 8139
£29.00
KEF 8200
£12.75
KEF 8110
£11.20
KEF DN12
£9-50
KEF 727
£8-70
KEF 101
£169-00
KEF Celeste 4 £119.00
KEF Concord 4 £199-00
Monitor Audio. . . P.O.R.
Mordaunt Short. . P.O.R.
Rogers LS3/5A . . P.O.R.
Rogers Studio 1. . P.O.R.
Richard Allan Kits
Triple 8
£53-00
S/Triple . . . . £100-00
Tannoy
P O.R.
Wharfedale
Laser 40
£65-00
Laser 60
£82-00
Laser 80 . . . . £100-00
Glendale XP2 £104-00

Limited Quantities

Aka, GXF80 . . . £230-00
Teac X1OR . . . . mime
Akai GXM50. . . £179.00
Technics
ADC SS2
£120-00
SA5460 ( S/H) £169-00
Armstrong 625
£170-00
Technics system 80
Aurex PCD10 .
£107-00
£7
B & W DM2/II
£275-00
SBR3
£139-00
ARC 202 .......£375
SLB2
. £67-00
B & 0
RS276 ( S/H)
. £90-00
8/Master 1900 . £219.00
SL150/2 . . .
£169-00
13/Master 2000 . £254.00 $ 83050
£89-00
C/Audio P80 . . £159.00
Sansui
Mitsubishi MC8000
Z22
.£450
£320.000
SLDL1
£149
Rotel RD1000. . £149.00
SLQL1
1185
Rotel RP1000 . . . £79-00
S01300 . . . £115.00
Sony TCK61. . . £139-00
Pioneer PL200X. £83.00
Sony TCK71 . . . £185-00
Pioneer PL300 £101.00
Sony TCK399 . . £235.00
Pioneer PL400 . £120.00
Teac A108 . . . . £109-00
Pioneer SA610 . £120-00
Teac X3
£ 235-00
Pioneer TX710L . £120.00
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A novel tone control circuit
UDIO TODAY seems to betaking two
diverging paths às we head up the ladder
of ever greater expense, sorry fidelity. At one
extreme we are given ever more knobs,
switches, sliders and LEDs to play with while
atthe other we have little more than the
austerity of amains switch, source selector
and volume control. Ihave to admit to a
distrust of too many variables in any audio
system, but to cater for the occasional need
for subtle tonal adjustments here is atone
control circuit with only one control.
I
owe the initial idea to the 'tilt' control on
the Quad 44 preamp, but whereas that circuit
is stepped with a ± 2dB shift, my own design
is continuously variable with amaximum
symmetrical shift of ± 4.4 dB. The circuit has
low noise and low distortion (thanks to the
use of FET op-amps), constant input and
output impedance irrespective of the control
setting, and yields avery flat 'flat' with the
control central. The output is in phase with
the input. On test the output proved capable
of driving up to 4V RMS into aload of 600Q
(+14 dB ref. 775 mV) across the full audio
spectrum.
The standard ' Baxandall' tone control is
shown schematically in fig. 1. In this circuit Z1
and Z2 are complex impedances which are
both varied by the tone controls, generally in
A

by John Bingham*
diagram, fig. 2. Op-amp 1is used as a
low-pass filter with its — 3dB point set by the
values of Rand C. Op-amp 2subtracts this
'bass' signal from the input to give the effect
of ahigh-pass filter having an identical — 3dB
point. Synthesising the high-pass response in
this way ensures that the sum of these ' bass'
and 'treble' outputs will be an exact copy of
the input withoutthe necessity of carefully
matching two independent filters. Op-amp 3
adds these two signals back together in
varying proportion to give the required tone
shape, and the overall 'flatness' of the
response with R2 central depends only on the
accuracy of the resistors used in the circuit.
For those with amathematical inclination
the turnover frequency of the circuit is given
by
1
frequency =
Hz
2/TRC
The total shift is set by R1 and R2 only and is
total gain shift = 20 x log ( 1

R2
+ ) dB

For an equal lift and cut at the extreme
settings of R2
R3 = 1/
2 x VR1(R1 + R2)

but for small values of total shift R3 is not too
critical and can be approximated to
R1
R2
R3 = — + —
4
2
where this value also gives the best
symmetry for small deviations from the 'flat'
position. In all cases for unity gain throughout
the circuit
R2
= R1 + 2
— + 2R3
Asuitable printed circuit board layout for
stereo operation is given in fig. 3and the
frequency response of the circuit using the
recommended component values is shown in
fig. 4. However, there is no reason why other
values should not be used to tailor the
characteristics to your own needs. For
example, capacitor Cmay be altered to give a
different 'turnover' point. 500 pF would
produce aturnover one octave higher, and
2000 pF one octave lower than my suggested
values, and as only one component per
channel needs to be changed this could even
be made an additional variable to the circuit
by switching the capacitors with a2- pole
N-way switch, N being the number of
different turnover frequencies required. The
equations above should be enough for any
fellow DIY types but in cases of total

V in

asymmetrical manner such that with the
controls central the circuit has aflat unity
gain. Typically Z1 and Z2 each incorporate
two capacitors. The present circuit differs
from this in that only one reactive component
is used in each channel ( excluding coupling
capacitors, of course) and the only variable
impedances are purely resistive.
The operation of the circuit is easily
understood by reference to the circuit

RsR(..220k
RI=R3=56k
R2.100k LIN. POT.
Cs1000pe

THE

NEW

TONE

CONTROL

CIRCUIT ( one channel shown)

FIG.2

*Dept. of Physics, University of Salford
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This man has a
record collection of
thousands and it
only costs himlp
per
Lday
Ah

COMPARED TO EDINBURGH
GLASGOW HAS ALWAYS LACKED
A CERTAIN SOMETHING!

WE'VE JUST PUT THAT RIGHT!
We are pleased to announce that our new
shop is open.
MAETO MUSIK
14 THE TOLL
CLARKSTON
GLASGOW
Tel: 041 638 8252

*Annual subscription
for records is £4.90.
There is no deposit at
all to pay.
Plus 7p per record
per day hire fee.

And of course where we have always been

Russ Andrews High Fidelity

Limited

34 NORTHUMBERLAND STREET
EDINBURGH
Tel: 031 557 1672

WHERE YOU WILL ALWAYS HEAR MUSIC

(
THE

SON STEREO LIBRARY

There is an alternative to spending more and more on L.P.'s and
tapes. By hiring your recordings from WSL, you can save yourself a
lot of money. Borrow from our vast collection of classical, opera,
jazz, rock and pop recordings for as little as 7p aday for stereo
discs, and 6p for cassettes. Keep them for as long as you like.
Change them as often as you like. And then, if you want to buy a
particular disc, on hire, you can— and at avery advantageous price!
A FULL LIBRARY CATALOGUE is sent to you the day you join.
From this, you make your choice and your first selection of records
or cassettes will be dispatched by return of post. You only pay the
hire charge on returning the recordings.
FOR NEW RECORDS AND CASSETTES AT CUT PRICE, join the
WSL " Records at Cost Service". Annual subscription is £4.20
enabling you to buy any brand new record or tape at cost price, plus
anominal handling charge of 25p.
TO BUY USED RECORDS OR SPECIAL OFFERS OF BRAND NEW
RECORDS AT BARGAIN PRICES, you pay an annual subscription
of £2.90. For this, you get amonthly list of slightly used records,
tapes and special brand new records offered at enormous savings.

WILMSLOW

Riff

L
Just

The firm for Speakers

5

° P will bring you the latest Wilmslow Audio

80 page catalogue packed with pictures and specifications
of HiFi and

PA Speaker Drive Units, Speaker Kits,

Cabinet Kits....
1000 items for the constructor.
CROSSOVER NETWORKS AND COMPONENTS,
GRILLES, GRILL FABRICS AND FOAM. PA, GROUP
DISCO CABINETS — PLUS MICROPHONES —
AMPLIFIERS — MIXERS — COMBOS — EFFECTS —
SPEAKER STANDS AND BRACKETS — IN- CAR
SPEAKERS AND BOOSTERS ETC. ETC.
* Lowest prices — Largest stocks *

Mal

TO: The Wilson Stereo Library Limited. 54 Sea Road, Bexhill.
East Sussex. TN40 1JP
Please send me:
0 Free booklet The Wilson Stereo Library.which gives full details

CO_
L

of all W.S.L. services ( and accessories).
W.S.L. Catalogue of stereo and quad recordings. Ienclose £2.25" plus 25p p&p
W.S.L. Catalogue of stereo cassettes. Ienclose £ 1.50' plus 20p p&p.
•lunderstand that this will be credited to me in full. should Idecide to become
amember of either the cassette or Record Library. or both.
Name

* Expert staff — Sound advice *
* Choose your DIY HiFi Speakers in the comfort *
of our listening lounge.
(Customer operated demonstration facilities)
* Ample parking *
* Access •

Visa •

WILMSLOW
The tern tor Speakers

Address

American Express accepted *

e

0625 529599

35/39 Church Street, Wilmlsow, Cheshire
Total Sum Enciosed
DEPT F/1/82..1
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Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders'
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Components list

.10

Resistors

•5

o
5

FULL TREBLE
..---/---,..-----

HALF TREBLE
FLAT
HALF BASS
FULL BASS —

FIG.4 - lo
'O
100
____1k0
_
10k
1001
FREQUENCY
FREUUENCY IN Hz
ESPONSE OF THE TONE CONTROUNOTE EXPANDED VERTICAL SCALE
confusion I
would be happy to answer any
queries.
The only point to watch in building the
circuit is to keep the wiring to the
potentiometer reasonably short; preferably
less than 25cm. There is no danger of
instability but as the circuit impedances are
fairly high the wiring capacitance could cause
slight gain errors at high frequencies. No
such problem occurs with the output which
should be capable of driving up to 100 m of
cable without significant loss.
Of course the ultimate test of any audio

16 x220k 2% Metal Oxide
6x56k 2% Metal Oxide
1x 100k Linear Dual Gang Potentiometer

Capacitors

2x 1000pF polystyrene
2x0.22µF polyester
2x 10µF /25V electrolytic
1x22µF /25V electrolytic
Op — amps
1xTL072 Dual low- noise
1xTL074 Quad low- noise

Tone control characteristics
Input impedance: 110k resistive
Output impedance: primarily due to output capacitor; falling to e.100 at H F
Frequency response: see fig. 4
Overload capability: typically 5V RMS at 20V supply
Power supply requirements: single rail 10-30V DC (20V nominal) atm 10mA quiescent.
circuit is its sound. I, and those of my friends
who have built this little circuit over the last
few months, find the effect to be pleasing,
especially in 'correcting' the odd record
where the engineers seem to have mislaid
their RIAA curves. In fact, for anyone who has

older records ( and even the occasional ' 78')
this design gives asimple solution to the
problem of providing the mid- band step
needed for areasonably balanced
characteristic when played with an RIAA
equalized preampo

from page 39
Quad 44, the classic Apt/Holman and the RG
Dynamics RG Dimension 3, have such
turned down abit. It was, in fact, the Sony
TC-377 which first called my attention to the
buffered tape outputs and will have no
impedance interaction problems with the
fact that the dbx II units had amysterious
dbx. But nearly all stereo receivers, most
interaction problem; afriend purchased a
integrated amplifiers, and many separate
dbx 124 for use with his TC-377 and asked me
preamplifiers have the sort of line- level
to check out his machine to see if it was
circuitry which is shown in fig. 3. The phono
operating correctly. By itself the Sony
preamp stage has an output series resistor,
measured very flat; by itself the dbx 124
commonly 470 to 1000 ohms. The line- level
measured quite flat, with good
inputs (Tuner, Aux, etc) may be wired directly
encode/decode tracking; but together, using
the dbx for its intended purpose, there wasa
to the selector switch or may each pass
dramatic top-end roll-off starting at about 3kHz.
through isolating resistors, typically 1000 to
If you have the schematic of your tapedeck
2200 ohms. Then the selected signal, tapped
sockets) to take the output from the 909's
you can find its Line Out sockets and trace
from the switch, is fed to the tape out sockets
headphone socket and feed it to the dbx
backward into the circuit in order to seewhat
via aseries resistor of 1000 to 5600 ohms. So
playback inputs. This produces splendid
its output impedance is. Note all of the
in computing the effective output impedance
results. (This procedure is not recommended
resistance between the output socket and the
of the signal source which you are recording
with all recorders: many tape decks, such as
first amplifying stage — either atransistor or
from you have to add up the resistorwhich
the Pioneer RT-707 and the Sony TC-377, use
an op-amp, drawn as atriangular block. Often
feeds the tape socket, any resistor between
stepdown transformers of doubtful quality to
there will be nothing between the output jack
the chosen input and the selector switch, and
and the amplifier except aseries resistor and a produce low- impedance headphone outputs.
finally the actual output impedance of the
capacitor (the latter can be ignored).
Using their headphone outputs to feed the
signal source itself, ie, the FM tuner ( if that's
dbx would eliminate the impedance
The Pioneer RT-707 open- reel tape deck
what you are recording from). Here are afew
interaction, all right, but at the risk of a
has aslightly more elaborate output circuit (fig.
sample results, from schematics on hand:
low-frequency roll-off or increased
2b): when the output level controls are setin
Audio Research SP-6A preamp, 1000 ohms
low-frequency distortion in the transformer.)
their detented positions they are 6dB down
for phono, 5200 ohms plus the source's own
Here are afew more tape deck output
from max output and the effective output
output impedance for high-level inputs.
impedances, found at random from
impedance is at its maximum value, about
Yamaha A-1 integrated amp, 470 ohms
schematics in my files: Pioneer CTF-1000
4.3k-ohms. Turn the output controls up to
plus the source impedance.
cassette, 3000 ohms ( unaffected by output
maximum and they will short out the 10k
NAD 3140, 2200 ohms plus source.
level control); Pioneer CTF-900 cassette, 1500
resistor in addition to removing the pots
NAD 3020 integrated amp, 5600 ohms plus
ohms ( unaffected); NAD 6140 cassette, very
effectively from the circuit, the output
source for early units, reduced to 1000 ohms
low with playback control at max, varies up to
impedance is then just the 1000 ohm resistor.
plus source in later 3020s.
about 1500 ohms at intermediate settings.
So, when using the RT-707 with dbx noise
Pioneer 450,2200 ohms plus source.
reduction, be sure to keep the output controls
Carver C-4000 preamp, 4700 ohms if the
Preamp interaction
all the way up. The 10 1
/ in. reel Pioneer
2
infrasonic filter is on, 4700 ohms plusthe
So far we've looked at tape recorder output
RT-909 deck has adifferent output circuit (fig.
source impedance if the infrasonic filter is
impedances, which affect only the playback
2c):the output level controls are located
switched out.
response when dbx noise reduction is used.
further back in the circuitry, ahead of abuffer
As for the source impedances, acouple of
Now let's look at the impedance of the signal
stage which isolates them from the output
FM tuners I
checked had output impedances
source which, if not low, will cause a
sockets, so the output impedance is simply
of 1000 ohms; one, the Yamaha T-1, has a
rolled-off signal to be recorded by the dbx .
the parallel combination of the two resistors,
very low impedance from its ' Fixed' outputs
Ideally the signal path to the tape recording
or 2600 ohms, That's high enough to cause a
while its 'Variable' outputs are tapped off a
sockets of any stereo preamp, integrated
noticeable high-frequency roll-off when the
10k-ohms pot, meaning that the output
amp, or receiver, will pass through abuffer
909's Line Outputs are connected to adbx II
impedance varies up to about 2500 ohms.
circuit which will isolate the tape deck from
unit. But notice that the headphone jack is
When such source impedances are added to
the main circuit paths in the preamp and at
connected directly from the low- impedance
the tape-feed impedances of amps and preamps,
the same time will provide avery lowoutput
circuit source through only a150 ohm
atotal of afew k-/ohms must be common•
impedance to drive the tape deck or any
resistor. So the way to get flat playback from
noise- reduction equipment used with the
the 909 into adbx is to use an adaptor
Ways of combatting this interface problem will
(stereo phone plug to line RCA phono
tape deck. Afew preamplifiers, such as the
be published in afuture 'American Letter'.
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An International Reputation for
MERIDIAN ACTIVE LOUDSPEAKERS
MERIDIAN M2 — " An astonishing speaker from Great Britain — We found it intensely pleasureable —
something our auditioners consistently wanted to return to. Incredible is not aword we apply
carelessly to Audio, but this is one context where it belongs. The one attribute that consistently
stood out was the crystalline stereo imaging."
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE USA JULY 1981
MERIDIAN M2 — " The outstanding characteristic of these loudspeakers is the superb stereo
image which they can produce when the source material is good. With the M2 ( Meridian) are
unashamedly making amuch wider appeal to asophisticated music lover who will rejoice in their
remarkably fine sound and find to their delight that the combination of attractive appearance and
small size has removed the threat of divorce! Neat, sweet and petite. Iwish M2 all the success it
deserves."
GEOFFREY HORN GRAMOPHONE MAGAZINE AUGUST 1981
Meridian has dealers in 24 countries — please write for our new brochure and dealer lists to:
BOOTHROYD STUART LIMITED, 13 CLIFTON ROAD, HUNTNGDON, CAMBS. PE18 7EJ
ENGLAND. TELEX 32577 ( MERON).

SUBJECTIVE SOUNDS
AN

Paul Messenger--

ENTRY on the editorial page of this
r"%journal should attest to the fact that Ihave
returned to the Link House fold after an
absence of nearly four years. Not as an
editorial staff member of HFN/RR, but in the
rather less well-defined role of publisher; the
loose definition is reason enough for abrief
explanation. As publisher Ihave an overall
responsibility for the profitability of this
magazine (and a couple of others), and a
degree of authority in determining overall
magazine policy. I
should emphasise, however, that Ihave no right ( or desire) to interfere
in the day-to-day running of the editorial
department; an editor still has alegal responsibility for the content of his title.
For the foreseeable future Ishall continue
to write this column, but like any other
contribution, the editor is free to accept or
reject it as he will. ( Or, by the same token I
am
more or less free to sell it where Iplease).
Indeed when the announcement of my
appointment was made, afalse rumour had
got around that Ihad accepted the job on the
condition that the column was continued, a
rumour which justifiably caused some editorial umbrage and which I
was happy to dispel
on my return from the Far East. •
Jargon & gobbledegook?
Further evidence of editorial independence
may be inferred from the publishing of
Frederick Evans' letter in December, accusing
me of pronouncing gobbledegook on the
subject of dynamic range! Iwill concede the
point that Iam apt to borrow scientific hi-fi
jargon in an attempt to describe perceptual
phenomena, but will point out that the
language pool available to describe the
sensations of listening to hi-fi is small and
murky, and that the expression 'dynamic
range' existed a priori in language before
being crystallized (fossilised?) as a defined
scientific parameter. It is all too easy, when
trying to fit an article into apage length, for
'the perceptible range of dynamic contrast' to
atrophy into 'dynamic range'. The point Iam
trying to get across is that when Ilisten to a
hi-fi system, the range of loudness of the
constituents of the music which remain
intelligible above and below the main
(mean?) level of the music is quite restricted,
and is far more restricted than the ratios
typically quoted for dynamic range and S/N
on specific components.
In many instances we see claims for S/N or
dynamic range ratios of 60, 70 or more dB,
and these appear to be glibly accepted by all
and sundry as having some real meaning in
the end result when listening at home. The
sheer irrelevance of the traditional measure
of dynamic range is extremely frustrating. For
example, it is possible to confirm the dynamic
range transfer function of a loudspeaker by
inputting signals at different levels, and
ensuring that the acoustic output maintains a
(more or less) linear relationship over awide
range. This does not allow that when a
speaker is in an excited state, producing loud
musical sounds, it is also generating considerable spuriae which mask and obscure a
lot of what is going on not far below the level
of the main signal.
Where the music signal shows large and
gradual changes in level over a period of
time, both such atransfer function measure
and dynamic range do have some meaning.
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However, much music is of a percussive
nature, and in such instances the short-term
resolution of dynamics is more related to a
'signal-to-garbage ratio', and this appears to
have received little objective attention. Bill
Stevens of James Moir Associates (
HFN/RR
Sept '76) showed that the spurious radiation
from the enclosure of aspeaker was likely to
be only 10-12dB below the wanted output
from the drive units. More recently Ihave
heard that Noel Keywood has turned up some
interesting measurements concerning the
dynamic range of pickup arms, which also
tends to support me. There are other pointers
which suggest limitations to practical dynamic range, but this defence has gone on long
enough, and maybe in future Iwill try to refer
to 'dynamic resolution' or some such phrase.
Ido take issue with one point raised in Mr
Evans' letter, however, where he suggests
that ' musical information necessarily exists
across atimespan covering at least several
cycles of the lowest frequency component'.
Though perhaps something of ared herring, I
don't believe we have any really firm idea of
how short need become to lose its musical
significance. Much of the essence and subtlety of music is contained within the sliver of.
time during which anote is struck/plucked or
whatever. The ear's discrimination can be
extraordinarily subtle here.
Carver & the Cube
The attention . paid to Carver's amplifiers in
this issue is excuse enough to recount briefly
ameeting with the man himself in London a
couple of months ago. Bob Carver turned out
to be a most engaging personality, with a
sparkling and active imagination in the normally rather dry subject of electronics. When I
arrived, Ifound him enthusing over the UK
style 13amp plug, which he had not encountered before, threatening only half-jokingly to
use it to produce a500watt mini-Cube the size
of agrapefruit! We chatted away for an hour
or two, and it became pretty obvious why this
guy has atrack record second to none, having
launched, developed and sold Phase Linear,
and then started over with an even more
extraordinary range of products under his
own name. ( Having provided unique contributions to preamp and power amplifier
design, he has just launched an equally
revolutionary tuner, though the details are a
little obscure at this stage.)
One anecdote which is worth repeating
concerns his run-up against one of the US
audiophile magazines, who had made some
criticisms of the sound quality of the Cube. He
claimed that he could make his amplifier
sound like any other, given acouple of days in
the lab. The challenge was taken up, and
Carver travelled to New York with his lab, set
up in a hotel room, and proceeded to
measure everything he could about the ' black
box', modified the Cube to mimic the performance, and then successfully convinced
the magazine that he had achieved what he
had said he would!
When BC brought up the subject of his
'sonic hologram', Isought to put him off by
stating boldly that Ididn't really believe in
stereo, let alone holography. Disarmingly he
said that he didn't believe in stereo either,
which was the reason he had gone a step
further. His theory why stereo 'doesn't work'
is particularly neat. The audio direction find-

ing sense works by comparing the amplitude
and/or phase of the two stimuli received by
the ears, corresponding to the slightly different arrival state of a single sound event at
each. When attempting to recreate a single
event using astereo system, the ear/brain has
to try and sort out from four stimuli per event,
each ear receiving signals from each loudspeaker. This does not correspond to the
natural direction finding sense, and perhaps
explains why some people find the stereo
illusion quite difficult to maintain, and why
many have to ' learn' to hear it.
A meeting of the twain?
British loudspeaker designers have tended to
move along two separate contradictory paths
in the past few years. On the one hand there
has been steady refinement of the low
coloration techniques pioneered by the BBC
monitor approach and exemplified by such as
KEF, B & W, Spendor and Rogers. Taking a
different tack, and aiming first and foremost
for 'dynamic resolution' (
qv) from a disc
source, are manufacturers such as Linn,
Heybrook and ARC. To some extent there is a
dichotomy, and part of the problem boils
down to the fact that to improve dynamics,
particularly with the LF garbage that comes
off discs, it is necessary to make the cabinet
rigid, but in so doing, unavoidable cabinet
vibrations are pushed up in frequency to the
midband, where their coloration effects are
more obvious. ( Note that the lowest midband coloration is still found in the Quad
electrostatics designs which manage without acabinet entirely.)
One of the most effective attempts to marry
these two approaches is to be found in the
Celestion SL-6, aminiature which is set fair to
become the most-talked-about speaker since
the ELS63. Exposure at shows over the past
six months has resulted in unprecedented
pre- launch interest, the beguiling sound quality back up by a convincing technical
rationa7e based on lase anaryes. Having now grabbed hold of aproduction
pair (early) and hustled them into my listening room, Iam happy to confirm many of the
positive rumours, but must continue to express a little disquiet at the same time. My
Harrogate impression was that the drive units
were exceptional, the enclosure rather less
so, and this does seem to have been confirmed. The tweeter is superb by any stand dards, and certainly the most convincing
moving-coil alternative to the Scan or Celestion HF1300 that Ihave heard. The lack of
splash/scratch/tizz is remarkable, though the
level is a little subdued and sounds slightly
rolled off ( a characteristic which Ifind very
appealing, but which may not be welcomed
by all).
Likewise plenty of laurels for the bass/mid
driver, which is notably and refreshingly
boom-free, and gives plenty of information.
The enclosure is elaborately braced and
damped, but Isuspect it is responsible for a
distinct 'wooden' coloration in the midband,
which Ido find alittle irritating and which is
my only real criticism. It should be borne in
mind that the restrained bass and treble does
tend to make mid colorations stand out more
obviously in relief.
Overall information/dynamic resolution is
very much better than most, stereo is good if
less than the best, and the balance is alittle
'warm' and ' rich', with some mid colour and a
little muddle in the upper bass. This is an
exceptional design which justifies its highish
price, (c£250), and will do much to enhance
Celestion's reputation. Sadly, it is rather
insensitive (82/83 al1N-7), and needs apowerful amplifier to get it really going•
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DISC vs CASSETTE?
Part 1
One the eve of the Compact Disc launch,
Angus McKenzie examines the advantages
and drawbacks of both pre recorded media

IN 19771 CONDUCTED an in-depth technical examination of several
'dozen discs and cassettes which had been submitted to HFN/RR by
many major companies. My conclusion then was that whilst quite alot
of discs were reasonably good, and could be recommended in terms
of their reproduced quality, prerecorded cassettes were, even at their
best, not the equal of agood disc, and at their worst, so atrociously
bad that even children could recognise the faults on excellent
playback equipment. The one important message that came home
was that virtually all the cassette tape duplicators were using poor
quality tape, even though higher quality tape was, of course,
available. Everyone in theindustry blamed everyone else, and whilst
duplicators often agreed that their quality was poor, they blamed
manufacturers for trimming costs, even for the sake of saving acouple
of pence per cassette. Frequency responses rarely exceeded 10 kHz,
and frequency anomalies abounded. Sometimes the consistency of
left/right balance was bad, and one brand of prerecorded cassette,
now discontinued, showed totally uneven balance and equalisation
between channels.
The disc pressing quality in 1977 was again found variable, with
some companies amazingly consistent, and others producing records
with levels of crackles and pops which were quite unacceptable. The
majority of pressings available in the UK at the time were actually
made in the UK, and only atrickle of pressings from Germany, for
example, were available ( the best of these being thought excellent).
However, it was not at all certain where any one pressing might have
been made, and DG, for example, had had some pressings made in
Austria, which were barely of average quality. We did uncover the fact
that either some British companies pressed for each other in an
emergency, or that overflows were subcontracted to independent
pressing plants, with very variable results.
This picture has been gradually changing since 1977, and it was felt,
early in 1981, that I
should look atthe scene again, and introduce some
additional tests, particularly on cassettes, to gain some idea as to
whether there had been any improvements, and whether prerecorded
cassettes could, in fact, be as enjoyable as discs. It would appear that,
broadly speaking, the best discs and the best cassettes must now both
be considered excellent — within their different sets of
limitations — but while the basic standard of duplicating has, in
general, improved throughout the trade,lcan only stress that the
worst discs are adisgrace to the industry.
Disc limitations
The most annoying problems with discs, from atechnical standpoint,
are bad rumble, crackles, spits and poppies, and all too often a
thoroughly unmusical and bad sound balance. Very rarely did we
encounter cutting problems, although some records, particularly
those sold by Academy, seemed to be cut at avery low level, and thus
had reduced dynamic range available. Some records having avery
high level on them, and often with ahigh peak velocity, gave good
reproduction on our system, but might well produce transient
distortion with poor quality pickups.
A pickup's frequency response is, of course, important, followed by
susceptibility to resonances of one form or another, crosstalk
inaccuracies, susceptibility to hum induction, etc. Acartridge that has
excellent tracking and very low noise in the groove, but which may be
slightly shrill in asystem, usually because of incorrent loading, can
often be made to sound quite reasonable with judicious use of tone
controls, and herelmust place myself thoroughly in the camp that
recommends the use of tone controls in apreamp as required by the
listener (see ' Editorial', May p.17). The ideal perfectionist's attitude of
having apreamp with no tone controls is surely unrealistic — I
am just
not prepared to listen to what may be excellent musical performances
replaying with ashrill quality due to strange sound balance
techniques, or the addition of too much presence boost in copying or
disc cutting. Whilst Inormally listen to records with tone controls flat, I
have always accepted the necessity of acertain amount of tone
control when replaying some American recordings, but note that no
pickup in the world can put right the horrible faked sound produced by
some multi- mike balances, which give abrittle and phasey quality to
so many recordings.
Thus, my main reservation concerning sound quality in general,
with both discs andcassettes, is with the original sound balance on
the master tape. Don't forget that the better the means of

reproduction, the more obvious will be any balancing anomalies, so
the importance of recording amore natural sound in the case of
classical music becomes even more important when considering the
future of digital discs, or cassettes, of any form.
Many companies have now adopted the policy of pressing their
more important classical releases in countries such as Germany, and
these certainly sound, on average, alot better. Whilst some UK
pressings are good, there are others which are deplorable, and I
understand from discussions with someof the smaller companies
that they imagine that they are making more profit ( or less loss?) by
saving pence on cheaper pressings. Some types of music are far less
critical of pressing quality than others, so the subjective comments on
pressing signal/noise ratio may be more critical than the lab results
might predict.
Furthermore, since one would not wish to reproduce domestically a
string quartet or harpsichord at the same peak listening level as would
be required for aMahler symphony, acompany can get away with
poorer pressing for chamber music of some types, the noise still
remaining belowthe overall 'floor'. With harpsichord music played at
reasonable levels, for example,lhave very rarely heard abad
pressing, but recorded piano reveals many pressing sins.
In the production of arecord the problem areas are, first, the original
recorded balance, then in the recording system used and whether
copying has to be done, and finally whether cutting is made from a
copy analogue tape or an analogue master. We thus come to disc
cutting, and any tinkering that engineers might do to what might well
be agood original sound. Such evils as echo plates, compressors,
de-essers, peak limiters and equalisation, are all too often used in the
preparation of adisc cutting master, and I
know of several engineers
who have been most distressed to hear what has been done with their
good original recordings.
After the cutting stage, amaster acetate has to be transported to the
factory for electroplating, and processing. It has been said by many
cutting engineers that the sooner the acetate is put in to the
electroplating bath the better, and perhaps some master acetates do
lurk in acorner for too long, thus hardening, and giving increased
noise or other problems. The electroplating and processing
operation at the factory requires considerable care and experience,
and some people have said that pressing quality is as dependent on
the trouble taken over electroplating as almost anything else.
One then comes to the actual pressing operation itself. Sometimes
the pressing equipment can be operated at too high or too low a
temperature, resulting in noise, strange distorted pre-echo, usually on
one channel only, spits, cracks and other horrible background noises.
Even rumble can be introduced at this stage. The quality of the plastic
material used, together with its thickness, is also most important, as is
even the way in which the records are stored at the factory, and then at
the retailer. If you see records leaning at an angle of 45° in the shelves,
then warping may well have occurred, so don't blame the
manufacturer if that shop sells asalad bowl with ahole in the middle.
A minor degree of warp should not cause as much distress as some
people imagine, however, if agood pickup and arm combination is
used, but pickups with extremely high compliance and tracking at a
very low force may often reproduce awarped record with an
unacceptable amount of wow, which may be less marked on another
cartridge/arm combination. Rumble, too, can be appreciably different
betweer playback systems, as it is not only due directly by the
turntable, but is emphasised by the pickup/arm combination.
Cassette limitations
There are, unfortunately, many more stages in the production of a
prerecorded cassette than in disc manufacture. The original master
tape or digital recording is almost invariably transferred to a
two-channel analogue interim master which may be at 38cm/s, and
either Dolby-Bis incorporated at this point, or perhaps Dolby-A. All too
frequently, the interim master levels, if Dolby- Bprocessed, are no
higher than those intended to be recorded on the final cassette, andl
have known 38cm/s interims peaking at no more than Dolby level. In
particular, if these are recorded to the NAB rather than the IEC
equalisation curve, quite considerable noise can be introduced at this
stage. This 1
/ mn. master is then usually again copied on to aVzin. or
4
lin, machine with 4or 8tracks, the latter being the old format used for
8track cartridges. For cassettes, only four tracks are used, of course,
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the ' B-side' being duplicated backwards, but because the companies
have lin, loop bin machines and it is expensive to change over to 1/
21n.,
the poor client may have to pay afortune for lin tape. Once again,
noise comes into the system, for the loop bin master is normally
prepared at only 19cm/s to give the most productive step-up ratio
when duplicating at high speed, but Ihave heard of some
manufacturers making them at 9.5cm/s for very high speed tape
duplication. For ease of calibration, many manufacturers once again
peak at no more than Dolby flux on the loop bin tape than they intend
for the prerecorded cassette. What should, of course, be done is that if
several copying stages are necessary, then the maximum recording
level at each stage should be consistent with optimum signal/noise
ratio versus distortion characteristics of that copying stage. One
method by which hiss can be successfully introduced in the
preparation of aprerecorded cassette is by the adoption of electronic
compression, which of course means that quiet levels together with
earlier tap hiss are boosted, so that hiss is actually worse than that
produced by the cassette tape itself! If you examine the chart
recordings that we have made of the reproduced hiss, eg. Mahler 2nd
Symphony on Decca, fig. 1, the leader tape noise level is shown first;
this rises as the blank loop bin tape starts, with further rises
with the introduction of the interim and master tapes. You can see that
the various steps of noise addition can be, as in this case, quite
marked — ajump of 3dB well before the duplicating stage, with an
additional 1dB noise jump just before the program modulation.
Another cassette, Philips Haydn Symphonies 101 and 102, also had
quite bad interim peaked at Dolby level, and yet the tap material itself
was far better than average, if not the best duplicating terric used, and
could have taken at least 4dB more recording level. !ts HF saturation
performance also was one of the best measured.
Compression of one kind or another is very often used to 'squeeze'
the program suitably for the cassette medium, but Ihave found that
very few master recordings need more than aminor amount of
manual compression, at most, in order to make agood interim master,
and frequently no compression at all is strongly recommended. I
cannot abide automatic electronic compression, the effects of which
are all too obvious. If discreet manual compression is used, such as is
often carried out by BBC studio managers for relays of classical music
concerts, then sometimes this is almost unnoticeable to many
listeners. If such compression is applied at an earlier stage where the
original sound source, and the digital recording or analogue recording
of wide dynamic range has very low hiss, then the introduction of
manually fading up the quiet passages will not introduce too much
hiss. If manual or electronic compression is introduced after the point
where the dynamic range has already been affected by bad
engineering practices, then the prerecorded cassette would be likely
to be intolerably hissy.
The alignment of the lin, loop bin master equipment, together with
the loop bin playback and cassette duplicator slaves, is extremely
critical. Slight azimuth errors can cause gross HF loss, which can never
be properly regained by the screwing up of HF equalisation. On one
occasion my company was asked, virtually in an emergency situation,
to examine aprerecorded cassette manufacturer's equipment set-up,
because thousands of cassettes had been rejected by aclient of theirs.
Acolleague went over in ataxi full of electronic equipment, and found
virtually all the problems in an evening, the first one being that the lin.
loop bin master playback was hopelessly out of azimuth with the lin.
master recorder. Since you cannot play alin. BASF test-tape at 32
times normal speed through aloop bin and write down readings at the
rate of several .per second, it is of course necessary to make one's own
master response test tape on the lin, master recorder, allowing
around 2minutes for each tone. When this plays back at high speed
you have around 4seconds to get each reading. After setting azimuth,
around 16 minutes of recording is required to achieve 30 seconds of,
say, 320 kHz! We had to use an HF spectrum analyser to prove that the
bias current on the Gauss duplicator was producing around 5%
second harmonic distortion, which of course explains why the
duplicated cassettes had been very noisy and cockly.
Imention these instances that we have actually experienced to give
an idea of how very difficult it is to produce even acceptable
prerecorded cassettes, so knowing of these difficulties it is particularly
gratifying for me to be able to praise so very highly the majority of the
latest EMI chrome II releases, for which they have used BASF chrome
tape. In order to achieve aresponse extending to over 15 kHz, EMI
engineers have had to rebuild sizeable chunks of the Gauss circuitry,
and replace capstans with ceramic types having far less eccentricity. It
will also be seen from the pen charts ( next month) that whilst their
prerecorded cassettes did show very slight interim noise additions, the
noise increase from the very quiet chrome.noise to the general noise is
not particularly serious.
In the past Dolby tracking errors have been blamed for anomalous
reponses from prerecorded cassettes, but in general we had no
problems with serous Dolby errors on other than one or two real-time
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duplicated cassettes made by Gemini and White Tower. It seems in
these cases that the problem lies in the use of domestic decks with
heads recording too narrow atrack. Here the amount of Dolby error
will vary greatly from one cassette deck to another on playback, my
Nakamichi showing quite bad errors, and other decks showing either
no error, or perhaps less serious errors. Professional high-speed
duplicating equipment records rather wider tracks than were
originally used many years ago because of this problem, and Imust
assume that this is why we did not have any serious Dolby errors on
the majority of prerecorded cassettes, other than those produced by
response anomalies. In some cases, though, the left or right channel
was under- recorded by many dB compared with the other, but despite
lengthy attempts to increase the playback level by altering the replay
head hight, no increase in level was ever noted on other than the
Gemini/White Tower cassettes where the change in head height
enables more of the recorded track to be covered by the head gap.
Such level errors in high speed duplicated cassettes almost certainly
must be due to very poor gain setting up of the duplicating equipment,
and were found, for example, on an EMI Pink Floyd record.
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Many of the prerecorded cassettes were over- bright above 2kHz up
to perhaps 10 kHz, and as in 1977, one of the main reasons for this has
been the use by duplicating companies of old frequency response
reference cassettes, which themselves had too high an HF level on
them. This particular problem has been dealt with before by me in
HFN/RR, and suffice it to say now that the latest BASUreac response
standards are virtually down the centre line of what Ibelieve is the
correct flux. One well known duplicator has fully acknowledged this,
and has now modified all his Gauss slaves in accordance with the new
BASF curve, which will not only result in aflattened response, but will
allow itto be extended upwards to at least 15 kHz.
A particularly interesting comparison to be made is that of amaster
tape with aprerecorded cassette of aWestminster Abbey recording
made from it by Ablex Tools of Shropshire. The differences between
the two third-octave energy graphs (fig.2 p.51) show the changes
between old and new BASF response test tapes in the presence region,
together with ahigh frequency equalisation which had been set to
boost too much at too Iowan HF frequency.
By far the most serious problem encountered in 1981, as in 1977,
was the use by duplicators of cheap duplicating tapes to save pence.
Many of the cassettes hardly peaked at Dolby level, let alone any
higher, and Philips must receive here the strongest criticism, for all
their cassettes seemed to reproduce with arestricted dynamic range.
The improvment of chrome II over ferric formulations is of particular
interest, for not only is it slightly quieter than the average ferric if both
are used with 120µs equalisation, butthe chrome can accept much
higher levels at higher frequencies without saturation. The peak
capability of the chrome at lower frequencies is only comparable with
average results on reasonable quality modern ferric tapes. It is thus
particularly fascinating that if the interim noise, etc, could be
improved, the potential of chrome tapes at 70s EQ, together with
Dolby-HX professional headroom extension, could give the same
results that we are now getting with, say, EMI's new chrome 120µs
cassettes, but with over 4dB quieter background.
Ihave often been asked if there are serious reservations concerning
the maximum operating levels of good high-speed duplicators. There
were most certainly deficiencies many years ago, but modern
technology, care in setting up, and the use of far better focus-gap
duplication record heads has improved the high-level performance
very considerably. Putting aside the use of chrome tape, it only costs a
few pence more in the manufacture of acassette for atape such as
BASF LHI, or its Agfa equivalent, to be used. This will give agreatly
increased MOL and HF saturation performance over the old 'cooking
type' tapes used by duplicators, such as Agfa PE68, BASF LH, Capitol
and other odds and ends. It is curious that the best potential ferric
found in the survey was used by Philips in their Haydn Symphonies
cassette, although they used adifferent type of inferior ferric for some
of the others. One of the worse tape types used was found in James
Last double album on Polydor ( not reviewed) in which the 333Hz 5%
MOL was found at only + 1.4dB ref. Dolby level consistent with abias
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which gave an acceptable HF saturation performance. Many of the
duplicator cassette tapes are obviously of very low coercivity, such as
would have been typically on the market as medium quality cassettes
some years ago.
Background noise of one type or another varied considerably, the
worst being the tape used by the BBC for their Royal Wedding
cassette, the tape itself being some 2dB noisier than average ferric,
and 4dB noisierthan the better chromes, even when the latter were
used at 120µs. My collegue, Roy Brooker, has several times brought in
his own prerecorded cassettes to watch my reaction, and since the
cassettes in this survey have virtually been chosen by the
manufacturers, I
can assure readers that I
am not dealing with the
worst products. Some of the cassettes Ihave heard were so bad as to
produce laughter from listeners: not only did they fail to achieve
Dolby level, but all the HF was totally ripped off, and the muffled sound
was, at worst, wobbly as well. Sometimes we heard excruciating
compression combined with grossly over- recorded modulation,
possibly resulting from manufacturers forcing independents to turn
out work as cheaply as possible. ( Some of the independents, however,
are capable of turning out quite good prerecorded cassettes, so it
would not be fair of me to name names). It is easy for one to imagine
that younger listeners liking pop music won't hear the difference
between agood and bad cassette, but in my experience they do hear
the differences, particularly once they are made aware of them.

The test programme
Two Technics high quality turntables were used for disc playback, an
SP10 Mk II fitted with an EPC 100 arm, various cartridges being tried,
and an SL 10 complete system, which was used for the majority of the
actual measurements. The frequency response and general
characteristics of the playback chain were checked with both CBS
Laboratories professional test records and some B & Ktest discs. The
tiny SL10 system was found to have an extremely flat response
overall, and significantly lower rumble than average, with particularly
low wow and flutter. The speed accuracy was exceptionally good.
Most of the monitoring was done on apair of KEF 105 Ils driven by an
Amcron PSA-2, but checks were often made on apair of the new Quad
ESL-63s, and occasionally on apair of KEF 10311s.
The main cassette deck used for all the measurements and playback
was aNakamichi 1000ZXL, which Irecently reviewed for HFN/RR
(Sept'81). Several other decks were also tried to check on various
problems, but we found that the Nakamichi always gave the best
playback quality. For the subjective and measurement tests the
azimuth of the Nakamichi was optimised for the best subjective result.
Playback height adjustment was very carefully set up, and no
problems were experienced in this area, other than those previously
referred to. The 120 or 70µs equalisation was switched as appropriate,
and the Nakamichi's playback response was checked with the latest
BASF/Teac International standard frequency response reference
cassettes, recentlyacquired from BASF. The playback of the
Nakamichi conformed extremely closely with the new International
standards.
In the subjective tests, the SL10 deck was used with aTechnics
SU9600 preamp, whose output was fed through to acontrol desk, and
switched against the reproduced sound from the Nakamichi deck.
Left/right levels were balanced before the comparison point. Profuse
notes were made on each comparison, and whilst there was
insufficient time to play through each entire record and cassette, we
listened to large chunks, synchronising the two playbacks quite
accurately. The subjective tests also included an evaluation of the .
annoyance of background noise of various types, the most important
point, though, being an assessment of whether we preferred the
overall quality of the disc or cassette. Notes were also made as to the
type of sound balance used, as well as lengthy criticisms of distortion,
wow and flutter and response.
In the laboratory we measured the overall dynamic ranges of the
discs and cassettes by plotting the output on to aB&K chart recorder
fitted with a75dB potentiometer. A200 mm/s pen speed was chosen.
We selected, where possible, passages for comparison containing
very loud and very quiet sections, for example the end of ' Mars',
followed by the beginning of 'Venus' from The Planets. In addition to
the dynamic range for cassettes we plotted, using a25dB
potentiometer, leader/cassette tape background noise at the
beginning of the cassettes to investigate hiss build-up. Using aB&K
3347 1
/ rd octave real time analyser, we pen charted the RMS energy
2
response on sections of both discs and cassettes in order to compare
their performances.
Laboratory measurements were taken of maximum program levels
for both discs and cassettes, disc peak cutting velocities ( lateral),
rumble with aDIN Bweighting filter, and interim noise with CCIR/ARM
weighting. Disc rumble was also measured using adBA curve on left
and lateral outputs at the beginning of arecord, or between tracks. We
also measured unweighted noise, but filtered below 40Hz.
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On some of the cassette tapes, in addition to the tests referred to we
checked the quality of the duplicating tape used, erasing part of the
program where necessary. We measured 333Hz MOL for 5% 3rd
harmonic distortion, 10kHz saturation, 10kHz response at areference
bias setting, and CCIR/ARM background noise. Additional readings
were taken of MOL and the saturation at alow bias setting if the tape
had extremley low coercivity. In the case of the chrome tapes, bias
was set as for normal BASF chromdioxid II ( as used on EMI's Debussy
Images)the same measurements being taken. We also attempted to
gain an impression of azimuth errors, but tests were rather
inconclusive here, since they tend to vary more on some decks than on
others. Suffice it to say that in all probability azimuth was as variable
with the cassette acting in combination with different decks as it was
in the actual recordings of the cassette duplicators. Most of the higher
quality cassettes, however, did seem to have afairly close correlation
with one another. We found Philips consistent with themselves, and
reasonably close to DG, and whilst the EMI cassettes were in general
very close to the Philips ones, aPink Floyd one was way out, being the
worst of any tested. CBS were also close but the RCA California Suite
was rather far out. The BBC cassettes varied considerably but minor
labels held to reasonable standards most of the time, though one or
two of the Academy cassettes did show amazing variations of one
kind or another, the worse being the St. Johns, Smith Square,
Orchestra, which was coming and going on both tracks all the time.
We gained the impression that here it was the interim or loop bin
master that was the problem.

ASV
BARTOK String Quartets 5and 6. Disc DCA 504, cassette ZC DCA 504
It is unfortunate that this is the only ASV disc that we listened to
in which we were happy with the background noise, as well as being
completely happy with the recording (the finest of astring quartet that
I
have heard in along time). The disc did have some occasional
pre-echo on the left channel, and also very occasional ' non fill', asign
of the plastic not always perfectly filling around the mould. Not only
was the direct sound of the quartet very smooth and realistic, but the
ambience was beautifully controlled and coherent, there being no
sign of the unnatural detachment which would have been introduced
with amulti- mike technique.
The cassette had slightly more presence, and possibly aslight Dolby
error, but even so its quality was good, although the recording level
was perhaps 3dBlower than it could have been on abetter quality
tape. Because of this under- recording ( occasionally the mod barely
peaked Dolby level on one of the channels), it is hardly surprising that
hiss was noticeable in quiet passages. Also, avery low level hum was
heard as acontinual background. Stability was good, although we
suspected along-term azimuth wander. Those having perfect pitch
might be disturbed that the cassette was around 1.5% slow.
The disc can definitely be recommended, but whilst the cassette
was enjoyable, when played back at arealistic volume, any increase
in replay level made the hiss and hum all too evident. The various disc
measurements show rumble and background noise to be about
average, and it should be borne in mind that the subjective dynamic
range was good because this music is not really demanding in terms
of signal/noise, and thus pressing quality. The recording is acredit to
engineer Tony Faulkner, the master having been digital.
WALTON 1st Symphony. Disc ACM 2006, cassette ZCACM2006
The beginning of side 1on the disc has one of the worst rumble
backgrounds that Ihave heard for some years, asecond sample being
virtually as bad. At worst, the background noise almost sounded like a
vacuum cleaner sucking away behind the orchestra. The basic
response on the disc was very wide, and I
suspected that the original
cutting was good, whilst the faults are probably due to poor
processing and/or very bad pressing quality.
One could hear that the digital master was basically very good,
although it seemed as if aveil was across the sound stage. The
dynamic range was far too great for the pressing to accommodate,
although I
am convinced that far better pressings, particularly those
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made in Japan, would prove the point that you can get asurprisingly
wide dynamic range on adisc if you try hard enough at the
manufacturing stage.
The cutting level was perhaps 3dB lower than it might have been,
the peak velocity also measuring surprisingly low, and whilst agood
pressing could have handled this lowish cutting level, arecut at a
higher level would improve subjective signal/noise quite noticeably.
Note the appalling DIN Brumble figure on the left channel which
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speaks for itself. Crackles, spits and central cyclic rushing noise were
audible, although the noise did improve slightly.
The cassette had quite noticeable hiss, particularly at the beginning,
but once the music gets going it was not too objectionable. Azimuth
seemed to vary slightly. The disc was thought cleaner on climaxes, but
despite the hiss the cassette was slightly preferred, taking all types of
noise into consideration. Again, the pitch was 1.5% low, and EHF
seemed rather down at times, possibly again due to azimuth wander.
Note the cassette CCIR noise measurements which were also rather
poor. Neither product can be recommended, which is aterrible
shame, for the recorded balance and performance are above average.
St. John's Classical Collection. Disc DCA 503, cassette ZCDCA 503
I
was not only present when this recording was made in
Walthamstow Town Hall by Tony Faulkner, but I
was also given the
opportunity of using the occasion for research, taking a %in. four-track
Ambisonic Bformat recording using my own Calrec mike. Tony was
recording straight onto digital, and produced amaster tape that was
superbly clean, with avery wide dynamic range. Thus in this case, I
can not only compare my memory of the occasion, but I
can also
compare the performances with my own tapes.
In my opinion, the reproduced sound of the disc is apoor
representation of the original sound, being veiled and crackly, with
spits, and asubjectively poor dynamic range. Again, the cutting level
was generally around 3dB too low, and I
compared the sound of the
Masques et Bergamasques overture at the beginning of side two with
the sound of a10 year old EMI LP of the work, which had nearly 3dB
higher cutting level and amuch quieter surface noise, thus giving a
wider dynamic range. Tony's recording technique proved effective if
one listened hard enough through the noise and veil, but the disc
cannot be recommended because of the pressing quality, arolling
rumbling being audible as on the Walton record.
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When we come to the cassette, the sound was very strange indeed,
with high frequencies coming and going like ayoyo on both left and
right channels. Since the cassette hiss remained constant, it would
seem that either the interim or loop bin master must have been badly
prepared, presumably azimuth or head to tape contact varying
seriously. The background noise was one of the worst measured,
but peak recording level was at least reasonable.
Neither disc nor cassette can be recommended, and ASV would
be well advised to take these comments to heart as constructive,
for Icertainly do not want to be destructive. They have an excellent
catalogue of magnificent digital recordings, which could reproduce
so well if much more care were to be taken.
We also listened to several other ASV discs and cassettes, and
would like to draw attention to arather strange one — John Lars
performance of Beethoven's Moonlight Sonata etc. on ACM 2015. The
first movement was very plummy at LF, and some pedal noise was
clearly audible. Having set the replay level realistically, we all noted
that the level of the last movement was between 4and 6dB too quiet,
showing that the recording or cutting engineer had been fiddling all
too unwisely. The record cover states that Tony Faulkner was the
engineer, and since I
had never heard him turn out such abad
recording, I
aeked him about it, only to find that he had not had any
connection with the disc, and is very disturbed about the matter. I
cannot recommend the disc or cassette.

BBC
ROYAL WEDDING. Disc REP 413, cassette ZCH413
How pleased I
was to receive the BBC recordings of this magnificent
occasion, so that I
could hear all of Parry's/ Was G/adwithout the
interruptions of commentary which we got on the broadcast. The
disc's surface, however, was poor on the first sample received, but
much better on asecond one. The cutting, although of very low
distortion, was well down in level, and the cutting velocity also low.
Another 4dB or so could have allowed adecidedly wider dynamic
-ange to be heard. The balance, by HCKutcherauer, who is the most
Dxperienced BBC balancer of Royal occasions, was amazingly good
:hroughout on what was obviously avery difficult event from a
:echnical point of view.
The cassette background was acceptable, and the peak recording
evel adequate. The hiss was not too audible, partly because some
;ompression must have been applied at the interim stage of
luplication, and this was quite evident by listening to the
everberation pumping, which became more and more annoying as
¡me wore on. The cassette also had excessive high frequency boost,
Ind whilst the sound was more acceptable when played back at 70µs,
his did produce an unfortunate response dip in the presence region.
i0

Ironically, the cassette would sound alot smoother if played back on
an old cassette deck with slightly worn heads, when the hiss would be
subjectively even lower. The disc can be recommended as an
acceptable recording of the occasion, but neither product really
comes up to the quality that could have been achieved if more care
had been taken in production.
An examination of % rd octave maximum power responses
between disc and cassette is most interesting, since it not only
confirms the general HF boost of the cassette averaging + 2dB ref the
disc, but also marked LF loss below 200 Hz. The 2dB boost at high
levels at HF would be subjectively around 4dB at lower levels because
of the action of Dolby- B.
TCHAIKOVSKY Sleeping Beauty Ballet. Disc BBC 3001 ( 3discs),
cassette ZC3001 ( 3cassettes).
This magnificent performance was one of two given in October 1979,
and whilst the studio performance was most enjoyable, the
excitement of the live relay from the Royal Festival Hall with the same
orchestra and conductor was greatly preferred at the time, and it is a
pity that that performance could not have been used for the set. The
discs had rather anoisy and rumbly surface, and were considered well
below average. The response of the disc seemed rather too mellow at
high frequencies, and I
found that aboost of 2dB at 8kHz and 4dB at
16kHz greatly improved the quality, although of course exaggerating
the already noisy surfaces. Although this was an enjoyable
performance, the discs cannot be recommended on other than
musical grounds.
The cassette seemed to have rather apoor dynamic range, being
slightly under recorded, and alittle hissier than average, the sound
being dull. The balance was very good indeed, with superb stereo
positioning, judging by the disc, but we thought thatthe cassette
suffered slight azimuth wander. The noise of the original master tape
was higher than is acceptable by normal professional standards, so I
must presume that the masters were unfortunately not Dolby-A
processed.
We also listened to many other BBC pressings and cassettes, and
whilst cassette duplication was generally below par, some of the discs
were quite good, my particular favourite being FawIty Towers on REB
405, which had an excellent dynamic range and avery clean sound. A
pity so many of these recordings in the BBC catalogue are mono, but
nevertheless many are enjoyable, including Not the Nine o'clock
News on REB 400. Others are of great historical interest, but suffer
from having been recorded up to 45 years ago.

CBS
RICHARD STRAUSS Don Juan etc. Disc 35826, cassette HMT 35826
Both the disc and, to alesser extent, the cassette exhibit an
extraordinary phenomenon, particular marked in Don Juan,
displaying an intrusive tone at afairly low level around 14.2kHz. This
was particularly annoying to my younger colleagues, and whilst Iwas
not quite st disturbed, I
nevertheless found it distracting. It seems
strange that nobody concerned with the recording could have heard it,
or it would have been 'sucked out' with arejection filter. The recording
is digital, but alas of the usual CBS multi-miked variety, with
incoherent added ambience reproduced with acoloured mid and
scratchy treble. The mod started much too suddenlyon side 1, and
sometimes when the needle was lowered we broke into the music
before any run-in groove had been audible. If you can bear with this
over- reverberant phasey American sound, then at least you will find
that the distortion levels are relatively low, and the disc background
noise quieter than usual, the disc being cut at half speed. Although the
maximum cutting levels are actually alittle lower than average, the
high peak cutting velocity shows how some digital recordings require
awider dynamic range capability than analogue ones.
Technical measurements, then, were very good on the disc, but it
has to be rejected on grounds of atotally unrealistic sound, which I
found really rather nasty. Whilst the cassette has its auto switch lugs
set for 70µs, there is no indication of this on the label, and since most
other manufacturers are using 120µs for chrome, it is very confusing,
especially since some CBS chrome cassettes made in Europe are
120µs, whilst products in the States and, it would seem, the UK, are
70µs. The cassette reproduced with aconsiderable HF fall-off on the
right channel, but the left track showed aflatter response at low levels,
though with considerable compression on cymbals etc. The cassette
sound seemed to have an upper bass lift, which made the recording
sound even muddier. Some manual compression at the interim
mastering stage was noted, and we also noted possible Dolby tracking
errors and azimuth varying at times. Tape background noise was
remarkably low, being almost 10dB quieter than the worst ASV
cassette, for example, whilst peak recording levels were particularly
high. At best the cassette was barely reasonable, but at worsttotally
unacceptable, although the right channel response did improve alittle
for afew minutes on side one. Asecond sample did not have amuffled
quality on the right track, but the response equality between channels
revealed bad stability problems with continuously wavering high
frequency images. The peak recording distortion on the cassette
seemed quite bad, and again not acceptable, thus being designated a
'lo fo' product. In no way did digital mastering help the rather nasty
basic sound quality on disc and cassette, and both should be avoided.
One peculiarity, incidentally, on asecond sample of the cassette
was that the tape ended before the music on track 1, and we also
missed the beginning of track 2.

amulti- mike recording can be very good in skilled hands ( the engineer
here was Mr. M. R. Bear).
The cassette had aquieter than average hiss level, although the
peak recording level was not particularly high. The sound was very
clean throughout the cassette, but HF alittle bright, and the
duplicating standard was excellent ( EMI), showing what can be
achieved at best on an average duplicating tape.
An examination of the dynamic range pen charts shows the disc to
be clearly better because of the lack of low frequency rumble as
against the cassette hiss. Peak levels can also be seen to be slightly
less compressed on the disc, which is to be highly recommended,
particularly at its amazingly low price, the cassette also deserving a
recommendation because of its reasonable quality and low price,
which is surely alesson to many manufacturers issuing apoor
product as well over double the price.

DIGITAL MASTER
ABLEX CASSETTE
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SHOSTAKOVICH 5th Symphony. Disc 35854, cassette HMT 35854
What acontrast between this and the Richard Strauss title, for this
recording is one of the finest Ihave heard from CBS, being digitally
mastered in Tokyo, which might explain why the sound balance is so
much better! Apart from the fact that Bernstein's interpretation is
magnificent, and the performance excellent, the disc's surfaces were
reasonably good, and although the odd plop did appear, this seemed
to disappear again when the record wa treated with aZerostat. The
'Audiophile' pressing was made in Germany. It was most interesting
to note the very high maximum modulation level on the disc, although
velocity was not particularly high, considering this, which is quite
fascinating. We did notice arepetitive bonk on side 1for about eight
minutes which was disturbing. This was one of the few recordings
which Iparticularly enjoyed relaxing back to and playing right
through, for apurely musical experience. Some musicians' noises
were audible from time to time, but were not found objectionable,
although, again, avery slight 14.2kHz tone was faintly audible to some
listeners.
The cassette was again 701is on chrome tape, and had the quietest
background of any of the prerecorded cassettes measured, the peak
recording level being quite high, which thus allowed avery wide
-55
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CBS 35854 SHOSTAKOVICH 5TH SYMPHONY ( 7Ops>

dynamic range to be heard with much less hiss than average. The
response seemed to be slightly up in the lower HF region, giving at
worst aslightly fizzy quality to the strings. Some HF compression was
noted here and there, and at low levels high frequency sounds were
possibly more up in top than is shown by the differences in the 1/
3rd
octave energy pen charts, which incidentally also show aslight upper
bass lift on the cassette, which was not noted in the subjective test. We
applied slight HF roll- off to the cassette externally, and despite the
slight HF compression noted we all felt the cassette to be
recommendable as agood modern prerecorded cassette product.
However, the disc was thought better because of its greater clarity at
HF on transients, although we were surprised at the relatively clean
sound even at high levels on the cassette, much better than some of
the competitive cassettes recorded on very modest ferrics. A very
strongly recommended product.
We listened to several other new CBS releaks, whilst in general the
pressings were very good, the over-riding factor controlling the
subjective sound quality was that of poor sound balance, which was
invariably grossly over-miked and artificial. Elgar's Pomp and
Circumstance Marches on 61893 ( disc) in an audiophile pressing,
seemed to have asteely string quality, amuddy bass end and a
generally phasey, multi-miked sound which seemed rather coloured.
Hiss was evident, although surfaces were reasonably good. The
cassette was even more steely on the left channel, whereas the right
was some 3dB down in level, although the duplication was considered
good, apart from the level differences. Note incidentally that CBS
cassette measurements were good for ferric tape.

CFP
ELGAR Falstaff /Cokaigne Overture. Disc CFP 40313, cassette
TC4031C
Despite this disc being very much abudget issue, in no way was the
sound quality other than what one would expect from atop price
product. The recorded sound on the disc was excellent, with awide
dynamic range. The disc rumble was one of the lowest measured, and
the maximum cutting level was higher than average, whilst velocity
was well controlled. Although the recording was multi-miked, and
sometimes alittle close, the balance was very well done, showing that
HI-FI NEWS 8: RECORD REVIEW
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PRAETORIUS Dances. Disc CFP 40335, cassette TC40335.
Before we even consider that this is again abudget disc, I
will simply
quote my notes: ' disc is immaculate in every way, and very stronly
recommended'. What adelightful record, with an outstanding- sound
balance, in which the direct sound from the musicians is wonderfully
in perspective, with coherent ambience creating amazing realism. The
rumble measurements are excellent and distortion is kept well down,
CASSETTE NOISE
TAPE • INTERIM

(RIGHT TRACK)
(DOLBY IN,CCIRi2kHz
FILTER.RMS) PAPER SPEED lOmmis
WRITING SPEED. 200mrnik

ADER

LE ROLL- OFF 20Hz
Iit

CFP TC40335

PRAETORIUS DANCES

since surprisingly the maximum cutting level is below average,
although peaking velocity is near average. Thistype of music is
actually not too demanding of dynamic range but this issue could
ahve been adisaster if the pressing had been inferior. The rumble on
the left channel, for example, is actually 14dB lower than that on the
Academy Walton disc, so need any more be said about the disc, which
needs no excuse for its budget price.?
The cassette sounded suprisingly like the disc, but with slight hiss,
which was not really aproblem, and an HF end which was alittle up at
lower levels, although slightly compressed at high levels. The cassette
could not quite handle the very sharp transients on tambourine and
triangle, but the sound quality was never poor. The background hiss,
in fact, measured very well for ferric, but the recording level was on
the low side in order to accommodate moderately the HF transients.
Imagery was excellent, and duplication quality well above average,
and so the cassette can be recommmended, as well asthe disc, both
being truly remarkable for abudget product.
We listened to many other CFP records from recent releases, all of
which were at least of average full price quality, but pressings did vary
from those producing bouts of once-a- revolution surface noise (
eg,
Tallis Scholars on CFP 40339, which was otherwise excellent), to some
which had just occasional spits ( Elgar 1st Symphony on CFP 40331).A
particularly good record from apressing and recording point of view
was Tchaikovsky's 5th Symphony ( CFP 40317) which had excellent
impact and realism, and areasonably good surface throughout. All
the CFP cassettes seemed to be up to the same reasonably good
standard, being superior in dynamic range to the average Philips, for
example.

Chandos
HOIST Planets, Disc ABRD 1010,cassette APTD 1010
We spent along time comparing Chandos, EMI and DG recordings of
The Planets, all from digital master recordings, and came to the
conclusion that the Chandos wins on anumber of points. The
recorded balance, although brittle at times, seemed to be the most
realistic, having awide dynamic range and sounding extremely clean
throughout, with excellent stereo positioning. The disc background
CASSE TTE NOISE
(RIGHT TRACK)
(DOLBY INCC1512KHz
FiLTENRMS)
PAPER SPEED lOmm)s
WRITING SPEED 200 rnmis
LE ROLL- OFF 201-IT

noise measured very well, but peak cutting level was well below that
of the EMI and DG alternatives, and the peak velocity was well below
that of the EMI. For this reason, the S/N ratio was just better than good,
but not very good, taking into account afew plops here and there.
There were traces of slightly inaccuarate orchestral ensemble, giving
the impression of very long takes. This disc, then, must certainly be
the recommended Planets from ahi-fi point of view, but alas the
cassette had one overriding fault, which was its screechy, thin HF,
which we all considered grossly excessive. The 1/
3rd octave analysis of
all the Planets excerpts was taken from the end of ' Mars', and it will be
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Like a photograph that is out of focus, a loudspeaker that presents a
hazy, clouded image will never make music sound real.
In a camera, exact optical focus is achieved by the combination of
advanced design and exacting constructional standards. B&W Loudspeakers
achieve musical focus by adhering to the same strict standards. Their advanced
technology includes crossover designs optimized by computer and cone
inspection performed by laser interferometry B&W's flawless construction is
evidenced throughout— from massive cast-alloy frames to exquisite wood
veneer finishes.
B&W Loudspeakers reproduce much more than just the notes and
overtones of aperformance. By revealing the subtlest details of the music, they
add asense of depth and clarity that brings one much closer to the experience
of listening to alive performance. Serious music listeners use avariety of terms
to describe this elusive quality We at B&W call it focus.
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seen that the cassette is around 4dB up at 10kHz as compared with the
digital master which we were very kindly allowed to copy on to our
own digital tape. The disc, incidentally, will be seen to be very close to
the digital response. A 4dB lift at 10kHz on cassette at intermediate
levels is subjectively almost 8dB up at low levels, when considering
the action of Dolby- B. We also found the cassette light in bass, and
hissy throughout, this being due to the somewhat low peak recording
level; therefore the cassette should be avoided
We listened to anumber of other Chandos products, and whilst they
all showed excellent stereo positioning and perspective, high
frequencies always seemed slightly on the steely side, particularly
with aboxed set of Boyce Overtures ( DBR 2002) ( see QM Nov. ' 81—we
agree wholeheartedly with the remarks). Mahler's 4th Symphony,
ABRD 1025, had one strange anomaly, in that the mezzo soprano
seemed to reproduce with astrange deadness as if she were singing in
an anechoic box with treble boost and set slightly too far in front of the
orchestra. At the beginning of side 1we felt that the string section
seemed too small.

Decca
MAHLER 2nd Symphony, Disc D229D2, cassette K229K22
Ieagerly awaited this release after admiring the older Solti issue,
and came to the conclusion that whilst the balance was anything but
realistic and accurate, it was aperfectly reasonable concept of the
work, showing an exciting use of multi mike technique, carried out
very skilfully, to produce the effect of athoroughly exciting and
sensational performance. I
very much enjoyed it, and it can be
recommended even if you are acoincident mike man, for the sheer
experience. Surfaces were at least good, with far fewer spits than
usual. Also, despite the high recording level and very high measured
peak velocity, the sound always seemed very clean, thus allowing me
to recommend the set highly ( although QM Nov.'81 found the sound
too bright).
The cassettes had clear evidence of manual gain riding at times,
which helped to maintain the subjective dynamic range without any
serious audible problems.At lower levels, the cassette seemed
slightly forward in the lower presence region, and also slightly lacked
very low frequencies, but at high levels we all noticed quite bad EHF
compression. The overall sound quality seemed rather constrained
when loud, and we assume that this must be due to the use of rather
poor quality duplicating tape, which on the Tippett sample had both
very poor MF and HF MOLs, as measured in the laboratory. The actual
peak level seemed ridiculously high for the tape type. In our notes we
commented that the tape had been well duplicated by old standards,
but cannot really be classed as ahi-fi product today, mainly due to the
poor tape used. The cassettes might give some satisfaction to afew
but cannot be recommended, although at first they can sound fairly
sensational, until you start listening more carefully.
TIPPETT 4th Symphony etc. Disc SXDL 7546, cassette KSXDC 7546
Disc surfaces were described as good, rather than excellent. We
noted aslight rumbling noise in the background, which settled down
after afew minutes, side 2also having aslight bonk once per rev,
starting three minutes in. The sound balance was extremely good, and
very exciting, and the disc has aparticularly wide response, being
thoroughly recommendable ( see QM Nov. 81). Although the cutting
level actually peaked below average, the peak cutting velocity was
higherthan average, showing that it would have been unwise to have
cut the record at ahigher level because of the high frequency energies
involved. This probably contributed to the just good subjective S/N.
Whilst the cassette hiss was relatively quiet, the very low maximum
recording level caused dynamic range to be rather limited, although
the effect of the mastering used did not cause hiss to be severely
criticised. The 1/
3rd octave energy response shows quite alot of EHF
compression on the cassette compared with the disc, and this was
certainly audible, although the sound at best on the cassette was just
acceptable. However, the low frequency response was thought better
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DECCA KSXDC 7546 TIPPET T4TH SYMPHONY

than on many cassettes, which is confirmed by the cassette being only
2dB down at 50Hz ref. the disc. We also noticed some mod noise on
brass instruments, which was alittle disturbing. The dynamic range
pen charts will be seen to be fairly similar because of the presence of
low frequency rumble on the disc as opposed to the hiss of the
cassette, despite the disc being audibly rather superior. Note that the
dynamic range charts were penned with aflat response from 40Hz to
20kHz, and were not weighted to show the subjective effect of noise.
We must condemn the very poor tape used here ( see table). Surely the
public have aright to abetter quality duplicating tape?
TCHAIKOVSKY 6th Symphony, Disc SXL 6941, cassette KSXC 6941
Imust say straight away that despite this being only an analogue
recording, it is one of the most exciting Decca records Ihave heard in a
long time, the disc showing not only avery high general recorded
level ( one of the two highest in the survey), but also an unusually high
velocity on one cymbal crash ( test your audiophile cartridges on this
one!). Iam pleased to say that we tracked it satisfactorily.
Recorded at the Kingsway Hall, London, the sound was clean and
had good dynamic range throughout, and abetter sound balance than
many other recent Deccas. Stereo positioning was clear, and whilst
strings were fairly widely separated, central images were stable. The
pertormance too was sensational in its impact and musicianship.
Dynamic range was also assisted by the very quiet surface.
Alas, the cassette fared rather badly, being duplicated at the old
Decca plant in the Midlands, as opposed to most of the digitally
mastered cassettes which are duplicated on the Continent. An
examination of the 1/
3rd octave real-time responses shows asevere
lack of HF, being very compressed, together with various other
response anomalies. The subjective sound was of many peaks and
valleys throughout the response range, being clothy and yet also
shrill. The tape was normal old-time BASF LH. The factory were very
helpful to us in being frank, and have now put matters right by
rebuilding and resetting record equalisation to the latest international
response standard, but they explained that clients continue to press
them hard to use cheaper tape. Gradually, however, it appears that
they are convincing their clients to use better quality. Their latest
results on chrome are very good indeed, though not quite up to EMI.
Returning to the Tchaikovsky, the background cassette hiss was
quieterthan average, and the peak recording level at middle
frequencies about right for the tape type, but still the cassette just
could not be recommended for other than lofo' playback.
We listened to several other Decca titles, including the well
acclaimed Ravel Daphnis and Chloe on SXDL 7526, and found in this
case that the disc surface noise ruined any pleasure that we might
have had. No amount of cleaning seemed to help, and we tried
everything, including layers of goo which with considerable patience
we eventually managed to peel off in one piece, but it still left clicks.
Shostakovich 7th Symphony, on D213D2, had very good surfaces,
and very low distortion throughout, the record being digital. We
enjoyed the disc, but the cassette was not liked, aresponse hump in
the lower presence region being rather evident, I-IF also being
noticeably lacking. Despite considerable manual gain control at the
interim mastering stage, hiss was still evident.
In the case of other Decca recordings over the last two or three
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years, we have found over bright HF and woolly low frequency
positioning, always rather forced, so I
am not generally an admirer of
Decca's recordings. Perhaps now that they have been taken over by
Philips their standard of balance will improve to the high average
standard of that company.

Deutsche Grammophon
BARTOK Concerto for Orchestra. Disc 2531269, cassette 3301 269
VVh ilst we all regarded the pressing quality as superb, we did not like
this issue because of the totally unnatural recorded balance. All the
violins, for example, came out of the left speaker only, whilst cellos
were hard on the right. Far too many mikes had been used, and the
stereo positioning of many instruments was extremely vague, the
overall sound often being swimmy, yet brittle. The sound was very
coloured.
One of the main problems with the cassette was an intolerable hiss
level, for example at the beginning of track 1, the dynamic range not
being helped by avery low peak recording level. The cassette seemed
marginally bright around 5kHz, but, although in general the overall
response was acceptable, it is not even worth considering, because of
the hiss problem.
Although the disc is best forgotten because of the overall unnatural
sound balance, the pressing quality sets astandard by which many
other companies ought to be judged.
FRANCK Violin Sonata, etc. Disc 2531 330, cassette 3301 330
We all enjoyed the sound balance of this recording very much.
Although the extreme HF end of the piano was slightly attenuated, the
violin tone was excellent; but some of the violin harmonics had been
picked up by the piano mike, probably as areflection from the piano
lid, thus giving adegree of spreading at HF. Again, the pressing quality
was superb and the disc is strongly recommended.
We again noted some interim noise on the cassette, but since the
music is not too demanding of dynamic range, and the peak recording
level was 2.dB higherthan that on the Bartok, the subjective hiss was
not too bad, and the cassette may be acceptable to some readers ( note
the actual cassette hiss measurement was fairly good, although the
interim noise build-up of 2dB shows the hiss could have been
noticeably better with more care in duplication.
PROKOFIEV Alexander Nevsky. Disc 2531 202, cassette 3301 202
The surfaces were regarded as very good indeed, but not quite
superb. Some of the stereo positioning was rather vague, although
the choral balance was satisfactory, and Iagain found the
multi-miking rather irritating, although the mezzo soprano solo was
well balanced. The disc is quite good, and just receives a
recommendation, but the cassette had intolerable distortion during

CASSE TTE NOISE

-

'The Battle on the Ice' on track 2, the peak recorded flux being rather
too high for the poor tape used. VLF was well down, but high
frequencies seemed rather up, being compressed and distant on
climaxes again, giving at worst an extremely congested sound. Hiss,
on average, was just about acceptable. Reverberation was very
coloured in loud passages, and the cassette just cannot be
recommended, the disc being much preferred.
HOLST Planets. Disc 2532 019, cassette 3302 019
I
took an instant dislike to this recording, because of extremely poor
brass intonation within the first few seconds of the start of ' Mars',
other intonation problems occurring quite regularly, which should
have been fixed by making extra takes; but in any case the sound
balance was brittle, hard, inappropriately multi-miked and coloured.
This is agood example of the worst Karajan DG tradition of balance.
The violin solo wandered around quite alot, and instruments at the
back of the orchestra had very vague positioning, much of the sound
being rather phasey. The pressing quality was superb, though, but
that was the only good point I
could find.
The 1/
3rd octave real time charts confirm our subjective opinion that
the presence region seemed well up on the cassette, the 2dB shelf
continuing up to around 12.5kHz ( note:- exaggerated with Dolby- B).
The LF response was also slightly down on the cassette, and this was
noted subjectively although not considered serious. At lower levels
the cassette sound was acceptable, but at the end of ' Mars' for
example, the peak distortion became rather evident, and whilst
dynamic range was acceptable, our general impression was that the
cassette should be avoided.
How much better the EMI chrome cassettes were, although the tape
used is probably the same type, namely BASF Chromdioxid II. The
noise pen chart shows 3dB increase of hiss due to the interim noise,
and surely DG can impove on this. The peak disc cutting level,
incidentally, is very high, but surprisingly the maximum cutting
velocity is not, which we attribute to the smudging of HF transients by
multi-miking, despite the recording being digital.
We listened to several other DG releases, and we were impressed
with Wagner's Parsifal ( d. 2741 002, c. 3382 002), which seemed the
best recording of the work, for despite multi-miking the balance was
done very skilfully, with abroad sound stage, superb pressings and a
very wide response. The cassettes were acceptable ( chrome II), and
the peak levels held rather more carefully, thus avoiding severe
distortion, the sound being reasonably cleanthoughout, although the
hiss in quieter passages was not totally acceptable. This recording
was made on a3M 32-track digital recorder, arid can be strongly
recommended.
Irather liked the chamber version of Mozart's fine Kleine
Nachtmusik (
d. 2531 253, c. 3301 253), which was superbly pressed
and very well recorded, although the cassette showed aconsiderable
interim noise increase. However, becabse the dynamic range of the
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Barry Fox

TWO NEW loudspeaker patents are of special
interest, as both could be at the centre of
future disputes. Rank-Wharfedale have filed
both British and European patents ( UK 2070
390 and European 0 034 503) on a modification of the polypropylene cone idea previously patented and previously reported in
HFN/RR (
January 1980 and June 1980, British
patent 1563 511). The new Rank applications,
which name Gareth Millward as inventor,
suggest that the performance of a polypolypropylene cone material. Apparently
ness is increased. This, say Rank, can most
easily be achieved by adding a mineral filler
material at the production stage. As a filler,
talc, chalk or carbon black can be used.
Virtually any proportion or combination can
be employed, provided the filler makes up
between 20% and 40% by weight of the
polypropylene cone material. Apparently
particularly good results have been obtained
with chalk filler and a little carbon- black
added for good measure. If the Rank patent is
granted it could be of considerable commercial value to the company and generate all
manner of intriguing legal squabbles with the
owners of the original polypropylene cone
patent.
THE HI- Fl world, especially loudspeaker
manufacturers, has been waiting with interest for the formal publication of British
patent application No. 2 070 386, from the
Audio Reproduction Company of Stretford
Manchester. This is the application, naming
Alistair Clark and Russell Andrews as inven-
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tors, which claims legal monopoly on he
basic concept of aloudspeaker system which
is convertible between active and passive
operation.
The inventors point out that the filter
circuits of a conventional passive speaker
must handle EMFs of up to 50V and currents
of up to 20A. On the other hand, the filter
network of an active system, which is located
ahead of the power amplifiers, need handle
only around one volt and very low currents.
'Unless the combined system of drive units
and filter network of the passive arrangement
is dismantled to remove the filter from the
casing' say the inventors, 'conversion from a
passive to an active system will normally
entail replacement of the loudspeakers'. The
claimed solution to this problem is a loudspeaker system with a passive filter network
which can be disconnected for use of the
system in active mode. To achieve this the
patent suggests that the passive filter network can be made in modular form and
provided with plug- and-socket connections.
Can such an ostensibly simple solution to a
well-known problem be patentable? Well, the
British Patent Office examiners have been
unable to find any prior document to cite
against the application. But of course as
explained in a previous column ( October
1981) it is impossible for Patent Office examiners to know about everything that has
been previously published or used. As also
previously explained, there is asimple procedure now available for any member of the
trade or public who is convinced that an idea

is not as new as claimed in a patent application. Under the new, streamlined patent laws
in force in Britain, anyone can notify the
Comptroller of Patents ( The Patent Office, 25
Southampton Buildings, London WC2A 1AY)
if he or she has factual evidence of prior use
or publication of an idea claimed as new.
EXOTIC HI- Fl gadgetry is all the rage. Sharp
have already launched a double cassette
deck, which enables users to dub from one
standard Philips compact audio cassette to
another, and in Japan there are now double
miniature cassette decks which offer the
same facility using micro cassettes. ( Curiously there isn't yet a deck which provides for
dubbing between different sized cassettes.)
Sharp have also led the field with a record
player which can play both sides of a disc
without the need to turn it over. Aiwa have
shown afront- loading record player in which
the record deck is contained in a sliding
drawer. Now Aiwa have filed a European
patent application ( 0 026 152) on a record
player with two turntables stacked one on top
of the other, alongside a single pickup arm.
The top turntable slides out under its own
power from the cabinet like adrawer, leaving
the lower turntable inside. The record to be
played is placed on the upper turntable,
which is then pushed back into the cabinet.
Although the wording of the patent is a bit
unclear, it seems that the lower turntable,
which is driven, then engages with the one
which runs free, to rotate the record. In other
words the two turntables operate as the two
separate halves of a clutch. The obvious
advantage is that there is no need to mount a
turntable drive mechanism on the drawer
turntable which pulls out. So this drawer can
thus be made very slim, like awriting support
which pulls out from an office desk.

Next month, classical cassettes and discs from EMI to RCA and
non-classical releases will be examined. Readers may have noted that
our regular cassette review column does not appear in this issue. In
future, Angus McKenzie will be reviewing prerecorded cassettes in a
regular ' Cassette Monitor' column, in much the same way that the
best disc releases are covered in our ' Quality Monitor' quarterly
feature.—Ed

music is not too demanding, the hiss was not found too distracting.
Mahler's 6th Symphony ( d. 2707117, c. 3370031) was much better
balanced in the States than the usual German DG balances, and
although multi-miked, was quite enjoyable, the pressings again being
superb. The left track on the cassette was rather up at HF, although the
right was muffled, and down in level, so only the discs can be
recommended. I
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TEAC

V-3RX

Stereo Cassette Deck

V-3RX 3- motor, IC full logic transport control, Newly developed CA (Cobalt Amorphous) head

Dynamic Ranger
110dB. It will
astonish you.

If you haven't heard a TEAC dbx*
cassette deck, you have a big surprise
in store. The dbx system
can give you dynamic ranges
up as high as 110 dB— that is as
wide as a live orchestra,
big band or rock group. From
the mighty blast of the
Y
full orchestra, to the tiniest
et.
sound of a pianissimo
soloist, you get it all.
And tape hiss? Gone. Banished
by the incredible dbx system.
Until you've heard it, you simply don't
know how fantastic cassettes can
sound. From TEAC, naturally.

V-5RX
3- motor, IC full logic
transport control

TEAC

Where Art and Technology Meet

harman iAUD101 U.K. LTD.: Mill Street. Slough Berks., SL2 5DD Slough (0753) 76011
tnidenu:rk

inedtporatt.'

CASSETTE

TAPE.... . Part 3

John Hansen
In this concluding part, we look at Ferrichrome ( EC Group Ill) and Metal
(IEC Group IV) formulations. The bulk of the information is presented
in the form of two graphs against bias level for each tape, one of third
harmonic distortion ( K3)and amore general one of the changes in
333Hz/10kHz MOL ( Maximum Output Levels) and sensitivity.

10

250

K 3 curves

nWb/M

•

Tape distortion is predominantly third harmonic, the level of which
rapidly increases as the tape is driven into compression. The curve for
each tape shows the level of K3 distortion of a333 Hz fundamental with
variation of bias, the output being kept constant at
OdB = 250 nWb/m. This curve basically shows how LF distortion levels
and hence MOLs are related to bias level. A bias marker is put on each
tape's curve to indicate its linear bias setting so that they can be easily
compared. The best tapes will have their optimum bias level
coincident with the lowest LF distortion levels and hence the highest
LF MOL.

.
.
.

L58
1.213

Bias curves
The K3curves don't give the whole picture, however, and other
measurements must be performed to confirm the LF MOL and to
indicate the tape's HF MOL. Once again the bias level is fundamental,
so it would make sense to use avariation of bias level to generate the
necessary data.
Fig. 3shows atypical set of five curves derived from abias level test
(bias being indicated relatively in dB, see later), in this case using a
metal pigment ( Group IV) tape. A set of curves is included for each
tape tested.
Low frequency MOL: the top curve indicates the low frequency
(333 Hz) maximum output level ( MOL) referred to 0dB. This is defined
as the level where the output contains 3% third harmonic distortion.
At low bias levels, the LF MOL is negative, ie, it lies below the 250
nWb/m reference level, but it increases with increasing bias levels.
Within the typical bias range, it can either continue to increase with
bias or reach asteady value. Sometimes, after stabilising, the LF MOL
then decreases with increasing bias. This is due to self
demagnetisation, which is another part of the tape story.
K3%
10

TAPETYPE,

FE-CHR

TAPE LENGHT.

K32
10

C 60

AGFA CARAD

_

TAPETYPE.

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
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HF ( 10 kHz) MOL: the second trace from the top is the 10 kHz MOL,
again referenced to 0dB = 250 nWb/m. This is obtained by setting the
bias to the required level and then increasing the 10 kHz input level
from zero while measuring the output level. The HF MOL has its
highest value at low bias settings and it rolls off with increasing bias.
This is the opposite behaviour to that of the LF MOL and the HF MOL
reaches aconstant value at low bias settings.
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Bias Curves: Group Ill ( Ferrichrome) ià Group IV ( Metal)
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sensitivity: the next curve down is ameasurement of the 333 Hz
sensitivity as afunction of bias, referred to - 20 dB.
HF sensitivity: the next curve down is the 10 kHz sensitivity as a
function of bias. The sensitivity curves, particularly the 333 Hz, roll off
at both ends of the bias range and the 10 kHz curve more or less
follows the HF MOL curve, rolling off with increasing bias. At the
lowest bias settings the sensitivity curves peak up over the reference
level.
K3curve: the bottom curve is again the IC, distortion
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333 Hz and at 0dB. By including this curve on both the other bias
curves, we can correlate the distortion level and the LF MOL.
The bias settings to derive these curves covered a13 dB range, but
the measurements for the ferric tapes covered only 12 dB and those
for the metal tapes 11 dB. The actual bias levels of the recorders used
for the tests are as follows:
Nakamichi 670 ZX 'ZX': 1dB = - 33 dBm; 10 dB = - 23 dBm
Sony TC-K81 ' FeCr': 1dB = - 45 dBm; 13 dB = - 33 dBm
'Metal': 1dB = - 38 dBm; 13 dB = - 26 dBm
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will occur, and although the LF MOL will be high, the HF MOL will be
severely curtailed, indicating a premature roll-off of high frequencies
on a frequency response plot.
The vertical line marked on each bias curve set is the bias level I

e

e

consider to give a linear frequency characteristic. This is the setting
which gives equal 333 Hz and 15 kHz levels 20 dB below reference level

_
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and is the most important indication on the graph.
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The bias curve for each tape, calibrated in dBm, in isolation, is of
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more immediate interest how one tape compares with another and by
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vertical line, one can see if there are tapes suitable for your machine
which have a better distortion and MOL performance, while still giving
a flat response.
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Ferrichrome ( Group III) tapes
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3M Metafine

but the HF performance seems less

good than the others in this category. There is also a problem with
coating uniformity ( see graph) which Ihope will be solved with this
tape is updated.

where 0 dB is equivalent to 1 milliwatt at an impedance of 600 ohms. It

BASF Ferrichrome, Bias: high

must be obvious, therefore, that the bias setting is critical for any tape

BASF Ferrichrome has not been recently updated but it still gives a

formulation, as it will govern low and high frequency MOLs, distortion

high LF output coupledyvith an average HF output. This tape has the

levels, and frequency response. What is the optimum bias then? In my

best coating uniformity in this group.

opinion the bias level must be set to give you a linear frequency

Bias: low

characteristic and thus the minimum coloration. If the bias is too low,

Denon DX5,

you can see that the LF MOL will be low while the HF MOL will be very

This, like the other Denon tapes, is very similar to Nagaoka

high. A frequency response measurement will have an exaggerated

formulations. The bias requirement is about 1 dB lower, however.

high frequency end. If the bias is too high, then the opposite situation

There is a uniformity problem.
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SUMIKO - "THE ARM"

an imposing title indeed - the manufacturer
claiming that this is the only tone-arm worthy
of such an accolade!! For those who believe
that spending £750• 00 just on a tone-arm is
sheer lunacy, we suggest that you audition it
first, then make your judgement!
The improvement that this product can make
is, in many instances, greater than a new pair
of speakers or amplifier. Suffice to say that
before the arrival of " The Arm", we thought we
had extracted as much of information as possible from the conventional analogue disc.
This product embodies and carries further, the
design philosophies of the legendary BREUER
arm - however nothing has been neglected and
the SUMIKO displays astandard of finish and
engineering prowess with ageneral feel of sheer
quality that we have never experienced with an
arm before!
Experience " The Arm" at Subjective Audio for those of you who think that total craftmanship is a thing of the past.

DYNAVECTOR KARAT RUBY
Correctly installed in asuitable tone-arm such
as the Basik, Grace G/707Mk2, Hadcock
220/SS, Ittok or Syrinx/Gold, this remarkable
cartridge produces exceptionally good transient
impact, clarity and tracking ability. It must be
one of the most analytical cartridges available,
extracting subtle detail such as hall ambience,
timbre changes and recording imperfections that
many other cartridges seem to ignore. Although
this cartridge can be purchased at adiscount
from certain retailers, we prefer to listen to each
and every unit and select accordingly, plus, of
course, we offer our setting up service in your
arm free of charge.
We strongly recommend you audition this
beautiful unit if you are considering acartridge
up to £250 • 00 because, at just £ 125-00 inc vat,
the Ruby Karat represents exceptional value for
money.

TMC-TEN MOVING COIL
When we were selected as one of asmall group
of retailers chosen to evaluate this excellent new
cartridge, we were unaware of the finalised retail
price and we naturally compared it to units currently retailing for £70-00 to £ 120-00 and we
were quite impressed. It wasn't quite as good
as the Karat Ruby, but it wasn't too far short
either. It worked very well in the Linn Basik arm
and appeared to have ahealthy output that was
sufficient to work into say the phono magnetic
input of the A&R A60. This output was subsequently quoted as 2.3mv. Overall then, agood
cartridge somewhere in the overcrowded £70-00
plus region.
However, we learnt later that, not only had the
prototype been improved, but that production
units were of asufficiently high quality to enable
the manufacturers to offer a full 10 year
guarantee against electrical and mechanical
defect AND the retail price was just £39- 95
inc vat.
Needless to say that this cartridge has become
an overnight success, especially for Basik
owners wishing to get alow cost but noticeable
improvement over their Basik cartridge.
£39 • 96 inc vat — POST FREE.
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GALE GS/401a SPEAKERS

Gale speakers have always been on demonstration in our showrooms - from the first day we
opened. Subtle changes to components and an
ever increasing standard of construction over
an 8 year period have ensured that these
magnificent speakers are still in the first rank
of passives available today.
Acompact, high quality speaker with extended
bass and exceptional power handling, the GALE
produces a smooth and wide frequency
response with excellent transient " attack" and
low level of colouration.
Stereo image precision is alittle disappointing,
but using them in the vertical position on 14"
high stands, rather than the accepted horizontal position improves this aspect. The standards
of clarity and workmanship set this speaker apart
from the common crowd!
Although considered a " difficult" impedance
load for most amplifiers, we are pleased to say
that, in our experience, the majority of good
BRITISH amplifiers are easily capable of showing the true performance of these speakers.
Recommended amplifiers are amatter of taste
and regretfully " fashion", however, we have had
great success with the Carver M/400, TVA- 10
Valve, Meridian 105 Type " S" and Electro MK/3
power amps, all utilising the latest Meridian 101
pre amp. Comparative demonstrations - by
appointment.

RECOMMENDED RECORDINGS
a) Classical
De-Burgos
Suite Espanola
Decca SXU6355
Tchaikovsky
Sherezade
Phillips 6500/410

Vivaldi
Gloria
DSU0554
b) Less Classical
Barbra Streisand
Guilty
CBSH/86122

Judy Tzuke
Iam the Phoenix
TRAIN/15

Ian Mathews
Touch of Interference
Polydor 2383/582

We hope that each month we will be able to
select at least 6 records suitable for wholehearted recommendation, based on our own
criteria. For inclusion here, these records must
have been consistently popular with customers
and staff alike, show excellent recording technique, definition and dynamics, etc. and, by far
the most important of all, be capable of keeping
YOU in your seat and preventing you from
being distracted by insignificant considerations!!
Needless to say that any of these recordings
will demonstrate the lull potential of your system.

SMALL PRINT ?

BARGAINS (??!!) OF THE MONTH

Meridian M1 active speakers including 6power
amps and custom built, reinforced cabinets constructed from Marine Plywood and finished in
superb Rosewood veneer of exceptional quality. Ex demonstration units with full 36 month
guarantee. Currently listed at £2050-00, we have
this one pair at just £ 1449-00 inc vat.
Threshold CAS/2; 100 watt per channel power
amplifier with Luxman professional C/1000 pre
amplifier. Both items are in immaculate condition and must represent one of the most powerful and exotic pre/power amplifier combinations
currently available. A full 24 month guarantee
is offered. This combination was listed at
£1526 '• 00 but we have one pair at just £800 • 00
inc vat.

SERVICE ?
For those of you who thought that personal service and undivided attention were athing of the
past, may we suggest an examination of the
attitudes adopted by the people at Subjective
Audio?
The Company was set up in an attempt to
counter the indifference and frustration that
usually goes hand-in-hand with the purchase
of Hi Fi equipment.
After entering our showroom, you won't be
treated as an intrusion on our coffee break, or
met with the arrogance and condescension that
is the accepted norm. Instead, we operate by
an appointments-only system so we can give
you our uninterrupted time and attention. You
may then discover the joy of listening to music
in the home, through the finest equipment.
Unorthodox? Perhaps, but we like to think that
personal service is still valued.

a) Demonstrations of excellent performance
and quality are still available, but strictly by
appointment.
b) Access and/or Barclaycard payments are
now accepted with no additional charge.
c) Export enquiries will still be answered within
24 hours.
d) Vast amounts of very interesting literature
on us, and the products we represent will
still be forwarded to you within 24 hours of
us receiving your requests and A/4 stamped
address envelopes.
e) Our " Sale" price list, including numerous
bargains in used, ex display or new items,
is still available to those who write or phone.

THE TEAM...
Howard Popeck, Chrissy Popeck, Steve
Daniels, Linda Thatcher . . . and not to forget
the other team members, all of our suppliers
whom we proudly represent, and who so eagerly
and unselfishly support us;
Meridian, A & R, Lentek, TVA, Trio
Technology, Threshold, Crimson, Carver,
Albarry, Quad, Linn Products, Oracle,
Logic, Michell, Walkerdek, Fidelity
Research, Syrinx, Hadcock, Sumiko,
Koetsu, Nakamichi, Teac, SME, Swallow,
Audio Note, Dynavector, Goldring, Elite,
Gale and Harbeth . . .
Thank you.

THE COMPANY
SUBJECTIVE AUDIO LTD.
59 Grovelands Road
Pal mers Green
London N13, England.
Tel.: (01) 886-7289.
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Group III Uniformity Performance
Table 2: Metal ( Group IV tapes)
Table

(all measurements dB ref. OdB = 250 nWb/m)

1: Ferrichrome ( Group Ill tapes)

(all measures dB ref. OdB = 250 nWb/m)

Brand

Type

Agfa

Metal

C60

-0-9

-2.5

-50-6

-

Ampex

MT

C60

-1.2

-2-5

-50-3

-1 0

Audio
Magnetic

XHE M

C60

-2.5

-8.5

-50.7

-0-9
-0.7

BASF

Metal IV

C60

-1.8

-4.0

-49.7

-55.1
-55.2

-1.0
-1-0

Denon

DX- M

C60

-0.6

-2.5

-51.6

+0-3

- 11-4
- 11-0

-52.8
-52.5

-0.6
-0-2

Fuji

Metal

C60

-0-5

-1.5

-51S

+1-8

Hitachi

ME

C60

+0-2

-1-8

-49.8

+2-1

-7-0 - 11.7
-7-0 - 11-8
-7-3 - 11.0
-6-7 - 9.5

-54.0

-1-0
0
-0.3
0

Maxell

MX

C60

+0.2

-1-8

-50-4

+1-5

Memorex

Metal IV

C60

0

-1-5

-50.2

+1.0

Brand

Type

Agfa

Carad

C60
C90

-8.4
-7.8

- 13.0
- 11.0

-53.8
-53-5

-1-2
-1.9

BASF

Ferrichrome

C60

-8.8

- 12.3

-51.0

-0.7

Denon

DX5

C60

-7-6

- 11.6

-543

-0.8

Nagaoka

Ferrichrome
Music

C60
C90

-7.4 - 11.5
-7-0 - 11.3

-52.5
-52-7

Philips

Ferrichrome

C60
C90

-8.2 - 10-5
-8.4 - 12-0

Sony

FeCr

C60
C90

-7-6
-7-8

3M

Master Ill ( old)

4+5kHz 10+11kHz Bias Noise
333Hz
MOL
(CCIR/ARM)sensitivity

C60
C90
Master III ( new) C60
C90

-53-6
-54.7
-53.1

Nagaoka Ferrichrome Music: Bias: average
This is adual- layer cobalt-doped tape but with adifferent coercivity to
the other Nagaoka formulations. The C90 performs better than the C60
but the C60 requires ahigher bias level. The uniformity plot reveals
coating problems: Ihope that this is adefective sample and is not
typical of general production.
Philips Ferrichrome, Bias: high
This formulation is one of the best Ferrichromes with ahigh LF MOL
Although this tape has not been updated its performance is like the
Sony and 3M Ferrichromes. The coating uniformity is good and there
is about a1dB difference in bias requirements between C60 and C90.
Sony FeCr, Bias: high
Sony's Ferrichrome tape has always been one of the best performers,
as typified both by the high MOLs ( LF and HF).
3M ( Scotch) Master Ill, Bias: average
This updated tape has higher LF and HF MOLs than its predecessor, at
the cost of around 0.5 dB increase in bias level. The older sample
suffered from dropouts ( large deviations on uniformity graph) but the
newer tape is better.

Metal ( Group IV) tapes
Agfa Metal, Bias: high
This tape has alow LF MOL compared to other metal tapes, but the HF
MOL is about the same.

4+5kHz 10+11kHz Bias noise
333Hz
MOL
MOL
ICCIR/ARM) Sensitivity

-

Nagaoka

Metal Music

C60

-0.5

-1.2

-50.8

+1.5

Nakamichi

ZX

C60

-1.5

-4-0

-52-4

+0.9

Philips

Metal

C60

-1.6

-2.5

-50.5

+2.3

Sony

Metal

C60

-1.1

-2S

-52.3

+1.2

TDK

MA- R

C60

-0-5

-1.9

-49-5

+1.2

3M

Metafine

C60

-0-8

-45

-543

+2.4

Ampex MT, Bias: high
Ampex's MT metal tape gives agood performance with high MOLs
but the tape requires as high abias level as Denon's DX- M.
Audio Magnetic XHE-M, Bias: very low
The MOLs for this type are very low and the bias requirement is more
that of aGroup II ( chrome) tape than ametal tape. Overall
performance is poor and output low. There can be problems in biasing
the tape for aflat frequency response.
BASF Metal IV, Bias: average
MOLs are on the low side although sensitivity curves are good.
Denon DXM, Bias: high
The MOLs are lower for this metal pigmenttape than for the others but
the bias curves showthatthe HF MOL doesn't roll off as quickly, only
dropping about 1.5 dB between bias = 2dB and bias = 11 dB, which
is excellent.
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MAIL ORDER: HOME AND EXPORT

105-113 LAWRENCE ROAD
LONDON N15 4ET PHONE 01-802-4131

Phone in with ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD
DISCWASHER, ZEROSTAT, GOLD- ENS

Zerostat Pistol red
Z- Track Damper
SC-2Stylus Cleaner ....
Disc Organiser

£6-50
D4 Record Cleaner
£6-50
£8-99
D4 Fluid loz .
99p
13.60
6oz. £4-75 16oz £8.99
£8-95
Disc Kit complete . . £22-95
GOLD EN LEADS
2 Phono 2 Phono 0.5m £ 5-50
2 Phono-2 Phono 1m £6-30
2 Phono 2 Phono 2m £7-25
5 DIN- 4 Phono 1m
£8.99
Postaoe and Packing 50p per order
METROSOUND TEST TAPES (P & P50p)
Azimuth Reel £4.70 Dolby Reel £4.00
Dolby Cassette £2.95
Limited Supply only

THORENS TURNTABLES
1016011 BC Turntable without arm. Your choice of pickup arms may be
fitted and we will gladly advise. SPECIAL OFFER £109.95.
10160 C The reintroduction of apopular model. Ready fitted with the
low mass Thorens arm. SPECIAL OFFER £ 155.00.
10160 Super Upgraded "Audiophile" version of the TD160 11 BC.
Pickup arm of your choice may be fitted. SPECIAL OFFER £149.00.
10104 Mk11 Complete with arm. 33 & 45 rpm plus fine speed adjustment & strobe. SPECIAL OFFER £84.00.
TD105 Mk11 As TD104 but semi-auto arm operation. S.P. OFF £99.00.
TD115 Mk11 Complete with low mass arm. 33, 45 & 78 rpm coupled
vvithfine speed control & stroboscope. Semi automatic SP. OFF£164.00
TD126 111 BC. Turntable without arm. 33,45 & 78 rpm with fine speed
control & stroboscope. Arm of your choice may be fitted. SPOFF.£217.00
10126111 C Ready fitted with low mass arm. Semi-auto operation. SP.
OFF. £310.
Thorens conversion kit to upgrade 'TD160 11'125.00 post free.
We also stock spare belts£1.78 P&P 50p- headshells- arm tubes etc.
PICKUP ARMS PURCHASED FROM US CAN BE FITTED
AT NO EXTRA CHARGE

HAFLER AMPLIFIERS

"DEMONSTRABLY BETTER"

85p PER FOOT

A.D.C. SOUND SHAPERS ( Carr i
age Free)
ss -1Sp off £45-00
SS-1IC.
£ 58-00
£97-00
£243-00

SS2IC
£160-00
SA - 1Ana l
yser
£124.00

MOBILE FIDELITY SUPER CUT RECORDS
Single Albums £12.95 Dou bl e Alb ums 119- 95
Full UK range stocked, many new ti
tl
es- Askf
or list
P&P £1-00 per order any quant ity

AUDIO -TECHNICA ACCESSORIES P&P 50p

AT6006a "Safety Raiser" Arm Lif
t
AT637 Electronic Stylus Clean er .
AT605 Audio Insulator Kit-height
adjustable damping Kit with l
eve l
AT606 Heavy Duty Feet Kit .
PDQ11 Cleaning System
AT6002 Record Sweeper Arm
AT609 Silver Litz Headshell Wires__

Q.E.D.

L/v1F-1 Fixed Head. £64-35'
LMF-2 Detachable £69.95"
ALT- 1 Detachable £3&75'
'Post El 00. Other Items 50p

MONSTER CABLE

Kit form or assembled
DH - 101 & DH•110 Pre- amps DH200&DH500 Power Amps
PRICES & LITERATURE ON REQUEST

SS110IG.
SS 3 IC

PICK UP ARMS

FIDELITY RESEARCH FR64S
FR64FX Tonearms
P0 A
AUDIO-TECHNICA
ATibO
£99-95 .
All 010 .
£119-95'
AT1120
POA
HADCOCK
GH220 5 special offer . £87-00
GH228 Type ' E' . . £69-95'
GH228 Super. . . £68-00'
1ml. Silcone Fluid . . . . .£2.07
2ml. Silcone Fluid £3-34
MAYVVARE POST FREE
Formula 4 Mk III . . £ 59-80'
SME PICKUP ARMS
SME Series Ill . . . £113-50'
SME Series II1S £81-50'
Damper for IIIS . £12-75
CA1 Arm for Series III £17•95
3009 R Arm
£130-40'
3012 R
£136-75'
FE) 2R Damper . . . £15-50
3009 II Fixed Head . £64-95'
3009 11 Detachable . £69-95'
S4 Headshell
£10-00
S2 Headshells
£7-50
S2R Headshell
£9-00
FD200 Fluid Damper
£21-75
Damping Fluid Ref il .
£3-55
Reducing Fluid . . .
£2-14

£9-90
£9-95
£15-95
116.95
£9.00
£5-00
£3.15

ACCESSORIES

NEW! Moving Coil Pre- amp MCA- 1
£27-50
Matching Pack MP1
£4-95
NEWT Moving Coil Equaliser 26/3
£24.95
NEW! 0 E.D. Adjustable Speaker Stand. pair
£25-00
Peak Programme Indicato r PP! 2
.
.
£21.00
Mains Interference Suppresso r ( 3 am p) 6/2 ..... . . . £12-50
Mains Interference Suppressor-Heavy Duty ( 6 amp) .... . . £17-50
Light Switch Suppressor 6/3
et - 76
Ferrite Rings ( Pack of 2) 6/5 . . . . . . _. ........ £2-45
Mains Distribution Unit-4 way re line 18/2P ..... . £7-50
Mains Distribution Unit-6 way i
n l
ine 28/1 . . . ... . £11 - 99
Suppressed Distribution Unit-4 w ay .3 amp- 19/1. . . £17.60
6 amp Plugs for Dist ri but
ion Un i
ts - 9/3
each
.90
Speaker Switching Unit 2way-2/2 . . . . .. . . £6.75
Speaker Control Centre- Screw, 24/1 or DIN. 24/2 ..
116.95
.
Tape Switching Unit. 2 way DIN 22/1
£17-00
Tape Switching Unit. 3 way DIN 23/1
£21-00
Tape Switching Unit, 2w ay Ph ono 22 /2
£22.00
Tape Switching Unit. 3way Ph ono 23/2
£27-00
Amplifier Switching Unit 16/2 . . . . . . . £15-95
..
Headphone Adaptor 8i Control MKII HC2
££14-95
8-95
Headphone Adaptor 2 way 5/3 .
Variable Cartridge Equaliser 26/2
.
£14-95
Attenuator ( DIN to Phono) 14/1
.
.
£ 5-95
Attenuator ( DIN to DIN) 14/2
.
.
.
£5-50
Attenuator ( Phono to Phono) 14/3
.
.
£ 5.95
Surround Sound Adapto r- Screw 21/1 .
119-95
Dust Cover Renovation OCR- 2
.
£3-90
Tape Head Cleaner Spray 100 gm . . . . . .
£2-70
4mm Spade Terminato rs ( Pac kof4) 40 /4
12-20
Record Cleaner Spray 100 gm. . ..... . . £2.35
4mm Banana Plugs ( Pack of 4) 40/1
£2•20
42 Strand Speaker Cable 13/6 white
per metre
.
35
79 Strand Speaker Cable 13/8 . Bl ac kor Whi te
per metre
-70
P&P on cable-£1.00 per order Other i
tems 50 p per order

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME
Prices correct at Nov 1981. Whil st every en deavour is made to maint a i
n th ese pr i
ces we
reserve the right to amen d as necessary
without notice. E & OE.

P & P £1 - 00 PER ORDER

ACCESSORIES

ADC ' Pro- Gram' Stylus scale s
£21-00
ADC LMG-1 headshell £4-60
Allsop 3 cassette cleaner . .£2.99
Mayware Protractor £3-45
Shure Stylus Scale . . . . . £5•99
MONITOR AUDIO SOUND CABLES
Flat 3'6m pair
£11-50'
7-5m pair . £20.95'
pair . .
23-75'
"The Mat" by Aud io- Ref 18-95'
G. A. Glass Soundisc . 14-95'
Elite Platter Matter
Post Free. . . . ..... £23-00
OSAWA ACCESSORIES
Speaker stands pair
15-00•
0M-10 Diskmat
£& 50'
Disk 22 Mat
£12-99'
Stylus Microscope £2-95
Protractor £2-95
Headshell-Mag alloy
Copper-litz wires . . . . . £5-95
NAGAOKA ACCESSORIES
RC- 410 Clamp
£9-99
Ag 99L Headshell Wire . ' £3•40
RC- 100 Cleaner
£7-95
RC- 200 Cleaner
£10-95
Record Sleeves ( 50)
£4-99
Pixa1111 Roller
£5-75
Pixall Refits
- 90
Permostat Kit
£4-50
Permostat Refill
£3-50
Permostat Jumbso Refills £& 95
Microsorber f.:et, per set .. 19.90
'Postage C1-00. Other items 50p „..
HEADPHONES P 8i P Cl 00
AUD.0 TECHNICA
KIHO1 POST FREE
19.50
ATH03
£13-95
ATHOS
£17-95
ATH07 . . £ 59-90
STAX
STAX SR.44 Complete £67-00
STAX SR.5*
£ 53-40
STAX SRX3'
£102-35
STAX LAMBDA'
1120-15
STAX SIGMA'. . £176-00
'Energise, Needed
SRD6 SB ENERGISER £39 .00
SRD7 SB ENERGISER £52 .00
SRDX ENERGISER £62-30
YAMAHA
YH100 ... £39-95
HP 1
£29-50
HP3
.
.
£15-95
SENNHEISER
HD 222
£31 - 50
H0400
.
£12-99
HD 414 X
£21-90
HD 424X
£31.50
HD 420
£25-90
H0430
£35-50
HD 224 X
£39-50
WHARFEDALE
Isodynamic 102
£24-90

CARTRIDGES AND STYLI ( P & P 50p)
CARTRIDGES WITH STYLI
ADC Phase IV
£42-00
ADC Phase III
£30-00
ADC Phase 11
£18-50
ADC Phase 1
£12-00
ADC ZLM Improved £ 57-14
ADC XLM III Improved £36-29
ADC VLM Ill Improved £25-04
Elite EEI 700
£49-00
Elite EEI 500
£36-00
Elite EEI 400 . . £23-00
Elite EEI 300H
113-99
Glanz Full Range
PO A
Goldring G900E
£16-50
Goldring G900 ' IGC'
P0 A
Goldring G920 ' IGC' £29-95
Goldring G910 ' IGC'
P0 A
£10-95
Grado FTE + 1
.£11-95
Grado FCE + 1
Grado F3E+.
£14-50
Grado F2+
£24-95
Grado F1+ . .
£35-95

REPLACEMENT STYLI
RS IV
£21•00
RS III
£14-00
RS Il
£9.00
RS I
£6-00
RSZ Improved £26-53
RSX Improved £18-35
RE
E
SI
V3Im
50
proved £15-08
EE1 550
EEI 450
EEI 300H
G
pl
i
a
4n
oz
EStyli

£
£2
29
3 00
00
£11.00
17-00
P0 A
£9-95
0140 IGC£ 29-75
DT1
F
E
7
i
0
s 1GC
£16-50
£29•75
r
D
2
1
/
6
s
0I
GC
£13-00
FCE.
E3E...
f£
13
9 :50
50
£22-50'
F1+
£28-50

*Grade Trade-up-Grade 1. Trade up you old gradio any model or condition - for one of the new models. You pay only the stylus price.
Grad° Gt Super*
Grado Gc Super.
Grado GF3 Super.
J.V.C. Z2E

£ 16.95
£21.95

J.V.0 X2 . .
Nagaoka MP10'
Nagaoka MP11'
Nagaoka MP15'
Nagaoka MP20'
Nagaoka MP30'

£69-51
£13-00
£15-00
£31-00
£37.00
146-00

f
e 38
9 •3
95
3

GT Super Stylus . 112.71
GC Super Stylus . 114.46
GF3 Super Stylus £
122
19:90
46
2
X
N2
2/1
E)(
01
m.p.
:

N-11MP
N•15MP

£37•50
£5.50
££
22
7 :01

N-20MP
N-30MP
N-50MP •

£25-00

Nagaoka MP50'
£74-00
£3
f
52
50
"0
•Nagaoka Special Offer
Free Magally Headshell-while stocks last!
Ortofon SME 30H . £79-95
L3OH
£31.00
Ortofon Concorde 30
£41-00
CL30
£31-00
Ortofon Concorde 20
£31-00
CL20
£21-00
Ortofon Concorde 10
£21-00
CLIO
£10-00
Ortofon Concorde Std. £19-75
Std Stylus . £10-00
Ortofon LM30/H. . £37-00
CL30/L3OH £31-00
Ortofon LM20/20H . £28-00
CL20/L2OH £21-00
Ortofon LM15 . . . £19-95
L15
£13-00
Ortofon LM10 . . . . . £14-95
CLIO . . . £10-00
Ortofon M20FL Super £31-90
D2OFL Super £25-00
Ortofon VMS10E
£16-90
010E II
£11-25
Ortofon VMS5E11
£8-95
D5E
£& 50
Ortofon VMS5E11 plug in . £11-75
D5E11 . ... . .
16.50
Ortofon VMS 20E II
£23-50
D2OE Mk Iand II £15-50
Upgrade your VMS20 with a 030 II Stylus
Ortofon VMS30 II . . £29-90
D30 II . . . . . £ 22-00
Ortolan FF15E II
.
£9.90
NF1 5E Mk I & II £8-95
Stanton 980 LZS.
£98.00
D98S
153.00
Stanton 881S.
£ 59-95
D81. . . £33-60
Stanton 681 EEE
£32-00
D6800EEE . £1880
Stanton 680EE
£19.95
0680
£13-99
Stanton 500EE
£12-70
D51 00EE £10-40
Stanton 500E. . £11-75
05100E . . £8.80
Stanton 500A
£10-75
05107K £6-60
Shure M44E
N44E
£ 5•95
Shure M55E
£10-95
N55E
£6-95
Shure M75EJ Type 2
£15-90
N75EJ Type 2. . £7-65
Shure M75H-EJ Type 2
£18-30 • N75H-EJ Type 2 £11-70
Shure M75ED Type 2
£18-20
N75ED *Type 2 . £12-70
Shure M75HE Type 2
£20-75 • N75H EType 2 . . £13-99
'Upgrade your Shure M75 with a new " HE" Stylus
Shure M95EJ
£16-75
N95EJ
£9•45
Shure M95ED . . . £24-75
N95E0
£16-50
Shure M95HE . £25-40
N95HE
£17-10
£25-75 .197EJ
£ 10-65
Shure M97EJ
Shure M97HE . . £37-95
N97HE
£20-70
Shure M97H EAH
.
£39-95
N97HE
£20-70
Shure V15 Ill
£54-00
VN35E
£17-45
Shure V15 Ill HE. . .
£ 61-99
VN35HE £18-55
Shure V15 IV SP.OFF
£ 71.00
VN45HE
125-60
Shure MV3OHE ( SMEIII) . . £89-99
N3OH E
£23-25

MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES
Audio Tech AT3200XE. £34-95
Audio Tech AT3100E £25-95
Audio Tech AT31E
P0.A
Audio Tech AT32E .
P0.A.
Mayware MC- 3L .
£49-45
Mayware MC- 2V . £69.00
Mayware MC- 2C
£49-45
Osawa OS60
£99-95
Osawa 0S7OL
£179-96
Entre -1
£80-00
Lentek MC Pre- amp . £49-00

Post 50p
Dynavector 1)XII
£49-90
Dynavector 2JAII
£86•25
Dynavector DV50A £76-95
Dynavector Ruby • • £ 92 00
Ortofon MC20 SP off £ 39 95
Ortofon MC2011 Sp off. 175-00
& talon MCA- 10. . £58-50
Elite MCP555 . . £147-00
Elite MC 555 . £98-00
Elite MC Pre- amp. £82-00
Fidelity Research .
P0 A

DYNAVECTOR EXCHANGE CARTRIDGES
Trade-in or trade- up your old Dynavector Ultimo cartridge ( no matter
how worn), for abrand new fully guaranteed cartridge: these exchange
prices
Postage & Packing 50p
Dynavector 10XMk11. . £29-95
Dynavector 20A Mk11 . £53•75
Dynavector Karat Ruby £ 59-95
Dynevector 208 Mk11
161-95
Ortofon 2
Shure TTR-110

TEST RECORDS
£8-00
£4.25

post 65p
HFS 81. . . £4.95
Shure TTR 115
£ 5.00

ELITE PARABOLIC STYLI P&P 50p

ADC XLM VLM
Stanton 500
Stanton 680/681

£26.00
Ortofon M15
£17-00
Ortofon VMS20
£23-00 °rioter, FFI5

£29-00
£23-00
£17-00
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A SWAS once said

in these pages to rather
intent, it is amazing how great
things are sometimes built upon afoundation
of childish rubbish. Most opera before Wagner, and afair amount since, has been limited
by texts which would hardly now be treated
as anything but fairy tales were it not that one
or another memorable composer happened
to take them up. Mozart's Magic Flute is a
case in point. It is, according to Uwe Kraemer,
'the most illogical of all operas—with the
possibile exception of // Trovatore ... many
incongruities . . . conflicting aims, a precariously held balance and thematic instability'.
And
Hildesheimer: 'The
sacredmonumental element, the palm-waving,
robe-wearing and ceremonious walkingabout were all very unMozartean . . . The
ignificance of The Magic Flute has always
been overestimated'. Well, it's nice to know
who your friends are. But leaving aside such
disgruntles, awelcome to afine new digital
set: RCA RL 03728 (4 records), with Talvela /
Tappy / Donat / Cotrubas / Boesch / Van Dam!
etc / VP0 / Levine. Absurd the story may be,
but aSplendid Example of an opera tradition
once thought perfectly natural, and here
splendidly done. A relaxed, set- back and rich
orchestral sound is fronted by characterful
singing ( and speaking) of the highest ensemble standard. Complete cleanliness of ( German Teldec) surfaces, without which the
quiet delicacy of much of the proceedings
would be lost; atenderness of music- making
that sends chills down the spine at the beauty
of this gentle, transparent masterpiece. Unhesitating recommendation for the finest
version we have yet had.
Spinal chills of adifferent sort from one of
the most remorselessly logical—and logically
remorseless—of all operas: Tippett's King
Priam. Decca digital D246D3 ( 3 records)
features Norman Bailey as the weak but
ultimately noble King, with Harper / Palmer /
Allen / Tear / Minton / Langridge / Roberts /
Bowen / etc / LS / Atherton giving integrated
support. The London Sinfonietta are bitingly
incisive and recorded to suit; solo and
ensemble singers likewise, as are the Sinfonietta Chorus in all the big bits, especially in
the battle scenes—where Tippett, with impressive results, represents war by instrumental blatting and by divided chorus
chanting 'War!' Very wide dynamic range,
supported by generally very clean ( Dutch
Polygram) surfaces, entirely necessary to the
quiet bits and frequent silences. Archilles'
War Cry from the end of Act 2has been called
'the most terrifying sound in all opera': I'll go
along with that. It should perhaps be heard
from the distance, across the Trojan plain,
1.--‘
different

Geoff Jeanes
rather than stage front as in the RFH concert
performance that preceded the recording, or
in
the technically tricksy electronicsenhanced effect achieved here, but it works
convincingly—as does just about everything
else in this cathartic, moving but also intellecsually satisfying opera. Now, of first-class
modern English operas only Britten's Gloriana remains afrustrating, and increasingly
baffling, absentee from LP. ( The pressing
pre- echo D.H. found in the review copy of
Priam—basically on record 3—persists, so it
may apply to all copies. Roll on the PCM disc).
More immaculate German (Teldec) RCA
pressings are to be found in Leonhardt's Bach
Brandenburg Concertos—with Brüggen / Rippas / Kuijken / Van Dael / Boeke / Bfilsma / etc
on ' Seon' RL 30400 ( 2records). My favourite
Brandenburgs had been somewhere between ECO/Britten on Decca and Virtuosi/
Davison, the latter especially for its indeed
virtuoso solo harpsichord in that extended
passage in No.5— but sadlyCFP have seemed
unable to produce anon-fizzy copy of this set
in the nine years of its availability. Now
comes the Leonhardt set with crisp incisiveness and detail, to show the lucidity of agreat
master's thought: for S.D. it is 'the best on
original instruments . . . the best all round',
and it goes to the top of my tree too. A
demonstration-standard set for showing
both the sounds of ' correct' instruments for
these pieces and the meaning of the expression 'crystal clarity'. Oh, and that harpischord?
Splendid.
Eric Fenby's work in bringing to completion
much of Delius' output is well-known, and
worthily commemorated in 'The Fenby Legacy', a2- record Unicorn digital set, DKP 9008/9.
The youthful 75-year-old Fenby himself conducts the RPO in Songs of Farewell, Idyll,
Fantastic Dance, Song of Summer, Cynara,
Irme/in prelude, Late Lark, Calinda, Caprice 8i
Elegy, Two Aquarelles. Vocals from Felicity
Lott, Anthony Rolfe Johnson, Thomas Allen,
Ambrosian Singers; cello from Julian Lloyd
Webber. Flawless pressings from Holland.
The cleanest and finest of all Delius recordings, showing well the peculiarly exquisite
sensibility of this composer . . . if you can't

Fuji Metal, Bias: average
As for nearly all the tapes in this category, Fuji gives an excellent
performance. Bias requirements arethe same as for Maxell MX.
Hitachi ME, Bias: average
This tape appears to be identical to Maxell MX.
Maxell MX, Bias: average
This tape gives high MOLs but the HF MOL rolls off faster with bias
than it does for the Memorex and Nagaoka metal tapes. An older
sample performed better but the bias requirement was 0.5 dp higher.
The current sample's bias is similar to that for Metafine.
Memorex Metal IV, Bias: high
This tape gives very high MOLs and, like the Nagaoka formulation, the
high fsequency saturation remains above 0dB (= 250nWb/m), even at
the highest bias setting.
Nagaoka Metal Music, Bias: high
Like the Memorex tape, this gives extremely high MOLs, the HF MOL
above 0dB even at high bias level. However, it has the highest bias
requirement of the metal tapes tested.
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hear vocal lines all that much more clearly
than before, it's not Unicorn's fault. ( It's the
composer's.) Irresistible historic document.
Deccadigits and detail from Dorati's demworthy Detroit Dvorak ( got you!). SXDL 7522
presents Czech Suite and Prague Waltzes,
filled- up with an E flat Polonaise, ' Prague
Student Polka' and that haunting Nottumo.
Detail, warmth and spaciousness of both
music and sound, more superb Dutch surfaces, and wide dynamics. Prague Waltzes
are the most unlikely Dvorak you will hear in a
long time, with obviously Straussian lilt yet
equally obvious Czech inflections. The nice
thing about discovering music on record is
that wonders ( really) never cease.
More recorded surprises from Hyperion
(though it comes as no surprise that the
Teldec pressing is immaculate): ' How the
world wags: Social music for a17th Century
Englishman' on A66008 features The City
Waites in Munrow-ish fare, though with a
Steeleye Span- like swing in some items that
suggested Country & Western rather than
anything Purcell or Locke is likely to have
heard. The Miller of Dee makes his appearance, as do a shawm, rebecs, curtals and
other nice noises—together with noises of
other sorts on Henry Purcell's Pox on you for
afop: possibly the most tasteless track of the
year. My own favourite is Who liveth so
merry,with Pethick Edwards declaiming extracts from Nashe, Dekker and Shakespeare
amid asuperbly implausible sung text about
the joys of being poor three hundred years
ago: next favourite, not only for its title, is The
Saint turned Sinner, or The Dissenting Parson's Text Under the Quaker's Petticoats.
Well, now.
Elgar's Sea Pictures have had few really.
fine recordings or, for that matter, performances . . . perhaps partly due to the difficulty
of taking the words seriously ( and thus I
come
back to somewhere near where Istarted).
Most orchestral song cycles, being by other
than English composers, have the benefit of
better,or, at least—for the philistine listener—
foreign, words. It needs real commitment, or
rotten diction, for Elgar's lines not to be alittle
distracting, and it is the former that both
Janet Baker ( 1965, on ASD 2721) and Bernadette Greevy ( CFP 40363) bring to the work.
Miss Greevy is backed up by Vernon Handley's LPO in a recording of great clarity,
spacious and firm. The ' inner detail' business
again ... and nice warm bass on drum, and
suchlike virtues. But more important,
wonderful music. Fronted here by fast and
vigorous Pomp & Circumstance Marches 1-5,
it adds up to a highly desirable coupling of
important minor masterpieces.

Nakamichi ZX, Bias: average/low
The MOLs for this formulation are abit lower than those for TDK
MA- R, whilst bias is similar to that for Philips' Metal. Like all metal
tape, Nakamichi's ZX is an excellent performer.
Philips Metal, Bias: low
Philips are in the process of updating their metal tape. MOLs are on the
high side but the bias is low, like Metafine.
Sony Metal, Bias: high
The LF MOL is lower than for MA- Ror Metafine. Optimum bias is hig h,
about 1.3 dB more than for Metafine.
TDK MA- R, Bias: high
The ' reference' alloy mechanism supplied with TDK's MA- Ris the best
available and give excellent support for the tape. The output is very
high. It requires about 0.5 dB more bias than Metafine.
3M ( Scotch) Metafine, Bias: lo
This was the first metal particle ta
to appear. It gives very high
MOLs, particularly at high frequencies.
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they're both the same room.
The trouble with some amplifiers is that
they weren't designed with peoole's homes in
minc. For example, they con't take into account
the furnishings in aroom. They also fail to
realise that most people don't listen to music in
rooms with perfect acoustics.
The Sony TA AX5 amplifier can help reduce
this problem.
3y means of aGraphic Sound Preference
cisplay, the TA AX5 enables you to make your
own tonal acjustments to suit your room, louc
speakers and records.
There are also two memories plus aflat
resDonse seTing to let you re-select achosen
setting any:he. So once you've made the
setting it's locked in permanently
Another advantage of the TA AX5 is Legato
Linear circuitry This virtually eliminates switching and crossover distortion you encounter
with some conventional amplifiers. The result is
low distortion anc aclearer sounc.
The TA AX5 also boasts some impressive
figures. Atotal harmonic cistortion level of
0.005% and 65 watts RvS Der channel.
The Sony TA AX5 amplifier We made it to
fit your rooms and suit your ears. SONY

TA AX5. Price around 085. Demonstrations from Sony Showroom,134 Regent St., London WI.
Further information: Sony UK Limited, Pyrene House, Sunbury on Thames, Middx. TVV16 7AT.

ERYCK COOKE once spoke of Mahler as
Dhaving
walked down many streets
without feeling at home in any of them. 'With
each new symphony—and sometimes with
each new movement inside asymphony—we
are taken into adifferent world. In each case
there is apassionate, even desperate
identification with acertain attitude— but
only in the last resort, for what it is worth;
suddenly the scene changes and another
attitude is being identified with—but again,
only for what it is worth.'
Certainly the idealism which marked his
first four symphonies—the visions, the
fantasies which then offered an oasis of
securitythrough their very escapism, as it
were, rapidly faded from view as he moved
into the purely instrumental works of his
middle period—the fifth, sixth and seventh
symphonies. Suddenly there emerged a
new-found determination to confront reality
and not hide behind the cosy complacency of
earlier naiveties. Gone are the fairy-tale
fantasies, the explicit programmes, the folk
inspirations, the voices and songs of their
predecessors. The structures are more tautly
symphonic, the orchestrations marked now
by anew kind of naked contrapuntal texture,
ever more abrasive in the wind and brass
writing. In short, Mahler was at last, it seems,
coming to terms with the idea of music more
realistically rooted in the realities of human
life. The song influences are there, of
course—where else, for instance, could the
first movement of the Fifth have sprung but
from the grim funeral march of the last
Wunderhorn song, Der Tambourg'sell — but
they serve now as purely abstract
inspirations to mood and thematic style.
Structurally, the fifth Symphony comes as
close to the musical equivalent of asplit
personality as it is possible to conceive.
Bound only by one thematic cross-reference
(a brass chorale which first appears towards
the end of thesecond movement and returns
in triumph at the close of the work), utterly
opposed attitudes of tragedy and joy are, in
effect, set side by side—and to stunning
effect. What, indeed, could be further
removed from the oppressive, grief- laden ,
tread of the opening movement than the
jubilant, neo-classical Rondo with which the
work romps to its close? Acting as something
of atransitional bridge between these
elements of darkness and light, is the
extraordinary central scherzo—akind of
melting-pot, rich in quixotic changes of mood
and magical transformations. ' The Scherzo is
the very devil of amovement', said Mahler
during rehearsals for its first performance.'I
see it in for apeck of troubles! Conductors for
the next 50 years will all take it too fast and
make nonsense of it.'
To some extent he was right. For my own
part, Irecall remaining largely unconvinced by
that movement until SirJohn Barbirolli came
along and revealed, as though with all the
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time in t ewor just ow reeyt is
elemental music should breathe. Only then
did Ibegin to appreciate its strange switches
of mood, its moments of distilled
contemplation, its sudden surges of ereergy.
Barbirolli's revelatory account of the
symphony— blessed with playing frorn the
Philharmonia which, though not always a
model of security, exudes humanity from
every pore— remains aclass apart ( HMV SLS
785—coupled with Janet Baker's
incomparable Ruckert Lieder). Some of the
tempi are controversially expansive—the
second and fifth movements especially— but
he invests each bar with such overwhelming
honesty that passing technicalities cease to
beof any significance. Streamlined accounts
such as Solti and Karajan have furnished
(splendid in their way) may provide more
instant excitement, but it is Barbirolli who
gets to the heart of the piece. Iknow of no
other reading of the celebrated Adagietto, for
instance, more lovingly or more
spontaneously phrased; and how very easy it
is to ' indulge' this movement out of
existence. Take the recentClaudio Abbado
performance which is slow, very slow, or
even the largely admirable James
Levine— impressive, but bordering on
fussiness in his handling of rubato.
Barbirolli apart, Levine ( with the
Philadelphia on RCA RLC 2905—coupled with
the adagio from the Tenth Symphony) must
command aprominent position on the list of
current contenders. Would that his
performance were less erratically recorded,
though. Levels here are irritatingly low
throughout, while balance perspectives
fluctuate disconcertingly between
movements. Particularly damaging to my
mind is the reticence of thetrumpets and
horns in the first two movements. When I
spoke to Levine about this very point in New
York some two years ago, he confirmed my
suspicions that the brass had in fact been
taken down in the re- mix because he felt they
were too much. I
was surprised then, and still
am. Wit grasster Vehemenz' ( Withthe
utmost vehemence) Mahler marked at the
head of the second movement, butthis

somewhat distanced orchestral picture
hardlyfits the bill. A misjudgement and apity,
then, because the remainder of Levine's
performance is really quite superb; full of
character and distinguished by orchestral
playing from the Philadelphia that is simply
second to none.
Of course, if sound quality has to be the
overriding consideration then one must turn
either to Tennstedt and the LPO ( HMV SLS
5169—coupled with the Adagio from the
Tenth) or the newish Abbado with the
Chicago Symphony ( DG 2707 128—coupled
with anot very distinguished Ruckert Lieder
from Hanna Schwarz). Unfortunatley, while I
rataboth these conductors very highly as
Mahler interpreters, neither perfomance
greatly satisfies me. Ihave heard Abbado
give far more convincing and less
self-conscious accounts of the score with the
LSO, while Tennstedt seems to me to
overburden the whole work with auniform
excess of teutonic weight. My impression
here is all of darknesswith very little light.
Admittedly, HMV's spectacularly big- boned
recording ( cut to the point of brashness Ihave
always thought) does tend to inflate the scale
of the proceedings somewhat, but even so,
the scherzo and finale never really smile and
that( think, is amisconception which
ultimately upsets the balance of the piece.
Needless to say, the first two movements fair
marvellously; the funeral march is imparted
with thrililing depth, the second movement as
exposed, as ferocious as one could wish.
'For heaven's sake, don't tempt
providence!' Alma had reproached Mahler
over his Kindertotenlieder (
Songs on the
death of children), but nothing that anyone
could say or do—least of all Mahler
himself—could hope to suppress the
uncontrollable premonitions of personal
tragedy which beset him during the summer
of 1904. The 'Tragic' Sixth Symphony
evolved like acrystallisation of those fears, as
if he were mapping out his own destiny in the
music. ' Not one of his works came as directly
from his innermost heart as this. We both
wept that day. The music and what it foretold
touched us deeply...' wrote Alma,
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recollecting how Mahler had played through
the symphony for her that summer and how
disturbingly fatalistic it had all seemed.
Ironically, the Sixth turned out to be the
most 'classical' of all his symphonies; the first
to adopt acoventional four- movement form
centred on one key, A minor. Yet,
emotionally, he penned nothing more
•despairing, nothing more utterly pessimistic.
Little light permeates its voluminous
structure. The second subject of the first
movement, asoaring theme on the violins,
richly embellished by the horns, is Alma's
music but this, too, is prophetically swept
away by the menacing march music which
opens the symphony and remains
omnipresent thoughout.
With his gigantic Finale Mahler seems to
mourn for all humanity. Its
hero—inescapably an autobiographical as
much as auniversal figure—strives bravely
forward only to be struck down three times by
cruel blows of fate, 'the last of which fells him
as atree is felled'. It was for these moments
that Mahler took the unprecedented step of
introducing asledge- hammer effect into the
sound, and for years achieving it has posed
problems both in the concert hall and
recording studio ( Ihave seen everything from
piano stools to road-pummelers
requisitioned). Twice the defiant march
builds to apitch of 'all-or- nothing'
determination, but twice, just as it looks as if
victory might be in sight, the hammer falls.
The third blow originally ushered in the
work's black, dissonant coda, but just as
Mahler later removed the numbering from
what was, in effect, his Ninth
Symphony— Das Lied von der Erde—on
account of the well-worn superstitions
surrounding ninth symphonies so he decided
to delete this final hammer blow, ( several
composers—Bruckner, Schubert and
Beethoven among them—had not lived to
complete aTenth). His action did nothing to
forstall the inevitable, of course. One year
after the Sixth Symphony's première, three
savage blows of fate did indeed befall him:
circumstances forced his resignation at the
Vienna Opera; his dearly beloved daughter
Maria died at the age of only four; and a
doctor diagnosed the heart defect from which
he would eventually die.
The Sixth Symphony, unquestionably one
of Mahler's greatest works, has been
consistently well served on record over the
years, inspiring performances from Karajan,
Abbado, Bernstein and Barbirolli, for
instance, which rank among the finest of all
the Mahler they have given us. DG have the
Karajan and Abbado recordings,
temperamentally very different from each
other but both marked by an acute awareness
of the work's hopelessness, and a
wonderfully revealing way with some of
Mahler's most dense orchestral textures.
Impressive though the Karajan sound is, in
terms of breadth and dynamic range, the
Abbado, slightly more immediate but not
unduly so, is yet more stunning. The
cataclysmic climaxes of the last movement
(accomodated here with ease) have anotable
knife-edged clarity to the brass, aresonance
to all that heavy percussion and, still more
penetrating, alife- like crackto the hammer
blows. Where Karajan's reading perhaps
rings truer is in the added starkness he brings
to some of the wilder orchestral hues. Wind
lines jut out more abrasively, the Berlin
strings take on aslightly harder sheen. He
never luxuriates self-consciously in the music
as I
felt he did with the Fourth, for instance. A
towering performance ( DG 2707 106).
Another recording which also does
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Mahler's spikily exposed wind writing proud
is James Levine's with the LSO ( RCA RL
03213—temporarily deleted it seems). The
rhythmic incisiveness he effects here, abetted
it is true by very close miking and an
uncommonly (for RCA) high-level cut, is most
exciting, yet there is asense of exhilaration
about this performance, an almost breezy,
open- aired quality which often struck me as
inappropriate to Mahler's darkling world. The
opening of the first movement, for instance,
hardly conveys ( to me anyway) the grim,
tramping opressiveness which Mahler clearly
envisaged and which Karajan and Barbirolli
so harrowingly catch. I
once heard Simon
Rattle in rehearsal telling his cellos and
basses to drag slightly on those staccato
quavers. That, I
think, is precisely the effect
required. But if Levine or Bernstein strike one
as impulsive, Kubelik is positively frenetic,
zipping into the movement in such away as
to belie, momentarily, his considerable
prowess asa Mahler conductor.
Bernstein managed, I
think, to ally darker,
more menacing colours to urgenttempi. His
New York set ( CBS 77215) still packs a
formidable punch and, of course, it carries
with it the inimitable conviction of one so
completely under the emotional skin of the
composer. lncidently, Harmonia Mundi did
re- press Charles Adler's classic Vienna
performance of the Sixth some time ago. ( It
originally appeared in mono on Delta). The
sound may be murky, the execution
peppered with fluffs and mishaps, but the
stylistic strengths are immeasurable and the
bleakness of Mahler's vision never more
uncompromisingly communicated. Well
worth searching out.
The Seventh Symphony remains
something of an oddity in relation to the rest
of the canon. Sandwiched between the
doom- laden Sixth and heaven-storming
Eighth, is it any wonder that this curious
hybrid has aroused so much puzzlement,
even suspicion over the years? Yet when one
considers how quickly it followed the
'descent into hell' of the Sixth and how
daunting it must have been for Mahler even
to contemplate after that, one begins to see
just how logical aprogression the Seventh in
fact was. In many ways it provided its
composer with amuch- needed, if
sub-conscious, reprieve from the turmoils of
his inner-self, and opportunity to move
temporarily away from emotional
preoccupations into the realms of ' absolute'
music. Here was his chance to experiment;
for once there were no autobiographical
connotations. His musical imagination was
free and he could delve, too, into all the trends
that were taking place in modern music and
formulate his own ideas around them.
The Seventh is afeast for the ear. As
fantastic and kaleidoscopic aworld as Mahler
ever conceived, its orchestrations dip into a
range of sonorities revolutionary even by
Mahler's standards. For all its radical aspects
though ( and harmonically large stretches of it
foreshadow the very last works) there are
problem patches in the Seventh which
suggest that Mahler was less than
comfortable working 'outside' his normal
genre. Even Schoenberg, who was wildly
enthusiastic about the whole piece, must
surely have harboured some reservations
about its outrageously chaotic finale, noisily
dominated as it is by neobaroque trumpet
fanfares and vulgar switches of style.
As recordings go, there is no longer any
real contest. From the moment Iheard Klaus
Tennstedt and the LPO give the piece at the
1980 Edinburgh Festival, it was plain that here
was arare and definitive reading. Always one

to accentuate the earthiness in Mahler's
music, Tennstedt is in his element here
amidst the quirky nocturnal world of those
weird and wonderful inner movements. The
rawness of Mahler's wind sonorities, the
potency of the atmospheres they inhabit, are
vividly realised in HMV's spacious digital
recording ( HMV SLS 5238)—quite the best we
have yet had of the work ( not withstanding
slightly muddy timpani definition).
Resoundingly impressive, too, are the
full-blown outer movements, models of
control, both. Ihave heard conductors like
Maazel and, sadly, Klemperer just before he
died, flounder almost to astandstill over the
extremely treacherous first movement. Not
so Tennstedt. He manages to convey an
image of great breadth without ever
sacrificing momentum. Even the Finale,
sounding for once like the extravagant
pastiche it is, somehow hangs together. It is a
performance to convince even the most
virulent detractors, and it is gloriously played.
All of which rather leaves the other
contenders with nowhere to go, notable
though they are. Solti's brilliantly- lit Chicago
Symphony performance ( Decca SET 518-19)
stands, along with his resplendent Eighth,
head and shouldm above acycle which, you
will have gathered, generally leaves me cold.
Haitink ( Philips 6700 036) is most imposing in
the craggy first movement and
characteristically responsive elsewhere ( a
fine sound, too), while I
will continue to hold a
torch for Bernstein (temporarily deleted) who
thrillingly inaugurated the Seventh for me
with the LSO back in the 60s. If by any chance
you do not want to lay out full price for the
Tennstedt, then Kubelik on DG Privilege ( 2726
066) is an excellent stand-by. The sound is
nothing like as revealing, of course—tonally,
in fact it is often quite strident (the Bavarian
trumpets, especially, rather too
penetrating)—but this is vintage Kubelik
Mahler and, as such, definitely worth hearing.
When Mahler departed to Maiernigg for the
summer recess of 1906, he was still deeply
troubled by lingering fears that his creative
powers might be dwindling. Determined that
such fears should not grow into obssessions,
however, he firmly resolved to idle awaythe
hours in recuperative relaxation until such
time as he was inspired to compose again. An
excellent philosophy as it happened, but one
which bore fruit sooner than he could
possibly have imagined. On the very first day
of his ' holiday', he took the traditional
early-morning stroll down to his composing
hut. ' On the threshold of my old workshop,
the Spiritus Creator took hold of me and
shook me and drove me on for the next eight
weeks until my greatest work was done.'
Eight weeks, then, was all it took to
conceive and realise the monumental Eighth
Symphony—the ' Symphony of aThousand'
(so-called on account of its vast choral and
instrumental forces—apopular title, though,
and not of Mahler's making). A huge
orchestra ( quadruple wind, eight horns,
'extras' such as mandolin & harmonium), a
further brass compliment of four trumpets
and three trombones separated from the
main forces, eight soloists, double choir,
boys' choir and Organ are required.
Surely there could be no more eloquent
manifestation of the mystical spiritual forces
that seemed to guide and impel Mahler's
creative hand at every turn of his career, than
this great edifice. The Eighth represents the
summation of all his humanistic aspirations:
his belief in the power of spiritual
enlightenment to elevate mankind from the
depths of failure, wrongs and despair
through the highest Christian ideals of
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of this feature I
shall exclude the
Song-Symphony Das Lied von der Erde),
though pervaded by premonitions of death,
brotherhood, wisdom and love. Hence the
ultimately impart loving, not bitter, farewells
choice of texts: atautly symphonic setting of
to life. ' It is given to very few', said Deryck
the ancient hymn Veni Creator Spiritus as
Cooke, 'to face fate as boldly and go down
Part 1, and an operatically styled realisation
fighting as courageously as Mahler.'
of the final scene from Goethe's Faust
Cooke actually crystallised the essence of
constituting Part 2.
the Ninth Symphony to perfection when he
One look at those vast forces spells out the
described it as ' in truth, Mahler's dark night
enormous challenge thatthe Eighth
of the soul'; and all the more moving in that
represents for the recording producer and his
there is no easy yielding to despair. Amid the
engineers. Whilst Mahler uses his batallions
heartache of the finale, after all the horror and
of performers with the utmost clarity and, for
hopelessness of the first three movements,
much of the time, achamber-like economy,
Mahler's unquenched love of life still shines
the mighty invocations of part one and the
through, thanks to the capacity of great music
majesterial peroration of the second, do
for expressing contrary feelings
unleash torrents of sound from which there
simultaneously. The Symphony stands as a
must be order as well as asense of sheer size.
musical equivalent of Rilke's ' dennoch
As yet, only Solti's magnificent Decca set
preisen'—'praising life in spite of everything'.
(SET 534-5) has wholly succeeded in
Since Bruno Walter's historic Vienna
conveying both. Ihad high hopes for Ozawa's
Philharmonic recording of 1938 ( now
new digital recording from Boston ( originally
transferred to LP in World Records'
to have been transcribed from live
Retrospect Series: SH 193-4), the
performances—an idea later abandoned on
gramophone has yielded some very
account of extraneous noise problems) but,
distinguished performances of the Ninth
alas, little of the work's visionary scale comes
indeed. At the time of writing, there are
across in this reading. The sound is
eleven sets available and, of those, none
beautifully transparent, the choral
could be lightly discarded. It was Bruno
part-writing cleanly filleted out, yet it is all a
Walter, of course, who gave the work's
little too clean, too precise, and ultimately,
posthumous première in 1912, but while the
because of these factors, rather lightweight.
aforementioned set remains an invaluable
Haitink's recording of 1971 came closer, but
document in itself, the later Columbia
even there I
felt as though something were
Symphony perfomance, in stereo, is naturally
being held in reserve which was never to
more illuminating of this authorative reading.
materialise. Sturdier tempi would have made
It is apity, though, that the reissue of CBS
all the difference for astart; the culminations
61369-70 ( coupled now with Liedereines
of both parts lack breadth. Nonetheless, an
fahrenden Gesellen) no longer includes the
infinitely more satisfying reading, this, than
fascinating rehearsal disc which CBS
Ozawa's, boasting some splendid solo
originally added as abonus. It provided so
singing ( Cotrubas and Harper radiant in the
many unique insights into Walter's intimate
soprano roles) and arguably the clearest
command of the Mahler style that I, for one,
account yet of the crucial boys choir who cut
have used it as something of ayardstick when
through the texture superbly in part one.
considering every subsequent performance.
I
will go on regretting how CBS managed to
Still, rehearsal disc or not, at mid- price this
botch the two big choral symphonies of
later set must be regarded as an indispensible
Bernstein's complete cycle. Allied to so
supplement to any collection.
memorable alive performance as he gave of
Also at mid- price now, and also
the Eighth in London with the LSO, it is sad
indispensible to my mind, is Klemperer's
that the recording should have proved totally
New Philharmonia performance on HMV
inadequate to the task. Yes, there is asense of
Concert Classics; amomentous account
inexorable scale here, but the distortion
possessed of rough-hewn, often painfully
factor is such that Ihave long since given up
grotesque colours, yet ultimately, like any
trying to alleviate it. Awonderful
great Mahler performance, of arare nobility.
performance, though, and one that I
would
Until the new Tennstedt and Karajan sets
not be without.
appeared, no-one but Klemperer had fully
Solti's, then, is clearly the recording to
conveyed to me the ugly implications of the
have, not just on account of its sound—which
second movement Lândler—at first
is richly impressive and contains Mahler's
seemingly innocent but gradually revealing
gargantuan forces with apparent ease—but
itself as something charmless and
because the operatic nature of the score
awkward—'the dance of life' turned sour and
clearly drew the very best from him. He is
idiotic. Karajan in particular, though, has
blessed, what is more, with the finest soloists
since proved to be the most remarkable of all
of any set. Harper and Popp thrillingly lead
in this movement, juxtaposing its tawdry
the ladies and Rene Kollo, in marvellous
Viennese sweetness and clumsy eruptions
voice, makes something truly uplifting of his
of energy with incredible skill. Never have I
great ' Blicket auf' solo—the solo leading
heard the movement better played, either;
directly into the work's heart-stopping
the virtuosity is simply astounding.
peroration, the 'Chorus Mysticus'. Here,
In all, Karajan's performance is adeeply
organ and extra brass 'tell' superbly for once,
involving experience. Possibly Klemperer
the latter absolutely tremendous as they
probes more powerfully into the dark reaches
blaze out Mahler's blinding transformation of
of the extraordinary first movement but
the Symphony's opening theme.
otherwise there is certainly no more intense
Contrary to what might have been
expected of him, Mahler actually underwent a account of the score. Take the Finale and
those agonising repeated Bs in the violins just
dramatic renewal of spirit during the last
before the horns reach out so heart-rendingly
traumatic years of his life. The catastrophic
at the last great climax. Boosted by the
events of 1907, not least among them, the
engineers they may be, but what intensity as
revelation that he might not have long to live,
their bows dig deep into the strings. Some, of
generated within him adetermination that his
course, may find all this too overtly
intense belief in the beauty and joy of living
emotional— Giulini, among others for
should not be destroyed by debilitating
instance, found greater spirituality and often
illness or even impending mortality. His last
greater mystery in the piece—yet by the time,
great triptych of works ( and for the purposes
o
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those valedictory closing pages have faded
into silence, I
wager that Karajan will have
moved and convinced, at least in part, even
his sternest critics. Ihave only one complaint
about this set and that concerns the generally
excellent analogue recording. Throughout,
but more noticeably in the first movement,
the trombones seem to me to make too
slight an impression. They do, after all, exert
enormous rhythmic and thematic pull in this
movement, and time after time I
am
conscious of their ' distance' during key
phrases.
You will have gathered then, that Karajan
(DG 2707 125) and Klemperer ( SXDW 3021)
(and Ido harbour amarginal preference for
the latter), are the performaces I
personally
rate most highly. Imust stress, though, just
how difficult it has been weighing up the pros
and cons of so distinguished, and so close, a
field. Tennstedt (
HMV SLS 5188) is
marvellous, too; indeed HMV's expansive
sound spread is, in some respects the most
impressive of all. Giulini ( DG 2707 097)
throws new light on to many apage of the
score, communicating the work's mystique
and spiritual elevation like no-one else, and
Haitink and Levine both have much to offer
too, though neither is ideally served
engineering-wise.
As far as the Levine goes, RCA's shifts in
perspective and focus might bother some
less than they bothered me. I
dislike this kind
of synthetic orchestral sound—the kind of
sound where at any given time you hear only
what the producer and engineers feel you
need to hear. Far and away the best sound
that RCA have yet produced for any of this
Levine series was that which they came up
with for the LSO First; awholesome, natural
hall acoustic, untainted by any control- room
juggling. Why they were not content to
re-apply what they had learnt there to the
remainder of the series, Ihave no idea. For the
Haitink, I
can only say that whilst I
admire him
as I
admire few conductors, I
do wish that he,
along with Bernstein, would re-record these
symphonies. His Ninth has been justifiably
well- regarded, but Ihave heard him give
more potent accounts in recent times and the
Philips recording still strikes me as
string- biased at the expense of wind clarity.
The question of where Mahler's music
would have gone had he lived but afew years
longer is often posed. Would he have
ventured along the same uncharted paths
as his young contemporaries Berg,
Schoenberg and Webern? It does seem
inconceivable that he could ever have
abandoned his thoroughly ' romantic'
leanings altogether; they constituted his
expressive centre and without that he would
doubtless have found himself creatively
impoverished. On the other hand, there are
passages in the unfinished Tenth Symphony
which reveal avery new kind of
Mahler—passages, furthermore, which
graphically anticipate the influence he was to
exert on so much 20th century music,
particularly on Berg, Hindemith,
Shostakovich and Britten.
We would, then, be poorer in our perception
and appreciation of Mahler's life-work were it
not for the Tenth Symphony—and therein lies
the rub. For along time, Mahler's sketches for
the piece lay in the over- protective hands of
his widow, Alma. It was assumed that they
were in far too fragmentary astate ever to be
assembled into asatisfactory whole. The idea
of a ' performing version', such as Deryck
Cooke later prepared, had simply not been
considered at that stage. The farthest the
project had ever progressed was apractical
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Compiled by Maurice Taggart
A £5 record token will be awarded for each of the first five correct
solutions picked from those which arrive by January 14th.

CLUES ACROSS
1
Kipling character has Latin break coming back for some resistance ( 6)
6
German/Czech who founded aschool in Mannheim (7)
8
Modern composer returning in these Ravel concerts (6)
10 (and 18) Well known in music, but also possibly asqueaky mattress—at any time of theyear.
(6-2-6)
11
Pet taste, this unruly audio standard (4-4)
13
Absolutely certain, we hear, about the cartridge ( 5)
15
Shape otherwise adegree in the audio cycle ( 5)
18
(See 10)
20
Little Samuel gets the 18th letter and takes me in for acelebrated audio component ( 1-1-1-3)
22
Crazy Elsie gets the same point for this modern German composer (6)
23
Audio device—equally at home in the kitchen? (7)
24
Sister otherwise has most of the electrical property (6)
CLUES DOWN
2 ( See 4)
3
Revolution starts coming back in crazy route to start the musical proceedings (8)
4
land 2) Gee, maestro and Iresolve into solid audio presentation (6-5)
5
Brief morning post-script for familiar hi-fi hardware (4)
7
English composer found somewhat untidily at Lils (6)
9
Chapel acoustic discloses speaker brand (4)
12
Oh, curses for the confused musical performers (8)
14
Audio bugbear fin ishes almost tunefully for Beethoven's Hungarian contemporary (6)
16
Romp in confusion around me for archaic wind instrument (6)
17
Insular, that is, around the backward little speaker (4)
19
No famous speaker used in these Christmas offerings1(5)
21
English composer from the far Netherlands (4)

C. Silver, 10 Cintra Avenue, Reading RG2 7AU; G. K.
Needham, 17 Westwood Road, Brunton Park, Newcastle upon Tyne NE3 5NL; N.
Fullwood, 17 G)enbrook, Ba)erno, Edinburgh; F. J. Rumsey, StJohn's Vicarage,
Vicarage Road, Hendon NW4 3PX; A. R. Chantler, 7West Way, Shepperton, Middlesex
TVV17 8HG.
NOVEMBER'S WINNERS:

full score by Ernst Krenek of the two most
nearly complete movements: the opening
Adagio and the strange little ' Purgatorio'
movement with its ghostly ostinato echoes of
the Knaben Wunderhom song, ' Das irdische
Leben'. Needless to say, this curious pairing
made little musical sense out of context.
Thereafter the whole saga drifted on for
some years before Alma was finally
persuaded to permit publication of a
substantial part of the manuscript in facsimile
form. The late Deryck Cooke, on the staff of
the BBC at the time and in the throes of
preparing abooklet to accompany their
proposed Mahler Centenary celebrations in
1960, immersed himself in adetailed study of
the facsimile, only to find that Mahler had in
fact left, not a ' might have been' but an
'almost is'. 'The leading thematic line
throughout' wrote Cooke ' and something like
90% of the couterpoint and harmony are pure
Mahler, and vintage Mahler at that.' The rest
is musical history.
Sadly, though, many distinguished
Mahlerians, among them Walter, Bernstein,
Kubelik and Giulini, have since voiced their
disapproval of Cooke's 'complete' Mahler
Tenth, despite repeated pleas from Cooke
himself that his score was ' in no sense
intended as a 'completion' or
'reconstruction' . . . quite simply the stage
the work had reached when Mahler died, in a
practical performing version' and, as such, a
revealing glimpse ahead to the beginnings of
what was, after all, an entirely new phase in
his creative development. ' It shows clearly
that Mahler, far from plunging further into
preoccupation with death, was moving
towards amore vitally creative
attitude . . . there was still plenty of life in him
when death claimed him .. . the Ninth
Symphony had been aphase, like the Sixth,
which he had faced and overcome.'
The first recordings, from Ormandy
(Cooke's first version) and later from Wyn
Morris ( Cooke's final draft), left agreat deal to
be desired. Of the two, Ormandy, abetted by
some fabulous string playing from the
Philadelphia ( no less fabulous in the recent
Levine version) was far and away preferable,
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but CBS's sound was thin to say the least, and
still more dissipated when squeezed on to the
single disc reissue. The middle movements
also lacked the sardonic edge so vital in
bringing them fully to life.
Eagerly awaited was Simon Rattle's digital
set from HMV—and rightly so, since Rattle
had been championing the score, with
memorable results, sometime before the
recording appeared. His Festival Hall
performance with the Philharmonia was an
unforgettable experience, so much so that I
was disappointed when it was announced
that he would not be recording it with them. In
the event, however, his Bournemouth
Symphony set has not been a
disappointment. True, there are occasions
where the strings, cruelly exposed as they are
in some of Mahler's starkest scoring, betray
an ensemble not quite of the top rank, but in
the main the playing is most
accomplished—especially so in the wind,
who display terrific character in the middle
movements, so trenchant in Rattle's hands.
The HMV sound is spacious and tonally
lifelike, though I
am still far from convinced
that those chilling muffled-drum strokes,
startlingly reproduced though they are here,
are quite as Mahler intended, bearing in mind
the New York funeral proccession that
inspired them. Surely the sound should be
duller, less king-sized than it is here? More the
dry thump of amilitary bass-drum than
resounding thwacks which could quite easily
belong in the Verdi Requiem.
Like other of the work's current interpreters
(including Sanderling, whose recording I
have not heard as yet), Rattle has made afew
minor adjustments of his own to the final
Cooke edition. For the purposes of a
recording, his decision to delete the second of
the muffled-drum strokes—that which opens
the finale—is rendered totally pointless on
account of aside turn between the normally
continuous fourth and fifth movements. As
for the 'Ressurection'-like percussion roll on
side-drums, tam-tam, bass-drum and
timpani, which he has introduced to underpin
the last movement's big climax ( arepeat of
that awesome nine- note dissonance from the
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first movement), the moment certainly works
better here than it did in his Philharmonia
performance, though again I
am far from
certain that the additional weight makes the
point any more strongly. It is, after all, a
parallel moment with the first movement
and, as I
see it, twice as frightening for being
an identical recurrence. No matter; these are
points which Rattle will doubtless go on
debating every time he performs the piece.
His performance remains afine and probing
realisation, infinitely closer to the bare- bones
of the piece that James Levine's more recent
account on RCA ( RL 03726).
The Levine is digital, too—at least most of
it is. The first movement Adagio was, in fact,
recorded separately ( in analogue) as afill-up
to Levine's Fifth. For reasons best known to
himself, Levine then decided notto re-record
the first movement when it came to putting
the rest of the work in the can. In fairness, I
must say that the matching has been
convincingly carried out. Artistically, though,
the whole idea strikes me as calculated and
even unmusical. That apart, though, neither
sound or performance are particularly
memorable anyway. The levels are again
disconcertingly low ( highlighting surface
noise and reducing body), the overall effect,
decidedly lightweight. In this I
blame Levine
as much as Iblame the engineers. Textures
are crisp and bright, the middle movements
fresh, almost jovial, but never sinister or even
restless. Only in the searing beauty of the
Philadelphia strings is the performance
partially redeemed. They are indeed
breathtaking—at once, ardent and serene—in
the upsurgent epilogue which finally brings
Mahler's life-work to aclose.
'A great song of life and love,' Michael
Kennedy called it 'the most fervently intense
ending to any Mahler symphony and a
triumphant vindication of his spiritual
courage'. True indeed, because far from
looking back in peaceful resignation, as had
the Ninth Symphony and Das Lied von der
Erde, these closing pages of the Tenth stand
squarely before the future, brimful of hope
and determination. For Mahler there could be
no more fitting epitaph•
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The new
So advanced,we can't pick
To get the most out of your
hi-fi system, you normally
need to fork out around £ 150
for apair of good quality
speakers.
But now you can release
the full potential of your hi-fi
by spending amere £69.90.
On apair of Celestion
Ditton 100' loudspeakers.
Although we have done
our utiriost to find aworthy
competitor at this price, we
have to admit defeat. Indeed,
'HiFi for Pleasure' gave this
new addition to the Ditton
range ahighly
recommended'
verdict in a
review with
speakers
costing more
than twice
the price.
As Britain's

leaders in loudspeaker
design, we have developed
alaser measurement
technique unique to
Celestion and have been
able to reduce the cost of
quality loudspeakers
dramatically
Now consider The money
you save on your Celestion
speakers can be spent on a
better system. So, with
Celestion, it's perfectly
possible for you to have your
cake and eat it.
The Ditton 100 and the
slightly larger 110
are the latest in
the new
range of
speakers
from
Celestion.
Ask any
Celestion
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Ce gams
on anyone our own price

Compare these with
speakers twice the price
dealer for ademonstration.
Whichever one you pick, it
won't take long for your ears and your pocket - to get the
message.

CIO

Celestion
speakers

Bringing out the best in hi-fi.

Celestion International Ltd., Ditton Works, Foxhall Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP3 8JP Telephone: 0473 73131.
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.. about fancy footwork and value
judgements

READERS LETTERS

From: Denis Sutton, Twickenham, Middx

ipulations are sickening), which can generate
a quite frightening sort of intolerance at
Dear Sir, Your Editorial yet again paints, as
times. Yet they too subscribe to an elitism of
you no doubt intended, the inviting picture of
sorts, with their concern about precise posithe mass ' pop' audience as a horde of
tions in the charts — with all the commercial
brainwashed zombies and your bastion of
undertones.
culture as the means of enlightenment in a
The other day Istopped to watch aPunchbenighted world. Ignoring these surface
and-Judy show, and became akid again for a
effects, all sound and fury that almost certainwhile as the puppets went through their
ly signifieth nothing, may Iessay an arrow at
antics. The next day I
went over to Stratford to
what seems the Achilles Heel of your argusee
Shakespeare,
and
was carried into a
ment?
different ( higher!) world. Both are possible
You tell us ' it is surely not wrong to believe
and desirable in one person, but it grieves me
that the creations of Beethoven ( etc) are
to think that some of those kids in the
superior to the productions of rock musicians
Punch-and-Judy crowd may never be literate
(etc)', but with prior fancy footwork to disenough to appreciate Hamlet, and also that
guise the fact that the word 'wrong' is not
many of those who crowd the discos may
used here to mean ' inaccurate'. As to what, if
never be musical enough to appreciate
anything, it could mean were anyone to
Beethoven.
accuse you of being mora//ywrong in holding
Or are we being too pessimistic? Ihave a
such abelief, that is another matter — it may
cutting of an article on the pop scene in the 70s
indeed be reasonable to censure on moral
written last year by Dave Gelly, where he
grounds the insistence of aminority that its
points out that for all the noise and 'fierce
preferences are 'superior' to those of the
brand- loyalties', what actually came out on
majority — but what you have nowhere yet
top were records 'full of attractive tunes'.
explained is what leads you to suppose your
'Wings, the Carpenters, Abba — all rely on
stated belief (
ie, preference) factually correct:
catchy melodies for their effect and are not
unless in your hint that 'common sense and
strongly identified with any particular subculthe judgement of history' support you in it.
ture or movement'. Whether the answers to
But, sir, the so-called 'judgement of history' in
the questions at the end of your Editorial
such matters has always been in the hands of
could be encouraging, Idon't know, but
an élite — and on seeing your Editorial many
where there are good tunes there is surely
will be driven to conclude that it remains
musical hope?
there; while the trouble with what it pleases
Yours faithfully
you to call 'common sense' is that it is by no
means as common as you appear to assume.
... about colour-blind revelations
Yours faithfully

. about plaster-ducks, Punchand-Judy and musical hope
From: Roderick
ingham

Jenkins,

Solihull,

Birm-

From: David Mellor, Haslemere, Surrey
Dear Sir, '
When Ibecame aman, Iput away
childish things.' Iwish Iknew who Iam
misquoting ( probably), but this is an attitude I
have come up against time and again over the
past few years since it first started to cause
me aggravation. Put another way it suggests
that when one discovers Trout àl'Orange one
should give up cod and chips, or that when
one attains a sufficient mental capacity to
appreciate Paradise Lost one should stop
reading the Beano.
This attitude is precisely that of your
November editorial, which gives the distinct
impression that when one has begun to listen
to Beethoven on, should never again wish to
hear Elvis Presley, or at least only when
'slumming it'.

Dear Sir. Thank you for your November
'Editorial Comment', which managed to say
some things which Ihave been feeling for
years while dealing, as ateacher, with the sort
of problems over young people's attitudes
described by Mr. A. O. Buss in the same issue.
Some while ago your one-time reviewer
Charles Osborne expressed similar thoughts
in an Observer article, where he remarked
that just because elitism is objectionable in
social and political terms, it doesn't follow
that we shouldn't think that some things are
superior to others in the arts. As you say, it is
Let us drift into analogy— Suppose one was
so obvious that a Michelangelo sculpture is
born completely colour-blind and saw everymore important and beautiful than aplaster
thing as through ablack-and-white TV. Supduck that it shouldn't be necessary to point
pose that at a mature age perfect colour
out the fact. But unfortunately one is inclined
vision came, out of the blue(!); then, just to
to get dubbed as some sort of old-fogey for
see aplain painted wall would be awondermaking similar assertions about musical
ful, shattering experience. Then suppose that
matters in the company of youngsters whose
one was led, step by step, from walls to
only music is that heard in discos or via
Mondrian paintings to the finest Leonardos
top-of-the-pops.
and Van Goghs, would it not bea loss if, having
Ironically, Ihappen to enjoy agreat deal of
experienced the most most complex art, one
light, popular music as well as Beethoven,
could not still appreciate the sight of aplain
etc, and appreciate that the term ' pop' now
painted wall?
covers a very wide spectrum of styles and
Although Iwould be the first to agree that
influences, many of which are intriguing and
self-improvement should be aright denied to
stimulating. Yet when Idon't automatically
no-one, then equally no-one should be derave over the latest noisy piece from what you
nied, through snobbery or elitism however it
call the 'cruder areas of rock/pop', my pupils
is justified, the right to appreciate the simple
tend to dismiss me as a bigot. As you say,
things in life.
they are in some ways brainwashed (often by
It is precisely this ' I'm better because Ilike
fashionable disc-jockeys whose cynical manBeethoven' attitude that encourages an

opposite and equal reaction from the young
(I'm 26 by the way). If someone in aposition
of editorial authority were to say ' I like
Beethoven and I'm trying to learn to appreciate New Wave' it may encourage someone,
somewhere to reply: ' Ilike Adam and the
Ants and I'm trying to get into Classical
music.' And he may just succeed.
Yours faithfully

... about record delays and copying
temptations
From: E. D. Evezard, Idole, Carmarthen.
Dear Sir, May I
draw attention to one aspect of
home taping of records and broadcasts which
does not appear to have been mentioned in
your columns? Isuspect that a not insignificant proportion of people do this, not so
much because it is cheaper, but because of
the frustrations and difficulties which may be
placed in their way if they attempt to
order a record which is not available from
stock at their local record shop, but which
may be borrowed from afriend or taped from
abroadcast.
Most of my own purchases are made from
one or other of the specialist postal suppliers
who advertise in The Gramophone (
but not, I
am surprised to see, in HFN/RR). who give
excellent service at a discount which may
well completely offset their postal charges.
But some do not handle the cheaper labels,
for which Ihave to do what most casual
buyers probably do— order the record from a
local retailer, in all probability the record
department of a nationwide chain of shops
handling a wide range of merchandise as
well. Iwould like to recount my personal
experiences of this method.
(1) Last May, I
ordered and paid for two
Camden Classics records. I
was told that
these were handled by one of the
smaller distributors which insisted on
the retailer placing a minimum-value
order, and that I
would have to wait until,
with the aid of the latest pop single to hit
the charts, this minimum order would be
made up. ( Ihave since been told, but find
it hard to believe, that aretailer ordering
just one classical LP specially for a
customer could be charged, not the
trade price for the record plus an allowance for postage and packing, but the
full ' minimum order' figure of £25, even
if the record retails at a mere £ 1.99.) In
my case the records were out of stock at
the distributors warehouse, so Iwas
expected to wait patiently for the next
£25 order to be made up. This happened
twice, and at the third attempt Iwas told
the records had been deleted— presumably during the three months which had
elapsed since Iplaced my order.
(2) Ithen ordered aClassics for Pleasure LP. In this case Iwas told that the
retailer's orders are handed to the distributor's representative when he makes
his monthly call. Fair enough, perhaps—
except that this call was already two
weeks overdue and when he did turn up
it would be afurther fortnight before the
records were delivered to the shop. At
the time of writing I have not yet
received my record — but after all, I've
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only been waiting eight weeks for it. Had
Ibeen able to order it from my postal
suppliers it would have been delivered
to my door within afortnight.
If these experiences are typical of those
encountered by record buyers throughout
the country (whose numbers are surely not
insignificant), is it to be wondered at that the
most law-abiding person will be driven in
desperation to taping rarely- heard works
while he has the chance, rather than risk
months of frustrating delay, possibly culminating in his being unable ever to add the
work to his collection because the record has
been deleted 'through lack of demand'? It is,
after all, better to have a non- hi-fi tape of a
cherished piece of music than to be unable to
hear it at all.
To end on a more amusing note, Ionce
chose from a record department's stock a
copy of The Academy in Concert (
HMV ASD
3017), which on inspection before purchase
revealed a scratch which seemed likely to
be audible. ' Oh, you won't notice that' Iwas
airily assured. Ithen asked the assistant to
confirm this by playing the defective track on
the shop's equipment. ' Oh, Icouldn't do that
now' I
was told, ' it would have to be first thing
in the morning when there aren't many
people about'. Needless to say, Idid not go
back in the morning, nor did Ibuy the record;
but Ileave you to share the assistant's vision
of the whole shopfull of people, contentedly
browsing through the books and magazines
on display to the sound of the latest pop
single blaring forth at avolume which made
conversation extremely difficult, rushing out
of the doors in panic the moment the strains
of Albinoni's Adagio reached their ears . . .
Yours faithfully

... about the phantom buzz again
From: P. M. S. Hedgeland, High Wycombe,
Bucks
Dear Sir, Having seen recent letters from K. N.
and G. Meadowcraft, Iregret not having
reacted to Angus McKenzie's report of a
similar periodic buzzing interference ayear or
so ago — because Idid once suffer from the
same problem and actually found the source!
I
was living at the time in asmall block of 12
flats in north-west London which had a
3-element communal VHF aerial on the roof.
The 6- minute buzz was very noticeable on my
receiver using this aerial, but infinitely worse
on abedside radio. It could be heard loud and
clear on ade-tuned medium-wave transistor
portable with aferrite rod aerial with which I
was able to confirm that it came from within
the block — and incidentally could be received
up to about 50 yds away from it. Isuspected
faulty mains wiring and with the aid of the
Electricity Board isolated the source to an
unoccupied flat, removing the fuse from one
particular lighting circuit to eliminate it (the
fuses were accessible through a service
hatch).
All was well until one day the same
phenomenon returned after Ihad used a
mains razor instead of my usual rechargeable
battery razor. This gave me the clue and I
found that Ihad left the switch on the shaver
isolating outlet in the bathroom ' On', having
merely unplugged the razor. Turning the
switch off stopped the buzz. Isubsequently
determined that the shaver outlet in the
unoccupied flat had been left switched 'On'.
The shaver outlets in all the flats in the
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block were of the same type, consisting of a
simple isolating transformer with the primary
circuit broken by a very primitive switch
consisting of two springy leaves pressed
together by aplastic cam. It would seem that
if the switch is left on, the standing primary
current of the transformer is sufficient to
overheat the leaves of the switch, causing
them to move apart and arc at intervals.
Ihave no doubt at all that the origin of the
phantom buzz in my case was the shaver
outlets used in the block of flats — Icould
reproduce it at will. So Isuggest that your
correspondents look around for such outlets
in their immediate vicinity, or for any similar
device with astanding current switched by a
primitive leaf-type switch. Iwould be very
interested to learn of thé results of their
searches.
Yours faithfully

. . about six second buzzes
From: Dr D. C. Hart, Grimly, S. Humberside
Dear Sir, Since commencing my present
hospital post Ihave been plagued by an
(intermittent buzz, always lasting about six
seconds, coming over the speakers while
playing records or listening to the ( FM) radio.
Idiscovered it to be due to a27MHz carrierwave when the buzz coincided with my own
'bleep' going off one evening — since when it
has occurred many times. My flat happens to
share a roof with the bleep's aerial, but this
has occurred to others in this and other
hospitals of my acquaintance. Iwould suggest that your correspondents — K.N. ( Sept)
and Mr. Meadowcroft ( Nov) — check to see if
anyone is using a paging system in their
vicinity. 0E11 Hospital in Welwyn Garden City
for instance, Mr. K.N.! Incidentally, paging
systems tend to be used more often in early
morning and evenings, when the doctors are
not actually on the wards but are on call
elsewhere.
Yours faithfully

. . about digital enlightenment
From: J. C. L. Sharp, Anerley, London SE20
Dear Sir, Not since the days of the great
Class-A versus Class-Bamplifier controversy
have Ifelt moved even to consider writing to
you. The motive force on the present occasion is the doubt and uncertainty surrounding
the analogue/digital issue, together with the
outpourings of uninformed and unsubstantiated waffle which month after month proceed
from the various hi-fi magazines.
How does the poor, impressionable layman, for example, reconcile the fact that
recordings produced from digital masters
frequently receive star- ratings in your review
columns, with the recent blanket-dismissive
reference ( not in your magazine!) by aformer
editor of one of your competitors to 'digital
crap'?
I appreciate that controversy on hi-fi
subjects is part of the very life- blood of
especially the more ' popular' journals, but I
feel that any responsible hi-fi publication
should feel duty-bound to attempt to resolve
the uncertainty in what, to me, is the obvious
way: by conducting a thoroughgoing, controlled, subjective panel-test using only topclass analogue and digital master-tapes
made synchronously of the same live musical
performances from the same microphones,
to determine whether the digital process is

inherently inferior in the ways that we are
given to believe— particularly, it seems to me,
by those who have a vested interest in
continuation of the present turntable/arm/
cartridge/disc market. There seems little point
in making judgements, as is all-too-common
at present, on the basis of what is heard from
digitally recorded discs on analogue playback
systems.
Yours faithfully

... about two Purcell recordings
and baroque playing
From: Dr. Keith Hodkinson, Physics Discipline, The Open University
Dear Sir, It is apity that Arthur Jacobs, in his
review of the Taverner Choir and Players'
new recording of Purcell's Dido and Aeneas
(HFN/RR Nov, A:2/3 rating), chose to repeat
the claim — made by Chandos in their
advertising material — that this is the first
recording of this work to employ a small
chorus, together with instrumentalists playing on ' period' instruments. Your readers
might like to know that this claim is untrue by
more than 12 months! A Harmonia Mundi
recording of Dido, with Joel Cohen directing
the Boston Camerata ( who also play on
'original' instruments), was released in July
1980 and was reviewed by Peter Turner in the
August 1980 issue ( B:1 rating).
Ipossess both these recordings, and whilst
agreeing with Mr. Jacobs about the unbelievably beautiful singing of Emma Kirkby and
Judith Nelson on the Chandos record, Ihave
to say that in my view the stylistic playing of
the Boston Camerata — particularly their
sensitivity to baroque phrasing and their
subtle use of vibrato, is superior to that of the
Taverner Players. ( I
do look forward to the day
when the current fetish, displayed by one or
two or our British ' baroque' performers, for
playing some passages completely without
vibrato, dies a natural death. The scholarly
evidence to support such apractice is, to say
the least, dubious and open to interpretation!) Consequently, for my money, the
Harmonia Mundi record is marginally the
more musically satisfying of the two. What a
pity Misses Kirby and Nelson were not invited
to sing with the Boston Camerata!
Yours faithfully

. . about Tandberg whistles again
From: B. H. Grose, Gerrards Cross, Bucks
Dear Sir, Re the whistle problem discussed on
page 71 of the October 81 issue, Ihad exactly
the same difficulty with aTandberg 64. The
reason was depressing the record pushbuttons, while rewinding, with the start/stop
button depressed, ie in the run position.
This has the effect of powering the erase/
bias oscillator, and should the tape slap up
against the erase head during winding it then
does its job and erases. Now, when the tape is
replayed at normal speed the erase waveform is reproduced in the audio band, and
one's treasured recording is replaced by an
annoying whistle.
Moral,» leave the control buttons alone
while rewinding, or if the temptation is too
great ensure that the start/stop button is at
stop.
Yours faithfully
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Goodge Street and only five minutes
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video equipment. Check out our law,
low prices - all models are on'

tube station.

display, so ask our expert staff for a
demonstration.
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SOUNDINGS

weaknesses, as Ivan demonstrated with
several curious prerecorded cassettes of
orchestral items.
John Goldsmith intrigued the audience
with some examples of current and forthcoming Unicorn releases, derived from digital
CANADIAN hi-fi friend of mine, when
masters, playing these on acomplete digital
saw the programme for the 12th Torbay
PCM system. Another section of his programGramophone Society Musical Weekend, was
me was devoted to Ambisonics sound, with
both impressed and faintly amused at the
the help of NRDC's John Wright.
concept of a ' Gramophone Society', with
The effervescent Ray Burford captured his
visitors from all over the UK sitting down for
listeners with some fine releases from the
such an extended period and just listening to
CBS catalogue, including Prokofiev's Symrecords. ' Recorded music' groups were familphony 5 ( Israel Philharmonic./Bernstein),
iar to him, though, and he cheered up
Mozart's Piano Concerto No. 17 ( Perahia/
considerably when he saw that the sound
ECO), all digital mastered, closing with
equipment was supplied by KEF and that
Holst's Psalm 148 from the Mormon Choir.
there was an Ambisonic demonstration by
An insight into the tribulations of orchestral
John Goldsmith of Unicorn Records.
management, arranging tours, recording sesIn fact, the 1981 TGS Musical Weekend
sions, conductors, etc, was lucidly expounded
programme revealed more ' live' performby Keith Whitmore, now General Administraances by famous musicians than in previous
tor of the Western Orchestral Society, which
years, with such names as lfor James,
controls
the
Bournemouth
Symphony
Jennifer Partridge, Malcolm Messiter and
Orchestra and Sinfonietta.
Osian Ellis.
An innovation this year was ' Face the
The opening recital was given by EMI artist
Music' chaired by the University of Exeter's
Ronald Smith, whose in-depth study of
Director of Music, David Cawthra. Two teams
Charles-Valentin Alkan, prodigy, virtuoso,
— Keith Whitmore and Peter Gammond
composer and recluse, who was born in Paris
against John Borwick and Ray Burford— tried
in 1813 and died in that city in 1888, was a to answer a series of taped questions on
stimulating introduction to the weekend's
different areas of music. Sydney Draper acted
sonic pleasures. Ronald Smith's three LPs of
as score- keeper. Out of the glare of the
Alkan's music ( and his book Alkan the Enigspot- lights, seated in the audience, we knew
ma) complemented his revelations of the life
many of the answers, but it's much more
and work of this strange man, known to many
harrowing on the platform. John Borwick and
only as a name in a musical reference text.
Ray Burford eventually won. With about 300
Once called 'the Berlioz of the piano', Ronald
visitors in all, the success of the 1981 TGS
Smith demonstrated his virtuosity and stamiweekend was guaranteed, despite some
na by playing from memory many of Alkan's
organisational and technical hiccoughs. No
very difficult compositions.
report of this event can appear without afull
RCA's artist Malcolm Messiter is an oboe
acknowledgment to the efforts of Jim Hathplayer of distinction, still youthful and yet
way, assisted by Len Scofield ( Lentek), in
with a repertoire ranging from Albinoni to
coping with all the sessions, and, of course,
Bach, Haydn, Mozart and Richard Strauss,
the sustained cooperation of Raymond
plus numerous solo works by Schumann and
Cooke, Laurie Fincham and Bob Cox, of KEF
Poulenc. Mr. Messiter introduced his progElectronics, in bringing down from Maidramme by referring to the oboe family and
stone all the sound equipment, including new
how he and his family went to the French
prototype loudspeakers and high power
countryside to collect canes to produce the
Marantz amplifiers.
necessary 'double cane- reeds'.
AMONG THOSE present at this 1981
Later on the Saturday, ' for James in his
weekend, as the newspaper social pages are
'Cornucopia' recital demonstrated the range
wont to say, were Bob Auger and his attracof the ( so-called French) horn with avariety of
tive wife Monika. Bob has been associated
musical examples and stories. ! for James
with a vast number of recordings, from his
outlined the physical construction of his
Pye Records and Granada Recordings days to
his present freelance activities in the world of
instrument, including the hand- in-the- bell
sound.
technique which is used to create notes
outside the harmonic series related to the
One of his recent records is called Hear This
tube length involved. The various mutes were
(Discourses DCL. 1224, £4.97). Ten years ago
also demonstrated.
this small company issued an LP ( ABK 9)
Finally, on Sunday evening Osian Ellis, who
entitled What is Good Recorded Sound?. My
played the harp as achild and was reared on
colleague John Crabbe wrote adetailed story
the folk songs and traditional music of Wales,
of the recording session at the Conway Hall,
delighted the audience with his programme.
London, and Icontributed a piece on the
Following what seems to be a trend with
evolution of sound recording. Peter Gamrecitalists today, Mr. Ellis explained the
mond dealt with the music and musicians.
mechanism of the pedal double-action harp
Bob Hardcastle, of Discourses, Ltd., thought
before showing his skill with this instrument.
the time had come to re- issue this LP, but with
Turning now to the record programmes
Bob Auger decided to undertake a new
proper, Weekend Administrator, the hardtreatment by recording atalk with Bob on the
working, volatile John Davis, contributed an
problems today of using the latest techniques
outstanding pre-centenary tribute to his great
(Hear This, mentioned in December ' Gralove Leopold Stokowski. His unbounded
mophile'). Imust say that this exchange of
comments, covering mono, channel tests,
admiration for the talents of this remarkable
microphone placement, multi- mike and mulconductor enticed him to Philadelphia recently to visit the shrine of ' Stokey' — as his
ti-tracking, tape editing, Dolby and non- Dolby
intimated apparently called him — and to
treatment, ending with alook at digital recordattend a performance of the Philadelphia.
ing and the future, all with recorded examIvan March ( LP Record Library, Blackpool)
ples, makes afascinating release. The presstook apenetrating look and listen to the tape
ing quality is superb, and any Gramophone
cassette medium, proving how high presentSociety could build an evening's programme
day standards of taped material can be. High
around it, with a few technically interested
speed replication, however, is not without its
members tackling questions arising.

Donald Aldous

'Le Mat'
by
Audioref...
The Audio Ref mat gave amore relaxed
perspective, with greater midband depth and
ambience.
DUNLOP SYSTEMDEK
The substitution of agood mat (Audio Ref)
helped quite considerably, serving to clean up
the sound and improving detail, depth and clarity
in the bass.
DUAL CS505
Substitution of the Audio Ref gave asimilar
result, with slightly better high frequency
damping.
IMAGE
The Audio Ref mat helped to control the
musical balance.
LOGIC
The supplied mat emphasised the mild treble
'hardness' in the tonearm, which could also
sound alittle 'grainy' in the treble region,
substitution of an Audio Ref mat resulted in a
notable smoothing as well as 'softening' have —
agood match.
THORENS
In many cases where the mat sound was in
question, substitution of an Audio Ref or
occasionally an Avon mat considerably
ameliorated the problems; so far these have
been the best balanced all rounders'.

HI-FI CHOICE 1981
TURNTABLES & TONEAR MS
The Audioref mat gave the best definition
over the whole spectrum, and excellent balance,
all without the usual problems of alouder bass
or aloss of EHF. Listening to many records,
often repeating them many times to confirm our
first impressions, proved that overall the
'Audioref' gave the best results. Being slightly
conductive it also avoids the problem of static
discharges when you remove the record. Its
thinness and the judicious choice of materials
used in this mat give the best compromise
between measured and subjective results
achieved so far.
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Our mine ii O hottle
word to Gramophone'
readers. Now we introduce
ourselves to ' HI-FI News'.
Oliver Crombie loves a
bargain
and to prove It, enters 1982
with a mammoth month of
extra specials at clearance
prices.
Sale starts 9am Saturday 9
January — first come, first
served —
with extra reductions for
Saturday & Sunday 9 & 10
January only ( open all day
Sunday 10 January).
Classical, Jazz & Nostalgia —
all included!
Hundreds of DG & Philips
Issues from the past twelve
months now offered to you at
virtually cost price.
To make room for exciting
1982 Issues, even selected
items from our famous range
of American, Japanese &
European imports are offered
at heavily reduced, once- only
prices.
Plus our usual across-theboard reductions on all new
full price LPs and box sets.

New at Oliver Crombie: the
ultimate record cleaning
machine
As used by BBC and many leading
professional organizations. For full
details, see our classified
advertisement ( miscellaneous
section) on page 122

January
Camden Classics
Special
Names to conjure with! —
Reiner, Munch, Goodman,
Weis, Monteux, Leinsdorf,
Fledier, Schnabel.
This famous range, drawn
from the Golden Age of the
RCA Catalogue, many titles
much sought alter by
collectors, at £ 1.65 each
(Records & Tapes) OR 3 for
£3.95.
Call in person or order by
post.
Mozart Jupiter & Elne Kleine/
Leinsdorf'record & toee 5000
Schubert 5 & 8/Reinérirecord & tape
5001
Nander Fireworks & Water Music/
Stokowski/record & tape 5002
Chopin Preludes/ Brallowsky/ record &
tape 5003
Rodrigo Aranjuez & Gentilhombre/
Maza/ record & tape 5004
Stokowski conducts Wagner/record &
tme 5005
Mozart Clarinet Concerto & Quintet/
Goodman/record only 5006
Bach Brandenburgs 1, 2 & 3/
Munch/ record & rape 5007
Bizet Carmen Sultes/Morton Gould
record & tape 5008
BeeMoven Overtures/Munch/record &
tape 5009
Rimsky-Korsokov Schehrsrazacle/
Reiner/record & tape 5010
Bizet L'Ariesienne Sultes/Martinon/
record & tape 5011
Dvorak New V/odd/Fledler/record &
tope 5012
Tchcdkovsky Romeo & Juliet/
Francesca/Munch/record & tape 5013

Oliver Crombie Classical
102 Goiders Green Road
London NW11 81113
telephone (01) 455 0066
Oliver Crombie Popular
16 Golders Green Road
London NW11
telephone (01) 455 1076

Popular Classics/Morton Gould/record
only 5014
Tchaikovsky Wolin Concerto/
Szeryng/Munch/record & tape 5015
Tchaikovsky Plano Concerto No 1/
Gilels/Reiner/record only 5016
Mendelssohn & Cruch Concerti/Laredo/
Munch/record & tape 5017
Brahms Symphony No. 1/Munch/record
& tape 5018
Grieg Plano Concerto & Peer Oynt/
Gruner-Hegge/record only 5019
Rossini Overtures/Ramer/record only
5020
Beethoven Choral Symphony/Munch/
tape only 5021
Tchaikovsky Nutcracker/Fiedler/record
& tape 5022
Beethoven Symphony No. 5/ Peiner'
record & tape 5023
Tchaikovsky Pattiotique Symphony/
Reiner/record & tape 5024
Andre Previn Conducts Prokotiev, Satie,
Mendeissohn etc./record & tape 5025
Beethoven Symphony No. 7/Reiner-record & tape 5026
Johann Strauss Waitzes/Fjeldstad/
record & tape 5027
Beethoven Emperor Concerto/
Schnabel/record & tope 5028
Stbellus Symphony No. 2/Dorati/record
& tape 5029
Delibes Coppella & Sylvia/Monteux. ,
record & tape 5030
Munch Conducts Ravel, Dukas & lbert/
record & tape 5031
Brahms Symphony No. 4/Munch/
record & tape 5032
Bach Brandenburg 3, 4 & 5/Munch/
record only 5033
Stravinsky Petrushka/Monteux[record &
tape 5034
Mondelssohn Symphordos 4 & 5/Munch/
record & tape 5035
Tchaikovsky Symphony No. 2/
Bralipwsky/record & tape 5037
Mussorgsky Pictures at an Exhibition/
Peiner,' record & tape 5038
Debussy La Mer & Ravel Rapsodie
Espagnoie/Munch/tape only 5039
Strauss Also Sprach Zarathustra/
Reiner/record & tape 5040
Bach & Mozart Wolin Concertos/
Laredo/record & tape 5041
Brahms Plano Concerto No. 21Gilels/
Reiner/record only 5042
Wagner Orchestral Excerpts/Munch/
tape only 5044
Shostakovich Symphony No. 5/Mitchell/
record & tape 5045
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Schubert Trote Quintet/Sankey & Festival
Quartet/ record only 5046
Liszt Plano Concertos 1 & 2/Pennario/
record & tape 5047
Berlioz Symphonie Fantastique/Pretre/
record & tape 5048
Tchaikovsky Symphony No. 5/Monteux/
record only 5049
Mozart Symphonies 36 & 39/i eirrsdort/
record & tape 5050
Strauss Don Juan, Rosenkovalier &
iludirsko/Reiner/record only 5051
Brahms Violin Concerto/Szeryng/record
only 5052
Beethoven Pastoral Symphony/Reiner/
record only 5053
Schubert Symphony No. 9/Munch,
record only 5054

From our shop or by mail
order. Telephone orders
Access or Barclaycard on 01455 0066 ( Add £ 1.75 post and
packing, orders over £40 post
free, overseas by quotation).
Many more titles in our
catalogue. Send a very large
stamped addressed envelope.

Our Japanese
specialities for Hi Fi
enthusiasts
Even historical performances
refurbished to the highest
sonic standards — Angel,
Artisco, Cetra live, Seraphim,
Rococo, GROC and so on.
All the latest digital & directcut.
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CLASSICAL REVIEWS

BEST of the MONTH
Varsano with one of the best Goldbergs two stars
Double-starred early instrument Monteverdi Orfeo
Two stars too for Marisa Robles' Narnia Suite
Minor Schubert vocal works from Sawallisch
Shenker: Raga Mohan Kauns, Raga Hernant
Stockhausen's Jahreslauf : an aural experience
Harmonischer Gottes - Dienst: excellent Telemann
Valuable & delightful Ariette e Cavatine
Pierre - Yves Artaud on virtuoso flutes
Digital New Year in Vienna: first-rate Maazel
J. S. BACH: Cantatas BWV 61 and 158
Kosbahn / Altmeyer / Prey / Schaumburger •
Márchensiinger/Niedersachs. Staatsorchesters Hannover/ Tebbe
Schwann 90010 (£ 5.25) (TOL)
This is apparently the first in aseries to be devoted to
music at the Blickeburg Court, where the present
performances were recorded, and where Bach's son,
Johann Christoph Friedrich, worked in the 1750s,
alongside Johann Gottfried Herder. The idea is a
promising one. It will however, need to be carried
through with greater professional skill than is evident
here. The intonation of the choir in the French overture opening to BWV 61 is simply not acceptable, nor
at the close of the same cantata. The string playing is
lifelessly legato, and the solo arias are not helped
along by very heavy double-bass sounds, and an
aggressive and totally wrong harpsichord. It is curious
that so many conductors still have not bothered to do
their homework—agood deal is now known of Bach's
performance practices at Leipzig, including the fact
that organ, not harpsichord, was the chosen keyboard
continuo. [
C:31
Peter le Huray
J. S. BACH: ' Goldberg 'Variations ( 1i1WV 998)
Daniel Varsano (ono)
CBS 76260
This is the best piano recording of Bach to have come
my way in the last ten years: the Variations pose many
serious technical problems on the piano, but Varsano
overcomes them splendidly, and his playing contains
the warmth, the discipline and the variety that
characterise the best Bach playing on any instrument.
The result is not simply an excellent piano recording; it
is one of the best recordings of the Goldberg
Variations, too.
CBS match the performance with an excellent
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recording; we may enjoy realistic, undistorting piano
tone in all registers and at all dynamics, a pleasant
distancing of the sound-source from the listener, a
superbly clean and clear acoustic and quiet
surroundings.
Definitely apianist to watch, and arecord that any
lover of Bach's delightful variations should consider
buying; only avery few repeats, of course, in the onerecord account. (
A*:1*J
Stephen Daw
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 1-9 ID Overtures —
Prorriel:heus, Op.43 LICoriolan, Op.62
Fidelio,
Op.72b CI Egmont. Op.84
She Armstrong (sop)/ Linda Finnie (m-sop) IRobert
Tear (ten) IJohn Tomlinson (bass) / Philharmonia
Chorus & Orch ISanderling
HMV SL85239 digital (8recs) ( mid price)
An ultra- King-size pack of eight, the du Maurier livery
extended even to record label and sleeve; only the
health warning is missing. These pressings were
noticeably of higher quality than many other
Electrola-sourced recent imports. But Iwonder if this
set is not misdirected, when the commissioned
booklet implies a relatively inexperienced collector
(who could well find Beethoven dull under Sanderling), whereas these readings, sober and never lacking
integrity, will most satisfy experienced listeners.
At asuperficial level the high speeds for 1 (iv) or 9
(ii) are not matched in EMI's earlier Philharmonia
cycle; the ending of 8 (ii), very plain here, is sharp in
humour under Klemperer; and where Klemperer so
strikingly sculpts the phrases Sanderling's conducting
is more generalised—as was Schmidt-Isserstedfs.
The preconception that performances in the earlier set
are doggedly slow, clumsily expressed is too readily
accepted. Go back to Klemperer and you find plenty of
vigota', irony, drama—refinement too in the orchestral

INFORMATION

Any record reviewed in this magazine may be
assumed to be stereophonic unless its number is
accompanied by: (:). ( monophonic) or E (stereo
RECORD RATINGS
transcription).
Record ratings are designed to summarise our critics'
C) refers to aUK reissue.
findings, but should be noted in conjunction with the
full reports—and taken as aguide only.
RECORD FAULTS
'Recording' ratings should be taken to refer to
Recording
Performance
recorded
quality,
but do not take account of individual
A
Very Good
1
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2
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3
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D
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Historical
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H
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RETAIL PRICES
Occasionally a record may be worthy of special Owing to the large range of discount prices now
mention, taking it beyond the 'very good' bracket. In available on records, most of the major companies
such superlative cases astar is added to the letter or have abolished a retail price structure. We will
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playing—and a sense of 'space'. Mostly produced in
the EMI studios, Sanderling's recordings by no means
supersede Klemperer's; the Eroica is marginally
'sharper' than most of the symphonies, but as the
pickup runs into the Fidelio overture filler the change
of location to Kingsway (also the Ninth) is very
apparent. EMI's digital recordings are of reasonable A
standard, nothing more. The Eroica coupling,
indisputably a great account with a 'live' electricity,
would have made an ideal sampler: as it is Nos. 8/9, 5
!Coriolan have been separated ( respectively
SLS5244 and ASO4136). The single disc is worth
hearing for Sanderling's firmness in the scherzo, and
for arguably the finest Coriolan since Boult's. But 5(i)
lacks fire in comparison with Klemperer's stereo version I
Sanderling's Beethoven is, however, remarkably
sensuous. His slow tempi work in No.2 for he
obviously relishes the orchestration. And as you work
through these discs you become aware that a 'slowing' of expectation is necessary; the suggestion of live
music-making is there (
cg, Prometheus), but the pulse
is very subdued. The Philharmonia playing is
excellent, although at times you feel conductor and
orchestra are barely acquainted, responses are
formal. As aBoxed issue: (A:1).
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 9 in d, Op. 125
'Choral'
Jessye Norman (sop) IBrigitte Fassbaender (con) /
Placido Domingo (ten) / Walter Berry (bar) / VPO &
State Opera Chorusl Ettihm
DO 2741 009 digital (2 recs) (full price)
The long series of DG recordings, and the sense of
occasion his infrequent London visits brought,
changed the entrenched view of Biihm as a
pedestrian interpreter. This, his last recording—set up
to take advantage ( 7) of digital techniques—was with
his favourite orchestra.
The inner movements provide the glories of this
Ninth—Bitihm's 1970 Vienna recording is already
deleted—the scherzo slow but resilient through
unflagging concentration; concentration too in the
Adagio, inimitably realised by the players and strikingly authoritative in manner. ( Only the too-exposed
vibrato style of the upper strings, at the beginning of
Side 3, set up an initial resistance.) The first movement is very steady; for all its consistency it does not
overall focus the music as perceptively as Klemperer,
in his undervalued Philharmonia Ninth. And the stark
digital recording exposes minor lapses in ensemble.
The finale starts with eloquent recitatives; Iliked
Berry's very human solo. The choral sound lacks body
and definition (compare C. Parker's excellent balances
in the Giulini/HMV Choral)—arecurring problem with
this company's productions—and the amplified tenor
entry is too remote from any concert-hall experience
for my taste. After the double fugue the quality, with
chorus and foreground violins' quaver figures, is rudimentary, and whereas the 'Turkish' band is introduced
very beautifully, as if from afar, its close focus in the
coda is aesthetically jarring. Beihm's finale is not
wholly convincing. No, rather than as a valedictory
summation of the Ninth, this memorial issue is better
seen as —intermittently—potently illustrative of the
way the Vienna Philharmonic gave their best for a
revered podium figure. IA/C:1 */21
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Violin Concerto in D, Op. 61
Cito Ugh, (yin) ILSO / Sawallisch
RCA RL31590 (
special price till 30.4.82, then full
price)
This is afairly characteristic Charles Gerhardt production, with solo violin rather too much in the
foreground, and the overall acoustic ( Kingsway) too
much 'empty hall' for my taste in this concerto. The
LSO had not recorded Op. 61 since 1966
(Szeryng/Schmidt-Isserstedt), and under Sawallisch
discipline and balance are guaranteed. If lona Brown's
Argo version exemplified feminine discretion in the
part, Uto Ughi's illustrates masculine domination; he
pushes the music forward. Technically always secure,
his playing seems to betray an underlying flamboyance (albeit suppressed). In short the whole
enterprise left a negative, even unsympathetic
impression. Constantly Ireturn to the Mutter/Karajan
DG for stimulation and poetry. IA/B:2/31
Christopher Breunig
BRIAN: Orchestral Works, Vol. I & II
Hull Youth SO IHeald-Smith
Cameo GOCLP 9010, 9012 (£ 5.49 each) ( Pamote)
These two records were sponsored by the Havergal
Brian Society, whose partisans feel that Brian is overdue for fame (if not fortune). The first record contains
three light-hearted, at times ebullient pieces:
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English Suite No. 1 (
1904); Doctor Merryheart
(1911-12); Fantastic Variations on an Old Rhyme
(1907). The second record is more reflective and
shows the serious side of Brian with In Memoriam
(1910); For Velour (
1902-6) and Festal Dance
(1908). So, at least, the sleeve notes claim. In fact
there is less difference than such boldness implies. In
both records there are serious, humourous and
whimsical elements. Some of it is attractive, but most
(sadly) displays Brian's misfortune all too well: there is
deep stylistic muddle here. Brian (at least in these
works, if not in some of the symphonies) has suffered
two very English musical diseases: neglect and a
dedicatedly (and none too well digested) Germanic
musical language. The effect is interesting, muddled
and not quite talented enough to overcome the
handicaps.
The Hull Youth Symphony Orchestra play with flair
and dedication, but also with a number of cracks in
intonation and ensemble. The recording is fairly good:
it copes well with some heavy climaxes, but would
benefit greatly from a clearer sound stage and more
depth to the sound. IC :2/3]
Benedict Samaker
BRIAN: Complete Piano Music
Peter Hill (pno)
Cameo GOCLP9016 digital (£ 5-49) ( Parnote)
Enthusiasts for the music of Havergal Brian will have
bought this record without further ado—in sheer
delight at having any of his works on record (and
doubtless to extend their acquaintance with a littleknown area of Brian's work). For the rest of us mere
musical mortals, this is an interesting record. The
Three Illuminations (
1916)—with a rather pointless
verbal commentary— and
Four Miniatures
(1918-1920) show an active musical mind at work.
They are not essentially or distinctively pianistic
works, but their thematic material and its treatment
hold (and satisfy) the attention. Most gratifying is the
last piano work he wrote: Prelude—John Dow/end's
Fancy (
1934) which evokes the earlier master without
any sense of pastiche. The remaining works on this
record consist of preludes and fugues and an arrangement by Malcolm MacDonald of the March from
Brian's second opera, Turandot. The last is worthy of
the effort, the former are at times pleasant—and
stylistically confused—pieces: doubtless essential to
afull view of the composer, but hardly doing him the
greatest honour.
Peter Hill's playing of these pieces does them full
honour: delicacy and dedication and a rich, fullthroated tone combine with an easy control of the
material. The recorded sound is very good, but the
review pressing has managed to add enough hiss to
make one query the value of using digital recording.
IA:11
Benedict Sarnaker
BRAHMS: String Quartet 3 in B
op. 67 /
SCHUMANN: Piano Quintet in E? , Op. 44
LaSalle Quartet/James Levine (pno)
DC 2531 343
Despite its better qualities. Icannot recommend this
record. It is not only that the LaSalle's performance of
the Brahms is, especially in the middle movements,
insipid and that the first violin plays under pitch on too
many occasions in that work but also that, for the end
of the first movement of the Schumann, the whole
recorded acoustic changes and the positioning of the
instruments in relation to the miking is very noticeably
altered. This awful example of editing completely
destroys the credibility of what is, otherwise, a
powerful, highly individual— if sometimes
coarse—interpretation of this problematic work.
James Levine gives the quintet great drive without
swamping the strings, and the roughness of the
LaSalle's tone in certain passages is an ideal foil to the
bright smoothness of the piano sound. The recording
of the greater part of this work has the instruments
well placed and spaced, fairly close to the listener but
not overpoweringly so. The louder passages are well
reproduced and instrumental tone qualities are
maintained. The acoustic used for the Brahms is less
ideal with a certain plumpness colouring the timbres.
Furthermore, the instruments are set just a little too
far forward to produce the perfect string quartet
sound. Rating must, of necessity, be somewhat
involved. IB/C:3 and A/D:1]
Doug Hammond
CORNELIUS: ' Der Derbies von Bagdad'
Geszty ISchmidt IKraus / Unger I Weld IRidderbusch / Bavarian Radio Chorus & Orch IHollreiser
Eurodisc 86830 XR (2 recs) (£9.99) ( PRT Sales)
Peter Cornelius ( 1824-74) is admired for his songs
and choral works, and loved for his first opera, The
Barber of Baghdad. The story (adapted by Cornelius
himself from the Arabian Nights) is a slight yet
elegantly handled plot with young lovers and misHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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understandings; proceedings are dominated by the
garrulous, genial old barber, who creates as many
difficulties for the youngsters as he cures: Karl Ridderbusch takes to the role appreciatively. On the whole
the singing is decent rather than mellifluous, with
neither Sylvia Geszty nor the young Adalbert Kraus
really caressing their melodies. Hollreiser takes some
of the numbers rather too quickly, though there are
many perceptive touches—the scene from the
muezzins' call to prayer on into the love duet goes
particularly well. It is a pity the sound quality is not
better—the production ( Munich, 1973) makes little
attempt at suggesting the contrasting perspectives of
indoors/outdoors, the orchestral sound is thin, and
there is some distortion in tutti climaxes. An
illustrated leaflet contains a note and summary in
German and odd English; the German text ( Reclam) is
also included. It's worth looking out for the Leinsdorf
version, also imperfect, which has Schwarzkopf and
Gedda as the lovers. [C:21
Peter Branscombe

CO RELLI : 12 Concerti Grossi, Op. 6
Cantilena/Shepherd
Chandos DBRD 3002 digital (3 recs) (£ 19.50)
(Lugton's/ H. R. Taylor)
For those for whom Cantilena is a new name, the
group of sixteen are drawn from the Scottish National
Orchestra, and a fine sound they make, although
sometimes one becomes aware of a certain lack of
precision and discipline in the group. There seem to be
one or two curious miscalculations, such as the
allegro passages in the first movement of Concerto 1,
which are taken at such ahair-raising tempo that they
only just manage to hold together, or the first movement of Concerto 4, in which the tempo becomes
extremely unsteady at times.
Despite that, Iwas impressed by the clean solo
violin work, and the careful observation of dynamics
from the ensemble, as well as a certain rhythmic
vitality and spirited playing. The hushed opening to
the Grave movement in Concerto 3 is striking, as is
the declamatory opening to No. 4.
The recording has a very natural sound, and a
pleasant spacious quality about it. The ensemble are
placed at acomfortable distance from the listener; the
cellos come from the left, rather than the right,
because the group prefer to position themselves in an
unconventional manner. [A:21
Colin Evans

DON IZ ETTI : ' Maria di Rudenz'
Ricciarelli IBeleani INucci ICupido ISullen/ Eupani I
Orchestra and Chorus of the Teatro la Fenice IInbal
CBS 79345 (3recs) (full price)
The libretto by Salvatore Cammarano is avery typical
operatic melodrama of the period, full of jealous
loyalties, vengeance stabbings and frolics in tombs,
which does not strike one as compulsive reading. So it
is on the music that it depends. Composed
reluctantly— for even Donizetti thought the story too
gruesome—and almost rejected by the management,
it had two performances at first, a few others later,
and was generally received with apathy apart from
one aria in the first act and the sextet. Now here it is
on record. It is recorded live with lots of shuffling feet
and a cavernous echo but on the whole
atmospherically and reasonably well. The music is
attractive enough if you enjoy listening to such stuff at
length; ingratiatingly inappropriate for its situation,
and the audience 'bravo' at the right moments. There
is nothing imminently likely to make 'The World of
Your Hundred Best Tunes' but it all goes along well in
the usual self-satisfied way of such operas, and no
doubt there are opera collectors who will welcome a
copy. The performance seems very adequate with
Katia Ricciarelli and the rest all in vigorous form when
they aren't actually stabbing somebody—which does
make it difficult. It is impossible to make any comparisons. The audience seemed to like it and possibly
in answer to an enormous demand, or for some significant reason that Ihave missed, here is an enjoyable and evocative performance of Maria di Rudenz.
Donizetti would be pleasantly surprised
[B/C:1/21
Peter Gammond
DU RU FIÉ : Requiem, Op. 9•13 Tantum ergo & Tu
es Petrus, from Four Motets on Gregorian
Chants
"D ame Janet Baker (m-sop)1 *Stephen Roberts (bar)/
Choir of King's College, Cambridge/Ledger
"W.John Butt (org) ITimothy Hugh (v/c)
HMVASD 4086 digital
Choice for the main work rests principally between
the newcomer and the Argo version from St John's
(ZRG 787), for both use organ accompaniment in preference to the orchestral colours of Andrew Davis'

recommendable CBS version ( 76633).
There is very little to choose between the King's
College Choir and their colleagues down the road. It
goes without saying that both are unmistakably
English, and both sections of trebles and altos
produce melting sounds at the end of DomineJesu. In
Paradisum is as beautifully floated by one choir as by
the other, and both are plumb in tune (though not
really fff) at the ringing, divided-texture climax of
Sanctus. The deciding factor, then, is likely to be the
soloists. Stephen Roberts is eloquent in his two contributions, and I find his voice marginally more
ingratiating than the excellent Christopher Keyte on
the St. John's disc; he is also slightly more secure of
intonation, though the difference is minimal. In their
choice of mezzo-soprano instead of treble in Pie Jesu,
HMV are more faithful to the score, although tradition
has made the latter respectable, too. Dame Janet
(with the ad lib cello part) is in radiant voice, although
some may find her way of 'covering' consonants an .
irritation.
No compromises appear to have been made in
cutting this disc: the digital recording demands
immaculate surfaces if the quieter music (and that
means the greater part of the work) is not to recede
into obscurity. Perhaps the organ does occasionally
sound alittle remote, as if one had chanced to slip into
the opposite end of the Chapel during practice: the
effect is atmospheric, but arguably a mite quiet for
home listening. Nevertheless, a demonstrably fine
recording, with firm choral separation and nicely
'present' organ pedal writing. The tiny, appropriate
coupling is beautifully sung. [A:1] Andrew Keener

FAURÉ: Pelléas et Mélisande, Op. 80 El Masques et Bergamasques, Op. 112 n Les Djinns,
Op. 12
Shylock ( Incidental Music, Op. 57) - 1
Caligula, Op. 52
Pénélope - Prelude D Ballade
for Piano and Orchestra, Op. 19 J Elégie for
Cello and Orchestra, Op. 240 Fantaisie for Piano
and Orchestra, O. 111 D Berceuse for Violin
and Orchestra, Op. 16
Frederica von Stade (m-sop) INicolai Gedda (
ten) I
Ensemble Vocal Alix Bourbon / Jean-Philippe Collard
(pno) IPaul Tortelier (WO IYen-Pascal Tortelier (vIn)
Orchestre du Capitole de Toulouse IPlasson
HMV SLS 5219 (3 recs) ( mid price)
The invention on these discs is clothed in some of the
loveliest and most refined orchestral colours in all
French music. The effect is enhanced by recordings
which, although not as smooth as they might be when
high violins are playing at forte or above, are of a
gratifying warmth and richness. The performances,
too, are generous of tone and felicitous of phrasing.
Masques et Bergamasques is extended to eight
movements by incorporating agroup of Silvestre and
Verlaine settings along with the familiar Pavane (
the
latter a shade four-square of rhythm and with a poor
tape edit early on); all of these additional numbers
were included in the Monte Carlo premiere of this
Verlaine-inspired entertainment. The Mozartian lightness of the familiar Overture is typical early Fauré, yet
the setting of Silvestres Le plus doux Chemin for
tenor and orchestra ( Nicolai Gedda in less than top
form and far too closely recorded) is unmistakely late
in style, inhabiting the delicacy and gentle harmonic
sidestepping to be found in much of the late chamber
music.
The instrumental items are treated to sensitive,
often distinguished performances. Jean-Philippe
Collard's account of the Ballade, recorded with a
regrettably shallow, closely-placed piano image, is full
of caressive detail and natural flow, and Paul Tortelier,
at similarly close quarters, contributes a noble, darktoned Elégie. In the face of so much valuable material,
performed with such commitment (the Toulouse
orchestra is afirst-rate ensemble), it seems churlish to
register disappointment with some aspects of the
recordings. I was conscious throughout of much
studio 'atmosphere' (distant traffic?) and a faint but
pervasive creaking, as if from astool periodically used
by the conductor; did neither producer nor engineer
think this worth investigating? And given that the hall
used is evidently not the quietest imaginable, was it
wise to introduce leader or unrecorded tape between
bands? The quiet opening of Mélisande's song (for
instance) bursts in with an alarming background
rumble; fading up would surely have lessened the
impact. A pity, then; but there are many riches.
[13:1 4(11/21
Andrew Keener
J. HAYDN: Complete Songs
EllyAmeling (sop) IJürg Demus (pno)
Philips 6769 064 (3 recs) (full price)
The first two sets (twelve each) were published in
1781 and 1784, followed by the twelve Original
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Canzonettas ( 1794 and 1795); the remaining ten
individual songs include such familiar titles as 'The
Spirit's Song', '0 Tuneful Voice' and 'Gott erhalte'.
There are few masterpieces but many charming and
touching items. Two Weisse settings will give
particular delight — ' Die zu spate Ankunft' in preSchubertian vein, and ' Eine sehr gewdhnliche
Geschichte', which looks ahead to Hanne's moral tale
in The Seasons. The performances are highly appealing — Demus phrasing and articulating with wit and
elegance, supporting his partner deftly, and Ameling
singing with poise and lovely tone. Sometimes she is
a bit arch, occasionally she sounds strained Rob der
Faulheit' is an example, coming immediately after the
beautifully floated, sustained lines of ' Das Leben ist
em n Traum'). There is no blind adherence to written
ornaments, nor to complete strophic repetition. Some
of the songs hardly call for afemale voice, yet so winningly are they put across (despite occasionally odd
English) that criticism is disarmed. The recording is
limpid, silent-surfaced; once or twice (
eg, in ' Fidelity')
the microphone seems to have been placed too close
to the singer. Overall aclear [A:1].
Peter Branscombe
M. HAYDN : ' Der Traum'
Dolores Aldea (sop) / Karin Küster-Jordan (sop) I
Ingrid Mayr (aft) IWalter Raninger (bass)/ Camerata
academica Salzburg / Hinreiner
Schwann VMS 2038 ( C5.25) (TOL)
Der Traum (
subtitled 'Pantomime after the motto:
"one couldn't have a more stupid dream"') dates
from 1767; Michael Haydn was just 30, and had been
in the service of the Prince-Archbishop of Salzburg for
five years, when he wrote this witty and attractive
score for insertion between the acts of the tragedy
Pietas in hostem. There are overtures, marches,
various (mainly very short) instrumental movements
to accompany specific parts of the grotesque, even
barbaric action; and there are four striking vocal numbers: arias (with and without recitatives) in Italian,
mock-Turkish, German, and Latin. The characters
include Harlequin and Hanswurst, pastoral types,
Mercury, awizard, and royalty — areal ragbag. But the
music is great fun, and Ernst Hinreiner puts it across
with brio, tenderness, bombast, as required. The
singers vary from adequate to distinctly good, and the
recording is easy on the ear if not especially distinguished ( it dates from 1978). [ 13:1]
Peter Branscombe

LALO: Symphonie Espagnole / BERLIOZ:
Reverie et Caprice
Itzhak Perlman (yin)/ Orchestre de Paris / Barenboim
D132532 011 digital
Last June, A.K. offered a slightly mixed reaction to
Kyung-Wha Chung's Montreal / Dutoit performance
of Lab's Symphonie Espagnole (
Decca SXDL 7527),
finding much refinement in the violin playing but a
suggestion of excessive 'colouring' to make points
perhaps not really inherent in the music. But the
recording was technically outstanding, whereas this
new DG doesn't live up to its digital promise, having a
slightly brash, undifferentiated quality, together with
a rather too prominent soloist if one sets orchestral
climaxes for a proper impact. Sonically acceptable
nevertheless, and with a very quiet recorded background, but no more.
The performance also differs radically, with
Perlman and Barenboim adopting a much more
openly extravert style which makes Lab's Spanishimpregnated character-piece seem less sensitively
sinuous: just a pleasant concert work pleasantly
performed without frills. Also, while Perlman's tone is
splendidly firm, it is arguably too static in character —
yet sometimes quite beautiful, as in the ever-beguiling
Intermezzo.
If the Lalo is rather ordinary, the playing of Reverie
& Caprice (
Berlioz's only significant work without an
overt programme) reveals afine sense of involvement
from both soloist and conductor. A proper Berliozian
mood and pulse is soon established, and in my collection it will be this seven- minute filler that justifies the
disc. [ 8:2/11
John Crabbe
MONTEVERDI: ' L'Orfeo'
Soloists, Bad Hersfeld Festival Chorus and Orch I
Heinrich
Jubilate 85-810/12 ( 3recs) If 14.50) (TOL)
This recording of Monteverdi's L'Orfeo is particularly
interesting in that it uses acompletely new interpretation of the original by Siegfried Heinrich, first performed at the Twentieth Bad Hersfeld Festival, 1980.
Early instruments are used throughout, and the
arranger has followed the convention of using alarge
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battery of continuo instruments, including
harpsichord, organ, harp, lute and chitarrone, which
not only add a richness of instrumental colour to the
recitatives but also add an element of dramatic
contrast.
The opening is very striking indeed, with dramatic
flourishes for the brass accompanied by timpani and
heralding what turns out to be a powerful and committed performance. Most impressive perhaps is the
sheer excellence of the playing and singing, and
Heinrich has obviously gone to some trouble to
ensure that he has first class performers at his
disposal. The singers are evidently all quite young, and
among them one cannot fail to be impressed with
Orfeo (Joachim Seipp), whose light, lyrical voice and
crystal clear diction are very compelling. The choral
work is splendid, tightly controlled and full of life, and
there is awell judged musical balance between choir
and soloists. The instrumental playing is also of ahigh
standard, with some fine brass work and delightful
recorder playing.
Iam impressed too with the sound: it is completely
natural, with awide stereo spread, arealistic sense of
perspective with slightly forward soloists, and astriking immediacy about everything which Ifind attractive. Ican give this new recording a warm recommendation, but readers should note that while the
libretto appears in English together with a few short
paragraphs, most of the general text is in German
only. [Alt:1 *1
Colin Evans
MOZART: ' CoeFfan tutte'
Casapietra IBurmeister ILeib / Schreier IGesny /
Adam! German State Opera Chorus & Orch ISuitner
Eurodlsc 80408XR (3recs) ( C14.97) ( PAT Sales)
Annelies Burmeister's Dorabella is a drawback. A
contralto singing asoprano role inevitably upsets the
balance, and furthermore makes this rather flighty girl
sound like an outraged Victorian aunt. This miscasting
is compounded by the singer's plummy delivery,
which makes her almost unintelligible at times. There
are some cuts in the recitatives, but the most
indefensible cut is the removal of the entire seduction
scene between Ferrando and Fiordiligi in Act 2, which
means that ' Per pieta' is lost to us. Casapietra has a
heavy voice but negotiates 'Come scoglio' with ease
and authority, and acquits herself well in ensemble.
Leib's Guglielmo and Schreier's Ferrando are well
matched, and Geszty's Despina is characterful and
accomplished. Theo Adam is fully in form as Don
Alfonso though perhaps still not as persuasive as
some. The first two sides reveal a decided lack of
treble, but the rest is satisfactory. The singers tend to
be slightly forward but orchestral detail has been
carefully considered and most of it comes through.
The enclosed booklet is nicely produced but the
English notes are practically unintelligible.
[8:2]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: ' The Magic Flute'
Popp IGruberova ILindner / Jerusalem IBrendel I
Brecht IZednik / Bailey / Bavarian Radio Chorus &
Orch IHaitink
HMV SLS 5223 digital (3recs) (full price)
Iunderstand that part of the delay in receiving this
new Magic Flute for review was because of pressing
troubles. Naturally Iam not aware of the original
extent of these, but they have not been entirely
eradicated. The first record of the finished review set
is afflicted with gritty surfaces on both sides, and the
noise is sufficiently obtrusive to interfere with one's
listening pleasure. The remaining two records are not
as bad, though by no means flawless.
A tendency to underplay the significance of both
music and libretto is noticeable throughout Haitink's
performance, while the reverse is one of Levine's
strengths. Haitink cuts much of the spoken dialogue,
using it largely to hold the musical numbers together,
and even then his singers are rather casual about it.
Like Karajan's, Haitink's is a considered, carefully
judged performance; Levine's, on the other hand, is
looser, more mercurial, more atmospheric and
ultimately more theatrical.
None of the three digital recordings has a clear
advantage when it comes to casting. Haitink has a
fine Sarastro in Roland Brecht, and an even better
Speaker in Norman Bailey. His Tamino, Siegfried
Jerusalem, is vocally the equal of Tappy and Araiza,
though arguably less of an actor than Tappy. Lucia
Popp's Pamina is an affecting performance, full of
ardour and anguish and quite the equal of her rivals,
but Gruberova's Queen of the Night is less
satisfactory. Her tone is edgy and the high tessiture
find her under pressure. Nor is Brendel's Papageno
quite convincing despite a good singing voice. He is
too well-mannered for such an elemental creature. So
too is Zednik's Monostatos, and his aria 'Alles Whit' is
too close up to convey the distance Mozart asks for,

though it is very well sung. The minor roles are
generally excellent and include distinguished singers
like Waldemar Kmentt and Erich Kunz, though the
Boys' voices are not as secure as those in the RCA set,
nor are they as well caught.
On balance it is the RCA version which gives me
most consistent pleasure: it has atmosphere and
livelier recorded sound than either EMI or DG have
provided—to say nothing of silent surfaces.
113:1] [' Looking Back', P.63.]
Kenneth Dommert
MUSGRAVE: 'A Christmas Carol'
VOA IVOA Orchestra/Mark
MMG 302 (3recs) If 16.47) ( Parnote)
Thea Musgrave has adopted, within the frame-work
of her own highly individual style of composition, a
popular, lyrical mode of expression for this opera that
is ideally suited to the nature and purpose of the
libretto. The recording is of alive performance by the
Virginia Opera Association, conducted most ably by
the composer's husband, Peter Mark, and broadcast
by the National Public Radio of the United States. The
opera company exudes talent, from the committed
and perceptive vocalists to the splendid orchestra,
and the inspired direction of David Farrar also makes
its presence felt through the vividness of the
performance and the reactions of the audience.
If you only want to hear the opera, then this
recording is not for you, as audience noise—shuffling,
coughs, laughter, spontaneous applause etc—and
stage noise abounds, but Ifound it all extremely
atmospheric, drawing me into the enjoyment the
audience were obviously experiencing. Towards the
end, unfortunately, the sound deteriorates, becoming
much more edgy and emphasising the sibilants. There
are also a few occasions when the LH channel
momentarily falters, but these are hardly disturbing
when you know of their presence. A split rating then,
but awarm recommendation. [A/C:1 ']
Doug Hammond
PE RGOLE81: ' Uvietta • Tracollo'
Bondi IRenzi Audonia °rob / Borusiac
SFP91.044 ( f4.95) (TOL)
She enters dressed up as amale peasant; he enters as
a pregnant woman. They are the only singing
characters. But she has a female friend ( mute role)
dressed as a (female) peasant, and he a male friend
(mute role) made up to look like an old man. So we are
launched into the puppet-like intrigues of Livietta and
Tracollo, or The Clever Country Girl, aminiature comic
opera which really is by Pergolesi, unlike the many
works which have been falsely attributed to him.
Though more complicated than La Serve Padrona
(which also dates from 1733), it has much the same
light, tuneful, bustling idiom, with the addition of
some parody of serious opera.
For those interested in the genre, if they do not
demand more in awritten text than the Italian orginal
plus a French translation ( no English version
provided), this is an attractive issue. Its provenance is
French, though the singers are presumably Italian.
The soprano and bass Anna Maria Bondi and Bruno
Renzi, with an orchestra (
ad hoc?) conducted by
Marcel Borusiac, give a spirited, well-sung, wellcharacterized performance. Very occasionally the
instrumental accompaniment is recorded a little too
prominently for the voices, but the sound is agreeably
caught in this 1975 recording and suggests the
suitable ambience of asmall concert-room.
[8:21
Arthur Jacobs
PUCCINI: 'Tosco'
Scotto (sop) IDomingo (ten) I Veils (ten) IBruson
(bar) ICapecchi (bar) ICheek (bass-bar) IAmbrosian
Opera Chorus ISt. Clement Danes School Boys' Choir
IPhilharmonia ILevine
HMV 8L8 5213 digital (2 recs) (full price)
Tosca is an ideal work to be presented in digital
recording. The sound is really superb, with remarkable
definition even in the tremendous climaxes, and the
stereo spread is wide, with the soloists realistically
placed.
James Levine extracts every ounce of melodrama
from the score and the soloists are intensely involved
and dramatically convincing. At times Scotto's high
notes are forced and unsteady, but she more than
compensates by her subtlety, and moments of lovely
piano singing. Domingo is not the most tender of
Cavaradossis, but his impassioned singing and
gloriously ringing tone make him an excellent foil for
Scotto. Bruson produces a flood of warm resonant
tone, but only occasionally sings below forte, and
although he sounds malevolent, there is little of
Gobbi's insidious evil. This is not my favourite Tosca.
For performance Istill prefer the old Callas recording,
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with Di Stefano and Gobbl and De Sabata conducting,
on HMV SLS 825, or for recording the Philips set with
Caballé. Carreras and VVixell ( Philips 6700 108).
Nevertheless, the digital sound is really superb, and
the performance is a highly convincing and dramatic
one. I
A*1/21
John Freestone

ROBLES: The Hernia Suite
Christopher Hyde-Smith IfItIpicll Marisa Robles Harp
Ensemble/Manse Robles (hrp)
ASV DCA 513 ( PRT sales)
The subject of Marisa Robles' music is the sevenvolume fantasy series The Chronicles of Hernia by
C. S. Lewis—The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe
probably the best-known. The language of Robles'
music is derivative, but varied: a gentle touch of
avant-garde filigree here and there, a keen sense of
modal/tonal sonority used in a natural (but more
traditional) twentieth-century way, a recognisably
Spanish sense of emotion, tempered by charm and
•grace.
Christopher Hyde-Smith, a flautist noted for his
tonal sensitivity, plays with dedication and wonderful
variety throughout; around him, the four harps mingle
and withdraw almost imperceptibly, led with
authority and complete sympathy by the composer
herself. Many performers who compose music involving their own resource write self-consciously, or
badly, because of this; however, there is none of that
here, and if the cover-notes are so loaded with affection that they may seem to approach sentimentality,
there is sterner stuff beneath the music, for all its
gentleness of expression. Michael Sheady's recording
and Harley Usill's editing have captured the spirit of
tranquility and gentle optimism to a nicety. Nothing
very dramatic, maybe—but something quietly substantial—just like the Lewis Chronicles.
k : 111r]
Stephen Dow

SAI NT-SAÉ N S: Piano Concerto 2 in g, Op. 221:3
Piano Concerto 4 in c, op. 44
François-René Duchable (pno)l Strasbourg PO / Lombard
Erato STU 71440 (£4.75) ( Conifer)
What struck me about Duchable's account of the
Chopin Etudes (rev. 8/81) was the strength and
assurance of personality behind superbly
accomplished fingers; sound, articulation and phrasing all emerged, it seemed, precisely as he imagined
them. Ifeel the same about this new disc, yet Iwarm
to it considerably more. While there is often asimilar
austerity of feeling, it is one which is somehow
appropriate to much of this worthwhile music, with its
narrower range of expression, its lighter interpretative
demands.
Technically the Scherzo is even more assured than
Ciccolini's brilliant HMV account (here, and in the
taxing Finale theme, every note sounds), and although
others, including Rogé, have invested its lolloping
second theme with gentler tone and alighter sense of
fun, Duchable's crisp articulation during the descent
into the reprise is little short of miraculous.
It is Duchable's account of Concerto 4 which puts
the disc into a class of its own. The opening
exchanges between soloist and orchestra, elegant
and understated, promise as much, and those deft
semiquaver octaves at 15 before C in the first movement (to return in the Finale) reveal not only a
technician of fabulous security, but also an uncommonly gifted and fastidious keyboard colourist. The
Strasbourg orchestra makes a fine, rugged sound in
the Beethoven tuttis of the Finale, and the closing
section is unfolded with agrand, one-in-the-bar feeling, at once exciting and free from rhetoric. The
recording on both sides is both smooth and vivid, with
a piano image beautifully focused if occasionally a
little close, notably during quieter solo writing. A
superlative pair of performances. [A:1/1*1
Andrew Keener
SCHUBERT: Symphony 9 in C, 0944
Staatskapelle Dresden/Bohm
DO 2531 352
Schubert's 9th is one of the least successfully handled
works on record, and the old Krips performance is one
of the few to really set it alight. It is of great interest
now to have asecond view from Efeehm, especially as
this is a 'live' performance, put out as a memento,
recorded in the Kulturpalast Dresden on January
12th, 1979. As always the 'liveness' has two
conflicting aspects. One is aware right from the
beginning that this is indeed amore vital performance
than many made in a studio. The opening shows a
desire to give the phrases all possible drama and the
andante con moto goes along at a cracking pace: as
HI-FI NEWS Itt RECORD REVIEW
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does the vital scherzo, but it is here, mole than
anywhere, that the pressures of being publicly
dramatic enforce some untidy passages and unsteady
tempos. A few subdued noises are the only other
disadvantages. This is not the perfect recording, but it
is a constantly interesting one and one which the
Eldhm admirer will not want to miss.[B/A:11
Peter Oammond
SCHUBERT: Secular Vocal Music-88 partsongs & choruses
Behrens (sop)/ Fassbaender (m-sop)! Schreier (ten)/
Fischer-Dieskau (bar) I Bavarian Radio Chorus
soloists 1
Capella Bavariae 1
Bavarian RSO & Chorus/
Sawallisch
HMV SLS5220 ( 5recs) (full price)
From time to time excellent records have indeed
appeared giving us samples of these works, tending
naturally to repeat some of the best like Der
Gondelfahrer, D809 and Stendchen, D920 (one of my
favourite records has long been Argo SDD527,
directed by Halsey) but we have never been able to
sample them on this scale. Perhaps it is even an
excess of riches, but Ihope there will be enough
buyers to justify this enterprise. It is beyond the brief
capacity of a record review to enumerate and praise
all the Schubertian delights to be found in these five
discs: simply Schubert generally at his most
unfettered, lyrical and warm-hearted, obviously
writing with joyful spontaneity and anxious to please
his appreciative friends with no thought of posterity
and reward. Beyond that he was patently as expert in
this field of writing as any composer before or after
him. The singers on this record are well up to their task
and, under the sensitive direction of Wolfgang
Sawallisch, they offer hours of delight for endless
sampling and savouring. Listen to the wonderful Die
Advokaten and marvel at the implications of its
numbering— D37; then go on listening. The recording
is of a very high standard, with only the resonances
telling us that it is arecording. [A*M:1*1
Peter Gammond
SHANKAR- Raga Mohan Kauns
Raga Hemant
("Homage to Mahatma Gandhi & Baba Allaudin")
Ravi Shenker (sitar) 1
Rakha (table)/ Prodyot Sen
(b-tanpura) 1 Sunil Kumar (tr-tanpura)
DG 2531 350
Perhaps it should be explained that, in the accepted
culture of Indian music, only the outline of the
material is permanent, and this is varied and
developed perpetually through performances; on
record, therefore, we only hear one example of one
interpretation of an infinitely complex living process of
artistic re-creation.
All credit to DG for issuing this splendid example of
Shankar's breathtakingly sensitive artistry—and that
of his ensemble; records of Eastern music that is
based on serious traditions are none too common,
although we can expect to see this field enlarging with
the increasing commitment of musical academicism
to the 'musics' of the world. The two realisations are
marvellously controlled and absolutely splendidly
recorded, so that every nuance of the ensemble's subtlety is clearly defined in its context. Perhaps it is all
just a little too 'well-mannered'; but it speaks so eloquently of inextinguishable continuity that refinement
can hardly be said to be out of place. An excellent
introduction to Eastern music. IA*1 *I
Stephen Dew
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 14
Varady1 Fischer-Dieskau I
Concertgebouw1Haitink
Decca SXDL 7532 digital
Iwas surprised at Haitink for having chosen to give
the multi-lingual version (that is, all the poems bar one
given in their language of origin) as part of his complete cycle: because the settings were conceived and
created in Russian translation, anumber of changes in
stress and emphasis inevitably intrude. The haunting
repetition of Tri-iiiii (
Three Lilies) from The Suicide'
loses something of its crazed simplicity because of the
rhythmic stress change necessitated by using the
original French: Trois grands /ye. Similarly, the raw,
guttural slavonic edge of / ya khokhochu in ' Madam,
look!' is totally negated, denying the song much of its
sardonic bite.
Admittedly, Julia Varady goes along way towards
compensating for this. She may not hold a candle to
Vishnevskaya (on the Rostropovich recording) in
terms of sheer pungency and intensity of expression
but it is certainly a thoughtful, perceptively
characterised reading, which uses her incredibly
versatile technique to consistently good effect.
Fischer-Dieskau, on the other hand, is hopelessly miscast. A few bars of either Vladimirov or Reshetin, on
the Barshai and Rostropovich recordings respectively,

reveal exactly what he so lacks at the bottom of the
voice. Intonation-wise (often very suspect), the
scooping mannerisms are at their most irritating, and
no end of 'barked' accenting at the beginning of words
and phrases further betrays his discomfort.
Orchestrally, Haitink is cooler by far than either of
his two Russian counterparts, and while the Concertgebouw strings certainly deliver the goods in
clean, well-focused and refined fashion, one misses
the sheer trenchancy and abrasiveness of the Russian
performances: the scorching intensity that
Rostropovich especially generates behind the notes.
Decca's digital recording seemingly leaves little to
be desired in terms of balance, clarity and tonal
realism, but for Rostropovich Melodiya ensured a
more ample resonance in the lower frequencies, ,
suggesting, in fact, afar larger body of strings than the
composer specifies—Iwonder? The percussion on
the Decca is vividly caught but harder sticks and little
more force would have made all the difference to the
if pitched tom-toms of 'On Watch'.
No, the Rostropovich / Vishnevskaya / Reshetin is
incomparably richer and more immediate both in
sound and perfomance. Thank goodness Chant du
Monde have made it available again. (" Deja Vo", p.91).
[A:2/31
Edward Seckerson
SMETANA: Sketches, Op. 4rSketches,
Dreams
Frantisek Rauch (pno)
Musicaphon BM308L 1723 (£4•50) (TOL)

op.
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These pieces, with a few exceptions, are predominantly German in feeling and, though they make
heavy demands on the pianist's technique, are more
characteristic of the salon than the concert hall.
Nevertheless there is a great deal to enjoy and the
admirer of Smetana's Czech music should perhaps
approach the record through the two sets of Sketches.
Reyes (
Dreams), written under the affliction of
deafness in 1875, the year of Sarka and From
Bohemia's Woods and Fields, are less characteristic
and bear little relation to these overtly nationalistic
pieces, though they are rather in the same vein as the
music of The Kiss. Rauch has the technique to deal
with the difficulties and the feeling of conviction
needed to carry the listener along. The 1971 recording is clear and bright, well focused and free from
extraneous noise. [A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
STAMITZ: Cello Concertos in A, D and G
Claude Starck (v/c) / SW German CO Pforzheim /
Angerer
Cleves 08105 (£ 5•50) ( Gamut)
Most of Stamitz's music is notable for a highly
developed lyric gift and for slow movements of charm
and sensuous line of the kind even Mozart was
attracted by. These qualities are evident in all three
concertos, especially the first, as is Stamitz's talent for
writing well for stringed instruments—he was a
virtuoso viola d'amore player and a skilled violinist.
This skill is amplified by Starck's rich and secure playing: the fullness of his tone and his eloquent legato are
ideal in this sort of music, and he is provided with
suitably pointed accompaniments. Although
apparently astudio recording, the bright and resonant
acoustic suggests adifferent venue. There is atouch
of pre-echo at the beginnings, but otherwise there is
little to complain of and agood deal of pleasant listening to be had. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

STOCKHAUSEN: The Course of the Years
(Scene from ' Light')
Fourteen musicians, Tape, Sound Projectionist /
Stockhausen
DO 2531 358
Stockhausen has moved from highly controlled composition towards increasing amounts of (controlled)
improvisation based upon instinct. This, in turn, has
caused him to view himself in the ( 19th century?)
tradition of the 'inspired' composer who sees himself
as the vehicle through which the music passes. As a
result he considers everything he now writes/creates
as part of one huge work which he calls ' Light', any
seemingly individual work being merely an element
within it. The present 'element' was composed in
1977 for the Japanese National Theatre. It can be
performed by Japanese (or equivalent European) instruments for a ballet; an operatic scene or (as here)
concert music. As music it favours bright, percussive,
yet mostly gentle sounds. Its sections are clearly
articulated by 'real sound' interruptions (voice, ship's
bell, footsteps, motorcycle etc) but otherwise fill time
with an increasingly bright sound whose surface
remains busy but not strong enough to sustain attention for long. The recording was made during
rehearsals for the first European concert performance
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Listen to adbx Encoded Disc and you'll very
quickly come to share Trevor Attewell's unsolicited
view.
After the stylus enters the groove nothing
can be heard to betray you're listening to arecord.
Surface noise and those annoying ticks and
pops, so distracting during quiet passages, have
totally disappeared. The music plays against abackground of virtual silence.
And what music! With all the impact, depth
and drama of alive performance.
That's because dbx Encoded Discs are the
world's first full dynamic range recordings.
What is dynamic range?
It's the difference in loudness between the
quietest and loudest passages of amusical
selection. Unfortunately, the limitations of

conventional recording processes do not allow
anywhere near the full range to be placed upon disc.
Not even digitally mastered, half speed remastered
and direct cut discs can overcome this problem.
The dbx solution
During the cutting process the music signal
is specially encoded so that it can be placed on the
record without loss of dynamic range.
For playback, which is possible on all but a
few hi-fi systems, asmall inexpensive dbx Decoder
Unit is required. This only costs the price of afew
albums and simply hooks up to your amplifier or
receiver through the tape monitor circuit. An easy,
two minute job.
There's nothing more to do but sit back and
enjoy the biggest advance in disc technology since
stereo!

dbx demonstrating dealers

LONDON
ACV. 27 Leigham Court Road, SW16. Tel: 01-769 3763.
Amber Audio, II Ashfield Parade, N14. Tel: 01-886 3094.
Analog Audio. 849 High Road, N12 Tel 01-445 3267.
Atkins Radio. 210 Brixton Hill. SW2 Tel: 01-674 2033.
Nandos. 328 Edgware Road. W2. Tel 01-723 6809
Martins HiFi Centre. 125 Stoke Newington High Street. NI6
Tel -01-254 5053.

Telesorlic. 92 Tottenham Court Road. W1 Tel -01-636 8177.*
Capital Discount, 145 The Mall, Arndale Centre. SW18
Tel: 01-870 7775
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Bartlett s. 175 Holloway Road. N7 Tel 01-607 2296
Goodwins TV & HiFi. 7The Broadway, High Road. N22
Tel. 01-888 0077/889 6359
Grahams, 86 Pentonville Road. NI. Tel: 01-837 4412.
L.P. Stereo, 207 Eltham High Street. SE9. Tel 01-859 0115.
AYLESBURY Chiltern HiFi. 146 High Street. Tel 31020
BARKING Hyperfi, 30-32 Longbridge Road. Tel: 01-591 6961/2
BARKINGSIDE Audiotirne. 100 High Street. Tel: 01-550 2856
BARNSLEY Barnsley HiFi, 40-42 Sheffield Road. Tel. 5549.
BARROW Barrow HIFI, 122 Dalton Road. Tel: 20473

BECKENHAM HiFi Connections, 51 Beckenham Road.
Tel: 01-658 3450.
BEDFORD Bedford Audio, 79 Bedford Road. Tel: 854133
BIRMINGHAM Forum HiFi, Tivoli Centre, Coventry Road.
South Yardley. Tel: 021-707 3640
BRADFORD Ram Computer Services, 15-17 North Parade
Tel 391166.
BRIDLINGTON Turners Electrical. 47 King Street. Tel: 74775.
BRIGHTON Jeffries HiFi, 69 London Road, Tel 609431.
BRISTOL Radford HiFi. 52/54 Gloucester Road Tel 422709.
BROMLEY Sound Systems, 218 High St. Tel: 01-460 4000.*
BURY ST. EDMUNDS Anglia Audio, The Street, Hessett.
Tel: (0359) 70212.
CAMBRIDGE Steve Boxshall Audio. 41 Victoria Road. Tel: 68305
CANTERBURY Canterbury HiFi, The Friars, 21 The Burgate.
Tel: 65315
CARDIFF Houlden HiFi. 27 Morgan Arcade, Tel: 44011
CHELMSFORD Rush HiFi, 5-6 Cornhill. Tel' 57593.
CHELTENHAM Robbs, 170-2 Bath Road. Tel 513195.
COVENTRY Forum HiFi, 78 Lower Precinct. Tel: 21218.

CRANBROOK Banghams, 47 High Street Tel 713373.
CRANHAM Cranham HiFi, Front Lane. Tel: 29937.
CREWE High Town Audio, 106 Victoria Street Tel: 211091.
DENMEAD Denmead HiFi ,Hambledon Road. Tel: 50312.
DERBY Active Audio, 12 Osmaston Road. The Spot. Tel: 380385.
EASTBOURNE Jeffries HiFi. 4Albert Parade. Green Street.
Tel: 31336.
ENFIELD A.T. Laboratories 191 Chase Side. Tel: 01-363 7981.
EXETER Homesound, 145 Sdwell Street. Tel: 72814.
FORMBY Formby HiFi. is School Lane. Tel: 78055.
GLOUCESTER Robbs, 13-15 Worcester Street. Tel 23051.
GREAT YARMOUTH Martins HiFi, 2Broad Row. Tel 55044
GUILDFORD Merrow Sound 22 Tunsgate. Tel: 33224.*
HIGH WYCOMBE Hughes HiFi, 7High St. Tel: 30138.
HORSHAM Merrow Sound, 28 Queen Street. Tel: 69329.*
HUDDERSFIELD Huddersfield HiFi, 2-4 Cross
Church Street, Tel: 44668.
ILFORD A.T. Labs., 442 Cranbrook Road. Tel' 01-518 0915.
IPSWICH Anglia Audio, The Street, Hessett, Nr. Beyton. Tel 70212
KEMPSTON Bedford Aunt), 76 Bedford Road. Tel 854133.
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The fast growing world of dbx
The dbx Encoded Disc Collection already has over 130 titles
available. Just about every listening taste is catered for and many
more releases are in the pipeline.
In every case their superiority over the same titles in ordinary
records is astonishing.
But don't take our word for it, hear them for yourself.
At any of the dbx specialist dealers listed below.

Latest dbx releases
Blood, Sweat & Tears
BLOOD, SWEAT AND TEARS
Neil Diamond HIS 12 GREATEST HITS
The Who WHO ARE YOU?
The Carpenters CLOSE TO YOU
Peggy Lee CLOSE ENOUGH FOR LOVE
Oscar Peterson ACTION
George Shearing & Brian Torff
ON A CLEAR DAY
National Philharmonic Orchestra
THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK
Richard Muller-Lampertz, Hamburg Concert
Orchestra and Chorus
MIKLOS ROZSA: SUITE FROM THE
EPIC FILMS
Emanuel Borok, Rolf Smedvig, Cambridge
Chamber Orchestra
VIVALDI: THE FOUR SEASONS
Lee Hoiby, Jorge Mester, Harkness Symphony
Orchestra and Lawrence Foster, London
Symphony Orchestra
RACHMANINOFF: SUITES Nos. 1AND 2
FOR TWO PIANOS
Zoltan Rozsnyai, Philharmonic Hungarica
ROMEO & JULIET AND SELECTION
FROM THE NUTCRACKER SUITE
Walter Susskind, St. Louis Symphony Orchestra
HOLST: THE PLANETS
Leonard Slatkin, St. Louis Symphony Orchestra
MUSSORGSKY: PICTURES AT AN
EXHIBITION: NIGHT ON BALD
MOUNTAIN
The Empire Brass Quartet
BAROQUE BRASS- selections by
popular composers
John Georgiadis, The Johann Strauss Orchestra
A STRAUSS FAMILY GALA
Erich Kunzel, Cincinnati Pops Orchestra &
May Festival Chorus
POMP AND CIRCUMSTANCE- ELEVEN
MARCHES BY POPULAR COMPOSERS
Erich Kunzel, Cincinnati Pops Orchestra
A PORTRAIT OF GEORGE GERSHWIN ON
BROADWAY AND IN HOLLYWOOD

dbx Incorporated, Powke Lane, Warley,
West Midlands, B64 5QH.
Telephone (0384) 65191.

KINGS LYNN Martins HiFi. 5High Street. Tel: 61683.
LEEDS Superfi, 34-36 Queen Victoria Street. Tel: 449075
LEICESTER Mays HiFi. 27 Churchgate. Tel: 58662.
LEEK Living Design. 39 St. Edward Street. Tel: 371576
LICHFIELD R.T.T.S.. 21 Tamworth Street. Tel: 22877.
LINCOLN Critics Choice. 64A High St. Tel: 38718.
LIVERPOOL Aintree HiFi. 4Walton Vale. Tel: 051-525 8877
MAIDENHEAD D. Coles & Son. 9-11 St. Marks
Crescent. Tel: 26755.
MAIDSTONE Harper Music. P.O. Box 40. Tel: 58860
MANCHESTER Cleartone. 166 Blackburn Road. Bolton
Tel 22636.
MANSFIELD Syd Booth. 9-11 Queen Street. Tel: 26315.
MARGATE The Long Player. 118 High Street. Tel: 293477.
MIDDLESBROUGH Gilson Audio. 234 Linthorpe Road.
Tel 248793
NEWCASTLE UNDER LYME Clement Wain. 42 Merrial Street
Tel: 613119.
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE J.G. Windows. 1-7 Central Arcade.
Tel 21356.

NEWPORT HqFi Western, 48-52 Cambrian Road. Tel: 62790.
NEWTOWN, POWYS Soundcraft. 2Dolforgan View. Kerry.
Tel 88611
NORTHAMP1ON Richard Reeves. 174 Kettering Road. Tel 33578
NORWICH Martins Electronics Centre. 85/87 Ber Street.
Ter 270r0.
NOTTINGHAM Superb. 15 Market Street. Tel: 412137.
NOTTINGHAM Forum HiFi, 600-602 Mansfield Road.
Sherwood. Tel: 622150.
ORMSKIRKOrmskirk HiFi. 40 Church Street. Tel: 78055.
OXFORD Absolute Sound & Video. 19 Old High Street.
Head ington. Tel: 65961.
PAIGNTON Upton Electronics. 31 Torquay Road. Tel. 551329.*
PETERBOROUGH HiFi Consultants. 27 Long Causeway.
Tel .51007
PLYMOUTH Peter Russell HiFi. 58 New George St. Tel: 669511.
READING Reading Cassette & HiFi. 6Harris Arcade. Friar Street .
Tel 585463.
ROCHDALE Cleartone. Drake Street. Tel: 524652
SALISBURY Salisbury HiFi. 3Butcher Row. Tel: 29438.

SHEFFIELD Sheffield Sound Centre. 107 Ecclesall Road.
Tel 23365.
STAMFORD Stamford HiFi Centre. 9Red Lion Square. Tel 2128.
ST. LEONARDS B&K HiFi, 3Marine Court. Tel: 439150.
STOCKPORT Bespoke Audio. 372 Buxton Road.
Tel: 061-456 8515.
STOKE-ON-TRENT H.K. Bowen. 31 Pall Mall. Hanley. Tel: 25194.
SOUTHAMPTON Hamilton Electronics, 35 London Rd. Tel: 28622
SOUTHPORT Southport HiFi. 6 Princes Street. Tel 36901.
SWINDON TV. & HiFi Centre. 91-92 Commercial Road. Tel 28383.
TAUNTON Homesound. 36-38 Station Road. Tel 73321.
WIGAN Wigan HiFi. 12 Woodcock Street. Tel 37977.
WINDSOR Radford HiFi. 43 King Edward Court Tel: 56931.
WOKING Merrow Sound, 45 Commercial Way. Tel: 66600.
WOLVERHAMPTON Midland HiFi. Wulf runa Street. Tel 771774
WORTHING Phase 3HiFi. 53 The Broadway.
Lower Brighton Road. Tel: 206820.
JERSEY Sound Engineering. 69 King St.. St Helier Tel 21735.
NORTHERN IRELAND Best HiFi. 21 Railway Road. Coleraine.
Tel: 52843.
*dbx records only.
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DU
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already noted for the exceptional quality
of their recordings now introduce:
IGOR STRAVINSKY's

for
piano 2 hand
perforrnarl by
DAG

LE SACRE DU PRINTEMPS

ACHATZ

piano reduction for two hands
performed by Dag Achatz
(BIS LP 188)

MASTERED Er PRESSED
AT

45

RPM

Other outstanding recordings of keyboard music recently available from BIS:
Jean Sibelius: Complete Piano Music
Carl Nielsen: Complete Piano Music
Fartein Valen: Complete Piano Music
Volumes 1 Er 2
Elisabeth Westenholz: piano
Robert Riefling: piano
Erik •
Tawaststjerna: piano
( BIS LP 167/8)
( BIS LP 173/4)
(BIS LPs 153 Et 169)

BIS new releases also include

The Virtuoso Marimba:
Works by Miihaud, Sibelius,
Shostakovich, etc.
Rainer Kuisma: marimba/
Norrkoping S.O.
(BIS LP 149)

Hugo Wolf: Lieder
Solveig Faringer: soprano
Thomas Schuback: piano
(BIS LP 161)

Sun Flute Vol. 3:
works by Mozart, Beethoven, Honegger,
Gunnar, deFrumerie, Kreisler, Tomasi, Bizet, etc.
Gunilla von Bahr: flute ( BIS LP 1751
Orchestral Favourites: works by Rossini, Barber, Schubert,
Sibelius, Alfven, Blorndahl, Lumbye, Grandjany, etc
Stockholm Sinfonietta/Jan-Olav Wedin ( BIS LP 180)

The Virtuoso Flute:
works by Paganini,

Saint-

Saens, Taffanel, Kuhlau, etc.
Robert Aitken: flute/Elisabeth
Westenholz: piano
(BIS LP 166)

Mozart: Serenade No. 12;
Gounod:
Petite Symphonie
Beethoven: Rodino in E flat
Stockholm
Sinfonietta/
Jan- Olav Wedin
(BIS LP 186)

Joseph Ryelandt: Missa 6 Vocibus ( Op. 111)
August Soderman: Spiritual Songs
Malmo Chamber Choir ( BIS LP 181)
Elisabeth Soderstrom: songs arranged by and performed
with Haken Sund and Clas Pehrsson
(BIS LP 187)

BIS Records exclusively distributed in the UK by TOL.

Marketed and distributed by 11:11_ The Other Labels Distribution Limited
63 Salusbury Road, London NW6 6NJ

01-6241843/328 9455
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and is very fine indeed—crystalline clarity and awide
dynamic range make the confrontation of the two
aural worlds shockingly vivid. An aural experience
indeed— though not perhaps the easiest or
pleasantest one to start the year. [A* : 1]
Benedict Sarnaker
STRAVINSKY: Sacred Music Vol 1: Pater
floater D Ave Maria 17 Credo D Gesualdo
Cantiones E AnthemE Introitus D Double Canon
D Epitaphium El Elegy for JFK D In memoriam
Dylan Thomas // Vol 2: Cantata l7 Two Wolf Instrumentations
Lecocq (ten) / Kimura (bar) / Yakar, Reichelt (sops) I
Alldis Choir, Dusseldorf Women / various players I
ensembles! Blarr
Schumann Studio 604, 606, (£ 5.25 each) (TOL)
The 'sacred is strictly inaccurate, since on the first
record only three of the items are truly sacred and on
the second the larger work, the Cantata, is secular in
essence. Odd, too, to repeat both the Double Canon
and Epitaphium.
By far the best side is that supplied by the John
Alldis Choir. Splendid a capella singing; outstanding
in the poised, elegant flow they bring to the three
liturgical settings. ( One more oddity here—the first
two are sung in Russian but the Credo in its 1942
Latin version. The date on the sleeve, 1932, is that of
the original Slavonic setting.) Impressive, too, with
the three Gesualdo pieces. Intonation generally
impeccable, only the quasi-tonal 12-note Anthem
posing any real problems; a most impressive performance, better paced than Stravinsky's own account
with the Toronto singers ( SB RG 72272).
Less impressive are Sides 2-4, works affected by
Stravinsky's late interest in serial writing. The primarily
canonic approach makes clarity of line and security of
pitch crucial. The Cantata, sung in German, lacks an
overall sense of propulsion, with rather limp female
chorus refrains, tenor solo slow, somewhat mannered
and lacking in rhythmic vitality. Westron Wind'
misses the essential sparkle too, although its spiky
pianissimo coda comes off particularly well.
Of the smaller pieces the Dylan Thomas piece is
well done, as is the Double Canon,but the Epitaph
suffers from some sour flute and clarinet intonation;
the Introitus is stodgy and indistinct; the two Wolf instrumentations work well—Reichelt has afine sense of
line.
The 1971/1974 recordings are mixed too. The
generous church acoustic works very well for the
simple textures of the pieces on Side 1, but all the
other performances fare less well, too much detail
being lost in ambience. Side 1apart, there are distortions which 1suspect are due to inaccurate cutting.
Surfaces are commendably quiet. Records more for
the connoisseur than the newcomer. [
A/C:1/3]
Ivor Humphreys

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 5in e, Op. 64
VPOIChailly
Decca SXDL 7533 digital
Chailly's careful attention to dynamic shadings is
apparent from the beginning; the few imposed
fingerprints tend to show up with repeated hearings—the rallentandi over the bars marked Pesante
(iii) 220. 234, the accentuation of the four crotchets
at the very end. The orchestral playing—fine horn
solos in
of as high a standard as the widerange digital recording ( somehow rather clinical in
atmosphere, without the weighty presence of the
VPO/Maazel 'Jubilee' reissue made in the Sofiensaal,
under Culshaw, seventeen years earlier). Indeed,
there is something reserved about this new Fifth
altogether. Interesting, but not ousting previous
recommendations. [
A:1]
Christopher Breunig

TCHAIKOVSKY: Violin Concerto in D, Op.35
Serenade Mélancolique, Op.26 D ValueScherzo, Op.34
Pierre Amoya/ ( yin) IPhilharmonia / Dutoit
Erato STU71452 (£ 5.75) ( Conifer)
There are preferable versions of Tchaikovsky's complete works for violin and orchestra : Accardo's
(Philips), Milstein's ( HMV mid-price). Amoyal's
performance starts promisingly, but he becomes
rather self-absorbed, indulging a ' dirty' tonecolouring. Some of the virtuoso writing is passed off
sketchily — mordents in the sly Valse -Scherzo—some
of the bowing is fabulously light and accurate. He
must be too inconsistent rhythmically to accompany
easily, and Dutoit's conducting is less keen than
usual; the end of the Canzonetta is too drawn out.
(The conventional finale cuts are made here.) The
orchestral sound is good but the solo violin seems to
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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inhabit a more dry acoustic. Belkin's Decca coupling
(minus Op.26) is the recommendation, although one
readily adjusts to Milstein's dated tapes : performances more captivating than any. Right-channel
crackle marred the first 2cm of each Erato side, on the
finished review pressing. [
A:2] Christopher Breunlg
TELEMANN: 4 Cantatas from the " Harmonischer
Gottes-Diensf
Rene Jacobs (c- ten) IParnassus Ensemble Brussels
Accent ACC 8120 (£ 5.50) ( Chandos)
The cantatas are: Ergeuss Dich (
Set I, No, 33), Herr,
streü in mich des Wortes samen (
11, 9), /
hr
hürt (
1,3) and Nach Finsternis und Todesschatten
(11,27); The recording is absolutely delightful. It is very
well recorded indeed—the sound blooms, but is not
cluttered; the dryness of Janneke van der Meer's
violin is as accurately caught as the sweetness of
Barthold Kuijken's admirable flute, and René
Jacobs—throughout in excellent form—is for once
recorded really well. The proportions and distance are
just right, too: the Glatt brothers are to be congratulated. The performers are all at their best: Paul
Dombrecht is far more dependable here than he has
usually been on records, and the sensitive accompaniments by all five players involved mean that Jacobs is
able to sing without strain. Then, the music is all
excellent—sweet chamber- music, of great expressive
character, having an aura of personal commitment
that reminds one of the chamber-cantatas of Bach.
Documentation is good, although translations of the
texts would have helped listeners to identify
appropriate seasons of the Church Year for the
cantatas. So, from the low countries yet again,
another excellent Telemann recording. Strongly
recommended. [
A*:1*[
Stephen Daw
VERDI: Requiem
Montserrat Caballé (sop) I Bianca Berini (m-sop) I
Placido Domingo (ten) / Paul Plishka (bass) / Mus/ca
Sacra Chorus INYPO IMehta
CBS D236927 digital ( 2 recs) (full price)
Here is the obvious digital invitation, for on what
better work to use the 'best available' recording
techniques than Verdi's Requiem? How splendid to
hear all these complex textures so clean, so full
(without sounding thick or cluttered), and the dynamic
range so deftly handled. If this is what you have been
waiting for then go and hear it. But what of the performance? Well, that is somewhat less gratifying.
Caballé gives the greatest pleasure : her capacity both
to ring powerfully above the stave and to float an
exquisitely soft phrase can still make the listener's
heart skip a beat. Paul Plishka gives athoughtful and
at times sensitive performance, but he lacks real
authority. Bianca Berini's long and taxing part is
marred by her too constant vibrato and a less than
communicative diction ( which is, of course, ruthlessly
exposed by the recording's clarity). Placido Domingo,
as ever, makes some glorious sounds, but overall his
rendering is just too matter of fact to be really moving.
This businesslike approach he may have taken from
Zubin Mehta. Far too much of the score is driven at a
brisk, unyielding pace which makes it sound
detached. And, if the truth be told, the recording's very
clarity and precision ( in a somewhat dry acoustic)
does little to help this side of the performance. So
there it is : if you want all the vivid virtues of digital
recording and cannot bear to wait any longer, then
this is the recording of the Verdi Messa da Requiem to
have, but it is not the performance—nor the one
which will most often grace this reviewer's turntable.
[A* : 1/2]
Benedict Samaker

CLASSICAL
COLLECTIONS
Vocal

ARIETTE ECAVATINE
BEETHOVEN: Beato quei che fido amor D In
quests tomba oscura D rintendo, st, mio cor/
BE LLINI: Dolente immagine di fille mia
Quando verra quel di El Vaga luna, che inargenti /
DO NIZETTI : yoga, yoga, II vento tace D Era l'ora
che icieli lente, lente D Ah Irammenta, o bella
Irene / ROSSINI: Tu che accendi questo core di tanti palpiti / SCHUBERT: Da voi, cari lumi
Guarda che blanca luna

Rene Jacobs (c- ten) / Jos van I
mmerseel (pno)
Accent ACC8017 (£ 5.50) ( Chandos)
Bellini, Donizetti and Rossini provided such pieces as
money-spinners outside their operatic activities.
Beethoven, with advice from Salieri, wrote his equally
skilled studies in the Italian style and Schubert, we
know, was at one period in his life captivated by the
Italian opera art and Rossini in particular. The
counter-tenor tradition, strong in earlier music, had a
brief struggle against the castrato tradition, surviving
for social as much as musical reasons and now
enjoying a strong revival. Some may feel queasy at
too much counter-tenorism but René Jacobs is as
enjoyable a protagonist of the art as Ihave heard for
some time, and he supplies afascinating note on the
background of such music and its interpreters. With
accompaniment on an 1837/40 Breslau piano we are
fascinatingly taken back in time to a once vital
tradition. It is a most valuable record and full of
delightful music of a narrow kind that will either be
enjoyed or hated. The recording is all that could be
desired, clear and ideally balanced. [
Allr:1*]
Peter Gammond

MUSIC FROM THE BENEDICTINE ABBEY,
WE LTE N BE RG
Music by Pauli, Grueber, Prixner and Kbnigsperger
Erika Rüggeberg (sop) / Anton Rosner (ten) Heinrich
Weber (ten) IHans Stangl (bar) IChoir of Herz-Jesu
Church, Munich IMus/ca Bavarice CO ISedlmaier
Musics Bavarica MB 703101£5.25) (TO L)
Most interesting, perhaps, are the works for soprano
and orchestra by Maurus Pauli and Benno Grueber.
Pauli's antiphon ' 0 Adonai' for soprano and orchestra
has aViennese flavour, but rather lacks the elegance
that one might associate with the music of this school.
The beefy horn playing during this work is far from
elegant, although the string playing is fairly tidy, and
the soprano Erika Rüggeberg gives astraightforward
and competent performance. All three works are
scored for soprano, choir and orchestra and were
composed during the 1790s, but on this recording
they are sometimes marred by some pretty hefty
string playing which lacks finesse. Side 2 is taken up
with various organ works by Grueber. Prixner and
Kiinigsperger, but much of it seems to me rather
dreary music.
The recording varies from the moderate to the fairly
good and would seem to have originated from
different sources. Sometimes the balance leaves
much to be desired, although the organ pieces seem
to be most successful in terms of recording quality.
The sleeve note, incidentally, is in German
throughout. [
B/C:31
Colin Evans

CHAMBER MUSIC OF THE ITALIAN AND
FRENCH BAROQUE
Works by Quagliati, Piccini, Ricci°, Louis Couperin,
Montéclair, de la Barre
Oslo Consort
Simaz PS 1006 (£ 5.50) (
Gamut)
The vocal pieces by Quagliati, Montéclair and Michel
de la Barre show Anne -Lise Gunnarsjaa as a purevoiced, sensitive soprano with afull range of dramatic
vocal
techniques.
The
instrumental
accompaniment—most usually baroque flute, lute or
theorbo and harpsichord—provides ample support
and the mix of sound, without the voice dominating,
makes for some very nice sonorities. The lack of a
sustaining bass in the ensemble, though, does lead to
a concentration of interest in the upper layers, and a
counterbalance to the two melody lines of voice and
flute would have made more of some of the songs.
The sessions took place in a 12th century stone
church using two omnidirectional microphones, and
the instrumental parts are surprisingly well separated.
The solo voice is nicely integrated into the sung
ensembles, making a lot of sense of the pieces, and
the only instrument which is sacrificed slightly is the
harpsichord. There is an unnecessarily obvious
change of image for the solo lute piece, which does
strangely distort one's appreciation of the immediacy
of some of the ensemble pieces. [
A/B:1]
Roger Bowen

DIVINE
ORTHODOX
LITURGY
IN
LENINGRAD
Diocese of Leningrad Ecclesiastical Choir IChoir of
Holy Trinity Cathedral! Guerassimov
Chant du Monde LDX 78693/4 (
2 recs) (£ 7.95)
(TO L)
What we have here is an anthology of the liturgical
year, as celebrated by the Leningrad tradition of the
Russian Orthodox Church,
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Two choirs are exemplified: first the seminary
choir, consisting entirely of clergy and theological
students--which has arich, full, masculine tone, with
that gloriously profound bass typical of the best
orthodox choirs. The precision and unity are
remarkable; the affect devotional and moving. The
second is the mixed choir of the cathedral: mixed both
as to sex and as to the professional status of the
singers. The effect is quite different: more
'congregational' and more variable: though the
standard remains high, there are some failures of
intonation in the high sopranos, and the bass line is
not so striking.
The recording is very good: there is plenty of
presence and atmosphere. Tonally, things are not as
refined as they might be; but there is nothing here to
detract seriously from enjoyment of the music. The
seminary choir is recorded more closely than that of
the cathedral. ( French notes only.) (A:1]
Peter Turner

MUSIC OF OUR TIME
CRUMB: Night Music l• / BOULEZ: Eclat /
DLUGOSZEWSKI: Fire Fragile Flight / BERIOWEI LL : Surabaya Johnny"
*Jan De Gaetani (m-sop) / ""Johanna Albrecht (msop)/ Orchestra of Our Time / Thome
Vox Candide CE 31113 (£ 3.25) ( Parnote)
Eclat by Pierre Boulez is here performed in one of its
various versions (for 15 performers). It is given a
smooth, well- paced performance which emphasises
the rich timbrai content of the piece. Lucia
Dlugoszewski's Fire Fragile Flight moves swiftly
through its many trigger-points of change, with
kaleidoscopic and colourful effect. This gives way
(with some irony) to Luciano Berio's re-working of
'Surabaya Johnny' from the second of the Brecht /
Weill plays -with- music: Happy End. It forms abittersweet ending to the record side.
George Crumb, one of the most approachable and
attractive of contemporary composers, takes up Side
2: Night Music Iconsists of seven movements ( called
nocturnes) of which the third and fifth are settings of
poems by Federico Garcia Lorca. It is abeautiful piece
and it is given an excellent performance. The
recording is good: not up to the finest digital
standards of power and clarity, but never distracting
the listener from the music—and excellent value for
money. [ B:1/1*]
Benedict Sarnaker

PEOPLE, LOOK EAST
Norwich Cathedral Choir / Nicholas
Vista VPS 1085 (£ 4.50) ( Gamut)
The subtitle is ' Seventeen traditional carols in modern
arrangements', which does not mean ' unfamiliar'
arrangements, necessarily—though some are. Note
that these are arrangements, and some of them of
familiar tunes rendered more interesting—even
revealed anew.
The engineers here have decided on aperspective
which does not immediately suggest agreat building.
Ifind this a successful approach, as it does aid the
retention of detail, and gives a more confident sound
than is sometimes achieved where 'space' is
rendered. The recording is quite close, but not
objectionably so: it shows good balance and clarity,
and presents the choir in avery favourable light. The
singing is assured and accurate, with a nice internai
balance and lively tone. [
A:11
Peter Turner

RUGGERO RAIMOND!
Operatic excerpts by Berlioz,
Mussorgsky, Mozart and Verdi

Bizet,

Massenet,

Ruggero Raimondi (bass) / various supporting artists/
Paris Opéra Chorus & Orch / Tchakarov
Erato STU 71434 (£ 5.75) ( Conifer)
According to the sleeve note, the recording is taken
from the sound track of a film directed by Maurice
Béjart entitled Sir personnages en quête de chanteur
(Six characters in quest of a singer). The excellent
recordings were made in the Church of Notre-Dame
du Liban in Paris, in February of this year, and they
provide a fine stereo image, with good orchestral
definition, excellent balance between voice and
accompaniment and avery natural acoustic, suggesting an opera house performance.
The record is primarily avehicle for demonstrating
the talents of Raimondi, who has grown enormously
in artistic stature, and on this record he shows adeep
sense of characterisation and an impressive vocal presence: excellent technical command, and very good
French. His Russian in the Boris Godunov excerpt
sounds authentic too, adding greatly to the overall
effectiveness of the scene. All the excerpts are given

complete with supporting artists where necessary,
and the Paris Opéra orchestra make avery fine contribution. [A:11
John Freestone
20th CENTURY
CATHEDRAL

MUSIC

FROM

NORWICH

Norwich Cathedral Choir / Nicholas / Malcolm Archer
(org)
Vista VPS 1096 (£4.50) ( Gamut)
Three distinguished composers contribute to this
issue: Berkeley, Walton and Britten. It was a happy
idea: their contrasting styles and harmonies make a
very interesting programme. Britten has the second
side to himself, where the inclusion of his only organ
piece pays tribute to his versatility. Walton is
represented by an Evening Service, and Berkeley by
his ' Mass for Five Voices' and 'Three Pieces for
Organ'.
Norwich is not the largest of our cathedrals, but
here the engineers have not attempted a cathedral
acoustic: the recording is closer and more detailed
than we usually get. In this instance, at least, the
technique works: musical structures are readily
appreciated, and even individual members of the choir
can be heard in ensembles. The choral standard is
very good: there is hardly a hint of that treble
insecurity which one has come almost to expect.
Inceptions by the semi-chorus in Britten's antiphon
are not quite perfect, but this is asmall point. Omission of an English text is unfortunate: no choir can be
wholly intelligible in music of this complexity.
[A:1]
Peter Turner
Not Vocal
PIERRE -YVES ARTUAD
BOUCOURECHLIEV: Ulysse° / JOLAS: Fusain /
ME FAN 0: Traits suspendus o Gradiva
Pierre -YvesArtuad (flts) / "Jean-Pierre Drouet (perc)
Chant du Monde LDX 78700 (£ 5.75) (TO L)

A virtuoso vehicle for the skills of Pierre- Yves Artuad.
He plays every range of flute in many differing ways
(including such techniques as speaking and singing
into the mouthpiece, sounding chords, etc, etc).
Ulysse by André Boucourechliev is no way programmatic. Its title is astructural reference: like that hero,
the piece sets off on ajourney and returns at the end.
The journey is aquiet, gentle one accompanied quite
colourfully by a range of percussion instruments.
Betsy Jolas' Fusain is a more angular work which
carves the sounds of the flute into almost tangible
blocks and 'places' these with afinely balanced sense
of interaction. Both these works make interesting
listening, but the bulk of the record is devoted to two
pieces by Paul Metano, Traits suspendus is played by
an amplified bass flute. From this short piece Mefano
extracts avaried set of sounds and succeeds in holding a firm hand on the shape of the whole. Grandiva
again uses alow-pitched flute—here in company with
a tape recording which produces multi- layered versions of the flute's own sounds. Pierre- Yves Artuad
plays superbly well, and the recording captures his
playing excellently (which is not easy, despite having
only one instrument to handle). [A:1 1r]
Benedict Sarnaker

BAROQUE CHRISTMAS MUSIC
Music by Telemann, Purcell, Valentini,
Schiassi

Torelli,

Northwest CO of Seattle/Francis
Hyperion A66028 (£ 4.99) ( Lugton's/H. R. Taylor)
This is Christmas music in the pastoral convention,
and not limited to aChristmas context. The composer
meditates upon the Christmas story, while making
use of ' pastoral' tempi, based upon the piping of the
shepherds and evoking their allegedly idyllic
existence. Dance rhythms are used alongside the
pastorale, and while gravity of agentle kind is always
an element, joy and gratitude are the dominant
motifs: this is very accessible music.
The orchestra has been drilled by Alun Francis into
a brilliant ensemble, and this concert is made
enjoyable purely as an example of string- playing,
irrespective of the charming programme. The sound is
brilliant, but with an occasional suspicion of acid in
the upper strings, and sometimes the bass sounds
tubby and undifferentiated. That word, indeed, describes the whole sound: this is not one for counters of
cellos. (There is some pre- echo.) What matter?-the sound is very beautiful and appropriate to the
context: this is a highly commendable issue for those
who listen to music rather than equipment 18:1]

Sandor Kecskes (c11) IHungarian People's Army Folk
Orch / Szalai
Qualiton SLPX 10160 (£ 4.801 ( Parnote)
Those expecting the mellifluous sounds of aBrymer or
ade Peyer are in for ajolt with the opening bars of the
first item on this record. Evidently the Hungarian folk
style of clarinet playing is distinguished by avibrato so
narrow. and rapid as sometimes to resemble tape
flutter, and apiping quality that suggests the smaller,
Eflat instrument. Icannot say that Icare for it, but Mr
Kecskes is clearly a player of considerable virtuosity,
and the Folk Orchestra of the Hungarian People's
Army, complete with omnipresent cimbalom,
approach everything with azest which borders on the
frenetic: there is not a quiet bar of music throughout
the disc.
The recording sounds pleasantly spacious, it not
ideally transparent. Ideal for getting your own back on
noisy, party-giving neighbours: make them think that
your gatherings are twice as exotic as theirs.
[13:11

CLARINET CONCERT:
Popular Tunes

Hungarian

Folk

and

Andrew Keener

5CONCERTOS FOR 2TRUMPETS
ALDROVAN Dl N I : Concerto 1in C [Il Concerto 2
in C / JACCHINI: Concerto 1 in D D Concerto 2
in D/VIVALDI: Concerto in C, P. 75/RV 537
Bernard Soustrot (tpt) / Raymond André (tpt) /
Solistes de Paris/ Fan tapié
SFP 91.038 (£ 4.95) (TOL)
Here is a trumpet record with adifference. Vivaldi is
there, as apoint of reference, with his often- recorded
two-trumpet concerto. But the other works will be
unfamiliar, i imagine—they certainly were to me.
Giuseppe Aldrovandini (
c. 1672-1707) was a
Bolognese composer, in his day renowned for his
oratorios and operas, and unkindly remembered for
the manner of his death ( he toppled tipsily into a
canal). These concertos are tiny but very attractive;
No. 2, at 445" the longer, has a minuscule Grave
string introduction to its firstAllegro. Giuseppe Maria
Jacchini (
c. 1663-1727) was another Bolognese—a
notable cellist (the instrument is featured in the
central Grave / Andante / Grave of the second
concerto), famed too for his trumpet works: brilliant
and effective, if only slightly more extended than the
Aldrovandini ones. The performances are good, with
keen, bright playing; the recording is adequate, with
the trumpets inclined to blast; the sides are both very
short. [
B:1]
Peter Branscombe
FALLA/ STRAVINSKY/ WEINER

FALLA (arr. Kochanski): Suite for violin and
piano, from 7 Popular Spanish Ounces /
STRAVINSKY: Divertimento / WEINER:
Sonata 2 in fe , for violin and piano
Leila Rasonyi (vin)/ GyorgyMiklos(pno)
Hungaroton SLPX 12225 (£ 4.80) ( Parnote)
The sleevenote places Leo Weiner ( 1885-1960)
alongside Bartok and Kodaly as 'one of the three
remarkable figures in twentieth century Hungarian
music'. A bold, not altogether credible statement—for
if there are any Hungarian influences at all, they would
seem to have come from Dohnanyi rather than the
two compatriots mentioned above. Fauré also seems
to have had some say in the long, lyrical lines of the
first movement, while the shade of Franck appears to
have had a hand in the wandering bass lines of some
of the piano ,vriting. There is a tiny, rather
Mendelssohnian Scherzo, followed by abare-textured
Larghetto which, suggests the sleevenote, 'seems to
mourn the [ 1914-18] war dead'. A derivative work,
then, but one of appealing invention and atmosphere:
ideal to slip into aSouth Bank début recital among the
usual Beethoven and Brahms.
This, and the more familiar Falla and Stravinsky
(the latter, arranged by Samuel Dushkin, employs
material from Le baiser de la fée), receive admirable
performances, sensitive and accomplished. The
recording, while not likely to set demonstration rooms
resounding, is of perfectly respectable quality and
natural balance. Recommended. [
B:11

Peter Turner

CHOPIN (arr. Berki): Waltz in c sharp, Op. 64
86

No. 2 / DINICU ( arr. Berki): Hora Staccato /
KECSKES: Song, Csardas and Frisa /
KHACHATURIAN (orch. Berki): Sabre Dance /
KREISLER: Liebesfreud / KOCZE: Palotás &
Frisa / LAKATOS: Clarinet Concerto / RADI CS:
Lament, Fantasia and Fries / TCHAIKOVSKY
(arr. Berki): Romance Op. 5 / ZSADANYI (arr.
Kecskés & Berki): Panna Czinka

Andrew Keener
LES FÊTES GALANTES: French Flute Music of
the 18th Century
Works by Dieupart, Montéclair, Hotteterre, Delavigne
Conrad Steinmann (fit, rec, flageolet) / Anneke Boeke
(rec) / Pere Ros (vla da gamba) / Hopkinson Smith
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Itheobol / Johann Sonnleitner(hpd)
Cleves D8103 ((: 5.50) ( Gamut)
This is areally charming record: to spirit one back to a
Versailles which had lost its brash splendour, and to
when the ideal was a sophisticated bucolic idyll. The
two most substantial works recorded are the Suite in f
by Dieupart and the Deuxième Concert of Montéclair.
The.latter has already been recorded by aconsort led
by Barthold Kuijken on the very well recorded Accent
ACC 7909, and the differences are considerable, even
given the rather limited range of these suite-type
pieces. Leaving aside the woodier sound of the
transverse flute used by Kuijken, his group are far
more heavily languorous in the slow Prélude and
Plainte and they stress the polarity of melody and
basso continuo. Steinmann ( incidentally a pupil of
Hans- Martin Linde), on the other hand, goes for afar
more galante approach with busier internal textures
and lighter articulations. He too opts for the
transverse flute for Hotteterre's Rondeau 'Le plaintiff',
but returns to recorder again for the other Montéclair
Concert, this scored for two flutes without bass,
providing a pleasant change of instrumentation. The
phrasing in all these is scrupulous and he makes telling use of the expressive device of slightly flattening
the pitch of held notes. Blown, plucked and bowed
instruments show up well on the fresh, responsive
recording. [
A:11
Roger Bowen
FLÛTE DE PAN
8 Arrangements of popular melodies for
modified panpipes and ensemble (& Debussy:
'Syrinx' unaccompanied)
Franck Thore (pan fit) / Philippe Jouanneau (gtr) I
Jean-Charles Capon (vIc)
SFP 6.5025 ((: 3.95) (TOL)
Franck Thore's sophisticated panpipes are fitted with
levers and pistons that permit the effective adjustment of selected tubes; in this way, achromatic range
of three octaves is made possible without resorting to
overblowing or ' speaker' holes. The idea is sound in
theory, since each note has a pipe of more-or- less
ideal size for its pitch; the ordinary recorder or flute
has a common bore, but varying effective length, for
all notes in its compass.
In practice, there are snags. The need for the player
to shift his lips along the tube hinders articulation;
cylindrical tubes are ideal for neither sweetness nor
control. The recording contains popular melodies— mainly ones associated with the transverse
flute; but these suffer severely from limitations of the
instrument and/or technique. The result is an interesting curiosity; and Franck Thore would do well to keep
strictly to the folk- idiom used here, or its close relations, in his future recordings. That is where his instrument belongs, and where it sounds most at home.
(Notes in French only.) [
13:21
Stephen Davy
MASTERWORKS OF THE FRENCH BAROQUE
Works by Charpentier, Rameau, Leclair, Boismortier
Zurich CO IStoutz
Schwann zko 500011(:5.25) ROL)
Full, on-the- string legato is the order of the day from
the Zurich Chamber Orchestra, and while this wodge
of smooth string sound would be lovely in Schumann,
for these baroque works it masks so much of the detail
and stifles so much of the spirit. It is somehow too
unyielding on the ear for sustained listening and the
unrelieved string tone can become monotonously
inactive. The Boismortier work is the Orchestral
Sonata in aOp. 34, 6, which could have had an affecting slow movement if there were fewer players to a
part. The Rameau is a collection of various movements including the almost mandatory L'Egyptienne
and Les Tendres Plaintes. Leclair's 3rd Orchestral
Sonata and Charpentier's Concerto in four Parts for
Strings make up Side 2.
The big string sound is amplified by the full reverberance and the lack of incision exacerbated by it. The
middle distance placing and emphasis on centre
register frequencies also involve aconsiderable loss of
brilliance. Objectivity here cannot here outdo my own
preferences, so [
C:3].
Roger Bowen
MASTERWORKS FOR TWO GUITARS
Siegfried Behrendt Martin Krüger (gtrs)
Acanta DC 23098 ((: 5.50) ( Harmonia Mundi)
Gabrieli, Frescobaldi, Galilei, Durante, Marella and
Carulli provide the programme for this issue: two
suites and six short pieces, hardly ' masterworks', by
the way. Iwas conscious of acertain lack of variety in
approach, touch and tone-colour, but skill is here in
huge measure. Idid not notice a single, extraneous
finger- board noise throughout the recital.
Both use Yamaha guitars: a special point is made
of this on the sleeve. If one may judge by the sound on
this recording, Ishall be happy never to hear one
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again. What we get is ahuge, tubby bass quite unlike
any instrument Ihave ever heard., with an overall dulling of brilliance throughout the range. The effect is
heightened by the curious recording, which is of two
instruments widely spaced, with adegree of hole- inthe- middle fortunately uncommon these days, a
spaced technique that leads inevitably to unstable
imaging. In other respects the recording is accurate,
and has plenty of presence. [
C:2]
Peter Turner
INVITATION TO THE DANCE
DEBUSSY: La plue que lente / LISZT: Waltz
from Gounod's Faust / RAVEL: La Vales /
JOHANN STRAUSS Jnr (err Dohnanyi): Waltz
from The Gipsy Baron / TCHAIKOVSKY:
December (The Seasons) / WEBER: Invitation
to the Dance, Op. 65
Adam Fellegi (pool
Hungaroton SLPX 12265 ((: 4.80) ( Parnote)
The chief interest of the disc is likely to centre on
Ravel's own arrangements of La Valse, not currently
available elsewhere ( although Jean-Philippe Collard
and Michael Béroff include the four- handed version as
part of their Ravel box— EMI Import 2C 167
73025-7).
Iwas surprised to find occasional details lost or
missing ( notes within chords, for example) which
should really have been corrected for arecording, and
it is a pity, if understandable, that Fellegi makes no
attempt to incorporate the chromatic swirls Ravel
wrote in, rather optimistically, on an additional stave
after the first change to three flats. This is in many
ways an impracticable transcription, and what Imiss
from this performance is the guile needed to bring off
many of the effects Ravel imagined in his inner ear but
which are almost unplayable as they appear on the
page. The Hungaroton recording, if on the wiry side, is
quite lifelike in its close, drawing- room way, if not
especially resonant at the lower end of the keyboard.
[B/C:2/3]
Andrew Keener
THREE ITALIAN SONATAS FOR VIOLIN AND
GUITAR
By Paganini, Giuliani, Gragnani
Raymond d'A rco (yin)! Louis Lautrec (gtr)
SFP 9.1035 (£ 4.95) (TOL)
To my ears, this is a curious recording. It is cut at a
high level, and at a normal setting gives the impression of being fiercely forward and rather rough.
Reduce the volume appreciably, and the violin seems
to be playing loudly in a large, empty room; though
there is no great echo. The guitar, most of the time, is
accompanying only, when it seems to be much nearer
to one than the violin. On occasions when it has asolo
or the lead, the perspective is more natural. The violin
focus is sharp to the point of aggression, while the
guitar is more woolly and dimmer. (There are several
instances of pre- echo.)
Isaid that the violinist seems to be playing loudly.
He does, consistently; and this may have something
to do with the odd acoustic. It also means that there is
a lack of shading in the violin part, which makes for a
degree of monotony in music which is all of very
similar salon- type character. M. d'Arco also plays with
a highly romantic—not to say sentimental—fervour,
which brings more than a suggestion of the Palm
Court. Recorded as he is, he is mercilessly exposed,
and it is remarkable that he shows so very few
infelicities—though there are afew. [
B/C:2]
Peter Turner
LUTE DUETS OF THE ENGLISH AND ITALIAN
RENAISSANCE
Ako Ito/Henry Dorigni (ires)
SFP 9.1042 (£ 4.95) (TOL)
The English contribution to the lute duet was the
development of a true concertante style, in which
both instruments have a degree of autonomy, and
produce a musical dialogue in place of the earlier
soloist- and- accompaniment. This renders possible
complex polyphonic structures and greatly extends
the musical scope of the medium. This issue is designed to illustrate this technique, and does so admirably.
The recording is, in itself, avery good and satisfying
one: the players are always separated, and both
always audible—which is absolutely essential in
works of this kind. Unfortunately, there is apersistent,
intermittent rumble on the disc—presumably traffic.
With relatively weak instruments like the lute, this
noise obtrudes distractingly when reproduced by
equipment able to hear it, and detracts seriously from
the enjoyment of what is, in itself, asplendid issue.
[B/C:1]
Peter Turner
MEXICAN MUSIC
MABARAK: Ballad du Cerf et de la Lune /
MONCAYO: Huapango / Revueltas El

Sensemayà / CHAVEZ: Symphonie Indienne /1
GALINDO:
La
Manda /
CHAVEZ:
Encantamiento y Zarabanda / MONCAYO:
Zapata
Mexico City PO ILozano
Orlon. Um 3551 and UM 3552 ((: 4.99 each) ( Parnote)
These two records (the first titled ' Four Mexican Composers' and the second ' Mexican Ballets') provide a
fairly wide-ranging sketch of current music in Mexico.
'Fairly' because none of the composers represented
was born after 1916: they probably represent the
Mexican musical ' Establishment' and as such they do
so well enough. Silvestre Revueltas and Carlos
Chavez were both composers of some international
repute and their works recorded here are good
testimony for their standing. Though less well known,
Carlos Mabarak ( b. 1916), José Moncayo
(1912-1958) and Blas Galindo ( b. 1910) show a
level of technical skill which speaks highly of their
musical training and achievement. The latter is
serious and weighty yet eminently approachable:
attractive orchestration, supple and memorable
melodic ideas and attention-holding development are
present in all of them. The Mexico PO ( although
founded a mere four years ago) play with a polish
worthy of many aveteran band, and the conducting of
Fernado Lozano shows off the pieces in avery favourable light. The recordings are very well
engineered—in all an enjoyable and promising pair of
records. [
A:1]
Benedict Sarnaker
NEWYEAR'S IN VIENNA
JOHANN STRAUSS I: Seufzer-Galopp /
JOHANN STRAUSS II: Einzugmarsch O Rosen
eus dem Stirlen D Sturmisch in Ueb' und Tanz D
Tritsch-Tratsch Polka D Frühlingsstlmmen
Agyptischer Marsch E Accelerationen
Lelchtes Slut O Explosions Polka / JOHANN &
JOSEF STRAUSS: Pizzicato Polka / JOSEF
STRAUSS: Ohne Sorgen D Transaktionen
Frauenherz
VP0 IMaazel
DG 2532 018-10 digital ( Polydor Import)
Those of us who look back nostalgically to the previous upholders of the New Year Concert tradition
must admit that the learned Maazel has now taken on
the mantle more than adequately and has obviously
been taken to the hearts of the Viennese audience.
The Vienna Philharmonic would no doubt play these
items well with you or Iconducting them. The listing
above makes any remarks about the predictability of
the concert superfluous. The collector will note a
couple of rarities and make up his mind as to whether
it is worthwhile. The standard is high and, as it is alive
recording ( from the Musikverein in January 1981),
you must live with the short bursts of enthusiastic
applause and the occasional sniffle. The digital
recording, allowing for live conditions, is all that could
be expected of it. What more can one say?, except:
first-rate in every way. [
A*:1 11r/1] Peter Gammond
OPERATIC OVERTURES AND INTERMEZZI
From MASSENET: Thais / CHERUBINI: Anacreon / WEBER: Der Freischütz / SCHMIDT:
Notre Dame / PUCCINI: Suor Angelica D Manen
Lescaut / MASCAGNI: L'amIco Fritz /
HUMPERDINCK: Hânsel und Gretel
Anne-Sophie Mutter (vIn)l BP° IKarajan
HMV ASD 4072 digital
The BP0 is not quite on its best form—there are
moments of ragged ensemble and poor tuning—but
the sound is, nevertheless, impressive for its richness,
depth and balance. Anne-Sophie Mutter uses arather
wide vibrato for ' Méditation' from Thais but is
otherwise an exemplary soloist; the Hansel und Gretel
Overture is given the right balance of full
Romanticism and drawn-breath pathos; the rest all
receive equally appropriate and heartfelt interpretations. If there is a fault, it could be that Karajan
produces textural balance and phrasing that is not
always totally typical of the various composers' styles.
The recording has an awesome dynamic spread.
The stereo positioning is good—though Iwas not so
happy with the front-to- back placing of the instruments—and the fullness of the orchestral timbre
well reproduced. Despite some congestion in the
louder passages that might equallycome from recording or acoustic the disc is easy on the ear, avoiding the
tiring brightness that some digital recordings have.
Overall, the record is worthy of arecommendation.
[A:1*/11
Doug Hammond
ORCHESTRAL FAVOURITES
ALFVEN: Dance of the Cow- Girl / BARBER:
Adagio for Strings / BLOMDAHL: Adagio /
GRANDJANY: Aria for Harp and Strings /
LU M BYE : Champagne Galop / ROSSINI: ' La
87

Scala di Seta'— overture / SCHUBERT:
'Rosamunde'—interlude /SIBELIUS: The Swan
of Tuonela
Stockholm Sinfoniette / Wedin
BIS LP- 180 If 4.951 (TOL)

System
one degree
under?

Such miscellanies as this stand or fall by their content
and one cannot help regretting that some space is, to
some extent, wasted by including such hackneyed
pieces as the Rossini overture or the Schubert
Entr'acte, even the Barber Adagio, which are easily
available and which most people will have. Sibelius
fits more naturally into the other aspect, ' which is
entirely worthwhile in giving us some slightly rarer
lollipops with a Scandinavian slant—Alfven's piece
from his pantomime
The Mountain King, the
Blomdahl Adagio from The Vigil and an excellent bit of
fizz from the Danish Strauss, Lumbye. Grandjany is a
charming French snippet worthy of inclusion. The
playing is of asensitive but not too refined nature, presenting ' each piece in a good light. The recording,
made quite recently ( in May 1981) in the Stockholm
Concert Hall, is of aclear but thinnish quality made on
a Revox A77 tape recorder. A pity it hadn't a little
more body to it. [
8:11
Peter Gammond
PREMIERES
COLLECTION

FROM

THE

BAVARIAN

MOZART: Symphony in F, Kl9a / TOESCHI:
Symphony in D/ DEDLER : Symphony in D
Convivium Musicbm Munich/Keller
Musica Bavarica MB 70702 (£ 5.25) (TOL)
The musicologicat interest in this record centres on
the newly discovered symphony by Mozart. This is
one of aseries known to have been written in London
in 1765, of which only K16 and K19 were thought to
have survived. The symphony by 'Old Toeschi', as
Mozart called him, is typical of the first Mannheim
School—Toeschi shared in its creation with Johann
Stamitz and Canabich—and is principally interesting
for its employment, in the first movement particularly,
of the upward triplet unison device much used by
Mozart late in his career (cg, the opening of the
'Jupiter'). Rochus Dedler ( 1779-1822) is chiefly
remembered as the composer of the music to the
Oberammergau Passion Play. His symphony, which
probably dates from after 1812, is, like those of
Vorisek and Kozeluh, a transition from the classic
Viennese style into the newer Romantic manner.
Interesting rather than important, all three discoveries
are worthy of ahearing. They are played in alively way
and recorded in a slightly reverberant acoustic, the
Toeschi as far back as 1974 in a church in Rottenbuch, the others earlier this year in the Sacred Heart
Church in Munich. [
A:11
Kenneth Dommett

ROMANTIC SUITES AND SERENADES FROM
ENGLAND
BRIDGE: Sally in our Alley / BRITTEN:
Lachrymae, Op. 43* / HOLST: St Paul's Suite,
Op. 29:2 / PARRY: An English Suite /
WARLOCK: Capriol Suite
"Rainer Moog ( vial / RIAS Sinfonietta IAtherton
Schwann VMS 2075 (£ 5.26) (TOL)
With fine German strings, and an outstanding violist,
David Atherton has recorded Britten's ' Reflections on
a song of Dowland', a rearrangement of an earlier
(1950) chamber-work. Like me, you may be drawn to
the equivocal nature of its last pages; after much
troubled and despairing expression the music settles
into what Itake to be the John Dowland theme. But is
this coda one of resignation, or is it—more
probably—Britten quietly rejoicing in the unbroken
tradition of English melodic inventiveness? Britten
seems to be looking forwards, as well as to the past, in
this late reworking of an earlier opus.
In the Hoist Atherton is warm and affectionate, his
broader speeds precluding the panáche realised in the
ASM version (on HMV). But it is good to savour the
pure intonation and rhythmical accuracy of the Berlin
strings in Ostinato, for instance; fine playing too in the
Cepriol Suite. The posthumously published set
of three movements by Hubert Parry suggest
Tchaikovsky's Serenade: strings nicely recessed here,
and only because the higher dynamic ranges lose
some of the beautiful open sound and clear ambience
achieved by the engineers in piano, does this 1978
production drop a 'star' for recording. [A:1/1*1
Christopher Breunig
ROMANTIC SUITES AND SERENADES FROM
RUSSIA
Music by Glinka, Glazunov, Tchaikovsky
RIAS Sinfonietta / Starek
Schwann VMS 2048 (£ 5.25) (TOL)
A miscellany of intriguing pieces: two Glazunov works
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for horn/strings, Glinka's La Sonnambula Variations
for piano/orchestra, Tchaikovsky's Hamlet incidental
music, an Entr'acte and Elegy composed three years
after his op. 67 Overture. But these are mainly heavyhanded performances ( in a Chopinesque score the
Glinka pianist no Cherkassky, the horn timbres not
quite to English tastes) with little to compensate in
the engineering. In Tchaikovsky's arrangements of the
Andante Cantabile and Nocturne Op. 19‘the solo cello
is buzzy, and the strings 'strained' in recording
quality—no competition here for the Eurodisc digital
versions featuring David Geringas.
[13:2/3]
Christopher Breunig

SCANDINAVIAN PIANO MUSIC
NIELSEN: Suite, Op. 45 / JERSILD: Trois
Pièces en Concert/OLSEN: Five Inventions
Lis Smed Christensen (pno)
Simax PN 2001 (£ 5.50) ( Gamut)
Lis Smed Christensen brings to the music afiery commitment and a dazzling technique which stands
steady comparison with John McCabe's version of the
Nielsen, the only other now listed. She brings this
technique to bear also on Jorgen Jersild's delightfully
French- inflected Trois Pièces of 1945: reflecting not
only Jersild's study with Roussel but asympathy with
the French clavecinistes which comes out in the
scintillating passage work as much as in the
titles—Tambourin, Romanesque with ten Doubles,
and Farandole. Poul Rovsing Olsen, listed by Grove as
Swedish though he is actually Danish, is the latest of
the trio and his concentrated Five Inventions ( 1957)
make tactful use of the serial method while retaining a
hold on more traditional language.
The piano is well recorded with arealistic sense of
distance and absence of distortion. The Jersild and
Olsen works are not otherwise available, and the
record can be thoroughly recommended to anyone
wishing to explore unfamiliar territory. (
A:1/1*]
Kenneth Dommett

SCHNITTKE / STRAVINSKY/STOCKHAUSEN
SCHNITTKE:
Violin
Concerto
3 /
STRAVINSKY: Pastorale: E L'Histoire du
Soldat ( Suite) */ STOCKHAUSEN: Tierkreis
Gidon Kremer ( yin) / *Karl Leister (Lit) / *Aloys
Kontarsky (ono)! BP° Chamber Ensemble INelsson
Eurodisc 201234-405 (£ 4.99) ( PRT Sales)
Gidon Kremer plays his way masterfully past all the
technical and stylistic obstacles these works pose and
always makes one feel that he is playing the music
(rather than coping with problems). Schnittke's Concerto ( 1979) has vigour and an idiomatic, lyrical treatment of the soloist. It also refers back to earlier music
and this combines with its ' modernism' to produce a
strongly nostalgic effect. The Pastorale (
1907) is an
early Stravinsky work for.violin and four wind players.
Its lilting, bitter-sweet tunefulness is delivered with a
tangy intensity which is very pleasing. The suite from
The Soldier's Tale is an abridged version of that too
often abridged work, which remains one of
Stravinsky's most radical compositions. The playing
is good—so good as to make the adumbration very
frustrating. Adumbration is also present in Tierkreis
(Zodiac): Kremer selects six of the twelve melodies
which make up this piece—which is itself an extract
from a theatre piece called Musik im Bauch (
1975) !
The dramatic context is lost leaving a sequence of
lonely ( yet lovely) violin solos which round off a
satisfying programme with a thoughtful singularity.
The recording is good. Only in the Stravinsky suite
does it sound plummy ( and somewhat distracting),
otherwise it serves the music admirably throughout
with neat balances, warm and realistic sound and a
good dynamic range. IA/B:1)
Benedict Samaker
SUNFLOJT ( SUN- FLUTE) 3
MOZART: Rondo in D, KA184* / BEETHOVEN:
Liebeslied / KREISLER: Liebesfreud, Liebesleid,
Schein Rosmarin / TOMASI: Le Petit Chevrier
Corse / HONEGGER: Danse de la Chevre /
BIZET: Intermezzo from ' l'Arlésienne' / ANON:
Greensleeves / BERGH: Pan / DE FRUMERIE:
Pastoral Suite*
Gunilla von Bahr (fit) IGertrud Schneider (hrp) IDag
Achatz (pno)1 *Stockholm CO IWe din
BIS LP- 175 (£ 4.95) ( TOL)
Mozart's Rondo, included by Vester in his RCA ' Seon'
set recently, is an arrangement of the Rondo in C,
K373; and the rest of the programme is of arrangements, the Kreisler ones apparently by consent of the
composer. These incidentally, are accompanied by
piano, the remainder by harp. Bahr's playing may lack
Galway's flawless technique though it has plenty of
warmth and enthusiasm. The Kreisler is rather heavyHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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handed, but the rest comes over as spirited and enjoyable, not least the Greensleeves variations. Recording, as usual with this company, is clear and natural
sounding ( Inote that they do not use Dolby in their
recordings) though there is an occasional shrill top
note from the flautist. [
A:1/2]
Kenneth Dommett
VIRTUOSO DOUBLE BASS
DRAGON ETTI: Double-bass concerto in A /
KOUSSEVITZSKY: Double-bass Concerto Op. 3
/ PAGANINI: Fantasy on a theme from the
opera ' Moses in Egypt' by Rossini
Gary Karr id- bassi' Berlin RSO ILajovic
Schwann VMS 2063 (£ 5.25)(TOL)
The Koussevitzky Double- bass Concerto, which takes
up the first side of this Gary Karr recital disc, is in
danger of taking over the award from the Dittersdorf
Concerto for the most over- recorded genre piece of
double- bass music. This, Karr's second recording of
the piece, brings to five the recordings in my collection.
Karr's technical facility rather than Dragonetti's
music gets top billing on Side 2 in a recording which
shares with the Koussevitzky a boxy, constricted
orchestral sound from the Jesus-Christus Kirche,
Berlin acoustic. The Dragonetti Concerto is recorded
for the first time in Gunther Schuller's orchestration,
though conductor Uros Lajovic takes the first movement at a cracking pace ( perhaps at Karr's request),
making it more of an Allegro immoderato; remarkably
Karr stays on top of the piece even at this speed.
The disc concludes with the Paganini Moses
Fantasy said to written by Paganini when in jail and
down to only a G string on his violin. Here it is
recorded with orchestra and in Karr's own arrangement. It is in such showcase pieces that Gary Karr's
humour and total technical control come into their
own; Karr's glittering bass harmonics defeat foregoing pomposity and conclude the recital with asmile.
(B/C:1]
David Prékel

Take One
Grado

VIRTUOSO GUITAR CONCERTOS
By Boccherini, Tansman
Sonja Prunnbauer (gtr)/ RIAS Sinfonietta IStarek
Schwann VMS 2062E (€ 5.25) (TO L)
The term 'virtuoso', applied to these two works, is
hardly appropriate. It applies more to the Tansman;
but when one considers the demands made on a
performer by, for example, the Rodrigo concertos,
these seem beginners' pieces—not that they are any
the worse for that. Miss Prunnbauer is a delightful
player, and this issue ought to have been asource of
high pleasure. Unfortunately, it isn't really. The
orchestra, and the soloists within it, are excellent; the
direction is lively and well- conceived. The Tansman
seems the better- recorded of the two, and offers
some lovely passages. The problem is that the recording is narrow and congested: there is no spread of
sound, and what there is i&starved of air. Detail is
seriously lacking, and one gets apoor idea of the numbers playing. The sound, overall, is strident in the
string-tone, with rough edges here and there. An
opportunity missed.
[C:1]
Peter Turner
THE VIRTUOSO MARIMBA
FISSINGER: Suite for Marimba ( 1950)/ LEMBA
(arr. Pachla): Estonian Cradle Song, for marimba
/MILHAUD: Concerto for marimba, vibraphone
and orchestra* / SHOSTAKOVICH: ( arr.
Ljubimov) Polka from ' The Age of Gold' /
SIBELIUS ( arr. Ljubimov): The Hari, Player, OP.
34/8, for vibraphone
Rainer Kuisma (marimba and vibraphone) I *Norrkiiping SO IPanula
BIS LP-149 (€ 4.95) (TOL)
The marimba attracted Milhaud's attention after the
Second World War when he wrote this
characteristically jazz- influenced concerto in three
movements. It makes pleasant enough listening,
though the difference in timbre between marimba and
vibraphone ( both played with virtuosity by Rainer
Kuisma on this record) is not sufficiently marked to
avoid a certain monotony of texture. The orchestral
playing is good, if not distinguished, and the recording
is smooth, with natural balance and spread.
The reverse is amixed success. After two bands of
soothing sounds, Ifind the Shostakovich hard to
take—all clanking monotone—and Sibelius would
surely have been surprised to hear the sound of his
dreamlike little piano piece invested with the vibraphone's soft, pulsating tones, though the result is
undeniably hypnotic. This side was recorded at 15 Vs
without Dolby on aRevox A77, using two Sennheiser
MKI-i 105 microphones, and the result does a
splendid job of capturing these woody, well-fed
sonorities. Pleasant, but not for asingle sitting.
[A:11
Andrew Keener
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Restore the life in
your record collection
...up-grade to a new
Grado cartridge.
Famed for total system
compatibility, the all new
Super Flux Bridger series
employ special elastomeric
material which is totally
insensitive to ambient
temperature change.
This means a smooth and
tireless performance is
assured even in our
changeable climate
From as little as £ 18 there's
a Grado cartridge perfect
for yoursystem - even less
if you trade-up your old
Grado. See your dealer
' for details or contact us
at Brooks Court, Stamford
Lincs. PE9 2QX

Would you chance your arm
with anything else?

Five new 45rpm LP's from Nimbus

Nimbus newt (is
-)

ENGLISH SONGS
VOLUME 1
SHURA GEHRMAN-Bass
ADRIAN FARMER- Piano
VAUGHAN WILLIAMSSONGS OF TRAVEL (Complete).
HOWELLS, HELY-HUTCHINSON
These are performances in which
the true splendour ot the great
treasury of English song
is revealed.
NIMBUS 45012

THE LAST OF THE
TROUBADOURS
The Art and Times of
Guiraut Riquier 1230-1292
MARTIN BEST MEDIEVAL
ENSEMBLE
The haunting beauty of the
melodies brings the unparalleled
cruelty of the Crusades
vividly to life.
NIMBUS 45008

EQUALE BRASS
QUINTET

CHOPIN PRÉLUDES

ENRIC MORERA, MUSIC
FROM RENAISSANCE SPAIN,
BELA BARTOK, RAMEAU.
Formed in 1978 from players in
the Philharmonia Orchestra, this
ensemble has established areP utation for virtuoso performances
in awide variety of musical styles.
NIMBUS 45010

:L1.4

OPUS 23 & 45
VLADO PERLEMUTER
One of the world's very great
Chopin players. This important
Performance embodies the
nobility, simplicity and beauty
of tone which are the distinctive
elements of this great
artist's playMg
NIMBUS 4501 1

MUSSORGSKYPICTURES AT AN
EXHIBITION

SHURA CHERKASSKY
Mussorgsky's 'Pictures' are a
lanomark in Romantic piano
literature and Shura
CherkasskyS performance
is urforgettable.
NIMBUS 45007

Price £ 5.45 each LP.
al orders (cheque po with order) and Trade (no minimum quantity) from
NIMBUS RECORDS, FREEPOST, MONMOUTH NP5 3YZ.
.
sets o+p free.
Please include. 30 pence p+p Two L?sandbox
—
te.lirene Distribution. Parnote. 47-51 Chalton St„ London NW1
O'I_3fi99066 ,8or Spartan Records.London Rd . Wembley.
Middlesex Tel -01-904 4753 6
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Sdiubert's neglected drama Lazarus
now returns in the German Schwann
recording (AMS1512, £5.25, TOL) with
Munich performers conducted by Helmut Banzhaf. Dated 1966, it was avery
welcome issue in its day and still
sounds remarkably good with awarm,
spacious sort of recording that only
lacks acertain amount of detail in the
orchestra. The singers, though probably less known to most than those on
the Erato record, are very effective,
performing with an earnest strength
and vitality that makes a convincing
argument for the work. [B:1]
PG.

Symphonies

T

-1" HE MOST satisfying recordings in
I Kubelik's nine-orchestra DG Beethoven symphony cycle, pointful Concertgebouw Second, Israel PO Fourth,
come together on ' Privilege' — the first
such stereo pairing (2535 441). It would
be wrong to underline compromises
made in transferring the long early
work from two to one LP side, since the
differences are fairly marginal. For the
Fourth original 1976 metalwork is
reused. Here the irrepressibly bubbling
moto perpetuo finale makes the modern replacement for Krips' classic reading. [A:1*]
C.B.
When Enigma issued their 1976 recording of Hallé/Loughran's Beethoven Symphony 3it received an enthusiastic reception. Reissued by ASV on
ALH 901 ( PRT Sales), this Eroica still
sounds as fresh and involved as at its
first appearance and Enigma's sensible side arrangement is retained —
movements 2 and 3 on Side 2, with
movements 4 and 1 separated by a
locked groove on Side 1. The recording
is spacious and warm, with a natural
feel to the strings and easy reproduction of the Hallé's exuberant brass.
[A:11
D.H.
ASV continué reissues from Hallé/
Loughran Beethoven symphony cycle
with 1977 Pastoral (
ALH902). Suggested price, £4.99, is higher than I
would have expected, but 'alot of work
has gone into improving series' — Nos.
1, 2, 8, 9 will in any case be new.
Comparisons with briefly-available
Enigma 'Supercut' pressing revealed
close correspondence; the sound is
recessed, yet clean in detail. Conducting is warmly affectionate, execution
less refined than on some competitive
alternatives. IA:11
C.B.
I had previously underestimated
attractions of beautifully recorded
VPO/Kubelik Beethoven Seventh, from
1976 symphony cycle ( now DG 2535
472 — the parent-set metalwork is
retained). This replaces earlier Bavarian RSO ' Privilege' Seventh: coarser
in sound, but perhaps more sharply
focusing Kubelik's view of the work.
Now marginally dated in quality, VPO/
Schmidt-lsserstedt (JB4) is more
weighty in the introduction, and his
finale repeat Irate a better 'trade-off'
than Kubelik's divided violins. (The
Decca also has Leonora 3.) Kubelik's is
the more volatile approach, whereas
the German conductor looked for the
most euphonious balances. [A:1) C.B.
The recording of the Schubert
'Great'
C Major Symphony
by
Loughran Mallé, on Enigma as recently as 1979 and now reissued (ASV
ALH905), is aversion that ought to be
kept available for the merit ( if you
deem it so) of being absolutely complete with all repeats. It is a pleasing
enough performance, relaxed and spacious, almost too amiable. To sustain
its added heavenly lengths it could do
with just abit more fire in its belly. The
recording seems to match the performance in being smooth and unassuming. IA/B:1/2)
P.G.
The
death-centred
chamberorchestral song-cycle that Shostakovich chose to call 'Symphony 14' was,
in the Melodiya/Rostropovich version
on ASD3090, another casualty of EMI's
often baffling policy (?) regarding deletions. This 1973 recording was doublestarred on its January '76 appearance
here, yet has been long unavailable,
with no other single- LP version in the
UK catalogue. All is not lost, however,
as TOL have imported the French
Chant du Monde pressing (' Melodiya'
LDX 78554, £5.25), just in time to come
into competition with Haitink ( see p.
81). Reshetin, bass Nishnevskaya, soprano/members of the Moscow Phil are
as impressive as before, pressing quality is gratifyingly better, and the sound
still rates highly: somewhat close and

I
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lacking in depth, but detailed, clean
(wonderful clarity in the ghostly interlude of In Prison) and with neither the
roughness of Barshai nor the thickness
of Ormandy. Slight image shifting
disconcerts occasionally, possibly a
microphone fault. Don't give up if at
first you can't find it in W. H. Smith's
rack — it's probably filed alphabetically
under 'Chostakovitch'. ( No text, sleeve
note in French only.) Strongly recommended. [A/B:11
G.J.
The fourth of six Karajan recordings
of Tchaikovsky's Pathétique Symphony has undergone considerable
recutting since 1964, and on 'Accolade'
(2542 154) it showed real improvements in body and presence over my
original pressing. Exemplary surfaces
permitted high replay levels, but as this
JesusChristus Kirche production was
more recessed, in anaturally resonant
setting, it could never match the impact
of the full- priced Berlin alternative on
DG. There the balances are closer, the
Philharmonic Hall acoustic more dry.
The 1977 recording has a fusion of
technical achievement with expressive
intensity that makes it Karajan's most
developed account. Even so, this
makes asuperb mid-price choice, and
illustrates strengths of an earlier
period in Karajan's career. [A:11
C.B.
Orchestral/Concertos
ft A AURICE André is featured as
IV Isoloist and in duet with himself in a
DG ' Privilege' record of Baroque trumpet Concertos etc ( DG 2535 385); the
accompaniments of ECO/Mackerras
sound rather hard-edged ( possibly a
recording fault, although this is not an
orchestra
noted for its singing
strings!), and slightly backward. The
Torelli work is best- balanced, since
intonation problems at the opening
force the soloist to play softly in a
necessary attempt to avoid playing too
sharp for the strings. Recording is
clear, with the synchronised doubletracking for the Vivaldi mostly wellcoordinated. 113:1]
S.D.
Formerly 1976 Polydor collection of
eleven short Elgar and Vaughan Williams orchestral pieces, Bournemouth
Sinfonietta/Hurst, is reissued by Chandos ( CBR1004). High dynamic levels of
Dorset Christchurch Priory recording
will put severe demands on any system, but the cutting engineers have
made asuperb job of the transfers. The
music ranges between the typical
scherzo-like sections of VW's Poisoned
Kiss Overture to Elgar's Mahlerian
Sospiri (' Sighs') for strings and harp,
from the charms of the Starlight Express Waltz to the quick march Sea
Songs, which VW based on naval
tunes. Excellent playing. IA/B:1]
C.B.
New Year 1980 brought distinguished Ulster Orchestra/Thomson recordings in a Chandos double-album.
Aptly the composer was Harty, whose
much-loved Handel Water Music
arrangements ( now sounding more
quaint than productions with original
instruments) make a mid-priced reissue, with Londonderry Air, John Field
Suite (
CBR1005). With amost persuasive sleeve-design, the raptly atmospheric Violin Concerto, and virtuoso
Variations on Dublin Air (
both Ralph
Holmes), are coupled at full price on
ABR 1044. Both transfers are impeccably cut in West Germany. Here is the
stylishness missed in the EMI 'John
Field' reissue ( Nov'81), and awarmly
attractive sound-stage supplants the
hi-fi brillance of that 'Greensleeve'
production. (A:1/11
C.B.
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'The
Strauss
Family' (ASV
ACM2019), previously available at the
beginning of 1980 on the Enigma
label, is afirst-rate sample of Strauss
playing by the LSO under the knowing
direction of John Georgiadis. A pity
that the repertoire is not more adventurous (
Emperor, Pizzicato, Vienna
Vocal/Operatic
Blood, Radetzky, etc). The recording is
generally clear in the higher reaches
ECCA have released a number of
but tends to be abit woolly in the bass;
reissues in aseries entitled 'Grandi
but scarcely detracts from the excellent Voci'. Janet Baker is featured in arias
performances. [A/B:1*/1]
PG. by Bach, Handel and Rameau as well as
the famous 'When Iam laid in earth'
Chamber/Solo
from Dido & Aeneas. On the reverse
side the sings songs by Ravel and
AM transcriptions often featured Chausson. All highly recommended
in Kempff's solo recitals and DG's with good sound on GRV5:[A:1]; Jussi
reissue of his own version of some Bach Melding sings superbly in a selection of
Chorale Preludes, aHandel Minuet and Italian opera arias, including awonderthe Dance of the Blessed Spirits from ful 'Lamento di Federico' from Cilea's
Gluck's Orfeo may well be acharming L'Atiesiana on GRV 4: [
AMU Then
memento of such occasions:for many Del Monaco is represented by afurther
of his audiences ( DG Accolade 2542 selection of operatic arias, including a
158). The recording from 1976 is rich fine ' Morte d'Otello' and well sung
and if anything a little over- resonant, excerpts from Aida and La Forza del
but this perhaps suits the material, as Destino etc. plus some clumsy and
does the middle-distance placing. (Al unstylish arias from Rigoletto on GRV
B:1]
R.B. 2: IEVD:1/31; Nicolai Ghiaurov sings
All the old warhorses are trotted out arias from Don Carlo, Nabucco,
yet again on Music for Pleasure's Simone Boccanegra, Macbeth and /
2-record MFP 1020, played ( sometimes Vespri Siciliani. All of these are fine
overplayed, and in overdrive) by renderings sung by this magnificent
Nicholas Kynaston on the RAH organ — bass. The sound also is excellent, on
not my favourite vehicle. The works are GRVE: (A:1). Finally Renate Telbaldi
by Bach and Widor (as if you hadn't sings fourteen arias, all from Puccini
guessed), with seven other compos- operas, all recorded between 1958 and
ers. A fair, full-range recording in every 1965, when she was virtually unrivalsense, but a bit noisy in parts, with led in these particular roles on GRV 3:
occasional odd, faint whistling sounds. (13:1].
J.F.
Strictly a ' pops' issue. ( B/C:2/3)
T.A.
Rita Streich's collection of Mozart's
Whereas all the performances in Concert Arias with Bavarian RSO/
John Lill's first volume of the complete Mackerras ( DG 2535 465) was actually
Beethoven Piano Sonatas (on ASV released here in 1959, though the label
ACMB 601, 6 recs) were reissues of states 1960. At this time Streich was
mid-70s recordings, those in the at her peak, and her performances
second and final volume under review throughout are exemplary, her tone
here (ASV ACMB 602, 6 recs) are far pure and with one exception her pitch
more recent — virtually all from this accurate. The orchestra is very much in
year. By and large these are dryer and the background and sounds unnaturalhave amore biting edge than the earlier ly thin, but its accompaniments are
Engima Classics, most obviously in the well judged. Worth investigation for
treble register, where some loud the quality of the singing and for the
passages are a little harsh. The fact that four of the seven items are not
pressings are clean, and for those otherwise avai I
able. (CM
K.D.
wanting a comparatively 'straight'
From the grim recesses of the Tower
style
Beethoven
cycle,
this
Lill of London (specifically, from the Royal
version is well worth considering. Chapel of St. Peter ad Vincula) comes
(A/B:1/2]
R.B. Music for the Kings and Queens of
The Perlman/Ashkenazy set of the England, performed by the Choir of the
Beethoven Violin Sonatas has long Chapel Royal with the Philip Jones
been part of my permanent collection: Brass Ensemble, the Hurwitz Chamber
two superb performers in great form, Ensemble, and Andrew Davis on organ
playing well- recorded great music. The and hpd (Chandos CBR 1006, 1972).
most popular of these sonatas, the The professional mixed choir is first'Spring' and the 'Kreutzer', are reissued class, and so is everything else. The
on Decca SXL 6990 ( 1974), and seem disc is cut at a rather fierce level, and
not to have suffered in any way over presents some tracking problems.
the new transfer; indeed there seems Perhaps as aresult, it tends to atoppy
greater life and ashade better balance over-brilliance, but not seriously so. In
on the new pressing, with certainly all other respects it is afine recording,
nothing to suggest adated or obsolete with great presence and separation —
one: had it been a new one it would try the stunning rendering of ' God save
have been regarded as highly satisfac- the Queen' with which it ends — choir,
tory, and a credit to analogue techni- organ, brass and all: great stuff. (Al
P.T.
que; which it is. If you desire such a B:1]
A fine recital by Victoria de los
coupling, do not hesitate. [A:1*] P.T.
The splendid issue of Boccherini's Angeles was previously issued on
Guitar Quintets on Philips 6768 268 ( 3 HMV 'Concert Classics' SXLP 30147,
recs, mid-price) by Pepe Romero and and has now been released on CFP
the ASM Chamber Ensemble is now 40366. The songs include examples of
available as aboxed set. Fine recording German lieder by Schubert and
and some lovely playing from soloist— Brahms, French songs by Debussy,
if that's the word — and ensemble: lona Fauré and Hahn, and the second side is
Brown plays the first violin to her own devoted to songs by Spanish composlofty standard. This is atypical Philips ers. Gerald Moore and Gonzalo
chamber- music recording, notable for Soriano are the accompanists except
clarity and excellent balance: lively in the final song by Valverde, where the
and realistic. Here is charming music soprano accompanies herself on the
superbly played. Who needs more at a guitar. The stereo sound is clean and
J.F.
friendly price? [A:1]
P.T. bright. [A/B:1]
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You can ge asimilar effect
ton the wrong c

Aballerina in army boots
isn't going to pirouette and perform
as well as she would do wearing
ballet shoes.
The same could besaid ea tonearm with the wrong cartridge. Since
your cartridge is the starting point in
the sound reproduction process. its
vital to choose one that will do your
system justice
For this reason, Sony have produced an extensive range of precis:on
crafted carhidges to suit all manner
of turntables.
Sony's moving magnet cartridges.
XL20-This lightweight and high
compliance cartridge has been
specially designed for upgrading
budget turntables. Price around £17
XL30-The high-frequency performance, enhanced by the elliptical
stylus, ensures clear sound repro92

duction. The choice for
mid range turntables.
Price around £26.
XL70-A totally new concept in
IV design using acore of amorphous
super-alloy magnetic material and
asapphire pipe cantilever. Together
they ensure excellent linear response
and extreme audio clarity. Price
around £99.
Sonys moving coil cartridges.
XL44L-The figure-8coreless
armature coil on th:s MC cartridge
reduces distortion to abare minimum.
The selection for mid- range turntables. Price around £50.
XL88 - Undoubtedly one of the
best MC cartridges you can buy. It
delivers good stereo separation, good
image location and anatural tone

to individual
instruments. Price around £125.
So make sure you put on acartridge that matches your turntable.
If you don't, it could cost you money
and compromise the quality of sound
your system can deliver
To find out more, consult your
authorised local Sony dealer. Or, if
you prefer, write to Sony (UK) Limited,
Pyrene House, Sunbury on Thames,
Middlesex TIA/16 7AT. SONY
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Fred Dellar
ever- receptive
BEING
reasonable
R&B

to any
offering
hoisted my way, little wonder that
a case of the instant euphorias
was induced by the arrival of
Juice On The Loose (
AceJOOS-1),
an album by aCamden Delta band
of beer- mat blues ' n' boogie purveyors who rejoice in that very
name. For the band—a hornparding sextet whose ranks include one-time Ace hero Actionman Barn King—are among the
most able of those angling for a
slice of the contemporary market,
capable of splicing Chenier and
Mar- Key sounds on originals like
Softwear Breakdown and producing combined feet- and handwarmers such
as the selfdescriptive Party Time in a manner that surely must have Alan
Freed beaming, somewhere up
above. No new roads are travelled
and some of the songs—Buster
Brown's Fanny Mae, Barbara
Lynn's You'll Lose A Good Thing
and Irma Thomas' It's Raining—
will doubtless be as familiar as
Carry On TV repeats to longserving bluesfolk. But Ron Kavana
(vocals, lead guitar), Nick Petelow
(sax) and the other Juicers give
the impression that they're not
merely playing R&B but are R&B,
blue-corpusculed and available
for Saturday Night Fish Frys. Book
them for an appearance on your
hi-fi; remember those Dansette
days! [
Al]
Meanwhile, back at the greyhairs- in-the- moustache division,
Frank Zappa has placed on offer a
new double- helping called You
Are What You Is (
CBS 88560), a
kind of American- music- revisited
item that flits from cod-country
(Harder Than Your Husband) and
mock-gospel (
The Meek Shall Inherit The Earth) through to the
'50s styled porno-pop of Goblin
Girl, spending time between jokes
with jazz-tinged morsels such as
oddly ( but predictably) titled
Theme From The 3rd Movement
of Sinister Footwear and the reggae-slanted Mudd Club. What you
expect is what you get—intelligence and wit interlaced with an
equal proportion of dumbo selfindulgence and nudge-nudge leer" HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

ing. In toto it doesn't add up to
very much and helps to explain
why few have connected Zappa's
name and the future of rock for at
least adecade. 1A:2]
Sticking to the egg- head side of
the spectrum, mention next for
Ismism ( Polydor POLD 5043), a
venture brought to you by Godley
and Creme, once cubic but now
more rubix in approach, their
colours falling more easily into
line on Snack Attack, a lexicon
game for gourmets based around
the dinner-gong dilemma of a
jaw-wired weight-watcher; Under
Your Thumb, G&C's recent chart know if it wants to be Bob Dylan or
contender; Wedding Bells, more Matt Dillon,' he avers, 'John FosMotown than marital; and Lonnie, ter Dulles is just a name on an
which comes on like Raymond airport now. When America found
Chandler's alternative version of itself facing a hard future they
the John Kennedy assassination. looked for John Wayne—but
Those that refuse to line up in since he wasn't available, they
such acceptable fashion are Sale picked on Ronald Reagan'. So
of The Century, asatire that hooks America is now just part of alow
itself arund the Platters' Great grade B movie, claims ScottPretender; The Problem, a here- Heron. Maybe you'll agree and
to-eternity maths-attack; Ready maybe you won't. Whatever your
For Ralph, akind of musical Wait- verdict, the track is arguably
ing For Godot; and The Party, Scott- Heron's most potent since
which introduces us to such a The Revolution Will Not Be Telefearful celeb and champagne vised, and not to be missed.
shindig that Aunt Maude's routine fA:1*I
round-the-joanna sprees seem
It's possible that Vice Squad's
quite inviting by comparison. No Cause For Concern (
Riot City
Some failures then, but, in the ZEM 103) is as well-intentioned as
main, honourable ones. And 'Reflections,' though everything
when Godley and Creme are about it is so caught up in a
good, they're very good indeed. frenetic punk maelstrom that any
Hence the rating. [
A*1]
message contained gets lost amid
No problems for this or any the fuzz and fury. A Bristol- based
other reviewer confronted with quartet, headed vocally by ladyeither the 14-track Best Of Blondie of-leathers Beki Bondage, Vice
(Chrysalis CDL TV1) or the 17- Squad thrash their way violently
song Queen's Greatest Hits ( EMI forward, utilising slogans for toEMTV 30), which between them day's youth, pausing only to
feature nearly ascore of genuine select atongue-in-cheek acoustic
Top 10 items. Readers will be as intro for Dylan's The Times They
familiar with their contents as I Are Changin' before musically
(probably more so!), and all that putting the boot in. Maybe, as The
really need be said is that both Exploited would have it, punk's
represent excellent value for not dead. Certainly, as the Angelic
money plus added gold from Upstarts and Killing Joke have
already worked seams for the recently proved, the movement
record companies involved. Time can still provide records of which
then to merely award a rating of
[A/B:11 for each of these compilations before extolling the virtues
of the less- publicised Reflections
Elvis Costello: .
Almost Blue ( F(Artists SPART 1180) by Gil ScottHeron. An emotive, jazz-fringe Beat XXLP 13). Imperfect voices
singer with a voice that initially have often proved more able than
inos ai turning saccharine-filled
reminds one of maybe Bill WithCountry teardrops -irito compulers or Lou Rawls, the Chicagosive listening ( Isn't that right, Mr
born street poet has always
stayed well ahead of the field, :Cash ?-). Here, Nashville's most
presenting political and social :Unlikely - tourist underlines the
_fac;._ Is there a place for Elvis C's
arguments in amanner conducive
;specs
in the- Country Music Hall Of
to quality music-making. On Re'Fame? COuld be. Should be: tA:11.
flections, the Withers connection
:Eurythmics: in The Garden ( RCA
surfaces once more through a
revival of that singer's memor- -RCALE 5001'. Ex- Tourists Dave
able Grandma's Hands, Marvin ,Stewart and Annie Lennox visit
ÇCologne; -get Conny Plank to twidGaye receiving acursory nod via a
,idle knobs and generally can the
version of Inner City Blues. ,
.
in the company of Jackie
However, it's Scott- Heron who
Holgar Czukay and
eventually grabs all the points for
,_others. Pithy sohgs with stretched
himself with B-Movie, ariff ' n' rap
ar
r ng ern ents and plenty of activaffair that homes in on the deity Coming from the -box marked
ficiencies of the Reagan adminisVasSorted sounds'. No hardShip to
tration with the unerring accuracy ,
•%hear. : though probably low on
of a computer-controlled retaliagJ-nusioal longevity: , [ B:21.': Carly
tory missile. 'This country don't
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it can be proud. But when bands
such as Vice Squad purvey only a
stream of seemingly mindless
blitzkriegs then the last rites deserve to be read— quickly. [
13:3]
Ever wary—Isometimes suspect clergymen of being collar
starch salesmen—the initial arrival of The Stray Cats rang several
alarm bells in my head. The tattooed arms, the Kilimanjaro- high
quiffs and the ripped jeans—all
indicated that the image makers
were at work once more. And
though their debut album suggested, at least on the Edmundsproduced tracks, that the Cats
could serve their rockabilly rare if
not raw, the doubts lingered even
when Messrs Setzer Phantom and
Rocker returned to the land of the
rising dollar. However, Gonna
Ball (
artists STRAY 2), the trio's
latest, made- in- Montserrat offering, dispels all lingering suspicions. The music comes more
rootsy, fresher and less one-eyeon-the-cash register than before,
tracks such as the clip-tempo One
More Day lining up for inclusion
on the good dues blues roster.
And Wasn't That Good?, which
includes a contribution from
legendary New Orleans sax- man
Lee Allen, could easily have stemmed from any vintage Louis Jordan session. Credentials, therefore, have been delivered. 111:11

Quick Flashes •

Simon: Torch ( Warner K 56935).
No rock— just Carly wending her
warm way through a set of love
songs mainly penned by such
art- masters as Duke Ellington,
HOagy Carmichael. Alec Wilder
and Rodgers and Hart. Mike
Mainieri's charts are imaginative
but non- distractive, while the
back-up brigade acquit themselves nobly, synth man Bernhart
prov ,ding / Get Along -Without
You Very Well with additional
'80s mileage, and ever- inventive
jazz altoist Phil Woods doing everything right by Body And Soul:
[A:11. The Stranglers: La Folie
(Liberty LBG 30342). Late but
worth the wait—a diverse songset by Cornwell and Co, less dour
than before, more sure than of
yore. Selected samples include
the poker- hot Let Me Introduce
You To The Family and the totally
melodic Tramp. But you can
generally dip your thumb in anywhere. ( A:11
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Ken Hyder
IAZZ in East Germany has many
u faces. It means record shops
with about half a dozen jazz records — yet there are wellattended festivals attracting fans
who travel all over the country
just to be there. There are music
shops where saxophone players
can try in vain to get the right reed
— but somehow the country still
manages
to
produce
many
accomplished creative players.
For years the music was cut off
from developments in the West,
yet it flourished underground,
producing avant-garde musicians
who arrived at similar conclusions to players over here. Now
jazz is flourishing more openly in
East Germany and the following it
attracts is much greater than in
this country. Snapshot is adouble
album which looks at the state of
the art. Culled from aseries of live
performances over the border in
West Berlin, this set fairly represents what is happening in new
jazz in East Germany. Idon't go
along with all the points made in
the extensive notes included with
the set — at times it comes across
as justification, and this music
needs no justification. Idon't hear
an East German style of playing.
Rather there's asurprising variety
of different ways of approaching
the music, in the same way that
there's arichness in diversity over
here. There's free jazz which is
influenced by classical music, and
there are afew touches of humour
in there too. Perhaps one difference is that in East Germany
musicians tend to have paid their
dues more extensively in other,
usually more commercial forms
of music, whereas here many
young musicians start their playing career by getting involved in
free jazz. One of the key figures is
drummer Günter ' Baby' Sommer,
who neatly fits into all sorts of
differing combinations. His playing varies from the outrageous to
the ultra-tasteful. He is apassionate player with both a sense of
occasion and a knack of doing
exactly what's needed at agiven
time. Another player impressive
both live and on this set is reedsplaying Ernst- Ludwig Petrowsky,
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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whose directness and intensity
cuts through in any combination.
Again he has tremendous control
'allied to an imaginative and agile
approach to the music. Some
moments are perhaps more
memorable than others, and
that's what you'd expect in such a
compilation, but there are many
memorable moments here. The
wild abandon of the Ulrich Gumpert/Baby Sommer duo sticks in
the mind, and Gumpert's eightpiece workshop
band
is a
gorgeous celebration of lunging,
rumbling and bubbling improvisation. Petrowsky's quartet contribution is achoice inclusion and
the dying moments of the Hans
Rempel Orchestra's dedication to
Albert Ayler leave you wanting to
hear more. East Germany has
been opening its border to Western musicians in the past few
years, but so far, all too few East
German players have appeared
here. Maybe soon we'll start to
see more of them coming to
British Festivals, but until then,
Snapshot makes afascinating and
rewarding double album to whet
the appetite. It's on Free Music
Production FMP R5, and tell your
record shop it is distributed by
The Other Labels. [
A: 1/2]
There are all too few players
whom you could rightly call
giants of jazz. The Prez was one.
And he achieved that status with
less macho bravura playing than
most other jazz giants. Lester
Young In Washington DC 1956
Vol.111 on Pablo 2308-228 [
H:1]
shows how he did it. The man was
more and more in a bad way at
this time towards the end of his
career, but these live recordings
seem to present an Indian summer of creative playing. Maybe
things were briefly better in his
private life at the time, or maybe it
was just a good gig in afriendly
atmosphere.
Whatever
the
reasons, this is agem of an album.
The supporting rhythm section
wasn't well known then — or now
— and their playing isn't breaking
new ground. But that didn't matter, for in their simple, straightforward, unflashy playing they each
exhibit a warm support for the
Prez. And more than some flamboyant supersessions, this quartet gels as a band. And in this
setting, Pres takes off, not with
showy dexterity, but with total
authority and fluidity. He plays
tenor so simply here, laying back
on the beat with arelaxed happy
floating stance. It's almost like
someone singing. His presence
seems to encourage the sidemen,
and the overall atmosphere which
pervades the grooves is magical.
Listening to his playing on this
album, it makes most other tenor
players sound like they are trying
too hard. Prez says it all in perhaps
a quarter of the notes of most
saxophone players. It all sounds
so easy and effortless. This is one
of those records which sums up
what one kind of jazz is all about.
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highly recommended.I like it.
There are, however, other ways
of playing jazz, like up-and-at-' em
no holds barred energy music.
Jump Up/What To Do About is a
superb double album — on hat
Hut 2R21 — with Jimmy Lyons,
Sunny Murray and John Lindberg. Altoist Jimmy Lyons comes
straight out from his corner like a
latter day Charlie Parker, full of
blistering flurries. He takes an
idea and clings on to it like an
excited terrier. The energy outpouring is relentless and exhilarating. Sunny Murray is a unique
drummer, overlooked by those
who only hear one rhythm. There
are many people who cannot hear
what Murray is up to, yet it's so
simple and natural. He's one of
the best drummers in jazz at
playing pulses and waves of
rhythm. He gets under the music
and keeps it bouncing and soaring
upwards. His playing on this set is
as strong as anything he's done in
the past few years, and maybe
eventually he'll get the credit he
deserves for his contribution to
the new wave. A few people have
been raving about John Lindberg's bass playing on this set and
in other contexts, but in line with
my policy of not knocking individual players, I'll make no comment other than to say Iwas not
overly impressed by what he
brought to the performance. Even
so, there's enough strength in
Lyons' and Murray's playing to
have you put this set on your
shopping list.[A/B: 1]
Ihave to try to avoid sounding
like copy for a toothpaste commercial, but First Avenue on ECM
1194 is really clean, sharp and
cool. The trio behind the minty
sounds is Denney Goodhew, flute
and reeds, Eric Jensen, cello and
James
Knapp,
trumpet,
flugelhorn, and waterphone. They
sound very much like an improvising chamber group — and I
suppose that's what they are.
They've probably played a lot
together, for there's a lot of anticipation going on and a lot of
spontaneous forms being created. There are moments which
remind you of pre-prepared minimalist music, and the whole
album has an updated romatic
classical feel to it. Although Idon't
go overboard on it, it's interesting
to hear people improvising in this
area. [
A: 2]
Leroy Jenkins has never been
an easy violinist for me to get into.
Absorbing his music can be hard
going, but as with a lot of music
that's tough to crack, it can hold
special rewards for those who
persevere. On Lifelong Ambitions
— Black Saint BSR 0033 — he's
partnered with Muhal Richard
Abrams, a pianist whose playing
is similarly daunting to the casual
listener.
There's
something
strangely fragile and even ugly
about some of Jenkins' sounds,
and perhaps that's why listening
to him is like eavesdropping on a

private conversation which exposes all the vulnerability of the
speaker. For there's no hiding in
his music. What he has to say is
laid out bare and stark, without
pretensions or ulterior motives. In
this live performance he's duetting with a pianist who also puts
out inner statements without
compromise. If you can get over
such dramatic directness, and get
down to the music, the impact of
the statement unfurls. The sense
of space this duo possesses is
impressive. They can create the
desired tension with few notes,
and few gestures. The spaces in
between the notes are strong, as if
a third player is participating.
Sometimes on this album there's
an affinity with contemporary
classical music, but the underlying warmth draws you back to
recognition of roots. [
A: 1]
About five years ago people like
Harvey Mason were laying down
virtual definitions of jazz-funk.
The music was rhythmically slick
and tricky, especially in ahorizontal line. The recorded sound on
those albums was also state-ofthe-art production stuff, and while
the mood and the fashion for this
kind of music lasted it was all
right. But now, some years later,
what are we left with? MVP, the
latest Harvey Mason album — on
Arista AB4283 — has nothing new
to say. It seems — in line with
many other musicians who got
well into this genre— that Mason
has got even more commercial as
the music itself started becoming
dated. More and more, the interesting aspects of the music
have been dropped. On this
album the rhythm has been simplified to a disco pounding, and
the multi-tracked vocals are well
up front. This music was never
very jazzy anyway, but this album
in particular sums up the death
throes of jazz-funk, and because
it's no longer fashionably commercial, even blandifying what's
left of it won't save it now. [
A*: 3]
Say what you like about Dave
Holland, bass, George Lewis,
trombone, Evan Parker, reeds,
and Derek Bailey, guitars, they're
not pursuing transient fashion.
On Fables this lineup, performing
as Company, make no compromises. This is free music in a very
mature phase. This album sounds
remarkably relaxed, in contrast to
quite a lot of free music. Maybe
it's because the musicians know
each other well and are familiar
with each other's playing; and
maybe it's also because they've
been at it for along time now. The
individual
performances
are
strong without being dominant in
an individualistic way. Instead the
strength is in the group playing,
and here there's a sense of
togetherness bonded by interweaving and overlapping. This is
one of the most enjoyable albums
from this area that I've heard for a
long time. It's on Incus Records
36. [
A: 1]
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The Luxman
PD300 shines as
awell-engineered
turntable with
genuinely fresh appeal
avalid innovation. It
promotes ahigh standard
of disc reproduction and
stands very favourably
against other units in
the upper . Ill
priceminge
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The Luxman
PD300 Deck is
exceptional by any
standards and offers the
most significant
improvement in the
quality of disc
reproduction that has
been seen for a
long time

GRAMOPHONE

eAs long as long-

. playilg records
are made, it is unlikely
to be surpassed
in performance
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To: Howland-West Ltd., 3-5 Eden Grove,
London N7 8EQ. Tel: 01-609 0293
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Five matching
amplifier & tuner
combinations

spanning afairly wide price range, there are common
ALTHOUGH
factors linking both the amplifiers and the tuners here. All five

tuners, for example, have digital readout, and all except the Sansui
boast frequency synthesis where the tuning is activated in small
frequency steps. Although the Sansui employs a digital readout its
tuning is continuously variable, as distinct from the small digital steps
of synthesisation, and with this model you are also provided with an
ordinary analogue scale and tuning pointer.
Four of the tuners incorporate AM ( as well as FM, of course!), the
only FM-only one being the Sony, and two of the four are equipped
with LW as well as MW. The MW-only models are the Pioneer and
Sansui, and the only tuner without preset press- button station
selection is the non-synthesised Sansui.
The amplifiers incorporate some of the very latest innovations,
including coloured scales, flashing lights and rare filtering. Circuitry
on the whole is up-to-date and some of the technical dodges which
have been thought up over recent years are included. All models are
so-called ' integrated', which means that the common enclosure
embodies the control preamplifier as well as the two-channel power
amplifier.
There would be no trouble in sourcing any of the amplifiers from
tuners of different make; indeed, it would be possible to use any of the
tuners here reviewed with any of the amplifiers. The common- maker
partnership relates essentially to aesthetic matching rather than to
some obscure function of electrical matching. This, however, does not
apply in similar force to preamplifier and power amplifier partnerships, for the impulse characteristics of a control unit should
rightly optimise with those of the input parts of the associated power
amplifier for the best overall results which, sadly, seems not always to
be heeded even in the highest of circles. Anyway, this factor fails to
bother us right now because the amplifiers are of the integrated
species whose internal couplings are, hopefully, in a state of
optimisation.
Because you may not have an overwhelming desire to purchase the
same make of amplifier and tuner, Ihave deliberately set out to
measure and review the items separately. For each group 1have
prepared a data chart ( Table 1 & 2) showing the performance in
pertinent parameters in such way that they may be compared fairly
easily, while Tables 3 & 4give the ordinal positioning of each amplifier
or tuner and the computed number of marks out of amaximum of five
for overall performance, including auditioning, based on six subjective aspects and twelve lab measurements. Ihave also separated the
auditioning element in each Table, which again is presented by the
number of marks out of five.
Ordinal placements were established by the comparative assessment of twenty-two technical parameters from the data charts, so
these are purely technical. For the auditioning parts of the results,
judgement was solely subjective and represents merely the impressions under the test conditions gleaned by myself and other listeners.
Pains were taken to avoid the amplifiers veering too close to peak
clipping on the speakers used ( IMP TSL80/11with the latest drivers and
divider upgrade), while the listening room was about 70m 3 volume
with 0.4 second overall reverberation time. For some of the tuner
auditioning assessments astereo-encoded lab- derived VHF/FM signal
was piped to the tuners, and in other cases ordinary off-air program
signals were adopted at various input levels.
The amplifiers were also listened to from reel-to-reel tape, from the
tuners themselves, and from disc source using amodified Leak 2001
motor system and plinth with viscous suspension, Audio Technica
AT- 1010 arm, and Yamaha MC1S moving-coil cartridge with Signet
MK- 12T step-up device as the common system for amplifiers without
a MC input, otherwise the MC input was used.
Icertainly do not wish to appear dogmatic regarding auditioning.
Net results will greatly depend of the listening room, loudspeakers
and program sources employed; and, of course, as with all such tests
personal judgement counts for alot! The lab results are different and
have scientific recovery and, hopefully, repeatability given the same
test conditions and instrumentations, which were common to all the
tests in our case.
Item 'value' must obviously be directly related to price and to
facilities on offer; also on the quality of construction. Assessments
were based on costing and quality- plus-features, factors with
appropriate weighting where necessary. Ihave referred to 'value' in
the various reviews, which also give arun-down on features and other
more tangible factors.
Having now set the stage, let us proceed with the act!
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Dual CV- 1450 Amplifier
BASED ON the IHF power yield expression, this amplifier is specified
as 55+55W 4ohms and 40+40W 8ohms for less than 0.1% distortion
over 20Hz-20kHz—a specification which was comfortably met.
It is substantially built for its power and is metal encased with a
brushed aluminium fascia. To asmall degree it gives the impression
of atuner, owing to afairly long rectangular windowed scale along the
top of the fascia which displays left and right channel power
indicators, based on LEDs. Calibration is in watts ( voltage across 4
ohms resistive) from 0.25 ta 100 and milliwatts from 25 to 1000,
selectable by a press-switch. The indicators can also be switched off
when you get fed up with flashing LEDs!
Volume, balance, bass and treble controls are fascia numbered for
ease of resetting, the latter three having centre indents. Speaker pairs
1and 2together or separately are catered for by press-switches, which
are geared to two sets of rear spring- loaded speaker cable connectors.
Program sources are connected to rear RCA ' phono' sockets, there
being pairs for MM pickup and tuner, and selection is by afront rotary
switch, which also carries positions far tape 1and 2.
Two sets of rear RCA ' phono' sockets are available for these ( with
DIN option for tape 2), along with another pair of ' phono' sockets
which provide a monitor facility for three- head decks. In addition to
the source selector switch, another rotary allows you to dub from one
tape deck to another while listening to adifferent program source, or
to record from one source while auditioning another.
For those so interested, the amplifier carries a mike head amplifier
with standard jack socket and fascia - numbered level control. The
circuit is activated by insertion of the mike jack and the mono mike
signal emanates from both left and right channel outputs. There is
also a standard jack socket for stereo headphones which can be
worked without the speakers by turning both speaker switches off.
You are provided with so-called subsonic filtering, loudness, and
tape monitoring by three push-switches. A rear two- position slider
switch adjacent to the pickup phonos gives a choice of two pickup
sensitivities, one about / 0dB higher than the other, but at the same
(47k-ohm) input impedance.
The amplifier was found to be adequately protected for both
electrical overload and thermal needs. On steady-state signal at high
output across loads lower than 4ohmsthe protection tends to trigger;
but Imaintained a high output burst signal across 2.7 ohms without
triggering.
It is neatly presented, has approximate overall dimensions of 436 x
110 x 380mm (WxHxD) and is understood to sell for around £ 162.

Lab Results
The amp emerged from the lab ritual without ascar and performed
without ahiccup. In fact, it was atreat to test. Power yield was well up
to the promise of the specification and it held an output for protracted
periods of full-power steady-state testing into 4- ohm loads. It also
gave a respectable burst delivery across 2.7 ohms. Recovery from
burst overload happened very swiftly and without flaw, and the
dynamic headroom was just below 1dB. Neither was it pushed into
trouble or protection triggering driving the ZL of 5 ohms and 60°
phase-angle.
For the price of the ampkfier the distortion factor ( non-bandpass
filtered) was quite commendable, but its colours were not so high

Amplifier distortion factor

Tuner lkHz squarewave
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flying on the 19+20kHz IMD test. Both 2nd- and 3rd-order products
were detected ( albeit at low level), indicating both asymmetrical as
well as symmetrical non-linearities. Residual and pickup noise floors
were also alittle higher than those of some of the other amplifiers of
the group. Ripple content with the amplifier under full drive was also
on group high side.
Pickup input frequency response (from tape output) tended towards
HF lift, while the subsonic filter placed the — 3dB response ( not of the
pickup pre-amplifier specifically) at 20Hz with a reasonable rate of
bass roll-off. Tone controls were conventional, as also the loudness
function, though with too much relative bass and treble lift for my
personal liking. Iwould also favour greater taming of the pickup
pre-amplifier upperHF response.
The residual oscillogram reveals the presence of high-order
harmonics by the rather 'peaky' tips of the waveform, but immersed in
agood deal of low-level noise. Distortion measurements placed the
harmonics below the distortion factor rating owing to the reduced
noise power bandwidth of this sort of measurement—common to all
amplifiers of the group, where the noise is of asimilar magnitude or
greater in peak amplitude than the distortion components.
The lift in pickup sensitivity may suit some MC cartridges, but you
would have to arrange the loading to suit. Generally, more gain than
provided is required for low output MC species.

Auditioning and Value
Although at the bottom of the price range, auditioning impressions
were not adverse by any means. Comparatively, however, it was not
judged to be the best sounding of the group. Slight treble harshness
was apparent to some listeners, and it was thought that bass seemed
to have less of the ease of the more powerful of the others. Results
from the tuner were marginally superior to those from pickup,
depending on source quality of the former. Results were judged to be
better at asound intensity some 3dB or so below maximum yield (
eg,
well before peak program signal clipping). The harshness was
thought to climb with increasing intensity, and accordingly our score
for auditioning was 3.6 out of five.
Overall technnical placement was fifth, but remember that power
output also figures in this. On 'value' placement the amplifier was
above its price placement owing to some of the technical results and
the price weighting proper. Its position in adifferent group would be
different, of course. It is the lowest output amplifier of the group. Not
much credit could be given for the so-called power indicators and
mike facility.
DUAL
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CT- 1450 TUNER

The tuner is fully metal encased and of non-obtrusive appearance.
Overall dimensions approximate 440 x50 x320mm (WxHxD) and the
selling price £ 176.

Lab Results
Although full- deviation distortion on this model was in advance of
that of the other, this had no apparent influence on the subjective
results at normal modulation levels. Overall technical placement was
assisted by the remarkable sensitivity and the relatively small aerial
signal required for 50 and 60 dB mono and stereo S/N ratios. The S/N
ratios at 1mV aerial input, though, were less exciting, and the
capture- ratio was not quite to the value measured on the others.
Above average values were scored for selectivity, pilot-tone and
stereo subcarrier attenuation, frequency response, separation, and
signal strength indication.
You will see that the frequency response was pretty flat up to about
15kHz, with just a very slow and slight decline down to low bass.
Output from the non- speaking channel was fairly 'clean', with minimal
spuriae, while the filtered separation at lkHz was 50dB. The pilot-tone
filtering encouraged squarewave rings (see oscillogram) rather
similar to those produced by the Pioneer, but without modulation the
19kHz attenuation was approaching 70dB.
The wide dynamic range of the signal metering was useful, and the
audio yield was sutiable for interfacing with any hi-fi amplifier, despite
its fixed level. Distortion in all modes at ± 75kHz deviation ( including
stereo sub-channel) was around 0.5%, but this reduced with reducing
modulation level.

Auditioning and Value
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Dual CT1450 Tuner
THIS IS adigital model with frequency synthesising and up-and-down
buttons for tuning, along with six preselected station buttons. A
rectangular windowed panel set in the centre of the brushed
aluminium fascia shows bright, 13mm-high digits against a black
background. To the left, also beneath the window, lies agrey-finished
panel carrying aline of five LEDs for signal-strength indication, one for
expressing the presence of stereo, and another for tuning indication.
The latter lights when the frequency synthesiser has been accessed
and the station is spot-on tune, the digital display then revealing the
accurate frequency.
The readout has amaximum definition of five digits and adecimal
point. FM over 87.5 to 108 MHz is tuned in 50kHz steps, LW over 146 to
353 kHz in 9kHz steps and MW over 522 to 1611 kHz also in 9kHz steps,
98

Waveband selection is by three buttons, while further buttons
provide mono mode and separate FM inter-station muting. Left and
right audio signals are delivered by rear RCA ' phono' sockets and a
standard ( but inverted) 75-ohm coaxial socket is used for FM aerial
connection. An IEC AM aerial/earth socket is also present, but for AM a
fully adjustable ferrite rod has agood response to regional transmissions.

RF intermodulation and spurious rejection ratio were atrifle below
group average, but it would only be in particularly strong signals areas
where aerial attenuation might be needed. At the test site using off- air
signals Iwas not bugged by spuriae or phantom signals.
Taking all the lab results into account, the tuner was placed fourth in
the group.
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representing the UK 'channel' placements.
As with many other digital designs, you can advance or retard the
frequency by pressing the up-or-down button. A quick press and then
release gives one-step changes, while if pressure is retained the
tuning scans quickly up or down in frequency. Pressing another
button labelled 'scan' before pressing the up-or-down button causes
an auto-scan, when the up-or-down button is then pressed. In this
case the scan commences by a quick press on the button and halts
when astation of suitable holding strength is detected.
Each of the six station-selection buttons can be programmed for
two stations—one FM and the other AM of LW or MW. Once astation
has been tuned as just explained, its tuning data are entered in the
store by pressing abutton labelled ' memory', which causes ared LED
to glow (for afew seconds) followed by pressing the button to which it
is required to relate that particular station while the LED is still alight.
An activated station button is indicated by an LED above it lighting.
Data are retained in the memory IC even in the event of mains failure
or when the tuner is disconnected from the mains supply for up to
about three weeks. A back-up supply is charged automatically while
the tuner is connected to the mains. The red LED above the memory
button also lights when the tuner is switched off, which presumably
indicates the charging function. The frequency to which the tuner is
responding when it is turned off resolves again when it is next
switched on.

Under audition the tuner was regarded as having good frequency
balance and stereo separation. Non-speaking channel 'spitting' could
only be encouraged by advancing the modulation level so that it was
peaking ( from the lab-derived signal) above 100% modulation, when
the rise in distortion could be heard. There were at times traces of false
sibilance, but some of this Ifelt could be attributed to the transmitter
signals. During the lab tests slight ' birdies' were detected in stereo
mode on weak signals; but in general the noise was low under
audition at signals above 100µV level though the noise floor failed to
diminish to the low of some of the other models. Background
ambience was quite fair, and ripple level low.
AM results were no better than 'average' for this medium, and very
poor compared with the high quality of FM; but sensitivity, aided by
the chunky rear ferrite rod aerial, was good. All functions performed in
accordance with the designers' intentions, and the model was
particularly easy to use with the press- buttons.
In summary, we thought the tuner something of an enigma, for
despite its relatively low technical placement it scored 4.2 marks out of
five for overall performance. For auditioning alone it scored 3.2 out of
five ( see Table 4).
So far as 'value' is concerned the result was 3.6 marks out of
five—based on features, construction and price.

JVC A-X7 Amplifier
THIS CHUNKY model uses JVC's'Super-A' circuitry and as such is
capable of remarkably low distortion. Power output is specified as
HI-FI NFU/C
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90+90W minimum over 20Hz to 20kHz into 8-ohm loads for no more
than 0.003% THD; again, aspecification whose promise was well kept
in practice.
It is totally metal encased with ' silver' fascia and matching
enclosure, and a hinge- down door running along the whole of the
bottom of the fascia exposes the lesser used controls and switches.
With the door shut you have accessible a large side-calibrated knob
for volume, and six large vertically disposed ' silvered' strip pressswitches for power on/off, muting, tape monitor, aux, tuner and
pickup source selection.
Inside the lower compartment are small side- calibrated knobs for
bass, treble and balance, the first two continuously indented and the
last with centre position ident, and no fewer than twelve pushswitches operating speaker pairs 1and 2, subsonic tilter, tone defeat,
loudness, tape source and dubbing with decks 1to 2or 2to 1and from
front or rear sockets, pickup inputs 1 and 2 and for MM/MC
changeover.
Source signals are applied to rear RCA ' phono' sockets and similar
sockets are used for tape ins and outs, with DIN options for tape 1. To
avoid having to turn the amplifier round when requiring quick tape
deck connections, you are given two pairs of ' phonos' in the front
compartment, applicable to tape 2, for recording and play. The two
pairs of pickup sockets are gold-plated.
The speaker cables are clamped to smallish screw terminals. A
headphone set is catered for by afront jack socket ( also in the lower
compartment), while small lights indicate the source selected,
including tape monitoring, also that the power is on (these on the
press-switches themselves), speaker pairs 1 and 2, subsonic filter,
tone non- defeat and MM or MC pickup.
Appearance is rather stark and silver, but with the lower door flap
shut it is not bad. The large volume control knob is balanced by the
long press-switches, but the aesthetics are not everyone's cup of tea.
Top of the enclosure is well perforated for ventilation, also the
underside with largish slots. Mechanics are good.
Overall dimensions approximate 450x139x426mm ( WxHxD) and
weight agood 12kg. Selling price is at the top end of the scale, around
£350.

Lab Results
The amplifier certainly packed a healthy steady-state ( continuous)
power punch which rendered the test loads nicely hot! Power into
loads decreasing in value from 8 ohms failed to rise in direct
accordance with the constant-voltage law ( but what amplifiers truly
satisfies this equation?), the lab results showing some 3.5dB shortfall
at 4ohms relative to 8ohms both channels driven, and slightly more
than this with single channel drive. Voltage across 2.7 ohms on IHF
bursts was around 8dB below that obtained with the same signal
across 8 ohms.
There was also mild reduction in output across ZL compared with 8
ohms, but this was mainly caused by the lower value modulus of
impedance rather than by the reactive 60-degree phase-angle. With an
amplifier of this size and cost Icouldn't help feeling that less prudent
voltage/current limiting might have been worthwhile.
1kHz headroom was slightly up on both 8- and 4-ohm loadings
relative to the 20Hz and 20kHz extremes, but the negligible dynamic
headroom indicated a power supply man enough for the beast.
However, at full drive the ripple components, although low, did tend
to rise. They were lower without drive.
There was certainly no problems with distortion in any mode. In
fact, detailed experimental tests, where the lkHz drive signal itself was
filtered further to purify an already very low distortion sinewave ( with
fundamental rejection prior to application of the ouptut to aMarconi
wave alanyser) put the net harmonic yield around the - 120dB mark
both at rated power and 10dB output, corresponding to a noise- free
THD readout around 0.0001% ( academic?). Such detailed distortion
analysis cannot be achieved easily.
Residual noise and pickup S/N ratios were around ' average', some
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lower power models doing slightly better. Icannot see that transient
intermodulation distortion would prove troublesome, for the slew
factor was greater than 5.
Pickup frequency responses were exemplary, but although not
rising at HF like some, Istill felt that a single- pole, nicely controlled
roll-off could have been desirable. Tone controls were smoothly
tailored and the loudness response markedly less 'violent' than some;
but the susbsonic filter was a bit of a laugh at 6dB/octave rate of
roll-off. MC sensitivity was 20dB above MM, also with low- loading, so
a good few MC cartridges would interface satisfactorily.
The residual oscillogram shows good freedom from high-order
harmonics, the waveform being essentially 32kHz (twice the test
frerquency), corresponding to 2nd- harmonic distortion — again,
carrying a fair amount of noise.
The amplifier was placed 3rd on technical matters ( ordinal ranking
including power).
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Sonically, the amplifier was regarded as a ' smooth' performer. It
possessed a particular ease of power delivery without sounding
overwhelmingly loud, despite a high measured spl. Low-level
ambience was especially satisfying and there appeared minimal
disembodiment of the sonic image ( if you know what Imean!). A trifle
upper-treble ' roughness' could be evoked at very high intensities, but
the amplifier had the urge to do good justice to the IMF Monitors. For
auditioning its score totted up to four 4 out of five.
On the 'value' stakes it was bugged by aprice premium with respect
to its group partners. In fact Imust admit to having experienced some
difficult in fully justifying the asking price; but sound electronic and
mechanical engineering must be considered. Even so, the 'value'
placement with respect to competitioin and engineering results was,
I'm afraid, at the bottom of the scale; but then there were some good
lower price amplifiers taking part!

JVC
T-X6L Tuner
STYLISTICALLY akin to the amplifier but much less high, veering on
the 'slim- line' configuration, this all-' silver' tuner is frequency
synthesised and includes LW and MW. FM is tuned over 87.5 to 108
MHz in 50kHz steps, LW over 155 to 353 kHz in 9kHz steps and MW over
522 to 1611 kHz also in 9kHz steps.
Instead of aknob, up-and-down buttons are used for tuning. In one
mode asingle touch of abutton causes an up-or- down step change in
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Dyna*Mite M/80 loudspeakers from Koss.
The 4- driver Kossfire loudspeakers offer
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dual tweeter design doubles the power handling
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while virtually eliminating distortion. And Koss-
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mirror- image performance whether they're
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and 1- inch dome tweeter deliver a bass, midrange and treble performance you've never
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Telephone or write for more information on

fect stereo imaging make it the first loudspeaker
in its price range to live up to its promise. And
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And visit your Hi-fi Dealer for alive demonstra-

that's apromise!
The Koss Dyna*Mite M/80 may be mini spea-

tion of all the Koss loudspeakers, stereophones,
and the new Koss Music Box. Nobody makes

kers but they're dynamite in sound. Unlike other
mini speakers, the Koss Dyna*Mite M/80's fea-

music sound better than Koss. And that's a
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hearing is believing
KOSS U.K. (
Tape Music Distributors Ltd.) 114 Ashley Road, St. Albans, Herts. AL15JR, Tel. St. Albans 69763
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frequency, while if the button is held down aquick scan of frequency
results. In the 'auto' mode, atouch of abutton results in aquick scan
which ceases when astation of suitable locking strength is received. In
this way you can quickly find all the stations which are of a minimal
strength without knowledge of their frequency or what programmes
they are carrying. Accurate indication of the signal frequency is given
by the digital display, with 10mm digits of suitable brightness reading
to a maximum of five figures and, decimal point.
You can also preset up to seven FM stations, four MW ones and
three LW, for press- button recall by arow of seven buttons, each thus
having two ( FM and AM) functions. Storing the tuning data is by the
press of amemory button followed by the press of the selector for that
station. Another button makes it possible on FM to change from
frequency to real channel number ( not merely button number), and
back to frequency by pressing the button asecond time. The data are
retained for up to two days after removing the tuner from the power
supply, and the frequency last tuned is automatically offered the next
time the tuner is switched on.
Three illuminated press- buttons are used for band change, with a
similar but non- illuminated button for tuning mode selection. Buttons
are also present for on/off ( standby), FM interstation muting geared
with mono mode (
e.g., muting lifted only in mono mode) and for a
JVC-coined ' quieting slope control' ( QSC). When this is active the S/N
ratio in stereo at low signal levels improves, but at the cost of
upper-frequency response and stereo separation. Nevertheless, since
the action is automatic it is worth having ( see later).
Relative signal strength is indicated by a row of five numbered
LEDs, the more lighting the stronger the signal, but the dynamic range
was not exciting.
There is also a solitary LED indicating the presence of stereo and
another for the memory which extinguishes after a few seconds,
during which time the station button must be pressed to program it.
The rear is equipped with terminals for FM and AM aerial options,
fully adjustable ferrite rod for AM, and RCA ' phono' sockets for left and
right audio outputs. Output level is fixed at a suitable interfacing
value.
The 'silver' fascia is interestingly contrasted with a stripe of dark
colour along its length beneath a window which shows the digits,
station- button indentifications ( illuminated) and signal strength and
stereo LEDs. Overall dimensions approximate 450x79x345mm
(WxHxD) and weight 4.1kg. Price is around £ 170.

Lab Results
For the price Iwas particularly struck by the relatively low distortion,
which was above group average. Mono S/N ratio, too, was commendable and stereo not much below average. S/N ratios for smaller
signals were good but did not quite rech the standard achieved by
some of the other models — though you would be hard pushed to tell
this subjectively!
RF intermodulation could have been better but, again, this will not
worry you unless you are very close to apowerful transmitting source.
Stereo frequency response was reasonable, but could be criticised for
its slow general rise with frequency. In ' normal' mode stereo
separation was also good, and filtered seperatrion at lkHz better than
40dB. With the QSC active on low signals the separation diminishes
and the top end of the frequency response tends towards earlier
roll-off, but for these reductions you obtain asignificant improvement
in S/N ratio. For example, in ' normal' mode a 50dB stereo S/N ratio
required 300/ aerial input, while in QSC mode the same ratio was
obtained with only 13e input. The effect is progressive with
diminishing signal strength, the ' normal' state being restored even
with QSC active when the input rises above 30µV. Having in mind the
acceptable pilot-tone and stereo sub-carrier attenuation, the squarewave result was free from rings but exhibited a rather steep initial
over- shoot.
Based on the lab findings you will see that the tuner scored third
position, which is not bad at the price. Overall performance was on the
plus side of ' average'.

Auditioning and Value
The tuner was judged to possess about average frequency balance,
good ambience and stereo imagery, and was around average again
for sibilance, 'spitting' ( in non-speaking channel) and ' birdies'
interference. Overall for FM auditioning alone was 3.3 marks out of a
maximum of five.
AM results were not hi-fi and resolved poorly compared with the
high quality of FM. The rear ferrite rod gave adequate response for my
needs and was easy to orientate, but needs clear space at the rear.
Taking account of features, construction and price, the tuner merits a
value ranking of 3.5 marks out of five.

lights and control functions in asingularly attractive though distractive manner. Lesser used controls and press-switches are hidden
behind ahinge-down section of the fascia at the left-hand side, which
can be almost fully slid out of the way beneath the amplifier.
In normal use with the compartment closed the knobs of the bass
and treble controls protrude through holes, making them accessible
along with the large fascia-calibrated knob of the volume control at the
right-hand side. Also on the main fascia are smallish press-switches
for power and muting (- 20dB) and avertical line of square pressbuttons for source selection, for pickup, tuner, aux, tape 1and tape 2.
The source selected is shown by an arrowed light on the display panel.
The fascia also sports a standard jack socket for headphone set.
On the sub- panel are rotary switches for two bass and treble
turnover frequencies, a balance control whose centre setting is
indicated by a lighI on the display panel, a rotary switch for record
selection with positions for source, tape dubbing from either circuit to
the other, pickup, tuner and aux, and no fewer than twelve small
press- buttons. The record selector makes it possible to record from
one source while auditioning or tapy copying from another, while
display lights and symbols on the panel signify the switched mode
attained.
Quite a few of the press- button functions are also shown on the
display panel You are provided with loudness, subsonic filtering,
pickup sensitivity selection from MM or MC ( MC indicated 100- or
33-ohm load selection, MM indicated 100, 200, 300 or 400 pF
capacitance load), tone control and filters 'defeat' ( with the button
released the ' defeat' mode obtains, which Pioneer refer to as ' line
straight') mono/stereo switching, and speaker switching for pairs A
and B ( either pair or both pairs together).
The display panel also carries two vertical lines of LEDs for left and
right channel power output indication from 0.01 to 110 watts referred
to 8- ohm resistive loads. There is also a protection indicator which
normally glows green but changes to red when the protection is
triggered due to overload or misuse.
The rear is equipped with substantial terminals for the speaker
cables and RCA ' phono' signal sockets ( no DIN). The sockets for
pickup are gold-plated.
Dimensions approximate 420x150x430 ( WxHxD) and weight 16kg.
Price is around the £385 mark.

Lab Results
Peak clipping power yield was above the rated output, and the
amplifier operated at high power for long periods of test without
showing the least distress. If there was any trouble the protection
triggered and kept things safe. Power was maintained into loads
below 8 ohms, and even across 2.7 ohms a healthy output was
recorded on IHF bursts. Neither did the amplifier buck when presented
with ZL of 5ohms modulus and sce phase-angle. Recovery from burst
overload was incredibly swift, but we did detect a small transition
'ring' of about 10s period (similar to that shown by the Sony's burst
overload oscillogram); but in the end we thought that this was more
likely to be afunction of the burst generator rather than the amplifier.
Distortion in all modes extremely small, including IMD; but the
readout of distortion factor ( DF) includes noise in the test bandwidth
and, indeed, ripple components at LF on which high-pass filtering
could not be employed. As an academic exercise, therefore, Idecided
to assess the real level of the harmonics from this amplifier. This
involved filtering the test signal for maximum purification and
notching out the fundamental prior to the signal from the amplifier
output being applied to a wave analyser.
The results Iachieved were startling! At lkHz and 110W output into
8ohms Imeasured 0.00013% 2nd- harmonic, 0.00013% 3rd- harmonic
and less than 0.00003% 4th harmonic. At 10dB output the results were
0.0004% 2nd, 0.00025% 3rd, 0.0002% 4th and less than 0.00002% 5th.

Pioneer A-9 Amplifier
THIS IS another big beast of an amplifier whose ' heating' urge is
specified as 110+110W into 8-ohm loads over 20Hz to 20kHz, with no
more than 0.003% THD. It it termed ' non-switching' by Pioneer, which
implies that its electronics are engineered for the lowest distortion
and freedom from output transistor switching nasties. Icertainly
found that its distortion yield was astonishingly low.
Although massive, it is domestically tamed, being totally metal
encased in asort of light silver-grey hue, while the centre portion of its
large fascia consists of adarker grey display panel which shows many
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On the other hand I
was alittle disappointed with the ripple output at
full drive, which collapsed substantially when the drive was removed.
Residual hum- plus- noise was not bad, and neither was noise alone
(with CCIR/ARM weighting). You will also see from the lab data (Table
1) that the pickup S/N ratio worsened considerably when the amplifier
was switched from '
line straight' mode, the tone controls and filters
becoming active. Irecall discovering this effect on adifferent sample
of the model which Iexamined some months previously. The residual
oscillogram gives an inkling of the noise in the DF test bandwidth and
the freedom from crossover artefacts and high- order harmonics.
Pickup frequency repsonse plots were encouraging, and Iwas
happy with the upper-treble roll-off tendency from tuner input ( HF of
pickup could be similarly rolled- off). Tone control responses were
fairly conventional, but with the advantage of switchable turnovers.
The subsonic filter could have been faster in bass roll-off rate, despite
the specification being for 12dB/octave ( at what frequency, pray?). LF
and HF regions of the loudness response were more favourably
curtailed than some at — 30dBs volume control setting, — but who
wants ' loudness' anyway?
The amplifier came first in overall technical place ment, discounting
the extra noise in the non- straight-line mode.

Auditioning and Value
The A-9 was also regarded as having aslight edge over the others of
the group on auditioning, taking all things into account. It was judged
a smooth power deliverer with clear harmonic and overtone
rendering and stereo imaging, without loss of music attack. Strings
were not aggressive except at an abnormally high intensity. Bass, too,
was full and impressive, and organ music came over well via the IMFs,
with good ambience. Power was adequate for the test speakers and
for giving full hi-fi scaled sound intensity in the listening room.
Taking into account both lab and sonic performance, quality of
construction and facilities on offer, it was felt that despite the high
price the amplifier ranks highish in terms of ' value'. We thus
accordingly placed it second in the 'value' stakes.
Even with the input to pickup at 10dB output Iobtained 0,0006% 2nd
and 0.00016% 3rd. Harmonics above those measured were so
ncredibly small that they were akin to the random movement of
plectrons in the 7Hz test bandwidth! Icertainly go along with Pioneer
nacclaiming this one of the lowest distortion amplifiers on the market
:oday.
However, this is not to imply that other amplifiers measured in the
same way would not return low harmonic levels. The test was to show
jou that DF (factor) measurement nowadays refers more to test
Dandwidth noise floor than to distortion harmonics. It would not,
sadly, be economic to measure all amplifiers in this manner; the
above tests alone on the Pioneer consumed almost awhole day of lab
:ime and extensive instrumentation. In any case, how subjectively
mportant is such low distortion?

Pioneer F9 Tuner
CHIS FREQUENCY synthesised tuner is nicely styled and includes
v1W/AM with ashort fully-adjustable rear ferrite rod aerial, switchable
vide/narrow selectivity on both FM and AM, and button-operated
•ecord level-setting oscillator.
The middle of the matt 'silver' fascia consists of a dark-coloured
ianel on which is the digital frequency display using clearly-glowing
lrnm figures, arrowed lights indicating FM and AM, multipath
ndicator light, stereo indicator, wide FM and AM selectivity mode
02

indicator, five- LED signal-strength indicator, and two lines each of six
window indicators showing by illumination which preset program
selector button has been pressed — one row for FM and the other for
AM stations.
At the right of the panel are two large, square buttons for FM and AM
band selection and aline of six station call buttons. At the left is aflap
which hinges downwards to expose the lesser used buttons for record
level check, FM and AM selectivity selction, mono mode, tuning up
and down, press- button memory and manual/auto tuning mode.
FM is tuned over 87.5 to 108 MHz in 50kHz steps and MW/AM over
522 to 1602 kHz in 9kHz steps. Tuning is by the up-and-down buttons.
In manual mode asingle, quick press of the appropriate button causes
a step change in frequency. If pressure is retained the tuning
automatically scans over the range swiftly until the button is released.
This enables you to reach a required frequency rapidly. When
auto-tune is engaged amomentary press of either button triggers the
scan up or down in frequency, which then runs until a station of
suitable locking strength is detected. The scan then halts, the
synthesiser locks on tune, and the digital display reveals the precise
frequency of the transmission. The disply has a five-figure- plusdecimal- point resolution.
Each of the six station-call buttons can be used to select one FM and
one AM station. Relating a station to a button is easy. One merely
tunes the station, presses the ' memory' button which causes the FM
or AM arrow- head to wink for several seconds, and then while the
winking is occurring one presses the appropriate station button.
The record level check button yields a harmonically- rich 330Hz
signal from the left and right audio outputs which is useful for setting a
tape deck's recording level prior to off-air recording. Level corresponds to about 50% FM ( 6dB below ± 75kHz deviation). In the
presence of fairly high reflected signals the multipath indicator glows,
the plan then being to re-orientate the aerial until the light goes out —
not the easiest of procedures Ican assure you!
The front on/off switch is for 'standby', which means that so long as
the tuner is connected to the mains the preset station tuning data are
retained in the memory. However, acharging circuit ensures that the
memory remains active for up to three days after removing the tuner
from the mains supply. Like most other digital designs, the station last
tuned is retuned automatically the next time the unit is switched on.
The rear is equipped with RCA ' phono' sockets for audio delivery
and screwterminals for aerial options, including a ' standard' Belling &
Lee socket for British coax, for which Pioneer must be praised!
Circuitry includes digital detection amongst other latter-day technical
innovations.
The model is totally metal encased but, sadly, has rather sharp
corners, especially at the inner side of the fascia. Overall dimensions
approxmiate 420x60x380mm ( WxHxD) and weight 4.5kG. As with all
models using rear ferrite rod aerials, you will beed extra clear space at
the back. Price falls around £240.

Lab Results
Although the particular test sample had remarkably low mono
distortion and relatively low distortion on the stereo subchannel,
normal stereo distortion was higher. A sample tested in my lab some
time earlier did better on stereo, so it could be a matter of mild
maladjustment. Narrow selectivity distortion, of course, was significantly higher. This is perfectly normal owing the restriction of the
multiple FM sidebands at full FM deviation. Primary advantage of the
narrow selectivity mode is the provision of improved discrimination
against unwanted signals falling close to the sides of the wanted
signal. Normally, however, one would operate in wide mode, and
hence take advantage of the lower distortion.
RF input results were around group average, but the lmV stereo S/N
ration was very good. I was also impressed by the high RF
intermodulation ratio which, on one sideband, was almost 80dB (the
value given in Table 2 is the average of the two sidebands). The pen
chart shows that the frequency response was well maintained to
slightly above 15kHz, with amere 0.5dB shortfall at 20Hz. Output from
the non-speaking channel was also remarkably clear of harmonics
and spuriae, and using 1kHz bandpass filtering the fundamental
separation was well over 50dB.
The pilot-tone was extremely well attenuated ( hence the 50dB
'noise' floor of the non-speaking channel shown by the pen chart), but
this did encourage square-wave rings, shown by the oscillogram.
Ordinal ranked in the wide selectivity mode, the Pioneer came
second in overall technical placement.

Auditioning and Value
With good quality, lab-derived VHF stereo FM the overall auditioning was very satisfactory. Particularly high marks were awarded for
keenness of stereo imagery and lack of sizzle or 'spitting' from the
non-speaking channel when only one channel was modulated.
Low-level ambience was extemely well expressed when using
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cathedral organ music with soprano voice. In fact, the overall
coherence was remarkably good. General hum and noise level was
low, even at high amplifier output, given a suitably strong stereo
signal. However, a greater dynamic range on the signal-strength
indicator would have been advantageous: all five LEDs lit on signal
'i• which was barely strong enough fully to exploit the optimum noise
floor.
Quality of reproduction diminished quite significantly in the narrow
selectivity mode when auditioning from lab- generated signal; but the
difference was far less marked on off- air program material.
AM reception was also influenced by the bandwidth button. In
narrow mode the treble lacked sparkle and was very dull. The quality
improved in wide mode, the results then appearing to be better than
the AM ' average'. However, with an external AM aerial the advantage
of the narrow mode was dramatically revealed after dusk in terms of
reducing sideband splash from unwanted stations.
For overall results including auditioning the tuner scored 4.5 marks
out of five; and 4.6 for auditioning alone. On value the score came out
to 3.5.

Sansui AU- D5 Amplifier

_

This model is specified as 65+65W into 8-ohm loads over 20Hz to
20kHz for less than 0.02% THD, aspecification which was met in the
lab. It is fairly bulky and weighty, but less so than the more powerful
Pioneer. The review sample was of all- black finish with metal
encasement and was less well greeted in the domestic environment
than some of the others of the group; but it seems as though it can also
be obtained in ' silver'.
The large fascia is well cluttered with control knobs of two sizes, and
a number of press-switches. Most of the markings are on the black
front, in white, while white illuminated indicators show which source
selector button has been pressed. A feature is a peak- power level
indicator behind a rectangular window at the left of the fascia which
consists of two vertical lines of LEDs ( one line for each channel)
calibrated from — 30 to + 3dB, along with blue illuminated 'watts into 8
ohms' indicators repeated each side of the described scale. It is
possible to switch the display off, but the watts indicator illumination
remains. Another press- switch increases the display sensitivity by a
factor of ten.
A large knob operated volume, while smaller knobs work bass,
treble, super- bass and presence tone controls, each with a centre
indent position, balance also with a centre indent, and record and
mode-selector rotary switches. As with some of the other models,
therefore, it is possible to record from one source while listening to a
different one.
Source buttons are available for MM and MC pickups, tuner, aux,
tape 1and tape 2. Tape dubbing from either circuit to the other is also
possible. You have abutton for loudness, another for switching on the
tone controls from defeat, two for speaker pairs A and B, and asquare
one for power on/off. A standard jack socket at the front accommodates headphones.
The speaker cables are connected to screw-clamp terminals at the
back, while the signals are connected to RCA ' phono' sockets (just one
pair for pickup). Each tape circuit, of course, yields left and right
recording signals. An earthing terminal resides below the pickup
sockets ( but could be closer). The amplifier is well protected, and in
the event of the protection being triggered asmall red light comes on
at the front. It is also possible to achieve L, R, L+R, stereo and
reverse-stereo modes.
Approximate dimensions are 430x148x328mm ( WxHxD) and
weight 9.8kg ( the ' silver' model being 200g less). There are
rack- mounting adaptors if required. Selling price is around £ 180.

Lab Results
We obtained more than the rated output to peak clipping threshold,
the output voltage being reasonably maintained down to 4 ohms
loading. Fairly wide headrooms were measured between the output at
lkHz and spectrum extremes, the shortfall being at HF into 8ohms and
LF into 4ohms. The amplifier failed to drive into 2.7 ohms on IHF burst
without the protection triggering before maximum output was
realised. Although this may not affect normal driving of the average
speaker, it had to be accounted for in the final analysis. On the other
hand, the ZL load was well handled without fall in voltage or
premature protection triggering.
Burst overload recovery was very good, and good values were
measured for DF generally; but the IMD at 19+20kHz contained both
2nd- and 3rd-order products, the latter ( responsible for symmetrical
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distortion mechanisms) being the highest at 0.045%. You will see
from the lab data that noise-filtered harmonic distortion was lower
than DF, being essentially 2nd harmonic. This can also be gleaned
from the residual oscillogram which, like the others, is perturbed
greatly by noise.
Full output ripple components were remarkably low for the price of
the amplifier, and avery good pickup S/N ratio was obtained in MM
mode. The residual ( no drive) noise floor was also low.
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Irather favoured the well-tarred tone control plots of this amplifier,
the presence region and super-bass responses being useful in
practice. Loudness response, too, was moderate. The MC pickup
response shows some bass roll- down, but this was not discernible
subjectively when the loading was a real MC cartridge. The MC
step-up ratio was reasonable and would be suitable for anumber of
MC cartridges.
Depite its relatively low price, the Sansui came second in overall
technical placement, including power yield.

Auditioning and Value
The Sansui was similar sonically to the much more expensive JVC.
Coherence of complex music was good, particularly noticeable on
soprano voice with cathedral ambience. Slight '
tizzle' at highist
intensities was sometimes detected in the upper-treble, bit it was
difficult to be sure whether this was asignal or amplifier aberration.
The ' pulse' of the music appeared not to be perturbed. MC results
were a little weak in low bass, but in general enjoyable sounds
emerged from all sources.
Because of its relatively low price and very reasonable lab and
auditioning results the amplifier was placed first in the 'value' stakes.

Sansui TU- S5 Tuner
THIS MODEL differs from the others in that it is equipped with both
analogue and digital tuning. Moreover, the tuning is continuously
variable by a normal control knob, as distinct from the step tuning of
fully synthesised designs. It is also the least expensive tuner of the
group. Effectively, it is abasic analogue tuner whose 170mm scale and
tuning cursor are complemented by digital readout, which leads to
enhanced definition of the tuned frequency.
The specified AM ( MW only) and FM tuning ranges are given in
Table 2, but the particular sample read from 86.7 to 108.9 MHz FM and
from 518 to 1672 kHz AM. Maximum readout of the digitqal display is
to five figures and a decimal point, and the indicated changes are
50kHz FM and 1kHz AM.
Each side of a red- illuminated cursor is an inward- pointing
arrow- head. One or other of these glows yellow when the tuning is
within the bandwidth of the signal but not quite accurately tuned. The
lit arrow- head shows the direction of tuning required for accuracy,
and when this obtains neither arrow is lit. Now, when the hand is
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removed from the tuning knob, provided the mono mode is not
engaged, the accuracy of the tuning is optimised and afront indicator
labelled ' locked' shows a red light. The frequency then displayed by
the digits corresponds closely to the station frequency. With the
review sample on an off-airtransmission of 88.10 MHz the display was
tending to hunt between 88.05 and 88.10 MHz, which is not bad for a
non-synthesised design.
The above is applicable only to FM. On MW/AM neither the tuning
arrow- heads nor the ' locked' indicator is active. The plan on AM is to
tune for maximum signal indication as displayed by arow of five LEDs
behind asmall rectangular window on the fascia ( also active on FM)
and/or for the best quality tansmission, the digital display then giving
a fairly close indication of the station frequency, depending on the
accuracy of tuning. This, of course, is where a fully frequency
synthesised tuner scores. The station must be dead on frequency for
the synthesising to be accessed. Nevertheless, the less elaborate
Sansui scheme would suit many non-purists.
A stereo signal is revealed by the lighting of a red LED aside the
signal-strength LEDs. Small rectangular buttons are used for band
change, change to mono (which also lifts the FM interstation muting
and defeats the ' lock' function) and for noise reduction on weak stereo
signals. When the latter button os pressed adegree of HF crosstalk is
introduced between left and right channels, which reduces background hiss.
The rear carries two RCA ' phono' sockets for left and right channel
signal delivery ( at fixed level), screw terminals for aerial options,
including 75 ohms coax, and an unswitched mains outlet. Instead of a
ferrite rod aerial for AM, the tuner comes with adetachable loop which
can be clipped to the back and connected across the AM aerial-andearth terminals.
The tuning scale is softly illuminated and, being black- backed,
contrasts pleasantly with the ' silver' fascia. The tuner is metal encased
and has the approximate dimensions of 430x83x324mm ( WxHxD),
with a weight of 4.2kg. There are rack- mounting adaptors, and the
model is available with an alternative black fascia — then being about
100g heavier! Selling price is around £ 121.

Lab Results
Full deviation distortion was commendably low in all modes, with a
particularly good result for IMD at 50% modulation level. Ultimate
mono sensitivity was around group average, but for 60dB S/N ratio a
shade more than ' average' aerial signal input was needed. Nevertheless, the RF section exhibited a steep quieting curve from ultimate
sensitivity to 50dB S/N ratio, reflecting good design in this area.
Iwas also particularly impressed by the excellent mono S/N ration
with lmV aerial input, but in stereo mode the decoder was adding a
little more noise than some of the other models. RF intermodulation
and spurious response rejection ratios were not very encouraging
compared with the results obtained from some of the other tuners of
the group.
Owing the the poor pilot-tone and stereo cub-carrier attenuation the
output from the non-speaking channel consisted of relatively high
levels of spuriae, as shown by the pen chart. However, the filtered
separation at lkHz ( bandpass filtered to exclude distortion harmonics
and spuriae) was acceptable at 47dB. Owing to the absence of deep
notch filtering Icouldn't help feeling that the designers could have
retained the upper-frequency response to a higher frequency before
the onset of roll-off. The pen chart shows the response to be about
2.5dB down at 15kHz, but the bass end was rather better at— 2dB/20Hz.
Because of the lack of deep notch filtering, though, the squarewave
performance was very good, the oscillogram showing this to be the
best of the group. In fact, about the best squarewave Ihave obtained
all the way through on any tuner.
On FM the five LEDs of the signal-strength indicator had the
abysmal range of little more than 10dB, the first LED lighting around
3µV and the fifth around 10µv.
Ordinal ranking of all the measured parameters with respect to the
other tuners of the group put the Sansui in fifth position, which
corresponds to its point on the price scale.

Auditioning and Value
The tuner failed in ultimate music attack with respect to the others;
there seemed to be some emphasis in the presence region ( despite
the almost flat measured response), leading to uneven frequency
balance. Background fizz and hum were low and the low-level
ambience well portrayed. There was very little excess sibilance,
possibly owing to the edge being taken off the treble and the good
squarewave performance. In fact, the treble end was remarkably clean
and would have been very good had the circuit response been alittle
faster.
Stereo ' birdies' could be induced under lab conditions, but on off-air
signals the background was clear — given suitably strong signals.
Iwas not enthused by the AM results, but the loop aerial worked
well and seemed to be marginally more responsive than some ferrite
rods.
For overall performance, including auditioning, the tuner scored 3.5
marks out of five, which is not bad. For auditioning alone the score
was 3 marks, while the score was 3.4 out of five for value.
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ALTHOUGH OF similar power specification to the Sansui ( 65+65W
into 8-ohm loads over 20Hz to 20kHz at less than 0.005% THD) the
Sony is smaller and some might say neater. A feature of design is a
well- regulated pulse power supply; another is an audio signal
processor IC in the preamplifier section.
The 'silver' fascia has a colourful black and blue fronting with a
dark- backed windowed display section at the left which shows
functions and volume control attenuator settings digitally. Below is a
frequency response graph showing the tone control plots and low and
high filters, with blue buttons denoting the positions on the plots
where they become active when pressed. There are such buttons for
two treble tone control turnover frequencies, for high filter and for low
filter, and when either filter button is pressed agraphic message of the
effect achieved is shown in the display.
There are no control knobs at all. Both volume and tone controlling
are secured by press-switches. Bass and treble each has two buttons
giving indicated ( on the display) degrees of cut or lift over five steps,
each to amaximum of 10dB. Volume is controlled by arocker switch, a
press one side giving decreasing attenuation and a press the other
way increasing attenuation to a digitally-displayed maximum of
—79dB before the next step to ' infinity' is indicated, and up to OdB the
other way. Effective setting of the volume control is exposed on the
display by short lines, whose series progresses along a line as the
attenuation falls.
Balance is also adjusted by arocker switch, and when either side of
this is pressed the volume control position lines vanish and, instead,
just two short vertical lines manifest which run either way along aline
relative to zero centre, depending on which side of the switch is
pressed. Centre setting is indicated by a small rectangle of light. In
balance mode the word ' balance' shows, which changes to the word
'volume' in volume indicating mode. A few seconds after adjusting
balance the 'volume' indication is automatically restored.
The adjustments are in one-step intervals by a single press then
release of the appropriate button, but if pressure is retained aseries of
step changes occurs automatically to adjustment maximum. There is
no doubt that Sony have taken special pains to produce an amplifier
which is different from the competition — if not unique in the respects
mentioned.
Owing to the 'digital' nature of the control, any specific setting in
volume or tone/filter controlling can be memorised for subsequent
recall. For this there are two memory buttons and two so-called
'acoustic flavor' elongated press-switches, with asimilar one for 'flat'
restoration. It is thus possible to switch immediately to any overall
response condition previously established and, if you wish, to secure
'flat' comparison.
Source selection is by a line of largish, square press- buttons for
pickup, tuner, aux, tape 1, tape 2 and tape copy from 1to 2. Pickup
sensitivity can be switched to MM or MC by another press-switch,
while two press-switches are present for speaker pairs A and B. You

can also achieve a -20dB muting function by pressing another button,
afunction which also shows on the display panel.
Screw terminals cater for the speaker cables and RCA ' phono'
sockets for the signal ins and outs. There is no DIN interface.
The relative smallness of the amplifier is undoubtedly aided by the
pulse power supply, which uses arelatively small transformer. At 5kg
the amplifier is also light in weight for its power yield. Overall
dimensions approximate 430x80x325mm (WxHxD). Price is round the
£184 mark.

Lab Results
Into 8- ohm loads the amplifier met its specification without trouble,
but it was bugged when attempting to drive lower resistance loads. In
fact, the instructions state specifically that: 'care should be taken that
the speaker impedance should not be less than 8ohms otherwise the
protection circuit may activate or the unit may overheat when the
amplifier is used at high volume levels!
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The trouble is that speakers rated as 8ohms may fall in impedance
at some frequencies over the spectrum. It is all very well to keep to 8
ohms or above on acontrolled resistive load, but speakers are not so
obliging! You will see that in both-channel-drive mode the voltage
was some 7.3dB down at 4ohms compared with 8ohms. At 2.7 ohms
it collapsed to some 16dB below the 8-ohm output! On the other hand,
it accommodated the ZL load without trouble. A high 1kHz headroom
was indicated at 4 ohms, but less at 8 ohms.
Burst overload recovery (8ohms) was swift, but asmall mini-' ring'
at the transistion occurred, though the pulse generator may have been
partly responsible for this. Clipping symmetry was very good.
Distortion was commendably low, including IMD which comprised
only the even-order products at 1kHz, and this at 0.007%. Residual
noise was also low, being the best of the bunch, as also the ripple
under full 8-ohm drive. Other parameters were below average, and I
was unhappy to find that this the only one of the group with aslew
factor of less than 5. Distortion residual at just below 0.02% DF at
16kHz is shown by the oscillogram, on which you will notice less than
from some of the other amplifiers.
MC step-up ratio was useful, but the MC frequency response reveals
alow- bass roll-off with the test load. Other responses, including those
of the tone controls, were acceptable; but the HF filter does little more
good than the turned down treble control, while the subsonic filter had
too slow a rate of roll-off.
On overall technical placement including power, the Sony gained
fourth position.

Auditioning and Value
Auditioning with the IMFs was not particularly encouraging in
comparison with the rest of the group. At high sound intensities there
was avague indication of treble ' break-up'. Not severe by any means
but detectable by a critical ear. The ' solidity'of sound and bass
impressiveness, especially in MC mode, of the higher power models
was less apparent; but judged on its own the net results might be
viewed in a more favourable light than when in a group test of this
kind. Different speakers would also make a difference. For this
amplifier, speakers which retain an 8-ohm load as near as possible
over the spectrum as a whole would be favoured. For auditioning,
therefore, the score was 3.4 out of five.
The amplifier is not expensive relative to the group as awhole, and it
certainly boasts some useful and interesting features, but not all
audiophiles may desire the nature of the controls provided. They are
effective, it is true, but their value in hi-fi terms could not be ranked
very highly. If Iwere judging electronic control achievement, the
outcome would have been different; but so far as hi-fi is concerned the
suggested 'value' placement was third in the group.
SONY
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THIS IS another quartz- locked, frequency synthesised digital slimline, but FM-only. The digital display is windowed at the left-hand side
of a 'silver' fascia and the glowing digits show up clearly against a
black background. Maximum resolution is to five figures with a
decimal point, and the tuning range is from 87.5 to 108 MHz in 50kHz
steps. The first four digits are about 7mm high and the fifth, which
reads the 50kHz of frequency, is about half the height. The black
backing also shows various operational modes by illuminated
indicators. To the right of the display is another small indicator panel
which carries aline of three LEDs for signal-strength, stereo LED, and
auto-tuning announcement.
A small grey- backed press- button panel lies towards the centre of
the fascia which carries a programme on/off switch and six
rectangular press-switches— of different colour and three sizes nicely
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arranged for symmetry. The whole of the right-hand half of the fascia
is concerned with the station recall buttons, there being eight of these,
each with an illuminated window for station or channel identification.
The rear carries screw terminals for aerial options ( 75 or 300 ohms)
and an inversion of aBelling & Lee socket for 75 ohms coax, along with
two RCA ' phono' sockets for audio delivery.
Tuning is accomplished by atwo-way quasi- rocker-switch. A press
one side gives an up shift in frequency and a press the other side a
down shift. In manual mode a momentary press gives a one-step
change, while retained pressure starts a quick scan which ceases
when pressure is removed. In auto a single press instigates a scan
which halts when astation is detected, the tuning then being accurate
as established by the quartz reference oscillator and the display
showing the station frequency.
Frequency of astation is related to aselector button in the same way
as with most other digitals: that is, by pressing a memory button
followed by pressing the station selector button while the memory
indicator is alight.
After programming the selector buttons it is possible to monitor the
program of each one in turn by pressing a button labelled 'memory
scan/read'. Each staton can then be heard for about 3.5 seconds while
the indicator of the button which carries that programme is flashing
on and off. If a programme takes your fancy you can retain it by
pressing the selector button whose indicator is flashing.
Moreover, by setting aswitch labelled ' program' to the on position it
is possible to establish a sequence of press- button stations in any
order such that the station changes each time the power is turned off
and then on. This makes it possible to use an external timer so as to
record different programmes from different stations at every off/on
switching cycle. For example, if Radio 2 is related to button 1 and
Radio 3to button 3and the buttons are programmed in that sequence,
then on the first switching cycle Radio 2 will be tuned, on the next
Radio 3, and so on. It is possible to program up to four station selector
buttons in this manner, the number in the sequence being shown by_a
small illuminated panel at the top right-hand corner of the digital
display. By pressing the ' memory scan/read' button while the
program switch is on, each of the programmed stations is received in
the order of programming for about two seconds. This allows you to
check the programming sequence.
The tuner also includes a test-tone oscillator for setting tape
recording level, corresponding to 37,5kHz FM deviation lie. 50%
modulation level). Inter-station muting is active in auto-tuning mode,
being lifted in manual mode. Muting mode is also indicated, as a
'distant' function which is operated by pressing a button marked
'sens'. This activates a ' high- blend' circuit which reduces the stereo
separation and in so doing reduces the background hiss on weak
stereo signals. Incidentally, when the muting is lifted the reception is
in mono and the stereo indicator is extinguished, but it is then passible
to receive weak signals with the minimum of hiss.
The model is of interesting appearance and very much in keeping in
this respect with its partnering amplifier. It is metal encased and has
the approximate dimensions of 430x55x305mm ( WxHxD) and weight
3.6kg. Price lies in the region of £ 154.

The tuner returned commendable results, especially with respect to
stereo harmonic and intermodulation distortion and various other RF
parameters. For some curious unaccounted-for reason, full deviation
mono distortion was marginally higher than the stereo distortion; but
in no mode was it high, and it reduced to even lower values with falling
modulation depth.
Normal sensitivity frequency response was almost ruler-straight
from 20Hz to 10kHz, but after 10kHz there was arise peaking to about
1bB around 17kHz, as shown by the pen chart. In 'distainct mode,
however, the upper treble drooped atrifle to — 2dB at 15kHz, despite
the instructions' intimation to the contrary. The non- speaking channel
was relatively clear of heavy harmonics or spuriae in normal mode,
and the 1kHz filtered separation in this case was up to 50B. But in
'distant' mode the separation collapsed significantly, as revealed by
the middle curve of the pen chart.
Pilot-tone was moderately attenuated, but without modulation the
stereo subcarrier was virtually non-existent at the audio outputs. A
square-wave running all the way through the tuner from aerial input to
audio output gathered some disconcerting ' oscillation' on the way, as
depicted by the oscillogram. This reminded me of the type of test
signal I sometimes use to investigate transient intermodulation
distortion in amplifiers ( mix of square-wave and sinevvave!1. Isuggest
that Sony should investigate this phenomenon, as Icouldn't help
feeling that it was influencing the auditioning of the tuner.
Absolute sensitivity was good, as also mono and stereo 1rnV S/N
ratios; but in normal mode the inputs required to secure the 5OdB S/N
ratios were higher than required by some models. However, in the
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TABLE 1- AMPLIBERS
AMPLIFIER PARAMETERS

DUAL CV- 1450

JVC AX7

PIONEER 49

SANSUI AU-D5

SONY TA-AX5

Output per channel ma 201z-20kHz
8ohms both driven (W/dB):
4ohms both driven (W/dB):
8ohms one driven (W/dB):
4ohms one driven (W/dB):

45.6/16.5
56/14.5
53.6/17.3
72/15.6

98/19.9
88.4/16.4
108/20.3
88.4/16.4

128/21
169/19.3
153/21.8
182/19.6

72/18.6
92/16.9
81.3/19.1
127/18

72/18.6
27/11.3
91/19.6
27/11.3

Headroom 1kHz 8ohms/4 ohms ( dB):

039/0 5both ch. driven

0.3/0.28 both ch. driven

0.34/0.26

0.8/0.7 both ch. driven

06/1.4

Dynamic headroom IkHz 20ms1HF
bursts, 4ohms one channel driven ( dB):

0.75

protection triggered before
full o/p

2.5 ( heavily protected)

Output per channel max 1kHz ) HF bursts
2.7 ohms one chai • el driven (dB):
14.5
Recovery from 10(1
(ms):

IHF burst overload

Output per channel max 16kHz one
driven, 8ohms/ZL (dB):

12

15.9

virtually instantenous

virtually instantaneous

virtually instantaneous
(slight ring)

very fast

very fast ( but see oscillogram)

17/17

20.3/19.3

21/21

19/19

18.7/17.2

Dist worst channel 10c113 output 8ohms
300Hz ( % I :
0.009 DF
Dist worst channel 10d13 output Z
L16kHz 0.014 DF (see residual
1%1:
oscil)ogram)
Dist worst channel 10dI3 output 8ohms
1kHz
50mV input to MM pickup (%):
009 DF
Vector sum of 50, 100 and 150Hz mains
ripple at maximum 300Hz 8- ohm output
(dB):

4.8

42

0.013) 0.003 filtered)
0.0074 (see residual
oscillogram)

0.008 ( all DF)

0.015 DF
0.0065 DF ( see residual
oscillogram)
0.007 DF (analysed 0.0006)
2nd- harm. & 0.00016
3rd- harm.)

0.006 DF (0.001 filtered 2nd
harm)
0.005 DF ( see residual
oscillog ram)
0.007 DF (0.0014 filtered)

0.010F

85

73 (87 without drive)

88

88

Slew factor IHF at 8ohms and rated
output (dB):
Damping factor 3dB output ( BSI)
40/11c./20k Hz:

..>5 ( nice roll- off)
200/400/400

133/200/100

200/200/200

0.0057 DF
0.019 ( see residual
osci)lograml

18 (without HF filter)
400/400/133

50/80/44

Frequency response and tone controls:

pen chart

pen chart

pen chart

pen chart

pen chart

Filter responses:

pen chart subsonic&
loudness

pen chart subsonic&
loudness

pen chart subsonic&
loudness

pen chart loudness

pen chart subsonic and HF

Pickup frequency response RIAA eq
tape o/p:

pen chart

pen chart

pen chart

pen chart

pen chart

Pickup overload input
10Hz MM/MC (
mV):
1kHz MM/MC (
mV):
40kHz MM/MC ( mV):

25 ( 5mV sensit1; 7.5mV
(1.5mV sen.)
240 ( 5mV sen.); 72 ( 1 . 5mV
sen.)
3000 ( 5mV sen.); 900 ( 1.5mV
sen.)

30/3

28/1.1

19/5

12/0.8

300/20

300/12

200/17

120/7.8

5000/400

3000/120

3000/350

-1000/>100

Pickup S/N ref Odi3 output
(inputs loaded 1HF),
MM ref 5mV input ( dB):
MC ref 0.5mV input ( dB):

71 ( 5mV sen.); 73 ( 1.5mVsen ) 76
73

70 ( 77 straight-line mode)
77.3
69.5 ( 74.5 straight-line mode) 69.8

74.5
72

Residual hum + noise
vvideband (
JAI):

650

700

270

290

300

Residual noise ( pV):

255

110

105

84

28

Offset voltage at output UR ( DC mV):

3.6/3.6

39/47

-15.5/-12

-1/3

9.9/-1.8

IMD 19 20kHz eq. amp. 0.5d13 below
clipping 1%1>

0.013 1kHz product
0.06 3rd-order

0.1 1kHz product
both ch. driven

< 0.003 1kHz product

0.014 1kHz proudct
0.045 3rd order

0.007 IkHz product
both ch. driven

MM to MC step-up ratio (
dB)

10.5 switched sen. increase

22

28

20

22.7

Notes: Max output refers to cl ipping point, dB output refers to 2.828V rms across stated
load. Noise weighting CCIR/ARM. Unless otherwise stated output continuous sinewaveint0
8ohms resistive, 500mV input to aux or tuner and tests made with control preamplifier and
power amplifier sections coupled together as for normal operation. Z
Lcorresponds to a

reactive load for speaker simula ion of 5ohms modulus of impedance and 60degrees
phase-angle at 16kHz approx. DF = distortion factor in test band width including noise and
ripple components at LF.

'distant' mode the inputs were considerably reduced for the 50 and 60
dB ratios ( see Table 2).
Iwas happy with the RF intermodulation and spurious response
ratios, the tuner not being all that likely to kick up much fuss when
operating fairly close to transmitting stations. The three- LED signalstrength indicator was of limited value, since the first LED lit on around
2µV and the third on about 50µV; but there was atendency for the
brightness of the LEDs to increase with rising signal strength.
Despite the curios mentioned, the tuner came first in technical
placement owing to its relatively large number of good points.

Conclusions

Auditioning and Value
Using off- air program material the results were quite good; but
based on nth- degree subjective assessment using lab- derived FM
stereo signal, the subjective results failed to do full justice to the
technical placement. General frequency balance was good, but the
upper-treble reflected some brittleness and over-emphasis, encouraging over-sibilance. On the other hand, stereo separation and
imagery were very acceptable, but slight non-speaking channel
'spitting' was noted at high modulation levels, while at times, on fairly
weak stereo signals, mild ' birdies' were heard.
All the various features worked according to plan and the tuner was
ajoy to operate. Although Ihad no call to use the button programming
during the trials, the station call buttons were very useful once they
were set to my favourite stations.
The tuner scored 3.5 marks out of five for overall performance
including auditioning, and 2.8 marks out of five for auditioning alone.
Having in mind all the features (though they may not all be of value to
you) and the price of the tuner, the score for 'value' worked out to 4.2.
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Tables 3 & 4present the various findings and auditioning impressions
of the amplifiers and tuners separately. An ordinal ranking technique
was adopted to derive the overall technical placements which, in the
case of amplifiers, takes account of the power yield. For this reason the
amplifier analysis contains the individual ranking of each of the
parameters considered. This enables you to judge which models were
particularly 'weighted' in terms of power and output voltage across
the specified loads. Technical placement for tuners was derived from
the ordinal ranking of 22 of the parameters given in Table 2.
In both ranking tables you will find the scores given for relative
auditioning; but here Iwould like to stress that these must be taken
purely as the impressions of the listeners involved. A different crop of
listeners may well express different feelings, while different source
hardware and software, different speakers and different room
acoustics could well vary the results of a subsequent sonic assessment. Moreover, a particular amplifier or tuner judged in a different
group or, indeed, judged in isolation, would almost certainly be
differently placed.
For tuners Ihave also given an overall ' performance' ranking which
takes account of the technical as well as the sonic result in addition to
the impression for auditioning alone. The is really necessary with
tuners, which, unlike amplifiers, include RF and IF sections that have
less impact on the sonic result yet can be important from the reception
point of view.
Both tables include a 'value' rating which obviously takes account of
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good video dealers
price £7.50

consisting of:
The lustrous Lux PD300 t/table, the incredible Dynavector DV505
Tonearm and Carat diamond cartridge, the new Ray Lumley M-100
mono tube amplifiers, the fabulous Infinity IRS 4.5 Reference Monitors.
This almost mythical system for the knock—down price of £4,950
High-inertia, belt-driven, Arm-less
Turntable with vacuum Disc stabilizer

DV505 Bi—Axis inertia
controlled DYNAMIC balance
type tonearm.

Also aselected range of products
from the following:
ADC- Audio Technica-Castle-Crimson
-Diesis - Dynavector - Luxman - Hafler
IMF- IAS - Logic - Michell - D.E.°.
Shure - Thorens - TEAC - Trio - Ortolan
Supex - Maranta - Audiomaster - QUAD
Tannoy - B & W- Nakamichi - Infinity Lumley.

A LINK HOUSE PUBLICATION

or direct by sending the coupon below to Subscriptions
Department, Link House Magazines ( Croydon) Ltd,
Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA

Please send me The Home Video Yearbook 1982.
lenclose acheque/postal order payable to
Link House Magazines for cover price £ 7.50 plus £ 1.10
postage & packing ( UK and overseas Surface Mail)

Two demo rooms.

Or charge my Vise/Access * Account

Access/Barclaycard

lI

LARGE FREE CAR PARK
Open 9.30 — 8pm (Mon—Fri),
9.30-5.30 (Sat)

Hambledon Road, Denmead,
(Nr. Portsmouth) Hants. Tel: Waterlooville (070 14) 50312

111

1
- 11111111111

VISA

NAME
ADDRESS

L

HEN 1/82

*delete

as necessary
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TABLE 2 - TUNERS
FM SECTION PARAMETERS

DUAL CT-1450

JVC TX4L

PIONEER F9

SANSUI TUS5

SONY ST-JX5

Inputs for
30d8 S/N mono ( 4V):
50db S/N mono/stereo ( uy):

0.7 ( muting threshold 4pV)
2.5/25

1 (muting threshold 4pV)
3/30 ( 13 with OSC)

0.9
3.5/35

0.9 (4jA/ muting threshold)
2.5/25

60d8 S/N mono/stereo (pV):

8/80

10/100

10/100

10/100

-1d8 limiting ( pV):

0.8

1.2

0.9

1.5

0.9 (81.1V muting threshold)
3.5/35
(20 in distant' mode)
10/100
(60 in distant mode)
1.2

76.5
73

80
75

78.5
76.0

83
75

81.5
75.7

RAM 3rd-order (dB):

-70 average of both
sidebands

-67d8 av of both sidebands

-76 average of both
sidebands

-64 average of both
sidebands

-73 average of both
sidebands

Repeat spot suppression ratio (
dB):

89

90

89

83

89.4

Capture ratio IHF (dB):

1.5

1

1 (2.8 narrow selectivity)

1

1

76 ( average of both sides)

=76 average of both sides

40 (>80 narrow) av of both
sides

75 ( average of both sides)

=77 ( average of both sides)

SIN 1mV input
mono (dB):
stereo (dB):

Selectivity IHF
alternative channel ( dB):

10 ( average of both sides)

=6 average of both sides

3 ( 13 narrow) av of both sides 7 (average of both sides)

=- 12 (average of both sides)

Distortion factor 1kHz
mono (%):
stereo (%):
stereo subchannel (%):

0.5
0.5
0.3

0.08
0.09
0.12

0.03 (0.19 narrow selectivity)
0.22 (0.6 narrow se)ectivity)
0.09(0.4 narrow selectivity)

0.09
0.1
0.1

0.14
0.09
0.09

Distortion IM 4+ 5kHz 50% peak mod
stereo (%);

0.5

0.07

0.3(1 narrow selectivity)

0.07

0.07

Pilot-tone residual ( del:

-68 (
without modulation)

-60 (without modulation)

-74 (without modulation)

-40 (without modulation)

-54 (without modulation)

Stereo subcarrier residual (
d8):

> - 90 (without modulation)

> - 90 (without modulation)

-80 (without modulation)

-59 (without modulation)

> - 90 (without modulation)

adjacent channel (dB):

AM rejection ratio 30% AM (dB):

59

62

61

44 ( changes with i/p level)

62

Stereo frequency response and
separation, 20% mod 400Hz with 50ms
pre-emphasis:

pen chart ( stereo separation
lkHz filtered 50dB)

pen chart ( stereo separation
1kHz filtered 48d8)

pen chart ( stereo separation
1kHz filtered 53d8)

pen chart (stereo separation
1kHz filtered 47dB)

pen chart (stereo separation
1kHz filtered 50d8)

Signalstrength indication min/max (
e): 3/1250 ( 52c18 dynamic range) 10/250 (32d8 dynamic range) 2/250 (42dB dynamic range)

3/10 ( 10.5d8 dynamic range)

=2/50 ( 28dB dynamic range)

Tuning indication and wavebands:

FM only digital
FM 87.5-108MHz 50kHz steps FM 87.5-108MHz 50kHz steps FM 87.5-108MHz 50kHz steps Digital and analogue
873-108MHz 50kHz steps
MW 522-161kHz 9kHz steps
MW 522-161 1 9kHz steps MW 522-1602kHz 9kHz steps FM 88-108MHz ( 50kHz
definition)
LW 155-353kHz 9kHz steps
LW 146-353kHz 9kHz steps
MW 530-1600kHz ( 1kHz
definition)
(non- frequency synthesised)

Audio output (
mV):

940 per channel stereo

1000 per channel stereo

520 per channet stereo

660 per channel stereo

Squarewave1kHz aerial input and AF
output:

osci I
logram

osci llogram

oscillogram

osci I
logram

640 per channel stereo

Notes: Unless otherwise stated FM 100% including 10% pilot-tone, main test frequency 98MHz, aerial input ImV across 75 ohms and S/N weighting CCIR/ARM

Dual
CV1450

JVC
AX7

Resistive power continuous 8
ohms

1.0

4.0

5.0

3.5

3.5

Resistive burst power 2.7 ohms

4.0

3.0

5.0

1.0

2.0

Reactive outputZ 1

1.0

4.0

5.0

3.0

2.0

IMD 19+20kHz

1.0

3.0

5.0

2.0

4.0

Ripple at rated o/p

2.0

3.0

1.0

4.5

4.5

MM

1.0

3.0

4.0.

5.0

2.0

Slew factor**

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

1.0

feature, technique or system is just what you want even though my
'value' rating may be relatively low ( or the converse!). Prices, too, can
vary from source to source, and where models are closely priced you
may find that their order may differ relative to different sources. The
hi-fi market is currently in competitive mood, so now is agood time to
buy ( like houses!). You could get a bargain!
You will see that the technical placement of tuners fails to correlate
closely with price (features figure more here), though the correlation
is better with amplifiers. Moreover, the more expensive amplifiers are
generally the more powerful ones, so with amplifiers your extra
pounds sterling will be buying mostly extra watts - and the larger
electronics involved in producing these. High watts are more
important to some people than others; but hi-fi is not necessarily of
window-shattering sound intensity! Further, it is not necessarily the
most expensive amplifier which is the best auditioner - which also
applies to tuners.
With tuners, too, you could spend a fair amount of money on
state-of-art RF/IF sections, frequency synthesisation and digital
readout which, if you are just an average user, may not be of prime
importance. These things have minimal influence on the net sonic
result, though some can certainly be important in problem reception
areas and when distant station seeking is enjoyed.
Clearly, then, with these two groups of amplifiers and tuners of such
diverse features and facilities and wide price span it is impossible to
conclude with a realistic ' best buy' verdict. Read the reviews, know
just what you are after, process your own mini-analysis based on the
results, remember that you are not tied to same- make amplifiers and
tuners, and then when you are sure, take the petty cash out on a
bargain hunt,

Residual noise

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

TABLE 4- TUNERS ANALYSIS (
Marks out of 5)

price as far as it could be judged at the time of writing. Here a
weighting was applied relative to adatum price. A further weighting
ws introduced to take account of the 'value' of the features, and the
basic mechanical and electronic engineering. Like auditioning impressions, this is another hazy area, for a feature which may be
considered as high value by one person may be regarded as totally
unnecessary and thus of zero or low value by another. Ican only give
my own views on this.
In other words, Tables 3 & 4 should be considered essentially as
guides. After you have read the reviews you may think that aparticular
TABLE 3 - AMPUFIERS ANALYSIS (
Marks out of 5)
Parameters

S/N

Pioneer Sansui
Sony
A9
AUD5 TA-AX5

Overall technical placement
including power yield

fifth

third

first

second

fourth

Suggested value' placement

fourth

fifth

second

first

third

3.6

4.0

4.5

3.8

3.4

Auditioning impressions
Approximate price placement
Approximate price

lowest

second highest second
highest
lowest

third
lowest

£ 162 £350 £385 £180 £184

In 'straight-line' mode (worse with tone controls and filters active)
...Ordinal ranked to maximum of > 5.
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Make & Model

Technical

Performance
including Auditioning

Price (f) Placement Auditioning

Value'

alone

Rating

Dual CT- 1450

£176

fourth

4.2

3.2

3.6

JVC T-X6L

CI 70

third

3.6

3.3

3.5

Pioneer F9

£240

second

4.5

4.6

3.5

Sansui TUS5

£121

fifth

3.5

3.0

3.4

Sony ST-JX5

£154

first

3.5

2.8

4.2
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An Invitation to all Music- Lovers:

COME AND LISTEN TO
THE WORLD'S
FINEST
LOUDSPEAKER
It is over twenty five years since we, at MUSIC IN THE HOME, acclaimed
QUAD's original Electrostatic Loudspeader. and this remarkable design
remained our automatic top choice for avery long period. More recently,
however, although loudspeakers of amore conventional kind have shown
significant progress, not only in performance but also in terms of
compactness, we continued to scan the horizon for the promised successor to
the QUAD ELS. At last, after agestation period of some 18 years ( which
ought to secure it aplace in 'The Guinness Book of Records'!), QUAD have
unveiled their ELS 63 and we invite you to spend some time in its company at
our studio, where we are sure you will agree it was worth waiting for.

,

With the QUAD ELS 63 we now demonstrate the remarkable PINK
TRIANGLE turntable—a 'state of the art design of the highest excellence,
ideally suited to complement the naturalness of the ELS 63 and of the
matching QUAD amplifier system. We realise, of course, that the cost of
such components places them beyond the reach of many music lovers, and
such people will continue to find our studio an oasis of proactical. good sense.
Indeed, you will be astonished to discover how closely you can approach the
most exalted levels of audio excellence at a fraction of the cost.

I

Racks at
— Silly
u. Prices! \

These days, moreover, our service extends beyond the audio field
(equipment, discs and tapes) to the realm of video, for we supply and instal
the finest Colour TV sets and Video Recorders. We have also decided, after
aquarterof acentury, todiscontinue LIVE RECORD REVIEW, our regular
Saturday afternoon recital. Instead, you can ' listen at leisure' to the QUAD
ELS 63 and to other loudspeakers, not least the magnificent little.
BBC-designed LS3/5A which has been out 'best-seller' for the past six years
and continues to astonish all who visit our studio.

Ileinitz & Kirk Ltd MUSIC IN THE HOME
35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone (11-229 2077

Llewnew Audio
CORNWALL'S

HI-FI

NEWQUAY 4380

SPECIALIST

ANTHONY ROBERTS

"EASTCROFT", 39, PARGOLLA ROAD,
NEWQUAY, CORNWALL TR7 1RP

CORNWALL'S SOLE AGENT FOR:
LINN PRODUCTS:- The Sondek LP12
turntable on permanent demonstration.

AUDIOMASTER
SPEAKERS

Fantastic '
end- of- line' special purchase
with prices up to 50 0/0 off our previous

selling prices! All models covered for 1year
parts and labour guarantee.
MIS 1
'Hi Fi Choice'
Recommended
this 50
watt two way bookshelf
speaker has aclassic
reputation.

P202
Exciting and dynamic this two way system will
handle 100 watts.
Polypropylene bass
driver.

Typical Price ( What Hi Fil
Aug. 1981 £ 129 pr.

Typical Price ( What Hi Fil
Aug. 1981 f199 pr.

SALE £89

SALE £99.50

M LS 4
Hi Fi Choice Best Buy'
-100 watt two way
system which should he
stand mounted for best
performance (add £20
for recommended
trolleys)
Typical Price ( What Hi•F
Aug. 1981 £215 pr.

SALE £135
Mail Order Carriage and Insurance £5pr. ( UK mainland only).
mom...
Credit card orders accepted by telephone ring your nearest
branch to order.

Sou, Iqsproo‘n,o

•CROYDON
•NARROW
•LONDON. EC4
•LONDON, W1
•UXBRIDGE
•WATFORD

89 London Rd
340 Stattonlid
53 Fleet St
48 VIllornore SI
278 Noon St
101 Sr Albans Rd

Tel
Ter
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel

()pee Monday-Saterday 930 530 Late Nae Thee-a:lay Marne, Sir

112

IrIll
......s , ,_„

01 686 1343
01 863 8690
01 353 1935
01 486 8263
Uxbr 'doe 334 )
4
Watford 45250
urna 7prn

REGA RESEARCH:- Good quality products
at a reasonable price make the Rega
Planar 3 one of the best value turntables
available, come and hear why.
HEYBROOK:- As well as the established
HB 2 and HB 3 speakers, the new TT 2
turntable is on permanent demonstration.
YOU ARE INVITED TO TELEPHONE FORA
MUTUALLY CON VEN I
ENT APPOI NTME NT
TO HEAR THE FINEST EQUIPMENT IN
CORNWALL
NEWQUAY ( 063 73) 6380.
ALSO AVAILABLE:- A & R Cambridge*
Quad*Quantum*Pink Triangle*Celef*
Diesis*Meridian*Elite*Gale* etc...
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Mu/

JORDAN
50 mm modules and system designs

The Brand New

AlAYWARE

Mk IV+

MC-2V

TONE ARM & CARTRIDGE

Costs one quarter of the
Wok/Black Koetsu.(AL.)
JORDAN 50 mm modules have now achieved
international recognition as the most outstanding
loudspeaker units ever produced.
JORDAN 50 mm modules and system designs
permit the home constructer to build loudspeaker
systems with performance features far in advance
of any commercially built systems currently
available.
PLEASE WRITE for free brochure or send
£3.00 for your copy of the JORDAN Manual.
Products available at this address
E. J. JORDAN LIMITED
STONYWAY BOVINGDON GREEN
MAR LOW BUCKS SL7 2J H

Sounds as good with better
more powerful bass.
Did we hear impossible!
Don't believe it!
Phone for comparative
demonstration via the all
revealing Quad ELS-63
speakers.
Free Cohesive "Plattermat with every
(Send Retailers Receipt)
Arm + Cart
Mayvvare Ltd,
P.O. Box 58, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 9UH. Tel.
01-958 9421

miff:gm
souna
• All Prices Inclusive of VAT at 15% •
•
Two Year Guarantee on Hi Fi
ep
•
Comparator Demonstrations
e
PIONEER * HITACHI * ADC * CELESTION *
TECHNICS * REVOX * SHURE *
WHARFEDALE * SONY * BEOMASTER *
ORTOFON * B&W * JVC * BANG & OLUFSEN
*GRADO * CASTLE* QUAD * DUAL *
NAKAMICHI * MONITOR AUDIO * SUGDEN *
SME * MISSION * AKAI * AUDIOMASTER
*MORDAUNT-SHORT

NEW!
PLEASE ENQUIRE ABOUT OUR TV
AND VIDEO RANGE
•

monitor,

souna

TEL 71935

54 chapel st. chorley, lancashire.
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High
Technology
Loudspeaker
Driver

MRHF

*
*
*
*
*
*

Film Diaphragm Driver of Electrostatic Quality
System Power Rating 100 Watt Max.
Above 400 Hz-20 kHz approx.
Dim 590 x128 mm approx.
Weight 3.3 kg
Tweeter may be used as Mid Range—with
Optional Super Tweeter
* Sensitivity 86 dB/Watt Mean at 1 metre approx.
* As used in the Infinity System
1 Pair MRHF plus two Toroidal
Transformers Delivered U.K. Only £99-99

R.F.R. Dowling
7 Bachelors Walk, Lisburn. Tel: 04692
71272
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Video Index helps you choose!
Over 800 new titles have been added to the latest
edition to bring you around 3000 films to choose from.

NEIL DIAMOND meets JAWS

Categories
include:
* FEATURES
* HORROR
* CLASSICS
* MUSICSHOWS
* MUSICALS
*CHILDRENS
*SPORT
*GENERAL
INTEREST
*ADULT

VIDEO INDEX
N

Wirrer 1981
No4

THE VIDEO DIVNEAS GUIDE TO FILMS AND PitOONAWNII$

o 4 The Video
owners guide to films and
programmes— ON SALE
at your newsagents,
bookshops and all good
video dealers— 0..50.

Or send £. 80 (including
postage and packing) to:
Subscription Department, Link
House Magazines (Croydon)
Ltd., Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA

A A LINK HOUSE PUBLICATION

EDGWARE
AUDIO
CHEAPEST TAPES IN UK

MANDERS OF GRIMSBY
FOR

Dual

Demonstrations and specialist service for a wide range of
equipment: Dual, A & R, Quad, Tandberg, B & W, Bose, IMF, KEF, MordauntShort, Thorens, Technics, Lux, Castle, Pioneer, Denon, Revox, Nakamicht,
Harbeth, Lowther, etc.

MANDERS
2 & 4 Edwards Street, Grimsby,
Phone: STD ( 0472) 51391

DUAL, NAD, LOGIC,
CRIMSON, AR, KRYSTAL
MARANTZ, KITDECK,

FULL CREDIT FACILITIES

TRIO, QUESTAR etc.
Have you been subscribing
to Hi Fi News
recently,
8 High Street, Edgware, Middlesex.
Tel: 01-951 0596
NANCLAVCANID
NSA

HER MARKETS

the magazine with record rating?
Refer to page 90
or

contact Gill Sherman on 01-686 2599.

The place where people care about Hi Fi.
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TheWoyal Phi/harm/11c Society

A series of Concerts
with an American theme

Although no strangers to concert
sponsorship, this is the first occasion on
which Laskys have been associated with the
Royal Philharmonic Society in such amajor
concert season.
The concerts, seven in all, are linked by a
common American theme. Each programme
features amajor work by one of the most
respected American composers of the
twentieth century, among them Roy Harris,
Charles Ives and George Gershwin. The
climax of the season will undoubtedly be the
European premiere of anew work by Leonard
Bernstein entitled "Songfest" which will be
conducted by the composer.
We at Laskys see the sponsorship of live
music as alogical adjunct to our activities in
supplying quality HiFi for the domestic
music lover. It is perhaps the most pleasurable
and satisfying of all promotional activities;
we hope that you will be able to share in our
enjoyment at the concerts.
Laskys, the retail division of the Ladbroke Group

•

THE PROGRAMME

All concerts are at the Royal Festival Hall,
on Wednesdays at 8p.m.
N'ovember 11, 1981

March 24, 1982

The Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
Conductor: Sir Charles Groves.
Soloist: Claudio Arrau
In aprogramme of Tchaikovskv, Harris and
Brahms.

The Leipzig Gewandhans Orchestra
Conductor: Kurt Masar
Soloist- Heather Harper
in aprogramme of Barber, Strauss and
Bruckner.

The BBC Symphouy Orchestra
Conductor: Hans 'dunk
Soloist: Victoria Posmiktna
In aprogramme of Mozart, Roueel,
Rachreaninov and Varese.

The BBC Symphony Orchestra
Conductor: Leonard Bernstein
Soists: Jill Gomez, Sarah Walker. Cynthia
Buchan, David Rendall, Thomas Allen,
Paul Hudson
In aprogramme of ,..X.aeron, Elgar and
Bernstein.

December 9,1981

January 27, 1982
The Academy of St Martin ir. the Fields
Conductor: Neville Marriner
Soloist: Cecile Ouset
In aprogramme of Haydn. Gershwin and
Schumann.

February 24, 1982
The BBC Symphony Orchestra
Conductor: John Pritchard
Soloist: Ralph Kirshbaum
la aprogramme 01 Sessions, Walton and
Beethoven.

April 14, 1982

May 12, 1982
The London Symphony Orchestra
Conductor: Claudio Abbado
Snlois, Anne-Sophie Mutter
In aprogramme of Beethoven, '. ves and
Stravinsky.

SPONSORED BY
LAMInriew

IESIGGES
11111-1EI
Laskys have done it again!
Prices have taken areal nosedive on avast range of HiFi
and Video — there's never
been abetter tvme to buy.
So, whatever you're looking
for in HiFi or Video, hurry
down to your local Laskys
and SAVE SAVE SAVE!

=ea:4w

Aiwa AD3100 Cassette Deck • £ 10
Sophisticated metal compatible deck with soft
touch controls, Dolby, 3-colour LED level meters,
cue/review and bias fine adjust for LH tapes. Great
value! Previous Price £99.90
Laskys Sale Price £89.90

Nikko NA390 Il Amplifier
Excellent sound quality due to the use of low- noise
elements throughout and typifying the Nikko
approach of no-frills accuracy and reliability.
20 watts per channel RMS Previous Price £49.90
Laskys Sale Price £ 39.90

Nikko NT 790 Tuner
Simply styled AM/FM tuner with analogue tuning
scale. Good sensitivity and signal to noise ratio give
commendable FM stereo performance that belies
the price.
Previous Price £54.90
Laskys Sale Price £39.90

Sony STR 343L Receiver
Delivering 30 watts RMS per channel, the STR 343
has 3- band analogue tuning scale with LED signal
indicator and five FM presets.
Previous Price £119.90
Laskys Sale Price £ 99.90

ey

A

Lux PD 264 Turntable
Beautifully made direct drive semi-auto tumtable
with straight tonearm, reflex stroboscope and
heavy 1.8kg diecast platter. Outstanding value!
Previous Price £89.90
Laskys Sale Price £79.90

Major stockists of over 50 manufacturers including Aiwa, Akai, Celestion. Hitachi, JVC, Kef, Mission, Panasonic, Pioneer, Quad,

Laskys Superstores: London.01-636 0845 • Birminghad021-632 6303 • Bristo1 .0272 20421 • Chester.0244 317667 • Edinburgh.031-556 2914 • Glasgow.041-226 3349 • Kingston 01-546 1271
Liverpoolb51-236 2828 Luton 0582 38302 • Manchester 061-83? 6087 • Nottingham 0602 415150 • Preston.0772 59264 • Sheffield 0742 750971 • Slough 075324401.

Microcomputer departments at these • branches. Ring 01-200 0200 for details.

Laskys. the retail division of the Ladbroke Group.

EVE
SALIE1 000
glere 9.4M PEC.20l111
Previous
Price

Laskys
Sale Price

Akai CSM3 Metal, Dolby

£69.90

£59.90

Akai CSF11 Metal, Dolby

£119.90

£99.90

Aiwa ADM450 Metal, Dolby

£119.90

£99.90

Cassette decks

Kef Concord IV Speakers
3- way design with twin LE units, the
lower of which is progressively rolled
off towards crossover frequency
With optional grille covers in 7
colours 10-100 watts RMS.
Previous Price £169.90
Laskys Sale Price £149.90
Previous
Price

Laskys
Sale Price

Akai AMUO1 23 watts

£49.90 £39.90

Akai AMU22 25 watts

£79.90 £59.90

Nikko NA590 35 watts

£69.90 £59.90

Nikko NA790 55 watts

£89.90 £69.90

Pioneer SA410 20 watts

£49.90 £44.90

Sony TA242 22 watts

£64.90 £49.90

Trio KA405 55 watts

£89.90 £79.90

Tuners
Akai ATKO2L MW/LW/FM

£69.90 £ 59.90

Technics STSIL MW/LW/FM

£69.90 £ 59.90

Receivers
Hitachi SR 4010L MW/LW/FM
25 watts

£89.90 £79.90

Nikko NR519 AM/FM 20 watts

£69.90 £ 59.90

Turntables

VVharfedate Laser 200 Speakers
A3-way computer optimised bass
reflex system featuring the unique
Wharfedale isodynamic treble unit
for super-smooth high frequencies
15-65 watts RMS.
Previous Price £179.90
Laskys Sale Price £109.90

£99.90 £89.90

Technics RSM215
Metal, Dolby

£89.90 £79.90

Speakers

Amplifiers

KLH 331 Speakers
Acoustic suspension enclosure with
205mm woofer and 65mm cone
tweeter and good sensitivity 90.5d33 SPL at 1metre for
1watt 8-50 watts RMS.
Previous Price £139.90
Laskys Sale Price £ 59.90

Pioneer CT200 Metal,
Dolby

Akai APB21C Belt drive,
auto- return. Inc. cart.

£54.90 £49.90

Hitachi HT2OS Belt drive,
semi-auto. Inc cart.

£54.90 £49.90

Sansui FRD25 Belt drive,
auto- return. Inc. cart

£64.90 £59.90

Technics SLD202 Direct
drive, semi-auto. Inc. cart.

£84.90 £79.90

Trio KD1033S Belt drive,
manual

£54 90

Celestion 120 40 watts

£59.90

Celestion 130 50 watts

£119.90 £109.90

£49.90

Goodmans XB35 60 watts

£89.90 £79.90

Goodmans XB45 60 watts

£99.90 £89.90

Goodmans Kappa 95 watts

£89.90 £79.90

Goodmans Sigma 95 watts

£129.90 £ 119.90

Kef Celeste IV 50 watts

£119.90 £99.90

KLH 317 60 watts

£129.90 £79.90

Mission 700 80 watts

£119.90 £109.90

Mordaunt Short Pageant
100 watts

£189.90 £ 169.90

Mordaunt Short Signifier
250 watts

£398.90 £379.90

Wharfedale Laser 400
120 watts

£219.90

£149.90

INSTANT CREDIT
UP TO

Sansui, Sony, Technics, Toshiba, Trio, Wharfedale.
1.11.11111.Milffleee

£139.90 £ 129.90

AR28S 100 watts

MAW

£49.90

//

<Yle.

And Nationwide: London: 5branches - ring Teledata 01-2000200 for nearest • Cardiff 0222 374893 • Chatham 0634 407164 • Colchester 0206 62636 • Croydon
01-681 3027 Dartford 0322 73481 • Leicester 0533 537678 • Maidstone 0622 678165 • Manchester 061-834 4381 • Northampton 0604 35753 • Oxford 0855
722870 • Reading 0734 595459 • Richmond 01-948 1441 • Romfood 0708 20218 • Southend 0702 612241 • Watfora 0923 47488 • Wolverhampton 0902 23384.
PRICES INCLUDE 15°. VAT AND ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS. ALL OFFERS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY ' Arrarged with Tricity Finance Limited on approval of application
Please ask for written details. APR 38.4%.
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CHESHIRE

HAMPSHIRE

WEST MIDLANDS

Is

MEN

AI

MPLYTHE BEST

81 WILMSLOW ROAD, RUSHOLME,
MANCHESTER M14 SSO.
061-2254448 061-2486206

Comparator demonstrations In three Studios
• Open Thursday until 8 pm si Direct cut discs
is Approved agents ADC, Aiwa. AKG, AR. A & R. Anston.
Aug:hi:ire Audio Techruca. B&W. Beyer, Celef, Celesuon.
Chartwell.Cornson.Decca.Denon. Dies's. Dual, EAR. Electro.
Elite. Entre. Gale, Glanz, Grace. Grado, Hadcock, Harbeth.
Heybrook. JPW. KEF. Lentek. Linn Isobank.Linn Sondek.
Maxell. Meridian MFSL. Michell. Mission, Monitor Audio.
Monster. Nagaoka. Nakamichi. Nightingale, ()Monica.
Ortofon. QED. Quad. Radford. RAM. RCL. Reference.
Revox. Rogers. Sansui. Satin. Sennheiser. Spendor.
Stanton. Slag. STD. Sugden. Supex. Swallow. Syrinx.
Systemdek. Tangent. Technics. Trio. TSR. Yamaha. and
others
ACTIVE
SYSTEMS BY MERIDIAN,
CRIMSON ON DEMONSTRATION

1Zel 's
THE
HI-FI & MUSIC SHOP FOR
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
DISCOUNT
PRICES
ON
MOST
EQUIPMENT
AGENCIES INCLUDE: HITACHI. TECHNICS. J.V.C.
AR.. K.E.F.. MORDAUNT SHORT, MARANTZ, SONY.
QUAD, AKAI. ROTEL. TANNOY, TOSHIBA, TEAC,
NAT- PAN.
TDK.
TRIO,
MONITOR
AUDIO.
AUDIOMASTER. SENNHEISER, FISHER, AUREX
ETC
RAY ELECTRICAL LTD,
287 HIGH ST.. CHELTENHAM.
TEL 22317

SWALLOW

AND

FIVEWAYS HIGH FIDELITY

Demonstration facilities and specialist service for awide
range of carefully selected items including
ADC, Aiwa, Akai, AKG, A & R Ariston, Audiomaster,
Audio Technica, & kW Beyer, Calrec, Chartwell, Crimson,
Denon, Dual Dynavector, Elite, Entre, Glanz, Goldring,
Grado, Hadcock, Harbeth, Helius, Heybrook, IMF, JR, JVC,
KEF, Klipsch, Lentek, Linn, LNB, Logic Lowther, Mayware,
Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor, Audio, Nagaoka,
Nakamichi Neal, Ortofon, QED, Quad, Revox, Rogers,
Sennheiser, Shure, SME, Spendor, STD, Sugden,
Systemdek, Tandberg, Tangent, Tannoy, Technics,
Thorens, Trio, Uher, Colin Walker.
Fiyewaye High Fidelity Ltd.. 12 lelington Row,
Edgbaaton, Birmingham B15 110
Telephone 021 455 0667
9.30 600 Monday- Saturday

Ilampshire Audio Ltd
8 & 12 Hursley Road Chandlers Ford Tel

2827 or 65232

WEST SUSSEX

AUDIO HI-FI CENTRE
(NEW MILTON) LTD.
SPECIALISTS IN SOUND!
Bang and Olufsen, Tandberg, Quad, Sony, KEF.
IMF, etc.

The most respected names
in hi-fi are here

Receivers, Amplifiers, Cassette and Reel Decks
Accessories and High Quality Music Centres
All plus our enviable after sales service
HiFi and Acoustic Engineers for 40 years

BOWERS

51/53 Old Milton Road, New Milton, Hants.
Tel: 611290

eWILKIN()

WORTHING
Littlehampton Road

Lost in the Hifi Jungle?
Phone Wilmslow 526213

HERTFORDSHIRE

for an expert guide to the
territories db

RADLETT .
41 MO
CONSI'LTANTS

N40

A&Ilt Dual
AIWA HITACHI

eiDPIONEErt .

OPTONICA

f SOUNDS SUPREME
Aqpnts

for

m

i

Sensible ,adoce born expert stall
2 years guarantee on Hi Fi

For all that's best in real Hi- Fi

Very competitive prices

Demonstrations strictly by appointment.
Phone 3773,
Radlett
141

Audio Consultants,

Watling Street, Radlett, Herts.

Cheshire Torphone06255262'

Mission, Thorens.

HAPPY TO

RECOMMEND AND

Hours of business: 9-30 am- 5-30 pm. Tues
to Sat
CLOSED ON MONDAY
MAIL ORDER
PART EXCHANGE
IIARCLAYte0

6 Harris Arcade
Friar Street,
Reading, Berks.
I Telephone ( 0734)
585463

Appointed stockists ofA & R Cambridge, Lentek,
Quad, Rogers, Kef, Linn Products, Naim Audio,
Trandberg, Dual, Sansui, Ortofon, SME,
GOldring, Entre.

YORKSHIRE

IN IRELAND
LINNSONDEK
A&R A60
SUPEX

ARISTON-DUAL•LOGIC-LUX•LINNS
PRODUCTS
MICHELL-REGA RESEARCH•SYSTEMDEK-THORENS
GRACE-ITTOK-MISSION-MAYWARE-S.M.E.-SYRINXH ADCOCK•ALIDIO .TECHNICA-ASAK-DYNAVECTORELITE- GLANZ.G RADO.GOLDRING • KOETSU - SUPEXSHURE•A&R ( CAMBRIDGE). HAFLER•LENTEK-ONIX•
QUAD- ROTEL- ROGERS-CHARTWELL•HARBETHNIGHTINGALE-TANGENT
AIWA-NACHAMICHISEOUM-SENNHEISER•A KG .
STAX-BEYER etc etc etc

CIFICHIESTIM
11-1114GIN IFEIDLILITY

REAL HI-FI

DVICE - DEMONSTRATION-DELIVERYINSTALLATION- FULL THREE YEAR

WE ARE
SU PP

HOVE, SUSSEX
Telephone: Brighton 723399

IRELAND

A

All part of the Service!

Sansui,

40 LITTLE LONDON, CHICHESTER, W. SUSSEX
STOCKISTS OF AUDIO EQUIPMENT
TELEPHONE 0243 776402

BERKSHIRE

GUARANTEE'

KEF,

Michell, Fidelity Research, J BE, Diesis,
Quad, Quantum, Nagaoka, Ortofon, Elite,
Mission, Heybrook, Nagatronics, Jeweltone, JBL, Sugden, Trio, Stax, Entre,
Nytech, Meridian, Discvvasher, MFSL,

5SwanStreet.WilmslOw.

JVC,

136 PORTLAND ROAD

ProAc, Linn Sondek, A & R, Lentek,
Systemdek, Electro-companiet, Supex,
Syrinx,
Tresham
Audio,
Dynavector,

Service Department on Premises

SVIIFT

Yamaha,

Spendor, Technics, Audio- Pro, Rogers,
STD, Rega, Quad, Dual & Nakarnichi,
Allison, Hitachi, Trio, Sony, NAD,

Ropa, Calot, Oracle, Koetsu, Threshold,

•
•
111+1 MARKEN
ml=ce=cr=cc
. .

TenAlo ,thing 64141

JR

NYTECH

ARC

REGA

NAKAMICHI
HARBETH
ELITE

NAIM AUDIO

We

DENY°

DISCVVASHER

ENTRE

SATIN

GALE & MISSION

Demonstrations strictly by appointment
please phone

First Floor Rawson Square
Bradford ( 0274) 309266 4 lines

Leinster Mews,
154 Leinster Road,
Rathmines,
Dublin 6
Tel: 961 31 6

ERIC WILEY
64

ê. 85

BEANCROFT

CASTLEFORD,

WEST

ROAD

YORKSHIRE

0977-553066
ALL LEADING MAKES STOCKED
Full Comparator Demonstrations
V.H.S.
Video Stockists
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a
to

phone

Erricks'of Bradford

NOEL CLONEY
AUDIO CONSULTANTS LTD.,

you

us.

NAGAOKA

LENTEK

QED. HEYBROOK

build

hi-fi system

appraise—just

MORDAUNT-SHORT
SPENDOR

will

better

MERIDIAN

1
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Truth...
Since their introduction in 1976, the Series 2CARNIVAL, FESTIVAL
and PAGEANT loudspeaker systems from Mordaunt-Short Ltd. have
won acclaim and given pleasure not only in the United Kingdom but
also in some 40 other countries throughout the world. Now, this small,
specialist Company takes pride in presenting a new, successive
generation of advanced and outstanding products.
As with their predecessors, the fundamental
design objective of these new speakers has been to
/ achieve sound reproduction of the highest quality
from enclosures attractively styled and craftsmanfinished — yet at costs that will enable these benefits
to be accessible to the widest possible audience of
music- lovers, high-fidelity enthusiasts and homeentertainment seekers world-wide. Appropriately,
therefore, the new models are to be known as
CARNIVAL 3, FESTIVAL 3and PAGEANT 3.
In the present economic conditions, the actual
function and performance of any product are
increasingly important in relation to its cost and
presentation. Consequently, for the CARNIVAL 3,
FESTIVAL 3 and PAGEANT 3, Mordaunt-Short has
departed from the conventional veneered cabinet and
has evolved an elegant design, predominantly

FESTIVAL 3

CARNIVAL 3

PAGEANT 3
£296.70
per pair
Inc V.A.T.

CARNIVAL 3
£128.80
per pair
Inc. V.A.T.

PAGEANT 3

finished in fabric, yet which still retains in
attractive proportion the real wood veneers
traditionally associated with quality furniture. This
has permitted full and appropriate emphasis to be
placed upon the essentials of advanced acoustic
design within ahighly cost-effective format. The
CARNIVAL 3, FESTIVAL 3and PAGEANT 3offer
in consequence exemplary sound reproduction,
pleasing, tasteful appearance and unrivalled value
for money. And that's the truth...

...unvarnished.,/ ,

FESTIVAL 3
£197.80
per pair
Inc. V.A.T.
Stands
£34.50
per pair
Inc. V.A.T.

Mordaunt-Short Ltd
H igh - Fidelity Loudspeaker Systems
Durford Mill, Petersfield, Hampshire, GU31 5AZ
Telephone: Rogate ( S.T.D. 073 080) 721/2
Telex: 86443 MS HIFI

•eb
e\e'

J
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SHROPSHIRE
ffNTTI

HITACHI HI-FI CENTRE

PHASE 31L
HIFI

if Ai

of Worthing, Sussex.
ALSO AGENTS FOR:

rIIIIII.Ihe'LINSLEY•HOOD
. 300 SERIES

e
These

, r , , . • ,

latest

AMPLIFIERS

deseie, from the drdwf mg board of John

LEnsley Hood. engmeered to the very highest standard.
represent the very best that is available on the kit market
today

SONY, TECHNICS, PIONEER, SANSUI, AUREX,
TA NDBERG, MUTSUBISHI, THORENS, STD, ADC,
SPENDOR ,CELESTION,KEF,MORDAUNT-SHORT, etc
53 Brighton Road. WorthingSussex. Tel Worthing 206820

EAST MIDLANDS

The delicacy and transparency of the tone

duality enable these amplif iers to outperform. on aside
by side comparison. the bulk of amplifiers in the
commercial marketplace and even exceed the high
standard sel by Ns earlier 75 watt design

NICK DAKIN

Three versions are offered. sr 30 watt with Darlington
output transistors. and a 35 and 45 watt both with

Send for further details. HeptInts of all articles 75p.
Posi and VAT FREE

many other

One inexpensive test ca,eite enables yOu to set up VI-I
level head azimuth and tape speed Invaluable when
',Wog new heads Only f2 70 plus VAT and 50P
postage

that 11•IS I'Veyttlinti , Gives YOU fantastic
Stine° FM' reception with pilot
cancelling decoder IC Fluorescent
alllrlia display of frequehcy with
tinier clock and stopvvatch
tunctrons
All this is not lust on the FM band

the tuner also

covers LW MW SW and I'Vell TV sound
Descriptive series of article!, Mt, in
the current issues of Kilt:11(41i

LEICESTERSHIRE

9Cl AYMILL ROAD. LEICESTER 105331 761920

Loy

on these and
Other lots

TELEPHONE 0656 4156
• STOCKIST OF MOST LEADWG MAKES
• FULL DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES
• EASY CREDIT TERMS + HP AVAILABLE

SCOTLAND

Russ Andrews
High Fidelity
3
,
4Northumberland Street,

Edinburgh

031 557 1672

SURREY
WE WILL MATCH OR BEAT ALL PRICES

DORSET

Please write

or telephone for our free lists
giving further information

(BRIDGEND LTD.)
3THE BRACKLIG CENTRE
BRIDGEND - GLAMORGAN

rrt.

CLiimsortudig

rust telephone yOur requirements and
Barclay Access numbe.

makes at competehve pre,E,

WE NOW HAVE FL/L IDEMONSTRATION FACILITIES IN OUR NEW
FACTORY AND WELCOME ANYONE INTERESTED IN OBTAINING
ONE OF OUR EXCEPTIONAL AMPLIFIERS TO CONTACT OS FOR A
CONVENIENT APPOINTMENT
OUR ADVICE IS FREE ANDA SELECTED RANGE OF COMPATIBLE
EQUIPMENT IS STOCKED SO THAT WE CAN SUPPLY COMPLETE
SYSTEMS MINIMISING THE CHANCE OF ANY MISMATCH
AGENCYS INCLUDE:
CABLE oALLISON
311ELILIS oROGERS OELEKRACABLE
OMISSION oCEOL DBADGER OSWALLOW nCL EARWATER
OSuPEX ° GRACE nLOGIC nZEN oLEMAT oGALE ARISTON
ETC
WE ALSO SPECIALISE IN ACTIVE & DIY SYSTEMS
"

Wireless Send for your copy
of our price list All prices
exclude VAT and postage
Instant easy ordering,

leading

THUSIASTIC DEMONSTRATIONS WITH PLEASURE
IN OUR SUPERB DEMONSTRATION LOUNGE
45 RADFORD ROAD NOTTINGHAM 783862

TC1.

Practical Wireless ' Winton Tuner'
This is , ibrillionit new led Rule des.gned tuner

TELE ELECTRICAL
SERVICES

APPOINTED DEALERS FOR AIWA
LINN. MERIDIAN, QUAD,
BOWERS and WILKINS. SONY.
DENON, DUAL, LENTEK, HEYEIROOK
NAKAMICHI. TEAC. REVOX. TRIO

Mosfet Output devices All are of identical outsrde
appearance which is designed to match and stack w.ti,
our Linsley Hood cassette recorder 2

Hart triple purpose test

WALES

-( 0

...,,eote`'elEft .
','‘tLk
.... t c..C .'
s tintos
T• tet0
,?,
%Eee' 90(e.'

CHRISTCHURCH

CARTRIDGES

(Dept N)
5 Bodowen Close, Burton, Christchurch, Dorset
Usual hours:

Access,

Mon- Fri 10.30 to 8.30
some SatsandSuns
SHOULD

YOU

Barclaycard
Mail-order
ONLY

BUY YOUR NEXT CARTRIDGE

FROM A SPECIALIST
COUNTER?

DEALER

OR

A

256 STATION RCAD ADM ESTOS) SURREY
Probably the largest range of Audio, TV & Video in the
Home Counties. Denton ttttt ions anytime just pop in!
MOST BRANDS STOCKED INCLUDING:
AR, JBL, KEE. lUXMAN, MARANTZ,
MISSION, OPTONICA. ORTOFON, PIONEER, SANSUI,
SENNHEISER. SONY, TEAC.
TECHNICS. THORENS, TRIO

WEYBRIDGE 54522 (5 lines)

DIS-

WHY NOT DO BOTH?

EAST SUSSEX
3 MARINE COURT
ST. LEONARDS-ON-SEA
EAST SUSSEX
TN38 ODX
Tel. Hastings (0424) 439150
Moon Agents for:
N.A.D., HITACHI, TECHNICS PIONEER,
SANSUI, MISSION, KEF HAFLER,
PLUS ALL HIFI MARKETS PRODUCTS.

*

JUST BETTER SOUND QUALITY
3- years All Parts and Labour Guarantee
repdscOmetr,,,,,

*

JEFFRIES
HI- fl

4 Albert Parade, Green Street
Eastbourne,

dealer—We specialise almost totally in cartridges, arms, and styli, and offer
acarefully-chosen range of models from
the following ranges: ADC, ADCOM,
Audio-Technica, Denon, Dynavector,
Empire, Goldring, GRado, Hadcock,
Nagaoka, Ortofon, Osawa, Pickering,
QED, RTJ, SME, Stanton, Trio ( KHA-50
only) and Walco. We are happy to give
considered advice and information and a
friendly, efficient, personal service.
Discounter—Our prices are normally as low
as, or lower than, any in the country. We
are always on the lookout for new
models of exceptional performance, and
it is this quest which has led us to the
ADCOM range of moving-coils, and the
Walco induced- magnet cartridges and
parabolic styli. Write for full information
and details of our TRY BEFORE YOU BUY
scheme for Walco cartridges; which
enables you to evaluate the model your
choice in your own time in your own
system in your own home.
Specialist

Tei: ( 0323) 31336

So, whether you are shopping around for the
best price, or looking for expert advice, give us
a ring or drop us a line.
OUR CUSTOMERS ARE OUR BEST
ADVERTISEMENTS.

HOW CAN
ISELL MY
HI-FI EQUIPMENT
WHY NOT TRY
HI-FI NEWS
CONTACT

CHRIS BAUGENT
OR

MARTIN MILES
686-2599
111-11 MOWS LV: RECORD REVIEW
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Classified Advertisements
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 22p per word ( private), minimum £ 5.50 Box Nos. £ 2.00
extra. Trade rates 27p per word, minimum £ 6.75. Copy and remittance for advertisements in MARCH issue must reach
these offices by 24th January addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR2 2TA. NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall' Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No.
indicates its locality.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on
grounds of sex ( e.g. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless
(1) the job is for the purpose of a private householder or
( 2) it is in a business employing less than six persons or
(3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.

FOR SALE- private
Eons CQ30C, 3speed turntable) fitted with Hadcock GI 1228.
1:85.Tel: 01-318 5371.
A
DBX 118 compander. dynamic range enhancement with noise
reduction, complete. £65. Tel: 0632 676864 after 5pm. or
weekends.
A
- --- Quad system comprising 22 control unit. 2type II power valve
amplifiers. FM tuner professionally modified for stereo. Garrard
301, SME 3000. Shure M751/D. All housed in oak console with
separate quad electrostatic speakers. moderate usage. £500 ono.
Tel: Newport Pagnell 610584.
A

SOUNDCRAFT

• Mission 730 Mark 2speakers, hosed, hardly used, perfect £275
pair. Upgrading to ESL 63's. Dave Philips."St. Anthon>"Murley
Cresent, Bishopsteignton. Devon. Tel: 062675326.
A
Ferrograph 722 half track stereo tape recorder little used,
complete with manual and two Resto ribbon mikes. £400 ono. Tel:
Du n,taltle ( 0582)(017690)
A

FALCON ELECTRONICS
The D.I.Y. Loudspeaker supplier
Highest Quality Networks
Full range by Falcon Acoustics Ltd

DBX Encoders/Decoders & Discs
Also available, Records from Mobile Fidelity, Nimbus,
SAM, Meridian, Unicorn, Chandos, Telarc.
Mail Order
For Demonstration, Sales, catalogues and
information
Telephone 0686 88 611 ANYDAY 9am to 9pm
SOUNDCRAFT
2, Dolforgan View, Kerry, Powys.

Quantum 1(12-2(12 pre-power amp. input cards for 900 ! GC. 10 x
2 + Kam Ruh, . € 175.00. Pioneer SA7500 amp. 45 wpc. £75.00.
TX7500 roateliing tuner, £75.110. NRDC UHJ Amhisonic Decoder. £45.00. PR. Wharfedale Teesdales. on stands with castors.
£90.00. All mint. H. Braden. 21 Beaumont St., Badhy. Tel: Leic.
719655 evenings and weekends.
A

further

TOTAL KITS
For most of the magazine speaker
projects

Beomaster 901 to, erhatiled I £ 5t1. Leak stereo 30 amplifier (30.
I.ea kTrough line -1
unerf.30. Carrick ( 04)4466627 ( Burgess Hill).
A
Sony DXC 1610 colour camera and accessories £ 1200. U.
Maties: 1810 £385. VO 3800 portable 1:750. CMA SCE Adapter
£85. Colourton lighting equipment, batteries. tapes. equipment
little used. Winchester 60484.
A
'tannas Cheviot Loudspeakers. superb sound in inunaculate
condition. cart E5110. hareain at € 210. Also Aiwa AD6550 cassette
deck. excellent condititni il 511ono. Tel: ( 1143 52)2963.
A

NEW
Electronic crossovers for some of the
above projects

UNITS BY
Audax, Celestion, Coles, Elac,
Dales ford, Focal, lsophon, Kef, Peerless,
Seas, Siare

PLUS

BUILDING
SPEAKERS IS FUN!
- its easy and its inexpensive with
Wilmslow Audio flat- pack Cabinet kits.
Also many types of famous make
surplus and reject cabinets available.

35/39 Church Street.

•

Nightingale NMI , peaker.. 12o,,00d. Boxed immaculate.
Around 1250. Superb sound. Wokingham 786639 csenines:
weekends.
-A
- Collectors Items, pair BBC monitor speakers LS51A. Valve
Radford STA25. SC22. Transistor SPA50. SC24 professional
tape recorder T.R.D. 600 series. Thorens TD150 SME3001)
A DC25. Offers. 01-785 9666.
A

Van den hul stylii Mounted to all types of cartridges. speciality
Deccas, vast improvements in sonic structure. the Decca tuk6E
will track high velocity cuttings with soprani.. piano, also inner
groove performance improves tremendously ..price total modification about £ 100.00 for Deccas, other cartridges cheaper.
Please inquire stating make and if possible cantilever material.
Audio Consult ApS H.C. Oerstdvej 42. Dk 1879 Copenhagen V.
Denmark. Tel: 01045 137 3680.

SERVICING
Authorised

Service

Denon D1.301 moving coil cartridge €60. Denon HA500 Head
Amplifier C70. Binh brand new. boxed and unused, unwanted
prize. Tel: DUIlblanc (
0786)824676.
A
-Leak 3900 Amplifier and matching am/fm Tuner. Perfect
original condition. late serial numbers. II i-fi News reviewed Nov.
1977.£215.181ono. Tel: Nutley 2166 ( Sussex ) anytime 082571. A
Quad Electrostatics. bronze, immaculate matched pair. Still in
sealed hoses after Quad service ( August 19811. Pc rf eet condition.
£290. Tel: Leighton Buzzard (0525)378975.
A

Re- alignment, Repair, Overhaul, Speed, Track & Eq. conto
Manufacturers
versions
Spec. Fast turnround.

Audio
Laboratories
(Leeds)
Tel: ( 0532) 440378
3, Kildare Terrace,
Leeds LS12 1013.
•

FOR SALE-trade

Radford Studio speakers, acoustic line model. 50 watt output
(or 100 watts under domestic conditions) 40"s2(rs17" immaculate teak finish. £ 1110 each. Tel: Yatele> ( 0252) /024112evenings. A

Pre-packed screws. nuts.washers. solder tags. studding. Send
for price list. A ISales. P.O Box 402 London SW6 6L.U.
X
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Attention British and European Audiophiles! We are anAMER1CAN enterprise specializing in the direct sale of JAPANtSt
cartridges' tonearms' transformers' ':ables' interconnects vesBANSEI available)* accessories* etc. All manufacturers- lowest
prices. Advise your requirements-we'll quote immediately.
INTERSONICS .
.PO Box 113. Toyohashi 440.J APA N.
A

ACCESS taken

Quad Electrostatics, bronze, unmarked, original boxes. £200
pair plus carriage. Technics cassette deck. RS-273 USD £40.
Shure V15.1V.1:35. Tel: ferryhill ( Durham ) 074051637.
A

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

American HFi at USA price. Finest quality . ind new and used
equipment available for fast Worldwide deliy er>. Bob Heenan
P.O. Box 782. Brookline Village. MA 021471 .Si. 617 9692727.
A-C'

1:1 EVOX

The firm for Speakers

Wilmslow. Cheshire.

Spendor D40 amplifier one silly teak boxed 1:100.00, demonstration available. Aston Audio Ltd, Specialist Suppliers and
International Distributors. Alderley Fdge. 016251 582704. Trade
enquiries welcome.
A

All the necessary accessories, long
fibre wool, LGrille fabrics Inductors
Capacitors Resistors
BAF, P.O.B.'s Damping Pads etc.

For Details Large S.A.E. to
(overseas Air S2 Surface Si) PL13
Mail order and callers:
Tabor Hous, Mulbarton, Norfolk NR148JT
Telephone 0508-78272

WILMSLOW
UETILL

Blackburn's Hi-fi Clearance Starts Jan. 1I
th. Big reductions to
make way for Ham- Radio & C.B. Holdings. 39/41 Mincing Lane.
Blackburn. BB2 2AF. Tel: 59595.
-- • -- --- -Enjoy Studio-quality TV & Video Sound. The "Sound Bug"
feeds TV sound into your Hi-fi. C12.50 inc. postage. Dade
supplied. Leaflet free. Telesound. PO Box 7. Warminster BAI2
9YU.

Disc Cutting. Master and demos. Pressings. Cassettes. mobile
recording studio. Free brochure. TAM Studio. I3a Hamilton
Way. London N3. Tel: 01-3461E3.3.
Fanfare Records. Tapedise pressings, demos, masters studio
mobile. Neumann disc curter. S.a.e. brochure. 1 Broomfield
Close. Rs des Hill. G uildford. Tel: 0483 61684.
X
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SERVICING

SITUATIONS VACANT

'Combine your
interests with
your career!

Armstrong 111-1,1 Service Centre. Service and repairs to
Armstrong Products and all brands of HI- Fl. Armstrong
Amplifiers Ltd, 32a Blackhorse Lane. London E1
7 6HJ. Tel:
01-5231)051.
Ferrograph, Philips, New Grundlg,
and even Vortexion
recorders still serviced with guarantee. Quad equipment (in
stock). Tel: 01-995 1661
A

REVOX SERVICE
A77. 87 7 & A700 Tape Recorders. Line up & rebusing. Replacement heads & brakes. Full troubleshooting, repair and test facilities. Other makes considered.

Opportunities forTop
Sales People
in 1982

MOBITRACK SOUND
PROCESSES LTD.,
4 Latham Road, Twickenham TW1 18N, Mx:.
01-801-281 5. ( 24 hours answering).

STUDIO FACILITIES
'So you want to make your own record . . . Free brochure and
price list from Abigail Music. The Mill. Mill Lane. Dodalming.
Surrey. Tel: (04868)29229.
A

During 1982, Laskys — the
leading HiFi, audio, video and
computer retail specialist — have an
extensive expansion programme which
includes opening new stores in many parts of the country.

Attwell Audio for classical sound recordings, location or studio.
deomonstration tapes, records or high quality cassette duplication. 124. Lower Richmond Road. Putney SWI5. Tel: 01-785
9666.
Classical Recording? Nobody does it hefted Free brochure
from Abigail Music, The Mill. Mill Lane, Godlaming, Surrey.
Tel: 04868 29229.
A

If you have an interest in consumer electronics toge:her with a
good track record in retail selling and would welcome a new challenge in this area, this could be your opportunity. We are looking for
men and women, between 20 and 35. to come and join us right now.

SERVICES

Salaries will be in arange up to £5.500 p.a. + commission. (Outer
London Allowance adds an extra £300 p.a.: Inner London allowance
will bring you an additional £500 p.a.)

Audio Repairs by Engineer. 35 years experience. Extensive
facilities enabling High Standards with Official Approval from
ODA!). RANK. LEAK. SANSUI. andelsewhere DUALITY
VALVED EQUIPMENT Restored close to design wherever
possible. 7days personal service. Location: Woodford Essex. Tel:
01-504 5467.
X

For full details and an application form. contact: Vicki Phillpol.
Personnel Manager. Laskys. Hardman House. The Hyde. London
NW9 6JJ. Telephone: 01-200 0444.

WANTED

A sound future at

LAIAltre_

Attention! Please iiffer Quaint- Demodulator Denon- UDA100 and ()mini- 1.11"s. Wolfgang Nehles, Munchenstr. 30. 4130
Misers I. West Germany.
A
Sound News Studios Britain's oldest fulltime tape-disc cassette
Transfer Service) offers Studio Facilities mobile recordings for
Societies. Choir Bands. Pressings with sleeves of your design:
excellent fund-raiscr. 18 Blenheim Road. London. W.1. Tel:
01-995 1661.
A
Tannoy gold monitors 12 or 15 inch raw speakers, or in boxes.
Lancaster. York. ( ; RE. Autographic. etc. Will pay fair price. Call
collect. Canada 613 2265077,
A
Warren recordings members A.P.R.S.). Tape-disc. demos/
discs. pressings. cassettes. Studio and mobile. 59 Hendale
Avenue. London NW-14 4).P. TO:01-201 0306.
X

SPECIAL
ANNOUNCEMENT
Oliver Crombie Records is proud to announce the acqUiSilion of a
Keith Monks Professional Record Cleaning Machine, as used bv
the BBC. leading broadcasters and authorities. The service is now
in operation. and removes every vestige of dust. micro-dust and
sticky foreign deposit, leaving your records clinically clean. Of
course we cannot remove scratches or repair damage. hut many
pops and clicks and much suface moise which you thought was
permanent will magically disappear. Renovate ‘Mur old 1.P's and
hear detail you never heard before. coming from a beautiful],
silent background. The sonic difference can M.:Aromatic. Even
new 1.I'S can benefit as they often arrive from manufacturers in
avery dusty state. The cost if cleaning is 40p per record. which
includes anew low density paper and polythene muer sleeve. For
further details. Tel: 01-455 0066. Oliver Crombie Records. 102
Golden.< ireen Road. I
Aindon NW I .
A

PERSONAL
Close Encounters Group. Personal introductions. dances.
parties. talks. social events. Meet interesting. attractive people.
All areas. Td: ( Liverpool) 051 931 2844 ( 24 lionrsL
X
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You've never heard anything like it in your life before.
And we're not just talking about the name.
The tape is pretty impressive too.
Because its surface contains more magnetic particles
than any other tape.
Which means it can record more "bits of sound" than
any other tape.
Giving you a denser recording, and superior sound
quality.
We make sure things stay that way too.
By covering its surface with aspecial coating, which not
only holds the magnetic particles in place, but also leaves it
mirror smooth.
So your tape head positively glides over it.
Without wearing itself out.
Without wearing the tape out.
Sounds almost too good to be true?
It is.

maxell

Ma xel I ( UK) Ltd..1 Tyburn Lane,Harrow. Middlesex HAI 3AF. Tel: 01.423 0688.

To the competition, it's ason of abitch.
When Sansui
launched their AU217
amplifier, HiFi Choice
voted it " Best Buy".
In fact, all the
leading hi-fi magazines
praised its natural sound quality
But time moves on.
Having turned the hi-fi industry

This new model — the
AU- D22 — gives you 35 watts of
pure sound, thanks to its Super

Shown here: the matching tuner ( TUS33) and AU- D33 amplifier.

on its head by successfully
incorporating negative feedback
and feed forward circuitry in its
Super Feedforward AU- D9 and
AU- Dl 1amplifiers, Sansui set
about bringing this advanced
technique to their popular priced
amplifiers.
The result: an amplifier with
THD as low as 0.006% for amere
£109.90.

Even more power.
Even less distortion.
For those who
prefer amore
powerful amplifier
there is the 50 watt
AU- D33, (£ 139.90).
THD is an incredible 0.004%.
Frequency response: from DC
to 30,000 Hz.
Both amplifiers are matched to
the TUS33 tuner (£ 99.90) with
servo lock tuning, "just tuned"
indicator for perfect centrechannel tuning, high sensitivity
FM front end, an amazing high
signal-to-noise ratio of 82dB, and
afloating system to eliminate
external noise.
To us, the new AU- D22 and
AU- D33 are proud additions to
the Sansui family.
Rival amplifiers are simply poor
relations.

Feedforward technology.
Other features: dual bridge
rectifier circuit with 8diodes for
higher power efficiency.
Ultra-wide frequency response
from 10 to 20,000 Hz.
Moving coil input. Subsonic filter.

RelaxYou know you've chosen right.
For the name of your nearest Sansui dealer please ring 01-575 0210

